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Preface
The present report summarizes the scientific and
technological activities and achievements of the Institute of System Dynamics and Control (Institut für
Systemdynamik und Regelungstechnik, SR) from
mid-2012 to mid-2019 in preparation for the institute’s second review in October 2019. The Institute
was founded in July 2012 as part of the new DLR
Robotics and Mechatronics Center (RMC), established by a joint initiative of the Federal and Bavarian Ministries of Economy.
System dynamics and control is an interdisciplinary mechatronic key technology for the holistic design of innovative software-intensive systems
whose performance and safety are substantially determined by embedded control and automation.
With its interdisciplinary methodological core competences in system dynamics and control, as well as
its application-specific know-how, the institute participates in the DLR research programs Space, Aeronautics, and Transport, mainly as part of the
Helmholtz Association research program. In addition to institutional funding, the institute receives
significant additional funding through participation
in Bavarian, national and European projects, as well
as through contracts with industry.
The institute gratefully benefits from excellent
cooperation with many national and international
scientific and industry partners, as well as with the
RMC cluster institutes and a good many other DLR
institutes. The details of the research work performed for DLR research programs, the involvement

in projects and missions, as well as the expertise in
terms of methods and tools, will be introduced in
the following report, which also presents aspects of
technology transfer in the form of direct feedback
to society and industrial production. Statistical information on collaborations and publications documents the relevance of the work and the
acceptance in the research community.
The results presented in this report have been
achieved by the SR competence team consisting of
scientific, technical, and administrative staff, to all
of whom I would like to express my sincere gratitude for their great dedication and contributions.
Many members of staff have also been involved in
the preparation of this document. Very special
thanks go to the editorial team guided by Rainer
Krenn.
I hope this report provides an impressive picture
of the vast portfolio of the institute’s activities, of
the high level of our colleagues’ expertise and of
the unique products and solutions that we have developed. It should also inform the reader of the progress made since the foundation of the institute
and provide motivation to further support the institute in the future. Moreover, we welcome your
constructive and critical remarks, as well as your
positive and motivating feedback.
Oberpfaffenhofen, August 2019
Johann Bals
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Overview

1958 The DVL-Institut für Steuer- und Regeltechnik (formerly founded as Institut für Kybernetik in 1954) is relocated to
Oberpfaffenhofen. Since 1959, it is directed by Prof. Knausenberger.
1963 The DVL-Institut für Flugmechanik, directed by Dr. Brüning, is relocated from Essen-Mülheim to Oberpfaffenhofen.
1969 After the foundation of the unified DFVLR and the retirement of Prof. Knausenberger, these two institutes are
combined into the Institut für Dynamik der Flugsysteme (Institute of Flight System Dynamics), directed by Dr.
Brüning. After Dr. Brüning accepted a professorship at TUM in 1970, the institute was first lead (acting) by Dr.
Dickmanns and then by Dr. Ackermann.
1974 The Institute of Flight System Dynamics is directed by Dr. Ackermann. He established the departments Control
Design Engineering (G. Grübel), Guidance (K. Well), Vehicle System Dynamics (W. Kortüm), Multi-body Dynamics
(R. Schwertassek), Robust Control (J. Ackermann) and Robot Systems (G. Hirzinger).
The present-day Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics (RM) within RMC is based on the core of the earlier department, Robot System, whereas the Institute of System Dynamics and Control (SR) is essentially a merger of the
five other former departments.
1992 Due to the growing influence of the work in the area of robotics, the institute is renamed from Flight System Dynamics to Robotics and System Dynamics and is now cooperatively directed by Prof. Ackermann and Prof. Hirzinger.
1999 The institute is again renamed to Robotics and Mechatronics, reflecting its involvement in a network of competence for mechatronics, funded within a Bavarian high-tech initiative.
2001 After the retirement of Prof. Ackermann, the institute is headed by Prof. Hirzinger with Dr. Bals as deputy director. In two steps, the department Control Design Engineering (headed by Dr. Bals since 1997) integrates the department Robust Control (2001) and the terrestrial part of the department Vehicle System Dynamics (2004).
The department is now organized in the application-oriented teams Robot Dynamics (focus on industrial robots),
Aircraft Dynamics, More Electric Aircraft, Vehicle Dynamics, as well as Methods and Tools.
2008 The department is renamed from Control Design Engineering to System Dynamics and Control to reflect the
common strategic alignment of the department after the merger.
Planning of the new Robotics and Mechatronics Center (RMC) intensified under the strong leadership and encouragement of Prof. Hirzinger.
2012 Retirement of Prof. Hirzinger after a directorship of 20 years and after establishing the Robotics and Mechatronics
Center.
2012 On July 1st, 2012, the Department of System Dynamics and Control (SR) becomes a separate institute with the
same name and is directed by Dr. Bals. In accordance with the main areas of application, the departments Space
System Dynamics, Aircraft System Dynamics, and Vehicle System Dynamics are created.
The new institute is part of the Robotics and Mechatronics Center (RMC) together with the institutes Robotics
and Mechatronics (RM) in Oberpfaffenhofen and Optical Sensor Systems (OS) in Berlin.
2015 SR together with the partner institute RM moves into the new building of the Robotics and Mechatronics Center
in Oberpfaffenhofen.
2016 The first institute review by an international board was successfully passed.

Table 1: Timeline of the institute's history
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1 Overview
The status report Volume 1 documents the scientific and technical achievements of
the institute made in the period between 2012 and 2019, extended by a statistical
part focusing on the institute’s current position in the research market and the research community.
This report is organized as follows. Chapter 1 familiarizes the reader with the
mission of the institute, its historical, scientific, and technical background, as well
as its organizational structure. Finally, a selection of the main achievements shall
motivate for reading the following detailed technical chapters of this report. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 introduce the activities corresponding to the DLR programs in the
research fields of Space, Aeronautics, and Transport. In these chapters, the specific
work topics, the dedicated methods developed and the involvement in projects are
introduced in detail. Following the matrix-like organization approach of the institute, Chapters 5, 6, and 7 introduce cross-sectional topics with respect to the research programs, namely Research Synergies, Technology Transfer, and Methods &
Tools. Chapter 8 gives an overview of the Research Network that the institute has
established. It introduces partners from industry and academia, and lists cooperations and projects in which the institute is involved. The report concludes with the
section Documentation in Chapter 9. It includes fact sheets of the institute’s scientific efficiency and product relevance in a statistical manner, as well as lists of theses
and relevant publications.

1

Overview

technology transfer to industrial robotics and other
terrestrial applications.
The solutions are based on the holistic system
and control design as well as on optimal and robust
control of the underlying dynamic systems. For multidisciplinary design optimization, the institute
works closely together with industry and research
partners as well as with numerous DLR institutes.
For modeling and simulation of cyber-physical
systems, the institute leads the development and
establishment of international modeling standards
such as Modelica or the Functional Mockup Interface for model exchange and co-simulation (FMI) as
well as its extension for embedded systems (eFMI).
For DLR-relevant fields of application, the institute
develops re-usable model libraries and robust simulation solutions. In the long term, the institute is already preparing the next generation modeling
standard Modia.
The institute demonstrates its expertise in the
complete development chain from computer aided
design down to hardware validation with its test
benches and research vehicles such as the DLR Robotic Motion Simulator, the SCOUT rover, or the
DLR ROboMObil.

Introduction
1

The Institute of System Dynamics and Control (SR)
was founded in July 2012 as part of the DLR Robotics and Mechatronics Center (RMC). It is located in
Oberpfaffenhofen, together with the Institute of
Robotics and Mechatronics (RM), headed by Prof.
Alin Albu-Schäffer, whereas the third RMC Institute
of Optical Sensor Systems (OS), led by Prof. HeinzWilhelm Hübers, is located in Berlin.
RMC is the DLR competence center for research
and technology in the area of robotics, mechatronics, system dynamics, control, and optical sensor
systems. The core competences of RMC include the
interdisciplinary design, the computer-aided optimization, as well as the implementation of complex
robotic and mechatronic systems, optical sensors,
and human–machine interfaces.
The thematic and technological roots of both
Oberpfaffenhofen RMC institutes stretch back
more than half a century. An overview of the history timeline is given in Table 1. In all the forerunner
organizations, system dynamics and control have
been core competences. The fields of applications
have evolved over time from aeronautics, to space
flight, ground vehicles, and last but not least to robotics.
Within today’s DLR, the Institute of System Dynamics and Control provides state-of-the-art expertise in advanced physical modeling, simulation, and
control methods in almost all programmatic areas
where active control technology is a key factor for
performance, energy efficiency, safety, and comfort
of complex aerospace and transport systems.

Research Program
An overview of the SR research program structure
and concept is given in Figure 1 and will be explained in the following section. The research and
development program of SR is subject to the program-oriented funding of the Helmholtz Association, as is the case with all DLR institutes. The SR
activities are part of the Helmholtz research field
Aeronautics, Space and Transport.
In the Space program (51% of the institutional
funding), SR contributes to the following program
topics:

Mission of the Institute
Rapid progress in the fields of microprocessors, sensors, and software technology enables the development and implementation of progressively
intelligent and efficient control functions in robotic
and mechatronic systems.
The institute works on the enhancement and
application of advanced modelling and control
methods in view of improving performance, energy
efficiency, safety, and comfort in complex controlled systems. While physical model-based solutions still build the technological backbone of these
activities, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and
hybrid approaches are increasingly considered as
powerful and efficient alternatives.
The primary objectives of the institute are innovative solutions for space-robots and space flight
systems, aircraft, road and rail vehicles as well as

•
•
•

Space Robotics,
Space Transport, and
Space Systems Technology.

In the Aeronautics program (21% of the institutional funding), SR works in the program topic
Components and Systems. In the Transport program (28% of the institutional funding), SR participates in the program topics
•
•

Road Transport and
Rail Transport.

The programmatic results that the institute has
achieved during the reporting period are described
in Chapters 2 to 4.
An important goal of the institute is the exploitation of cross-cutting programmatic synergetic
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Figure 1: SR research program and concept
potentials. Results that are strongly related to programmatic synergies are presented in Chapter 5:
•
•
•
•
•

For one of the software transfer projects, namely
the development of a new Modelica library for wind
energy EWITAC, SR has received funding from the
DLR Technology Marketing (TM) organization.
The institute finances large parts of its activities
with third party projects, the major funding sources
being EU, ESA, BMBF (ITEA), BMWi (HGF, LuFo,
ZIM), StMWi, and Bavarian Research Foundation. In
addition, software license fees and industry contracts are financing a significant part of the budget.

planetary and terrestrial robotic electro-mobility,
robotic motion simulator,
underwater glider,
wind power, and
DLR cross-cutting projects.

The SR core competences in the fields of
•
•
•
•
•

physical modeling and simulation of dynamic
systems,
advanced feedforward and feedback control,
artificial intelligence for modeling and control,
multi-objective parameter, trajectory and
online optimization, as well as
advanced 3D visualization of system dynamics

Internal Organization
Currently, the institute has a core workforce of 76
staff members. According to the major work and
research fields, the institute is grouped into three
departments:

are utilized in all of the programmatic activities. The
enhancement and development of new methods
and tools is organized complementary to the programmatic work. The development strategy of the
institute is a cross-sectional one across the departments of SR through institute-level coordination in
the form of cross-working groups on specific topics.
In this way, SR is very effective and can achieve the
exploitation of methodological synergies. The
achievements made during the reporting period are
discussed in Chapter 7.
Technology transfer results are achieved by exploiting both programmatic and methodological
synergies. The main achievements reported in
Chapter 6 are related to the
•
•
•

1. Space System Dynamics,
2. Aircraft System Dynamics,
3. Vehicle System Dynamics.
This structure also reflects the involvement in DLR
programs, respectively. The departments are again
structured into groups based on the specific applications on which the institute mainly focuses. The
organigram in Figure 2 provides a comprehensive
overview of the institute’s structure.
Since the development of methods and tools
for modeling and control is a key activity at the institute and supported by all departments and
groups, the steering of this cross-section topic is established as a central coordination effort at the institute level. The Systems and Control Innovation
Lab (SCIL) is located at the same organizational
level. It is the key entity for the institute’s technology transfer activities.

industrial robotics activities,
Systems and Control Innovation Lab (SCIL), and
marketing of commercial modeling and simulation tools.

3
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Central service functions like quality management,
financial controlling, logistics, and human resource
services, are executed within the institute, while IT
management and web services are provided by the
partner institute RM with limited contributions from
SR.

In the domain of orbital servicing robotics, the department participates in a number of DLR, ESA, and
EU projects focusing on raising the technology
readiness level (TRL) to deal with challenging problems like combined modeling and control of a satellite with a robotic arm, and mastering of complex
docking maneuvers. Topics on mechatronic satellite
systems such as High Torque Wheels (HTW), electric
power train, and energy management complement
the orbital servicing activities.
For future reusable launch vehicles, the department, in cooperation with the Aircraft System Dynamics department, is developing key technologies
within the G&C design process. These include
multi-level model libraries (3-DOF, 6-DOF, and 6DOF variable mass flexible bodies), trajectory optimization, stability and controllability analyses, as
well as nonlinear and robust control methods. Utilizing this process and key technologies, the department participates in the joint DLR/CNES/JAXA
CALLISTO flight experiment and in the DLR Reusability Flight Experiment (ReFEx).
For the time being, the department is the main
driver of the institute’s technology transfer activities

1.4.1 Department of
Space System Dynamics
The Space System Dynamics department is active in
the fields of robotic planetary exploration, orbital
servicing robotics, mechatronic satellite systems,
and launcher systems.
For robotic planetary exploration missions like
InSight, Mascot, and MMX, advanced methods and
tools for terramechanics, rover modeling, and control of over-actuated mobile robots are developed
as enabling technologies. Dedicated in-house facilities like the automated terramechanics testbed
TROLL and an innovative mobility system SCOUT
are developed to verify and validate the methods
and technologies.

Institute of System Dynamics and Control
(RMC-SR)
Prof. Dr. Johann Bals
Prof. Dr. Martin Otter (Vice Director)

Systems and Control
Innovation Lab
(SCIL)
Dr. Tobias Bellmann

Department of
Space System Dynamics
(RFS)
Prof. Dr. Johann Bals

Methods and Tools
Coordination
Prof. Dr. Martin Otter
Prof. Dr. Johann Bals

Central Services
Logistics: Christian Schmidt
Quality Management: Christian Schmidt
Office: Monika Klauer, Barbara Jaumann

Department of
Aircraft System Dynamics
(FLS)
Dr. Gertjan Looye

Department of
Vehicle System Dynamics
(FAZ)
Dr. Jonathan Brembeck,
Dr. Andreas Heckmann

Space Systems Group
(RS)
Rainer Krenn

Flight Control and
Autonomy Group
(FA)
Dr. Gertjan Looye

Road Vehicles and
Electromobilty Group
(AM)
Dr. Jonathan Brembeck

Robot and Spacecraft
Dynamics Group
(RR)
Dr. Matthias Reiner

Flight Dynamics and
Loads Group
(FL)
Thiemo Kier

Rail Systems Group
(SF)
Dr. Andreas Heckmann

Motion Simulation and
Virtual Reality Group
(VR)
Dr. Tobias Bellmann

Energy Systems Group
(ES)
Dr. Dirk Zimmer

Figure 2: Organigram of the Institute of System Dynamics and Control: Departments, Groups, and SCIL
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(industrial robotics and SCIL) and contributes to
many SR and DLR synergy topics such as providing
robotic motion simulation.

as guidance, primary and secondary suspensions,
traction drives, and brakes on the basis of an integrated strategy. Moreover, a mechatronic low-floor
running gear with independently rotating wheels is
under development. This allows the direct control
of the influencing characteristics such as safety,
comfort, wear, noise emission, and energy consumption.

1.4.2 Department of
Aircraft System Dynamics
Research in the Aircraft System Dynamics department focuses on reducing aircraft emissions, improving aircraft efficiency and safety, and enabling
new flight vehicle configurations. The department
consists of three groups: Flight Dynamics and
Loads, Flight Control and Autonomy, and Aircraft
Energy Systems. These groups develop and apply
new methods and tools for flight dynamics and
loads analysis, design and analysis of active load
control algorithms, optimization of flight trajectories, as well as analysis and design of more efficient
aircraft energy system architectures and management algorithms. On the safety front, the department develops advanced algorithms for fault
detection and diagnosis, actuator health monitoring, as well as fault-tolerant, reconfigurable flight
control systems. The developed technologies also
build important enablers for future flight vehicles,
such as high-altitude platforms. Considerable effort
is made to automate the design and analysis processes, allowing for incorporation of the areas addressed above in aircraft overall design analyses, as
well as aircraft-level technology assessments.

Infrastructure
In mid-2015, the institute moved from rented facilities located outside the DLR campus into the new
RMC building (Figure 3), which hosts the institute’s
SR and RM. Part of the SR labs are located in the
RMC building:
•
•
•
•
•

1.4.3 Department of
Vehicle System Dynamics

Planetary Exploration Lab (operated by RM),
Terramechanics Robotic Locomotion Lab,
Automotive Lab (SC3-Bulli car),
Industrial Robot Control Testbed,
UAV Lab (FASER aircraft).

Figure 3: RMC building

The research of the Department of Vehicle System
Dynamics focuses mainly on the safety, comfort,
and responsible use of natural resources in road
and railway vehicles. In both areas, the research
topics of energy management, vehicle dynamics
and artificial vehicle intelligence are addressed.
In road vehicles, innovative approaches for
mechatronic chassis are investigated. The main goal
is the simultaneous improvement of energy efficiency, safety, and driving comfort. The new X-byWire technologies pose increasing challenges for
the vehicle’s functional safety. Therefore, modelbased development processes and toolchains for
embedded systems, artificial intelligence (AI) methods in vehicle dynamics control, as well as integrated chassis control, fault detection, isolation and
reconfiguration (FDIR), and vehicle state estimation
are being advanced by the automotive group.
The railway group is targeting a fundamental
redesign of the running gear technology. The goal
is the control of all vehicle dynamical functions such

Figure 4: TechLab building (courtesy of
Hammeskrause Architects)
The TechLab building (Figure 4) integrates a stateof-the-art laboratory environment with offices for
scientists as well as external personnel. As the main
SR laboratory facility, it houses the DLR Robotic Motion Simulator, a robot-based driving/flight simulator, the DLR ROboMObil, a 3D visualization system,
and testbeds like the Railway Roller Rig for the Experimental Railway Running Gear, the Health
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Monitoring Testbed and an industrial robot testbed
(KUKA Quantec). Furthermore, the TechLab is the
main facility of the Systems and Control Innovation
Lab (SCIL), a Helmholtz Innovation Lab. The SCIL offers the necessary infrastructure and processes to
acquire, commercially process, coordinate, and
carry out research and technology transfer projects
with partners.

SCM in its existing simulation environment for verification purposes. Using the institute's new Rover
Simulation Toolkit (RST), a model of the MSL rover
has been built and the results of a simulation campaign were correlated with data recorded during
JPL's MSL rover tests at the Dumont Dunes in the
Mojave Desert, California. The simulation results
matched very closely with the JPL test data. At the
single-wheel level, SR’s TROLL terramechanics
testbed is a key device for providing reliable reference measurements for model validation.

Major Achievements
In the following section, selected major achievements of the past seven years are highlighted in the
form of an executive summary. However, this selection will not diminish the importance of all other
results achieved in the reporting period, which are
introduced in detail in the following chapters.

Simulation, Wheel Optimization, and OnBoard Software for the MMX Rover
In 2018, DLR and CNES started
the joint development of a 4wheel rover for the JAXA’s Martian Moon eXploration (MMX)
mission to be launched in 2024.
The MMX rover is a risk mitigation scout, technology demonstration for mobility in milli-gravity, and
science instrument carrier. SR was consulted by
CNES and JAXA to assess the technical feasibility of
wheeled locomotion under milli-g conditions in soft
soil prior to the official collaboration of CNES and
DLR. The institute’s renowned terramechanics and
rover modeling expertise drove the decision to implement a rover-type mobility system. After this
achievement, SR is now responsible for the full system simulation which is used for design support
throughout the mission as well as for a future operations simulator. SR also claims responsibility for
the on-board software module, which will control
and coordinate the leg and wheel motors. Due to
its terramechanics expertise, the institute is also responsible for the wheel development of the rover.
The first optimized prototypes are already printed
and analyzed.

Agile Scout Rover for Cave Exploration
Beginning in 2016, the institute
started to fill a big gap in mobile
planetary exploration systems:
Planetary scientists dreamed of
exploring lunar and Martian
caves since their first discovery – the latter also posing the possibility for remnant or present life. The
“Scout” is designed to overcome extreme terrain,
while being robust and simple. Hence, it is based
on the so-called rimless wheel which combines gaitlike patterns with the ease of full actuator rotation.
After intensive optimization-based design, in 2018
the first prototype was built and tested. These first
test campaigns confirmed the promising simulation
results for this technology. It is planned to bring the
system to flight readiness by 2026 for mission opportunities on planetary surfaces or as a technical
payload. By 2030, flight readiness for the full extraterrestrial cave exploration scenario will be reached.

Mobility Unit Control for MASCOT Mission

Terramechanics Modeling for Planetary
Rovers and Cooperation with NASA JPL

DLR’s lander MASCOT was
launched in 2014 onboard the
JAXA Hayabusa II spacecraft,
and landed on the asteroid
Ryugu in 2018. An internal rotor
arm was used to upright and to relocate MASCOT
in order to put it in the correct pose for scientific
measurements. A model of MASCOT was developed at the institute to optimize the controller of
the mobility mechanism regarding robustness versus unknown operational conditions on the asteroid. During the mission, the tuned controller
successfully realized all of the desired motions of

In 2015, the institute established a joint collaboration with
NASA JPL’s Robotics section on
rover locomotion simulation
and terramechanics modeling.
An important role is played by the institute’s tool,
called Soil Contact Model (SCM). It is used for simulating the interaction dynamics between rover
wheels and sandy planetary surfaces, as well as the
corresponding soil relocation effects. JPL has identified SCM as a solution to bridge gaps in their own
rover simulation capabilities and has implemented
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MASCOT and enabled the scientific instruments to
perform their respective measurements.

classical assessment approaches (e.g., Monte Carlo
simulation). Furthermore, a parameter re-design
has been proposed which improves the desired robustness considerably. The controller redesign was
also done using multi-objective, multi-case optimization.

HP3 Mole Optimization for NASA InSight
Mission
Within the NASA InSight mission to Mars, DLR provided the
HP³ instrument, deployed in
November, 2018, to investigate
the Martian subsurface. A selfimpelling nail, the so-called Mole, is used to pull an
attached thermal sensor ribbon into the soil. A
complex simulation model combines particle and
multi-physics simulation and enables SR to accurately predict the Mole’s locomotion performance
and to optimize its hammering efficiency. This digital twin of the system is prepared for solving potential system health care issues and for in situ
identification of Martian soil. The latest performance issues due to unexpected soil conditions out
of the design specification range are also analyzed
with the institute’s simulator.

Modelica SpaceSystems Library
The Modelica SpaceSystems library
(SSL) has been developed at the institute over several years, to model
space systems in a realistic space environment, ranging from satellites to
launch vehicles, including their subsystems, components, and physical behavior, such as the structural
dynamics of solar panels and separation of launcher
stages. The SSL enables advanced controller design
and verification, trajectory optimization, as well as
development of path planning and other algorithms for new modular satellites, on-orbit servicing
and reusable launcher concepts. It is a state-of-theart enabling tool for future space systems dynamics
modeling and control activities of the institute.

Satellite On-Orbit Servicing
Sagitta Simulation and Integration Testing

In the frame of an ESA project, a
GNC simulation and design tool
for Active Debris Removal with a
robot arm has been developed.
The tool environment is based
on existing Modelica libraries of the institute and
allows for simulating complex scenarios of on-orbit
servicing (OOS) and active debris removal (ADR) in
low earth orbit (LEO).
For all relevant mission phases, combined control methods have been developed in which the
chaser platform and the robot system are controlled
by a single control system that coordinates all the
sensor data and the actuation (satellite thrusters
and robot joints) to obtain the desired chaser motion and robot system configuration. The combined
control concept was successfully demonstrated in
simulation for the capturing and de-orbiting scenario of the inactive satellite Envisat.

In the OpenInnovation Sagitta
project coordinated by Airbus
DS, the institute developed the
simulation and integration testing system for automated hardware and software testing, which has been used by
all partners. Throughout the project, tests have
been conducted at all integration levels. These tests
are an important part of the Sagitta’s first flight
clearance. The system and its software environment
contain a flight dynamics model, as well as multiple
environment and component models of different
origins. All component models and their respective
hardware are interchangeable. The derived setup
seamlessly integrates with the Airbus testing framework. In 2017, the aircraft made two successful
flights.

Dynamic Loads Induced by Wake Vortex
Encounters

Control System Design Verification and
Validation

Based on an Airbus contract,
the institute has significantly
enhanced the jointly developed
VarLoads tool of SR and Airbus
to predict dynamic loads induced by complex external disturbances like wake
vortices. This enhancement allows the simulation of
wake vortex encounters from variable angles, as
well as elastic and unsteady aerodynamic effects.

In the recent RFCS project, the
flight control system of the European launcher vehicle VEGA
has been assessed by applying
the optimization-based, multiobjective worst-case search tools developed by the
institute. Shortcomings could be detected at early
design stages which could not be recognized by
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The simulation results were compared with an
A400M flight test campaign, flying more than 250
times through the wakes of A340-600 and A400M
aircraft from various angles and at various speeds.
They matched very closely, validating the developed
method and implementation in the VarLoads tool.

TU-Delft and NLR). The control methods allow for
far simpler, yet far more robust control system design as compared with classical methods.

Adaptive Envelope Protection

A gust load alleviation controller was very successfully
tested on a highly flexible
wing in a wind tunnel at
DLR’s Göttingen site. The
wing, designed and operated by the Institute of
Aeroelasticity, was equipped with multiple trailing
edge flaps and acceleration sensors. For controller
design, a newly developed method was used,
which allows to isolate and damp critical aero-elastic modes by blending the control inputs and measurement outputs in an 𝐻2 -optimal way. In order to
handle actuator faults and saturations, a novel realtime control allocation scheme was developed and
implemented. During the experiments, the wing
was excited with different types of discrete and stochastic gusts. The gust load alleviation controller reduced the structural loads in the wing root by up to
50%.

Active Gust Load Alleviation in a Wind
Tunnel Experiment

In the context of the Marie Curie
project ADFLICO and in close
cooperation with NASA Ames, a
system for online prediction of
safe flight envelope bounds in
case of aircraft damage, system failures, and icing
was developed. The system was implemented on
the NASA Advanced Concepts Flight Simulator by
means of indicators on the primary flight display
and highly successfully evaluated by airline flight
crews. In the frame of the ACROSS project, the predicted bounds were implemented in envelope protections in the control laws and successfully
demonstrated in icing and severe wind shear scenarios on the TU-Delft SIMONA research simulator.

Fault Detection and Diagnosis
Both in the European project
ADDSAFE and the succeeding
RECONFIGURE project, the institute
developed signal- and model-based
algorithms for actuator and sensor
fault detection and diagnosis, as well as reconfigurable control laws. In both projects, the algorithms
developed by the institute were ranked highest and
selected for implementation in Airbus test facilities,
i.a., the A380 iron bird. The subsequent tests were
very successful, both in diagnosing all simulated
failures, as well as in not generating false alarms.

Clean Sky: Systems for Green Operations
The institute has established itself as a key player in the field
of aircraft energy systems in
the Clean Sky Systems for
Green Operations platform
(SGO). The institute was the coordinator of methods and tools development in SGO and established
Modelica in the aircraft industry by means of major
contributions to thermal, electrical and energy systems modeling, architectures and management algorithms. Furthermore, new methods for multiobjective trajectory optimization and for modeling
and analyzing electric taxiing systems were developed and successfully applied. The research is continued in CleanSky 2, Systems ITD on the topics of
on-board energy management and mission evaluation.

Flight Testing of Incremental Controls
Incremental nonlinear control
methods are a very attractive alternative for control design
methods such as Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) or Backstepping. In the case of aircraft, these methods
compute control increments based on an angular
acceleration control loop. This loop vastly reduces
model dependency and improves disturbance rejection. SR developed the key element that allows such
methods to be implemented in practice. SR was
also first to implement and fly the methods on a
UAV and on a passenger aircraft. In 2017 and 2018,
three highly successful flight test campaigns were
performed on a Cessna Citation (PH-LAB, owned by

ROboMObil
The ROboMObil is DLR’s space
robotics-driven by-wire electromobility research platform for
mechatronic actuators, vehicle
dynamics control, human–machine interfaces, connected mobility (Car2X), AIbased control techniques, and autonomous driving.
The ROboMObil became one of the most innovative
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robotic electromobiles, even on the international
scale, years before the Google car found interest in
the public. This was confirmed by the first prize of
the internationally recognized eCarTec Award
2012, the Bavarian State Award for Electromobility,
as the “most innovative product vision”. In addition
to this award, six outstanding doctoral theses, tackling different topics from AI to hybrid braking, were
successfully finalized. Since its maiden voyage, the
mechatronic two-seater has performed numerous
experiments on test rigs (e.g., steering test-rig at
the MUAS) and open-air proving grounds (e.g., at
ADAC and DEKRA test centers), and has been presented in several exhibitions. The most prominent
international ones were the Berlin Air Show 2012
(ILA), the eCarTec Trade Fair 2012, the Automobilwoche Konferenz 2013, the Hannover Messe 2014,
and the IAA 2015. It also participated at the DEKRA
Safety Day 2015.

Robust Control for Industrial Robots
At the institute, linear parametervarying (LPV) gain scheduling control
techniques were successfully applied
to improve the performance of complex industrial manipulators with notable joint elasticities. The developed LPV gain
scheduling controller is recognized as one of the
most complex LPV-applications ever, including realtime implementation on a realistic 6 degrees of
freedom robot. The controller improves the disturbance attenuation properties of the system over the
whole work space of the robot while at the same
time a good tracking performance is maintained.

Robotic Motion Simulator
The DLR Robotic Motion Simulator
(RMS) was the first robot-based
motion simulator worldwide with
real-time capable, interactive 6+
axis online path planning. For the
technology transfer of the control algorithms and
the system concept to a series prototype, SR, together with Grenzebach and KUKA, has received
the 2013 euRobotics Technology Transfer Award
(First Prize). Especially developed for this type of
simulator, the system features a unique plug-on slip
ring concept (DLR patent pending) allowing the
complete roll rotation of the simulator cabin without modifying the structure of the robot platform.
RMS has evolved into a core component for the verification and demonstration of synergies between
various domains.

Experimental Railway Running Gear
In order to pave the way towards a new railway running
gear technology with independently rotating wheels instead
of
wheelsets,
a
development environment has been implemented
that consists of a 1:5 scale experimental running
gear in hardware and associated simulation models.
Several nonlinear Kalman Filter designs based on
different sensor configurations are experimentally
validated with the objective to observe the lateral
position of the running gear even in situations
where only a subset of sensor signals are available.
The model-based control synthesis uses feedback
linearization and model inversion techniques and
explicitly considers major nonlinearities such as the
geometrical conditions of the wheel–rail contact.
The promising results convinced the DLR management board to implement a 3 M€ true scale running
gear testbed as a follow-up project.

Wind Turbines: Modeling and Control
In the field of wind power, the
institute synergistically combined its collected modeling
know-how of aerodynamics,
flexible bodies, powertrains, and
electrical systems in order to develop the Modelica
EWITAC library. This library provides a commercial
modeling suite for wind turbines. To demonstrate
its potential for the development of future technologies, a modern control concept has been developed that is based on nonlinear dynamic inversion
methods. This concept significantly reduces the
loads on the tower and thereby enables the construction of lighter turbines with longer lifespan. In
this way, modeling and control know-how from the
aeronautics, robotics, and ground vehicle domains
could efficiently be transferred to the energy sector.

Vibration Analysis of Railway Bogie
Vibrations excited by track irregularities inter alia lead to
dynamical loads that act on
running gear equipment such
as brake calipers. In order to
properly predict and prevent corresponding fatigue
problems of safety-relevant components, an elaborate theoretical study validated by an experimental
modal analysis was accomplished in close cooperation with Knorr-Bremse SfS.
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2020). The goal of this standard is to support tool
chains to generate production code for electronic
control units and other embedded devices for advanced model-based controllers, observers/virtual
sensors and fault detectors.

Functional Mockup Interface

1

Since 2008, the institute SR has been
developing, together with other
partners, the Functional Mockup Interface (FMI), a C/XML-based interface for the exchange of models and
for tool coupling. The development of FMI for
Model Exchange was headed by SR, leading to the
FMI 1.0 standard in 2010 and the FMI 2.0 standard
in 2014 (www.fmi-standard.org/tools). FMI 3.0 is
currently under development and will be released
in the near future. FMI is now established as the
world-wide standard for the exchange of dynamic
models and for tool coupling and is supported by
more than 130 software tools.
Bosch and SR initiated the development of the
companion standard FMI for embedded systems
(eFMI) within the ITEA EMPHYSIS project (2017–

Commercial Modelica Libraries
The institute SR has been developing
a growing set of commercial Modelica modeling libraries since 2008.
Currently, the eight model libraries
Actuators, EWITAC (wind turbines),
PowerTrain, FlexibleBodies, FlightDynamics, Optimization, RailwayDynamics, and Visualization are
distributed by Dassault Systèmes and/or LTX Simulations. The revenue from related licensing fees
does significantly contribute to the income of the
institute.
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2

2 Space
“The goal of the space program is to develop new technologies for use in basic
research, operational services, and commercial applications. The program is oriented to the federal government’s space strategy and has been tasked with developing the required technological foundations for new space missions while creating
maximum value added.” (Helmholtz Association)
As part of the RMC’s key research subjects of planetary exploration and orbital
robotics, significant contributions are being made to the simulation, design optimization, verification, and control of space systems and their individual subsystems.
The institute SR’s research focuses on the planetary rovers’ wheel–soil interaction,
landers’ mobility on asteroids, satellite maneuvers including docking contact dynamics, and the assessment of conventional and reusable launcher systems.
In the field of planetary exploration, the combination of multi-body, contact
dynamics and terramechanics know-how is crucial in order to perform simulation
and optimization of various mobility systems. A special focus is on the simulation
and control of planetary rovers and their wheel–soil interaction. SR’s participation
in various projects and missions shows the international significance of these technologies.
Combined control of the chaser satellite and manipulator enables future OnOrbit Servicing and Active Debris Removal missions. With the institute’s experience
in contact dynamics and robotics, such combined controllers become feasible.
The institute’s experience in enhancing the multi-body system with flexible bodies and separation dynamics allows the simulation of launchers and satellites. These
models are, for example, used for the development of guidance and control (G&C)
algorithms as well as controllability and stability analysis.
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Moreover, within the DLR project MOREX, a fruitful
cooperation with NASA JPL has been established
with the goal to support operations, focusing on
the validation of terramechanics models and rover
locomotion performance prediction.

Planetary Exploration

2

The institute’s activities in the context of planetary
exploration are strongly focused on robotic mobility
aspects. The investigated mobility systems include
robots for surface mobility such as wheeled rovers
and hopping landers, as well as devices for sub-surface penetration with hammering or screwing
mechanisms. These systems are designed for operation on planetary target bodies ranging from large
bodies like Mars or Moon to medium size bodies
like the Martian moon Phobos down to very small
bodies like comets and asteroids.
The institute develops models, methods, and
tools that form the basis for system simulation, control, and optimization. Fundamental contributions
to system design, verification, optimization, and operation are thereby made all the way to the novel
mobility solution of the Scout rover (see 2.1.5). An
overview is given in Figure 6. The know-how of the
institute is applied in various projects and missions
(see details in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5). The most
prominent missions are
• the DLR asteroid lander MASCOT, released
from JAXA’s Hayabusa II spacecraft and landed
in October 2018,
• the DLR HP3 project contributing to NASA’s InSight mission, landed in November 2018, and
• the MMX Phobos rover project in collaboration
with CNES and JAXA, aiming for launch in
2024.

2.1.1 Terramechanics and Rover
Modelling Techniques
One of the key technologies related to planetary exploration is terramechanics, which is used to describe the dynamic interaction between the soil
covering the outer surface layer of the planetary
bodies and the mobility system. The ability to precisely predict the locomotion behavior of a mobility
system is a crucial pre-requisite for the system design process and for system operations planning.

Figure 5: Different fidelity terramechanics models;
see the following paragraphs for explanation
The institute has been developing a line-up of terramechanics models, as shown in Figure 5. They

Figure 6: Overview of the institute’s activities in planetary exploration
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range from highly precise but computationally
costly particle-based volumetric models, to models
that take soil deformation into account based on a
variable height map, to highly efficient multi- or single-point models [1.67].

iterations by estimating the contact forces based on
the particles jolt. While developed for dense granular matter, the approach also scales well for particulate flow and significantly speeds up simulations
by larger stable time step sizes of implicit schemes,
at the low computational per-step cost of explicit
schemes [2.94].
The institute’s unique approaches are used to
enhance an existing particle simulator and to embed it into the institute’s particle simulation framework DEMETRIA, which supports automated
simulation runs and load balancing of variational
simulation campaigns on multi-core platforms. To
speed up simulations by up to ten times over the
state-of-the-art, the institute’s GPU-based particle
simulator “partsival” was developed [2.58]. The
framework also provides routines for coupling with
the institute’s optimization framework MOPS. In
addition to applications like wheel traction optimization, the models are used to gain a deeper understanding of soil interaction in order to enhance
simpler models. As examples, a fast elasto-plastic
model has been developed for InSight, and SCM’s
soil relocation (see below) has been adapted based
on DEM results.

Particle Simulations Using the Discrete
Element Method (DEM)
The research on particle simulation methods focuses on high-fidelity modeling of regolith interactions and the efficient usage of single workstation
computers. This enables design engineers to utilize
even the most precise Discrete Element Method
(DEM) techniques without the need for super-computing time slots. A key feature for achieving the
goal is the efficient modeling of the problem on micro-, meso-, and macroscale ( [2.96] and [2.122])
e.g., by using special boundary and symmetry condition modeling.

Soil Contact Model (SCM)
A very good balance of simulation accuracy and
computational efficiency is achieved with the Soil
Contact Model (SCM). Due to this compromise, it is
suitable for full-system simulations with multi-physics simulation tools like Dymola, Simpack, or
SimMechanics. Within SCM, the contact dynamics
between an arbitrarily shaped, rigid or flexible contact body surface and a plastically deformable terrain surface (Figure 8) is computed. Accordingly,
the SCM algorithm is applicable for wheeled, legged, or tracked locomotion systems in a unified
manner [elib60535].

Figure 7: Application of particle simulation for
wheel–soil interaction analysis
Furthermore, the timely state-of-the-art process of
parameter calibration fitting simulations to model
tests has been replaced by a systematic parametrization process. Therefore, parameters are divided
into two parts: sufficient parameters that need to
satisfy a criterion only and physical parameters
which are determined from real material parameters. In particular, the efficient use of the sufficient
criteria allows the simulation to be sped up due to
lower system stiffness and particle number. As an
example, the particle size and stiffness in simulation
do not need to meet the real grain parameters. For
the particle size, a resolution with respect to the
tool manipulating the soil allows the particles to be
scaled up.
In order to allow for faster, yet precise and numerically stable simulations, the institute develops a
special semi-implicit numerical integration scheme
based on jolt estimations and a predictor–corrector
method. This scheme effectively omits the repeated
contact detection throughout the corrector

Figure 8: Terramechanics simulation with plastic soil
surface deformation using SCM
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The implemented theories include Bekker’s pressure–sinkage relationship and Mohr-Coulomb’s soil
failure criterion with extensions by Janosi and Hanamoto. These known model equations have been
extended with a novel soil deformation and soil
flow field computation (Figure 8), which has a major impact on the force calculations. So far, SCM
has been applied for a number of space-related
projects such as ExoMars and RobMPC (both ESA)
and also for more fundamental research, such as
uncertainty analysis for wheel–soil contact of planetary rovers, e.g., in [2.215].
In 2016, SCM received a major update that improved the soil relocation algorithm following Rankine’s theory on soil failure (see [2.124] and [2.43]).
Moreover, SCM was enhanced to exploit multithreading and parallel computing capabilities of
modern computer hardware and operating system
distributions. The tool is now fully integrated into
the institute’s Rover Simulation Toolkit (RST, see below). In 2015, NASA/JPL has identified SCM as a
simulation tool to bridge a significant gap in its simulation line-up for rover wheel development and
has integrated the SCM software in its own multibody simulation framework called M3Tk [1.15].

purely empirical relations, effects like slip-sinkage
and lifting can be simulated even when the computation time is required to be much faster than realtime [2.35].
Different contact detection mechanisms are implemented and can be switched according to the
specific needs of the application. Examples are a
versatile contact detection in the DLR Visualization
library [2.189] or a computationally more efficient
algorithm in C which requires uniform meshes.
Applications of the (semi-) empirical models are
in the areas of control synthesis, optimization, software-in-the-loop simulations, or interactive simulators. Examples include an interactive lunar landing
simulator (5.2.3), an interactive ROBEX mission demonstrator (2.1.5), the optimization of the HP3
mole mechanism (2.1.4), and verification of rover
chassis controllers. Furthermore, a software-in-theloop simulator was created for the autonomy algorithm analysis of the ROBEX rover and for operator
test and training purposes within DLR’s Space Bot
Camp competition.

Rover Simulation Toolkit (RST)
The development of the Rover Simulation Toolkit
(RST) follows an overall goal of the institute to collect modeling, simulation, and system control
know-how in domain-specific libraries and to make
this know-how quickly accessible and easily reusable.

Empirical Terramechanics Models
To achieve even faster computation for applications
that need real-time capable in-office or even onboard computers, different empirical and semi-empirical models are developed. The key for computational efficiency is to model terramechanics in a
functional manner rather than representing soil
flows and plastic deformations explicitly.

Figure 9: Contact detection technique applied for
empirical terramechanics models
The well-known semi-empirical approach developed by Bekker, Wong, Janosi, and Hanamoto aims
to combine physical relations such as earth pressure
with empirical correlations. A two-dimensional integration of the pressure distribution over the
wheel–soil contact area leads to contact forces and
torques. By model complexity reduction and, in
particular, by avoiding any spatial discretization,
even faster models have been developed. With

Figure 10: RST architecture
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RST provides a Modelica library of planetary roverrelated models, partly in a generic manner and
partly pre-configured to represent existing rovers
like MSL (NASA) and ExoMars (ESA), but also the
LRU and TRP which are developed at the DLR Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics. With RST, a user
is able to design and verify new rover concepts and
solutions within concurrent engineering campaigns
or early mission phase studies in a quick and easy
manner. Here are two examples taken from various
RST applications:
•

•

During the implementation of the full system simulator for the MMX rover, RST is extended with elements of the thermal domain and for structural
load analysis of landing impacts.
A special focus was put on achieving unified accessibility to all relevant components within a system model built with RST. This goal is achieved by
a signal bus for the propagation of sensor sig-nals
and actuator commands and consequent parameterization. Therefore, maintenance work like adapting to changed parameters as well as comprehensive signal monitoring and analysis is
straight-forward or even automatable. In this way,
RST generated models that are easy to link with
tools for design and control performance optimization but also for robustness and sensitivity analyses,
e.g., using Monte Carlo methods. Dedicated network interfaces provide support of middleware
communication for hardware-in-the-loop or software-in-the-loop simulation tasks (see, for example,
Figure 11).

Before the prototype of the Scout locomotion
system (see Section 2.1.5) was physically built,
it had already gone through several simulation
model iterations using RST building blocks. The
design parameter values for the Scout backbone were determined by applying optimization techniques on the RST rover model.
Recently, RST has been the basis for the full system simulator of the MMX rover (see Sec-tion
2.1.4) where one task of the institute is to do
the simulation work for the locomotion system
team, from early design to the operations
phase.

2.1.2 Terramechanics Robotic Locomotion Laboratory (TROLL)

The toolkit (Figure 10) includes components for the
kinematics and dynamics of the multi-body system,
sensors and actuators, single joint control and simple system controllers; see Section 2.1.3 for more
advanced controller design.

The institute has built a novel single-wheel test facility, called Terramechanics Robotic Locomotion
Laboratory (TROLL). The purpose of this facility is to
support the development of terramechanics modeling techniques by generating well defined and reproducible experimental data for model validation.
Furthermore, new wheel concepts can be directly
assessed and wheel design details can be optimized.

Figure 11: RST modeling the LRU rover with a
navigation camera for system autonomy analysis

Figure 12: Terramechanics Robotic Locomotion
Laboratory (TROLL)

Figure 11 exemplarily shows how the physical and
digital rover models are connected to each other. A
key component of the RST is the connection to a
contact dynamics library, which includes the terramechanics models that are explained above but
also a general contact dynamics models for rigid
surface contact.

The utilized force-controlled industrial robot (Figure
12) allows a wide variety of tests, from conventional
single-wheel tests with fixed or free slip to variants
of this test with different tilt or side slip angles.
More complex experiments tailored to a specific
problem, like manipulator–payload interaction in a
regolith environment, can also be performed.
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Two test containers, one interchangeable and one
fixed, provide a flexible test area. In all applications,
automated soil preparation is the basis for repeatable and reliable experiments. A soil fluidization system (Figure 13) can be used to quickly loosen the
soil and complements the mechanical soil preparation tools that can be attached to the robot. The
tool changing system allows automatic tool change
between preparation and test tools, thus enabling
a fully automated test procedure.

rover’s degree of autonomy, the desired path is uploaded from the ground control center or computed onboard by dedicated navigation software. A
path-following algorithm is used to periodically update the original path taking into account potential
deviations from the ideal path due to the rough terrain the rover has to cope with. Finally, the desired
trajectory is forwarded to the locomotion controller
(Figure 14) in the form of longitudinal (and lateral)
velocities and yaw rate.
While the trajectory computation is mainly vehicle-independent, the locomotion controller allocates the overall vehicle motion demands to
vehicle-specific single actuator demands. The control allocation depends on the vehicle’s mobility system architecture characterized by the mobility
system type (e.g., wheeled or legged), by the chassis kinematics (e.g., rigid or with bogies), as well as
by the performance and limitations of the actuators. More actuators than required for the controllability of the rover motion are usually implemented
for redundancy and simplicity of design. This leads
to an over-actuation, i.e., there is no unique solution for the actuator commands and a control allocation method needs to be applied. The synthesis
of such locomotion controllers including the allocation task is an interdisciplinary research topic of the
institute (see also Section 5.1.1).

Figure 13: Soil fluidization for well-defined and
quick test bin preparation
The basic sensor set of the testbed consists of a 6D
force sensor and the position information provided
by the robot. Each tool trajectory can thus be
matched and compared with the resulting soil reaction forces. This dataset is supplemented by a surface scan of the initial and final soil geometry,
provided by a laser scanner.
Knowledge gained from the development of
DLR’s Robotic Motion Simulator (see Section 5.2)
and from force control methods applied to KUKA’s
industrial robots (see Section 6.1.4), as well as experience gained from extensive simulation campaigns, have strongly guided the development of
this facility.
Currently, the testbed is used in the development of the MMX wheels (see Section 2.1.4) with
scaled wheel prototypes that are tested and compared. At the end of 2018, the TROLL was used for
the first time as a test facility for external researchers in a measurement campaign in cooperation
with ESA/ESTEC and Tohoku University. The study
analyzed the effects of high-speed rover locomotion. The unique functions of TROLL were the decisive factor for the implementation of this campaign
and allowed the mutual benefit of additional experience and datasets.

Navigation,
Path Following
Locomotion Control

Rover
Model

Single Actuator Control

Figure 14: Localization of the locomotion control
layer inside the rover control hierarchy
At the institute, the model-based controller design
approach is the preferred method for controller
synthesis. High-fidelity multi-body models of the
rover chassis along with electric domain models for
motors and energy consumption aspects, as well as
terramechanics models applied to off-road locomotion problems (see Section 2.1.1) provide the basis
for subsequent integration in the controllers. One
of the most challenging tasks is, however, the
model complexity reduction for controller synthesis.
A reduced model must be able to capture the major
effects of the rover locomotion in sufficient precision to allow for the desired controller performance. At the same time, it must be ready to run
in real-time for integration in the overall control
software and to be processed on embedded computer systems.

2.1.3 Rover Control Methods
During mission operations, rovers for planetary exploration are typically controlled to target a desired
goal position in the exploration area by moving in
the terrain along a given path. Depending on the
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In the following paragraphs, control approaches
and methodologies for different types of rovers are
presented.

In order to make this a simplified but still highly
nonlinear model compatible with the linear MPC algorithm, it is converted to an LTI model by numerical linearization about the current system states.
The linearization is repeated at each sampling step
and kept invariant for one prediction run of the
MPC. For dealing with the over-actuation of the target vehicle system, a cost function is implemented
that guides the MPC to compute solutions with
minimal energy consumption in consideration of
actuator constraints.

Model Predictive Control Technique
Applied to ESA’s EGP Rover
Within the ESA project RobMPC (Robust Model Predictive Control for Space Constraint Systems) led by
GMV, a control hierarchy for path planning, path
following, and locomotion control of the EGP rover
(Figure 15) was implemented by the project consortium.

Figure 17: Simulation of an MPC-controlled
trajectory on inclined terrain
Controller verifications and robustness tests were
performed using a functional engineering simulator
(FES) including a full-fledged multi-body dynamics
model of ESA’s EGP rover and SCM-based soil contact model (see Section 2.1.1). The assessment criterion was the ability to follow a path just by
velocity control without compensating position errors. The results observed (Figure 17) were generally
better than those obtained with state-of-the-art vehicle controllers. The reason identified is the individual control allocation to all actuators which
provides a larger control solution space than available with regular vehicle controllers. A confirmation
of this statement is the MPC-generated steady state
cross-hill drifting, a state that is not realizable using
just state-of-the-art controllers.
A second verification of the MPC approach was
performed using the ExoMars B2 breadboard rover
(Figure 18) within the Planetary Exploration Lab at
DLR RMC. During corresponding test runs, the encouraging simulation results regarding MPC performance could be confirmed in the lab as well.

Figure 15: EGP rover to be controlled by MPC
(courtesy of ESA/ESTEC)
The institute focused on the MPC-based control allocation, mapping the desired rover velocity along
a trajectory of waypoints to desired vehicle-specific
individual wheel velocities and steering angles
(Figure 16 and [2.215]). The control inputs at the
actuator level are found by the QP solver inside a
linear MPC algorithm running rover simulations
over a given prediction horizon in each control step.

Figure 16: Control allocation task for MPC
In the selected controller synthesis model, the rover
is represented by a single body. Wheel loads are derived from attitude information of an IMU and from
bogie rotation angle measurements. Bekker’s load–
sinkage relationship is applied to calculate the individual wheel sinkage and the corresponding rolling
resistances. Actuator models map desired wheel velocities and steering angles to motor torques in consideration of friction losses and motor performance.

Chassis Control System for the ExoMars
Breadboard Rover
As part of the DLR-internal MOREX project, a Rover
Controls Library was developed. Besides state-ofthe-art path-following and geometric controllers,
the MPC method mentioned above and a forcebased controller without the computationally expensive MPC were developed [1.36]. In the latter
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modular approach, a feedback linearization of a
nonlinear 3D rigid body dynamics of the rover is
performed first. This leads to the desired forces and
torque for achieving a given velocity. In the control
allocation, the rover-level forces and torque are
then distributed to the wheels in consideration of
the known rover kinematics.
Due to the over-actuation of the rover, the system of equations is underdetermined. Therefore,
the pseudo-inverse and a null-space base of the allocation matrix are computed to extract the available degrees of freedom (DOFs) that result from the
over-actuation. With a nonlinear optimization algorithm, different objectives can be pursued such as
minimization of the usage of the traction potential
or minimization of the energy consumption. An underlying wheel controller is finally designed with dynamic extension and feedback linearization of the
wheel and ground contact dynamics. This controller
yields the needed drive and steering actuator torques for each wheel.

geneous terrain such as sands of different properties, rocks, or gravel. Furthermore, verification of
the controller is currently done in software-in-theloop simulations and planned to be done on the ExoMars B2 rover breadboard within the Planetary Exploration Lab at DLR RMC (Figure 18).

Recent Activities for the Control of the SR
Scout Rover
Recently, the institute started research activities for
the vehicle control of the Scout rover introduced in
Section 2.1.5. The extraordinary locomotion principle requires significant changes to the system-specific controller, i.e., the locomotion control layer
that was introduced in Figure 14. In particular, the
flexible spokes (Figure 19) and the discrete contact
behavior of the rimless wheels require complex
models and challenging model reduction.

Figure 19: Flexible spoke of a rimless wheel
To date, reduced models for the flexible spokes and
their contact behavior have been developed which
are used for model-based control of the wheel soil
interaction.

Figure 18: ExoMars Phase B2 breadboard used for
verification of locomotion controllers
The most attractive feature of this control system is
the fully model-based exploitation of the available
DOFs. This includes gravity compensation and chassis configuration changes as well as the dynamic
behavior of wheels and ground contact. Thanks to
its modular approach, the control system can easily
be adapted to a different ground contact model or
rover kinematics. The computationally costly nonlinear optimization of the DOFs can be performed
at a much lower rate than the remainder of the controller thanks to their extraction. They only change
slowly, e.g., with the orientation of the rover, and
changed DOFs only impact the optimality of the
force distribution, not the total rover forces and torques.
Future work will be directed toward the inclusion of contact angle estimation for very rough terrain, improving the used ground contact model and
making the control system adaptive to hetero-

2.1.4 Mission Contributions
The expertise in modeling, simulation, and control
for planetary exploration is applied in various missions and projects for performing system design
and design verification as well as systematic improvement and optimization. In selected applications, even forensic engineering processes are
supported. Moreover, the model-based control
techniques are playing an important role within the
institute’s activities in this domain.

MASCOT Lander on HAYABUSA Mission
Within JAXA’s sample return mission, the shoebox-sized DLR lander MASCOT (Figure 20) started
its journey as a piggyback payload of the Hayabusa II spacecraft to the asteroid Ryugu in December 2014. On October 3rd, 2018, it was released
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from Hayabusa II at an altitude of 41 m and landed
after six minutes on the asteroid surface.
To upright itself for scientific measurements, to
slightly change the orientation for providing camera
stereo views and to relocate to new destinations on
Ryugu, a mobility unit composed of a single electrical drive linked to a small lever carrying a mass at
the tip was integrated into the lander. The space
qualified mechatronics of the mobility unit was developed by the institute of Robotics and Mechatronics.
The challenging task of the institute SR was the
robust control of the mobility unit by shaping the
parameterized motion profile of the driven lever despite large uncertainties regarding the environmental conditions. The parameter sets include initial and
final positions, maximum applied angular rate, and
maximum applied angular acceleration of the mobility unit lever. The institute built up a simulator to
tune the controller parameters based on the latest
mission feedback regarding asteroid shape, gravity
conditions, surface soil properties, and thermal conditions.

power supply, and of the trajectory controller which
is tuned by the parameters to be optimized. The applied mobility unit model is validated against measurements taken from reference test with a flight
model copy of the mobility unit (Figure 22).

2

Figure 22: Validation of the mobility unit model vs.
flight model measurements: Mobility lever velocity
at a given control parameter set
A key element of the MASCOT mobility simulation
is the contact dynamics model for the interaction of
lander and the asteroid surface. Unfortunately, due
to poor knowledge of the asteroid’s surface at the
time of development, only a couple of very basic
assumptions could be made by the mission scientists. These inputs were finally mapped on a best
guess basis to soil contact model parameters like
surface stiffness and damping.
To achieve robust mobility control solutions,
the controller parameters of the MASCOT lander
were determined within an optimization framework that incorporates the multi-body simulator
and required optimization capabilities provided by
MOPS (see Section 7.2.1). The parameter determination follows a cascade-like approach for each
possible initial configuration, i.e., the box side
MASCOT is resting on. In the outer loop, a genetic
algorithm is used to determine the set of control
parameters to solve the given uprighting or relocation task. In the inner loop, an environment parameter variation is performed to prove the robustness
of the determined control parameter solution. Even
though the mobility unit only provides one rotational degree of freedom, the optimization yielded
robust solutions for all six initial conditions for nominal battery voltage (Figure 21).

Figure 20: MASCOT lander to be set upright and
relocated during on-asteroid operations
The kernel of the simulator is a multi-body system
representing the kinematics and dynamics of the
MASCOT lander and its internal mobility unit.
MASCOT itself is sufficiently accurately modelled by
a rigid box. The model of the mobility unit, however, considers the behavior of the mechanical
components including lever and Harmonic Drive, of
the PMSM motor with its controller board and

Figure 21: Results of uprighting optimization: turning from off-nominal sides (B,C,F) to the nominal one (A)
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Beyond mobility unit control purposes, the simulator was also used in the MASCOT landing site selection process for estimating the bouncing radius
after the first touchdown (Figure 24) and in the mission planning process for the definition of timeouts
required before continuing operations after touchdown, relocation, and uprighting.

HP3 Instrument on InSight Mission

2

For NASA’s InSight mission to Mars, DLR provides
the HP3 instrument (Figure 25). According to the
specifications, its main “thermal sensor”, a self-impelling nail nicknamed the “Mole” will hammer itself five meters beneath the Martian surface to
measure the heat flux.

Figure 23: Mascot landing trajectory: first asteroid
contact point (CP), settling point (SP) reached after
bouncing, and final measurement position (MP4)
reached after relocation operations (courtesy of
DLR-PF)
In September, 2018, the final parameter sets were
uploaded. They included mobility unit trajectories
for uprighting, relocation, and so-called mini move
tasks. In order to be prepared for various surface
conditions, individual parameter sets for each mobility task were prepared to let MASCOT operate on
soft, medium, and hard surfaces. Moreover, parameter sets for recovery operations were uploaded. In
the latter case, the parameters were optimized regarding maximum energy exchange between
MASCOT and the asteroid surface to let MASCOT
potentially free itself from situations where it got
stuck.

Figure 25: Flight model of the HP³-Mole inside the
support structure
At SR, an enhanced multi-body dynamics model of
the hammering mechanism has been coupled with
a complex particle model of the Martian regolith in
order to make high-fidelity predictions on the
Mole’s penetration performance (Figure 26). The
results of these complex simulations provided a detailed understanding on how the Mole reacts in different soil and environmental conditions.

Figure 24: MASCOT bouncing tracks as a function
of the terrain inclination.
During the 17 hours on-asteroid operation time,
the mobility unit successfully uprighted the
MASCOT lander such that all scientific instruments
were able to perform measurements at different
points (Figure 23). Moreover, camera pictures taken
before and after a successful sensitive mini-move
operation could be composed to stereo images for
3D data generation of the asteroid near MASCOT.

Figure 26: Sequence of shock-wave propagation induced by the Mole’s hammering
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Optimizations based on these models led to an improved mechanism design. Finally, the number of
strokes needed to reach the desired penetration
depth could be decreased to 25% compared to the
original prototype, while keeping the required input
power at less than 5 W.
The InSight lander reached Mars in November,
2018. After deployment of the HP³ support structure by the lander’s robotic arm, the Mole started
operations and made good progress through the
uppermost layer of soil. However, presumably because of unexpected cohesion in the Martian soil,
the Mole got stuck at about 30 cm depth due to
lack of friction in the open borehole (Figure 27).

main contributions to the MMX rover, which are
detailed below:

Figure 27: Flight model of the HP³-Mole after
removal of the support structure (courtesy of
NASA/JPL)

Figure 28: The multi-physics simulation model of the
MMX rover

1. A full system simulator to be used in each work
package where such a simulator is needed and
throughout the whole mission.
2. The optimized, simulation-based design and
production of the wheels
3. The on-board computer software that controls
the locomotion subsystem.

System simulation: Enabled by the developed Rover
Simulation Toolkit (RST, see Section 2.1.1), a full
system simulator for the MMX rover has been implemented. The modeling and support of JAXA and
CNES started, even before DLR was officially part of
the project, with a multi-body model of the first design. Since then, the model has developed with the
design stages in close consultation with all relevant
team members. In addition to the mechanical aspects, electrical and thermal models were and are
being added to the needs of the project. The peculiarity about this simulation activity is that it will be
the only full-system simulator, which is consequently used by all parties of the project that need
full-system simulation. This includes systems engineering, locomotion system design, loads analysis
support for landing, software development with
software-in-the-loop simulators and many more.
Furthermore, the simulator will also be used for all
phases of the mission including an operations simulator.
Wheel development: The high uncertainty of
the Phobos environment in combination with the
mission profile leads to a complex set of requirements. The wheels have to manage the traversal of
fine and powdery regolith as well as a freefall impact from about 50 m during landing. Heritage
from different missions and projects was used in
the development. A simulation-based design

After detection of the failure, a new simulation
campaign was initiated using the same models as
applied in the mole design phase. In this setup, it
was once again possible to verify the observed failure case and to propose counter measures like soil
compaction around the insertion spot to aid the
Mole to dig further.
The developed models are not exclusively used
for engineering and mission preparation but will
also be used in the focus of the InSight Science
Team for an inverse application: The identification
of the in situ mechanical properties of the Martian
regolith down to a depth of 5 m by applying the
developed models.

Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) Rover
MMX is a JAXA mission to explore the Martian
moons Phobos and Deimos. As part of the mission,
a small rover, developed jointly by CNES and DLR,
will scout the landing site to mitigate risks at landing of the MMX spacecraft. The rover is, however,
also aimed to be a technology demonstrator for the
wheeled locomotion in milli-gravity and carries additional science payloads. DLR RMC is responsible
for the locomotion subsystem, consisting of four
legs and wheels with the associated drive units and
electronics to control the drives. SR provides three
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process, based on DEM terramechanics as well as
FEM structural models, is utilized to develop the
wheel. The latest design is shown in Figure 29. The
full process chain including design, manufacturing
specification, prototyping, and testing at the Terramechanics Robotic Locomotion Lab is provided by
the institute.

2.1.5 Exploration Projects
Beyond the mission contributions described above,
the expertise in planetary exploration-related modeling, simulation, and control is also applied in various projects. In these projects, the focus is on
extending the capabilities of the institutes’ tools as
well as performing system design, design verification, and systematic system improvement and optimization.

2

Scout Locomotion System
Exploration of extraterrestrial caves has been a
dream of planetary science ever since their discovery on Moon and Mars. However, nowadays robotics are either not able to traverse such extreme
terrain, too fragile or simply too inefficient to access
these environments. Thus, the institute started simulation and optimization campaigns for a simple,
yet effective and hard-terrain capable concept: the
rimless wheel. Using its gait-like patterns for the
fully rotating locomotion effectors, it is able to store
energy in a running-like fashion, similar to what biologic beings do. The missing rim of the wheel is
used to easily climb obstacles and to paddle
through soft sandy pitches.
Given these capabilities, promised from simulation and optimization, the first prototype has
proven all of them with excellent performance and
even exceeded expectations. Figure 30 and Figure
31 to Figure 33 show only a few of the capabilities
of the system. The development of the system is
used as a central part to unite the institute’s topics
in planetary exploration and to demonstrate the
significant advantages of simulation-driven design
as well as the importance of optimization and control. The next steps will be to further evaluate the
system by testing and ongoing optimization to
reach TRL 5 in 2022 and bring the system to flight

Figure 29: The prototype version of the MMXwheel
Vehicle control: The locomotion control software
will be the only software component that is commanding and controlling the locomotion subsystem. It will thus be the only interface between the
locomotion subsystem and every component or
module that wants to use its capabilities. Therefore,
the locomotion control software will provide different functions to enable driving as well as body
height and attitude adjustment. Special modes for
the unfolding/uprighting of the rover and an inching locomotion mode for hazardous very soft sands
are also planned. The development of these functions is enabled by the ongoing rover chassis control developments (see Section 2.1.3). In addition to
these main functions, locomotion electronics board
startup, stop and failure procedures and potentially
further features like data logging will be provided.

Figure 30: Scout traversing ankle-deep snow by “running”
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readiness by 2026 for mission opportunities on
planetary surfaces or as a technical payload. By
2030, flight readiness for the full extraterrestrial
cave exploration scenario will be reached. In this
context, the Scout will demonstrate its capability of
exploring terrestrial lava tubes, entering them
through skylights. The robustness of the system has
also been a major design driver. The Scout has been
planned for its extreme destination from the very
beginning by minimization of the number of actuators, by fault-tolerant design and by chassis resistance against high drops. With the terrestrial
drop tests, equivalent drops of ca. 4 m on Mars and
ca. 9 m on Moon could be survived.

The system itself is about 18 kg in weight, roughly
1 m in length and features a wheel radius of
150 mm, driven by six wheel actuators. Thereby, it
is able to transport 3–6 kg of payload in its sixwheeled base configuration. Turns are performed
by skid steering to keep the system simple. The
modular design allows to use 2 to 10 wheels and
thus to carry varying amounts of payload.
The Scout will be a member of the ARCHES
rover team (see Helmholtz Future Topic Project
ARCHES at the end of this section) which will perform an analogue site demonstration on Mount
Etna in 2020.

Collaboration with NASA JPL
In 2015, the institute established a joint collaboration with NASA JPL’s Robotics Section that is undertaken in the frame of the DLR project MOREX. The
idea of this collaboration is to bring together expertise on planetary rover simulation for mutual benefit. From JPL’s point of view, the institute’s
terramechanics simulation model SCM is able to
bridge an existing gap in their own simulation tool
line-up for rover wheel development. The missing
component is a computationally efficient soil contact model with sufficient accuracy for early wheel
design phases. From SR’s point of view, JPL’s vast
experience with existing rover systems and in particular the available pool of locomotion data from
single-wheel test campaigns, full system tests and
real missions like MER and MSL is considered an attractive reference source for model verification and
validation.

Figure 31: Scout in rocky terrain crossing rocks
larger than the wheel’s radius

Figure 32: Scout traversing an uphill slope of 27°
on loose, piled rocks sitting on loose sand in PEL

Figure 33: Scout traverses 30° inclined sandy pitch
in PEL

Figure 34: MSL rover simulation using the SCM
terramechanics model

To complete the Scout’s portfolio, research in the
direction of soil classification using only the locomotion gear to “feel” the ground is undertaken.
The terrain traversability will be further enhanced
by terrain-adaptive control algorithms, which will
also help to preserve the pristine environment of
planetary caves.

In June, 2016, a workshop was held at NASA JPL
summarizing the activities performed so far:
•
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Hand-over and implementation of a specifically
tailored SCM version in JPL's own simulation
framework M3Tk and feedback of first experiences made at JPL.
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observed effects improved the understanding on
both sides. Results from that collaboration have
been summarized in a joint publication at the IAC
2018 [1.15].

Using the institute's RST, a model of the MSL
rover has been built and the results of a simulation campaign were correlated with full rover
system test results (Figure 34 and Figure 35).
The reference data were taken from JPL's MSL
rover tests at the Dumont Dunes in the Mojave
Desert, California. The focus of these tests is on
the identification of the vehicle slip as a function of the path inclination.
In an on-site simulation campaign, the ability of
SCM to capture trends and details of wheel design variations was analyzed. The variations
considered details like the wheel's crown profile or the number and shape of the grousers.
The reference single-wheel test data were
taken from a Mars 2020 wheel test campaign
conducted by Carnegie Mellon University.

ROBEX Helmholtz Alliance
The Helmholtz Alliance, named Robotic Exploration
of Extreme Environments (ROBEX), brought together 16 research institutes from all over Germany, engaged in space and deep-sea research.
Jointly, the consortium developed new technologies for the exploration of environments which are
very complicated to reach, such as the ocean floor
or the surfaces of celestial bodies.

Figure 36: ROBEX scenario simulation of a rover
leaving the landing vehicle on the moon

Figure 35: Correlation of SCM simulation results
with MSL rover test results
In terms of future work and long-term planning,
the collaborating SR-JPL team was motivated by the
Lead for Formulation at JPL’s Engineering and Science Directorate to extend the terramechanics simulation capabilities towards a prediction tool for
rover operation planning on a day-by-day basis during the mission.
Since then, significant model development of
SCM was done with the benefit of accessing JPL’s
test data from the single-wheel test campaign as
well as particle image velocimetry data, showing
the soil flow underneath a wheel. Regular fruitful
discussions with JPL about the progress and

Figure 37: Images of virtual cameras; image of
rover on the moon (top), depth image with colors
indicating the distance from the camera (bottom)
The ROBEX simulator is a high-fidelity real-time simulator built using the institute’s Rover Simulation
Toolkit (see Section 2.1.1). Real-time capabilities
were required due to applications where the simulator was linked with an autonomous navigation
system or in case of using interactive control devices. The simulator includes the multi-body systems of DLR’s LRU rover locomotion system with
the attached robot arm, as well as models of the
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planetary surface, the environmental conditions,
and the lander from which the rover is deployed, as
shown in Figure 36. An important role is played by
the computationally efficient contact dynamics
model of the wheel–soil interaction taken from the
Contact Dynamics library of RST. Moreover, the
simulator provides a model of the stereo navigation
camera system, together with its pan-tilt unit that
generates realistic images of the environment for
navigation and interactive control purposes, as
shown in Figure 37.
Since operations in extreme environments are
typically accompanied by high risks and very high
costs, precursor simulations are indispensable. In
the ROBEX context, the institute’s activities focused, amongst others, on the simulator for testing
rover navigation and autonomy concepts and for
interactive handling of tools and payload units with
an attached robot arm under realistic conditions.
The SR simulator was mainly used by the sister institute RM for development and testing purposes.

in the summer of 2017. Here, the rover successfully
demonstrated the capabilities it had previously
learned in the simulated environment. In front of a
jury of renowned robotics experts and the international press, the rover autonomously navigated a
harsh and unknown environment and deployed an
active seismic network.

Figure 38: Principal depiction of SIL simulation

•
•
•
•
•

Helmholtz Future Topic Project ARCHES
The aim of the Helmholtz Future Topic Project
ARCHES is the development of methods and techniques to operate heterogeneous, autonomous,
and interconnected robotic systems [1.34]. The project consortium is built of the Helmholtz Centers
DLR, AWI, GEOMAR, and KIT. Accordingly, the research results will be applied to planetary as well as
to ocean exploration and monitoring. The project
kick-off was held in February 2018.
The objective of the institute within ARCHES is
the virtual extension of the planetary exploration
scenario. In this context, a multi-agent simulator is
set up. It will provide additional virtual team members (rovers) operating in a virtual terrain. In order
to let this system appear fully transparent to an operator or a human–machine interface, the virtual
agents are equipped with the same control interface as used by the real agents (rovers, octocopters)
and they feed sensor information like camera images or odometry data back in the same channels
as the real systems do. The virtual version of the
ARCHES exploration scenario will be mainly used to
overcome constraints of the real test facilities regarding

An important feature of the simulator is its compatibility with middleware standards of sensor and
control hardware providers. Due to this feature, the
simulator is able to transparently replace the real
rover and the real navigation camera system (Figure
38) without the need to change or adapt the interfaces of the external rover control and sensor feedback processing devices.
In preparation for the 2015 DLR SpaceBot
Camp, the ROBEX simulator was used extensively
by the RMC team to allow for a smooth and continuous development process of the rover navigation and control system without the need to have
rover hardware immediately available. Finally, the
RMC was the only participant (amongst ten other
competing teams) to fulfill all tasks of the challenge
fully autonomously.
In the following year, the ROBEX simulator was
improved further and used to prepare for the final
ROBEX analogue site demonstration on Mount Etna

number of team agents,
availability of agents,
size of the exploration terrain,
variability of the exploration terrain shape, and
long-term operations.

The activities of the institute in the second phase of
ARCHES will focus on stress test-like applications to
validate methods and tools for robotic team cooperation.
The software architecture of the ARCHES simulator has been designed to meet the above requirements. For maximum flexibility of the tool and
to manage the interface compatibility with submodels of all ARCHES partners, the agent-oriented
simulator architecture is based on the FMI standard
(see Section 7.1.1).
Within the simulator development, the visualization capabilities play a crucial role. In order to fulfill the transparency requirements, the visualization
tool must provide photo-realistic images including
shadows and the effects of camera optics
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parameters, as shown in Figure 39. Moreover, it
must be able to let the agents observe each other
and generate video streams for control purposes.
The new DLR Visualization Library 2 supports these
requirements and the latest features are currently
being implemented to build up the ARCHES simulator, as shown in Figure 40.

The trajectory was finally implemented for the rendering of the final descent and landing of the lander
simulation in the VR environment. SR used available
information about the moon lander’s physical properties, the propulsion system performance, as well
as published data about the moon landing trajectory design methodology to generate a comprehensive dynamics model of the Eagle lander during its
descent from orbit to the Moon surface.

2

Figure 39: Photo-realistic image generated by DLR
Visualization Library 2
Figure 41 Apollo 11 Landing Trajectory
Reconstruction
The model is made of components from the DLR
LauncherApplications library, the Environment library, and the SpaceSystems library which are currently used for expendable and reusable launch
vehicle systems modeling (Section 2.4.1). Based on
this model, a trajectory optimization using the powerful in-house package trajOpt/MOPS for multi-objective and multi-parameter synthesis was
performed taking into account the known NASA
mission constraints to retrieve a nominal landing
trajectory. This result would have coincided quite
well with the nominal “planned” NASA landing trajectory.

Figure 40: DLR Visualization Library 2 generated
demo scenario with a mutual video stream of the
agent cameras (upper left corner)

2.1.6 Apollo 11 Landing Trajectory
Reconstruction
For the 50th anniversary of the first manned moon
landing on July 21st 1969, the Deutsches Museum
Munich held a “Moon-Talk” on June 1st 2019 with
the participation of Apollo 16 astronaut Charles
Duke. For this event, a video of a new virtual reality
exhibit in the Deutsche Museum showing the landing from a position at the landing site on the moon
was prepared by VR-Dynamix GmbH. During the
event, the video was presented by the former director of the DLR Robotics and Mechatronics Center
Prof. Dr. Gerd Hirzinger. As the original NASA flight
records with the telemetry data of the landing have
been lost, the institute SR reconstructed the landing
trajectory based on still available NASA documents,
audio, and video recordings, as well as on a physical
model of the lunar lander and its corresponding orbital dynamics, as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 42: Rendering taken from the VR show of
the Eagle landing (courtesy of VR-Dynamix GmbH)
However, for the original moon landing, Neil Armstrong did a manual override during the final approach and descent to the landing site. Therefore,
the obtained nominal trajectory was augmented to
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reproduce the hand control inputs of Neil Armstrong as they can be partially reproduced from still
remaining flight attitude data from the last couple
of minutes before touch down. Combining the obtained nominal trajectory with the reproduced
flight path, a reconstruction of Apollo 11’s moon
landing was achieved while taking into account Neil
Armstrong’s manual control inputs.
The overall production and integration of the
trajectories on the newly developed VR simulation
are carried out by VR-Dynamix GmbH, Munich. The
simulations show the descent and landing of the
Eagle (see Figure 42), the exploration of the terrain
around the landing site by the astronauts, as well
as part of the ascent and return flight back to the
moon orbiter.

After a successful capture, the chaser satellite can
then be used to safely deorbit the target by transferring it to a disposal orbit (Figure 43). Another approach to reduce debris in the orbit is active repair
of satellites like the replacement of functional units
or refueling. The technical solutions in terms of
reaching the target with a robotic arm and for
grasping specific points at the target with dedicated
tools are very similar in both the OOS and the ADR
case.
Nevertheless, the robotic option is still very
challenging, in particular in terms of control for safe
operations. In this context, the institute develops
models, simulators, and control systems to advance
technologies for robotic servicing of maintainable
and repairable satellites and for robotic disposal of
dead jeopardizing ones [2.144].

On-Orbit Servicing and
Active Debris Removal

2.2.1 Enabling Modeling and Control Techniques

Studies have shown that the population of large inactive spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) has become a growing problem. The danger of collisions
with an operational spacecraft is very high and important orbital objects are continuously at risk of
major damage. Solutions proposed to deal with this
problem are either On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) or Active Debris Removal (ADR). A possible way of realizing OOS or ADR is a satellite equipped with a
robotic arm (chaser) to approach and grasp various
types of target objects and to manipulate, repair or
refuel them in case of OOS or to remove them from
orbit in case of ADR.

To make on-orbit servicing missions a success, a series of technical challenges has to be solved in preand early mission phases, ranging from modeling,
trajectory planning, and control of the chaser satellite including the robotic arm. Moreover, the control of terrestrial robotic motion simulators, which
emulate the satellites’ motions like in a zero-gravity
environment to test the control algorithms, is a
challenging task, in particular if physical contact
takes place, e.g., if the chaser satellite is grasping
the target. The institute has developed various software tools and Modelica libraries which share common interfaces for the modeling and control of
OOS and ADR scenarios. Examples of the institute’s
activities and key libraries for this domain are introduced in the following paragraphs.

DLR SpaceSystems Library
The Modelica DLR SpaceSystems library (SSL)
[2.202] has been developed over several years to
model space systems in a realistic space environment, ranging from satellites to launch vehicles.
The SSL enables object-oriented, acausal, and equation-based modeling of space systems dynamics
and its corresponding physical environments. This,
in turn, allows controller design and verification, as
well as development of path planning and other algorithms.
One of the main features of the library is to provide components to implement nonlinear inverse
models of satellites with flexible structures, such as
solar panels (Figure 44), that cannot be easily implemented within existing simulators. Having direct

Figure 43: Visualization of a successful capturing
Compared to using nets or harpoons for catching
the target spacecraft, the robotic option is an operationally very flexible approach. A gripper or another adequate tool installed on the robotic arm
flange can connect to almost every inactive satellite
or other large debris parts (targets) that could endanger other satellites in the orbit.
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access to all component equations from the SSL allows the successful implementation of algorithms
from recent results obtained in the field of robotics
regarding the inversion of flexible multi-body systems and trajectory optimization based on inverse
models.

2

Figure 45: Overview of the Modelica SpaceSystems
library

Figure 44: Visualization of a flexible satellite using
SimVis and the DLR SpaceSystems library

DLR Environment Library

The new DLR library is built upon the Modelica
Standard library, and especially the Modelica MultiBody library, as well as the DLR Environment library,
DLR FlexibleBodies library, DLR Visualization library
and the DLR Optimization library. The SSL combines
their capabilities to achieve a wide range of possible
applications, ranging from visualization of space
missions to high-fidelity simulations, optimizations,
and development of control systems for satellites
and launch vehicles with flexible structures. An
overview of the library is shown in Figure 45.

Various environmental effects on space systems can
be represented with the co-developed environment
models inside the DLR Environment library, formerly
introduced in the DLR SpaceSystems library [2.202].
In particular, an extendable and replaceable socalled World model is provided by the DLR Environment library. The World model defines coordinate
systems, manages time and date, calculates sun
and planet positions and provides standard gravity
models like EGM96, as well as the World Magnetic

Figure 46: Application overview of the DLR SpaceSystems library
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Model (WMM). Optionally, models to calculate atmospheric conditions depending on the geodetic
altitude of flight vehicles, atmospheric drag, wind
or other physical environmental effects can be activated within the analyses to provide a more realistic
approximation of the relevant environmental conditions. The Environment library has been standardized for use with various libraries that require highfidelity environment models, such as SpaceSystems
(ranging from satellite systems in space to launch
vehicles during all flight phases, as shown in Figure
46) and FlightDynamics (see Section 3.1.2 and Figure 89). Planned extensions also include nautical
applications, like the ROBEX glider (see Section 5.3).

complete the multi-body dynamics models of the
OOS scenarios plays a crucial role.

2

Robots Library and RobotDynamics Library
The Robots and RobotDynamics libraries were designed to model serial kinematics robots. The RobotDynamics library consists of components for the
mechanical design of robots, including flexible elements and powertrains of the robots as well as
models for different robot control structures. The
RobotDynamics library was developed and refined
over many years and used in various projects. The
Robots library focuses on the efficient and exchangeable implementation of robot kinematics. It
also provides algorithms to solve forward and inverse kinematics problems. In addition, the library
provides models for the visualization of robots.

Figure 47: Generation of contact model shape
parameters based on CAD drawings

The DLR Visualization Library
The DLR Visualization library provides an advanced,
model-integrated visualization tool for Modelica
models. The library contains visualizers for basic
shapes, CAD files, flexible bodies and surfaces, textures, light, energy and mass flow visualizers, analogue instruments and weather effects. A virtual
camera system can be used to define the point of
view manually or controlled by simulation. For
space applications with a large difference in distances, a logarithmic z-buffer has been implemented.

Figure 48: Contact detection of the chaser’s end
effector and firing chamber in point cloud vs.
profile mode
At the institute, the preferred solution for this class
of problems is a penetration-based contact modeling technique for multi-point contact conditions using real body surface geometry as model
parameters. The parameters needed for each contact surface are the surface point cloud and a parametric description of the surface, respectively. Both
datasets are directly derived from CAD drawings
(Figure 47) and are applied for highly efficient contact detection and contact kinematics computations during simulation (Figure 48). For contact
force computations, the elastic foundation model is
applied, together with an implementation of a Coulomb-based stick-slip friction law. After balancing
the solver step size versus the acceptable contact
surface penetration depth during simulation, very
realistic and reliable OOS docking simulations can
be performed.

Contact Dynamics Modeling
The application of contact dynamics in the context
of OOS is focused on the modeling and simulation
of the physical interaction between chaser spacecraft grasping tools and corresponding adapters,
grapple fixtures or devices mounted at the target
spacecraft. Due to the fact that full 3D/6-DOF experimental tests inside a zero-gravity environment
are not implementable on the ground, the availability of reliable contact dynamics models which
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The first versions of the model were applied in various on-orbit servicing projects like ConeXpressOLEV and Smart-OLEV, and the latest updates are
extensively used within the ASSIST project of ESA
[2.137].

To solve the combined control problem, the institute uses methods adapted from its experience of industrial robot control. This includes the
usage of nonlinear inverse models of the combined
system of the chaser and robotic arm for feedforward control and trajectory planning, as well as
feedback control design methods like robust control and advanced state-feedback control. Multi-criteria and multi-objective optimization methods are
used to ensure an optimal and robust design of the
control system with respect to sensor and parameter uncertainties.
The institute’s advanced space systems-related
Modelica libraries are used to implement these
complex OOS system dynamics and the modern
control design methods as well as to verify and analyze if the required control performance is
achieved.

Combined Satellite-Robot Control

2

Currently, a very relevant topic within the OOS
community is combined control. ESA defines it as
follows: “combined control refers to the case in
which the chaser platform and the robot system are
controlled by a single control system that coordinates all the sensor data and the actuation (thrusters, reaction wheels and robot joints) to obtain the
desired chaser motion and robot system configuration.” This goes even beyond the so-called collaborative control which refers to the situation in which
the chaser platform GNC and the robot control system are distinct and independent. They collaborate
by feeding each other with the anticipated motion
and related disturbance (see [2.110] and [2.67]).
To achieve combined control, a control setup
must consider both robot and satellite simultaneously and the modeling and controller design must
be performed accordingly. The increased model
complexity requires the availability of powerful
tools which can be used to simulate the combined
system as well as to synthesize the controller. A lesson learned regarding combined control is an increase in the required computational power and
the necessity of fast sample rates for both robot and
satellite control in order to achieve an improvement
over classical approaches. A typical ADR mission
with a robotic arm consists of several phases:
•
•
•
•

Passivity Control for Robotic OOS
Simulators
The passivity control technique [elib89436] is a key
technology in order to utilize industrial robots for
emulating satellite motions and, thus, to enable hybrid OOS simulators for applications with actual
physical contact (Figure 49).

Rendezvous and approach phase: The chaser
performs a rendezvous with the target object
and evaluates its attitude dynamics.
Capture Phase: The chaser performs a final approach to the distance required to initiate the
grasping using the robotic arm.
Target Stabilization Phase: Once the grip is established, the de-tumbling of the target is
started.
Disposal Phase: The target satellite is brought
to a lower disposal orbit using a controlled descent.

Figure 49: Hybrid simulation of the orbital system
with a numerical and robotic simulator
Due to non-zero signal round trip times within the
hybrid simulation loop and due to non-ideal dynamics transfer behavior of robotic devices and
force–torque sensors, the overall simulator appears
as an active system inside the simulation network
that accumulates energy and causes numerical instabilities. In order to keep the hybrid simulator passive, which will actually be the nature of a
simulator, the time-domain passivity control technique is applied.
For controller design purposes, the hybrid simulator is replaced by a network of two electrical circuits with mutual control of flow and effort
variables (Figure 50). The tasks of the passivity controller are then to observe energy differences

A combined control setup must be able to handle
all the different phases, including the trajectory
generation for both the satellite as well as the robotic arm. Since the connection of the target with
the chaser satellite via the robotic arm leads to an
extreme change of the system, resulting from the
combined inertia and mass, a control design is a difficult task.
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between the two circuits and to dissipate these errors accordingly.

2.2.2 OOS- & ADR-Related Projects
Technologies developed for on-orbit servicing
(OOS) and orbital active debris removal (ADR) purposes are applied to various projects, either funded
by DLR program directorate or by ESA/ESTEC.

GNC Simulator for Envisat Deorbiting
In the ESA project GNC Simulation Tool for Active
Debris Removal with a Robot Arm, a tool for the
simulation and GNC design for the capturing and
de-orbiting scenario of the inactive satellite Envisat
has been developed (Figure 53). The developed
GNC simulation tool is based on the Modelica DLR
SpaceSystems library. The emphasis lies on the detailed simulation and development of optimal approach trajectories as well as robust attitude
controllers and robot controllers. For the realization
of this goal, the availability of highly accurate and
flexible multibody and contact dynamics models
plays a crucial role.

Figure 50: Network interpretation of the hybrid
simulator

Figure 51: Passivity controller with impedance
causality
In the hybrid simulator, the controller effectively
controls the feedback signal, sent from the force–
torque sensor in the robotic environment to the
multi-body system in the numerical simulator, in
consideration of the velocity differences between
desired and current robot motion (impedance causality configuration, as shown in Figure 51).
The first versions of the time-domain passivity
controller are already successfully implemented and
tested at the EPOS rendezvous and docking simulator of DLR GSOC (Figure 52), which is also the platform for test and verification of the latest controller
developments performed in the context of DLR’s
On-Orbit Servicing End-to-End Simulation project
[1.13]. Further developments are now ongoing
within the RICADOS project [2.40].

Figure 53: Simulation of the chaser satellite which
could capture Envisat using a robotic arm
The core competencies of optimization and model
inversion techniques allowed to design and implement an effective two degrees of freedom controller, consisting of a nonlinear feedforward and
robust feedback controller to form a combined control system for both the robot arm and chaser satellite.
The two project parts were successfully completed together with ESA. The study was also cited
as a reference for the ongoing large ESA project
COMRADE, which started in 2017 to build the
foundation for a real mission. Furthermore, a follow-up project, in which a VR simulation of the ADR

Figure 52: EPOS rendezvous and docking simulator
at DLR GSOC
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scenario is implemented on a real-time Single Board
Computer (SBC) testbed, is currently still ongoing.

ASSIST System Design Optimization
The ESA-funded ASSIST project (Harmonized System Study on Interfaces and Standardization of Fuel
Transfer) was an activity to develop a European
standard for enabling geostationary satellites to be
grasped and refueled in orbit [2.169]. For guidance
purposes, the major European satellite suppliers
supported the project from the very beginning.

ESA Project COMRADE

2

The objective of the ESA COMRADE activity is to
design, develop, and test the control system of a
robotic spacecraft (i.e., a servicing spacecraft
equipped with a manipulator) tasked to perform an
Active Debris Removal (ADR) mission and a refueling mission. The chaser control system will provide
for combined control and management of the
whole chaser in the operations of grasping, stabilization, and hold of the target object with the aim
to perform the controlled de-orbiting or the servicing operation, respectively. The goal of the project
is to increase the TRL of the combined control approach and to test it on hardware and real-time
software testbeds.
In the project, the institute is responsible for the
Escape mode of the control software, which is activated if something unexpected happens during the
approach phase. The Escape controller and the corresponding trajectory planner try to avoid a collision
between the chaser satellite and the assumedly
spinning target satellite and to bring the chaser to
a safe distance from the target. The trajectory planner is an implementation of the new Reactive Escape Trajectory (RET) planning strategy which uses
a virtual force field around the target, as shown in
Figure 54, to plan a safe escape route.

Figure 55: ASSIST docking system design (courtesy
of ESA)
The standard will describe both the grasping and
maintaining tool typically mounted on a robotic
arm of the servicing spacecraft as well as the berthing fixture mounted on the client spacecraft’s outer
surface (Figure 55).

Figure 56: Multi-body model of the ASSIST system
The design process of the docking mechanism was
supported by the institute with extensive system
verification campaigns and Monte Carlo simulations. For this purpose, a multi-body dynamics
model of the orbital system (Figure 56) was built up
and integrated into an existing GNC development
environment of GMV.
In the latest project phase, the system analysis
work was focused on answering the question of
whether passive docking can be robustly performed
using just the initial kinetic energy of the approach-

Figure 54: Visualization of the virtual force field
around the target for the Escape mode of
COMRADE
The combined controller for the Escape mode is
based on the 𝐻∞ robust control technique. It is designed using a multi-stage and multi-objective design and optimization procedure which includes
classical robust control design and linear analysis
techniques, as well as nonlinear simulations using
multiple scenarios.
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ing servicer spacecraft. In this context, the high-fidelity models of flexible and dissipating elements,
as well as the interaction of bodies with physical
contact (Figure 57), played a crucial role in generating design guidelines and system optimization inputs based on simulation results [2.137]. The
correctness and reliability of the simulation results
has been confirmed by experimental tests performed on an air-bearing facility at NTUA.

elements and the functional extension of the overall
satellite.
In the given scenario (Figure 59), the satellite
consists of a stack of standardized modules with
identical interfaces on each side, which actively
connect and disconnect the modules mechanically,
electrically (power and data), and thermally. Each
module is associated with a specific functionality
like power supply, heat radiation, AOCS, radio
transmission, or compartment of payload. Moreover, a servicing spacecraft can dock to the satellite
and change the module stack by means of a manipulator that is equipped with module interfaces
at its ends and therefore can walk from module to
module.

Figure 57: ASSIST system docking simulation
The simulation campaigns have verified the principle of the docking system but have also identified
insufficient lateral end-effector compliance capabilities required for an acceptable docking success
rate. Moreover, the simulation results provided a
clear picture of available end-effector tool operation time slots within the docking process (Figure
58). In these time slots, the tip of the tool is spread
inside a cave-like shaped adapter on the target to
finish the soft docking (grasping).
Figure 59: MOSAR scenario of satellite
reconfiguration (courtesy of Space Application
Services SA)
The role of the institute within the project is the
provision of simulation technology for the ground
segment of the mission to be demonstrated. Inside
the ground segment, the planning tool ERGO, developed in the context of the previous H2020 call
by GMV, plans and verifies the reconfiguration procedure within the multi-physics simulator of the institute. Once a successful procedure is found, the
corresponding sequence of commands for both the
manipulator and the module interfaces will be uploaded to the space segment. In the MOSAR context, the space segment is represented by a
hardware demonstrator to be prepared and operated by project partners.
The simulator is built from approved components from the DLR SpaceSystems library, the DLR
Environment library, and the DLR Robots and RobotDynamics libraries that meet all requirements regarding modeling of robot-assisted orbital systems
(see Section 2.2.1). Nevertheless, modeling and
simulating reconfigurable systems is still very complex due to the change of the model architecture.

Figure 58: Monte Carlo simulation results showing
available time slots for grasping of the target
spacecraft

EU H2020 Project MOSAR on Modular
Satellite Reconfiguration
The institute is a partner of the MOSAR consortium,
led by Space Applications Services SA, Belgium. The
MOSAR project aims to demonstrate modular
spacecraft assembly and reconfiguration and is
funded within the EU H2020 program under the
topic Space Research Technologies. The modularity
will simplify the replacement of single functional
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This is, e.g., the case when a robotic arm walks
from one spacecraft module to another one while
flipping the arm’s kinematics tree. Architecture
changes also take place when the robotic arm removes a spacecraft module from the stack and attaches it to another interface. In the latter case,
architecture changes take place not only in the mechanical domain but also in the electrical or thermal
networks by cutting and reconnecting network
nodes. Naive approaches would result in solutions
which anticipate all possible module combinations
in advance. Accordingly, they would end up in huge
differential equation systems for system description
with unacceptably high computational load.
The institute’s solution is based on the result of
a system architecture analysis that specifies only a
few general system architecture topologies: the
manipulator connected to the spacecraft with endeffector 1, with end-effector 2, or with both. Pick
and place operations are then dynamically equivalent to adapting mass, inertia and network topology of the module stack and the manipulator’s endeffectors. Individual appearances and chances of
the module stack, as well as the electrical and thermal networks built by the connected modules, are
realized in the model by so-called grid bodies. These
grid bodies allow for activating and deactivating
grid elements in terms of mass and inertia as well
as electrical and thermal conductivity. Thus, the
simulator consists of a relatively simple model of the
system dynamics and a logic component that
adapts the grid body model of the module stack at
reconfiguration events. In this setup (Figure 60), the
model is ready for real-time computation and for
interfacing with external control and planning
tools.

The developed technique will be further consolidated and finally provided within a dedicated Modelica library for the MOSAR project work, in
particular for system design and planning tool verification.

DLR Projects On-Orbit-Servicing End-toEnd-Simulation and RICADOS
The DLR project On-Orbit Servicing End-to-End Simulation and its successor project RICADOS are collaborative activities of the DLR institutes SR, RM,
OS, and RB. The goal of these projects is to create
a highly representative simulator for operating onorbit servicing spacecraft and related payloads
[1.13]. In order to achieve this goal, a complete simulation environment is built up. It includes the control consoles at the space operations center and the
payloads for robotic activities, GNC, and target inspection. The payloads are attached to satellite
mockups within two robotic motion simulation facilities in the project context (Figure 61).

Figure 61: Architecture of the overall OOS-E2E
simulator
The institute provides the satellite simulator that includes two major parts: The first part is a multi-body
dynamics simulator of the orbital system made from
components of the Modelica DLR SpaceSystems library. The simulator not only includes detailed
models of chaser and target satellites, but also
models of the orbital environment for computing
disturbances like solar radiation pressure and gravity gradient or solar and lunar constellations used
by star tracker models. This software simulator creates a hybrid simulator with the EPOS robotic simulator at GSOC and with the DEOS simulator at DLRRM. In these hybrid simulation loops, the satellite
simulator controls the motion of the robotic simulators based on the simulated satellite trajectories,
while measured contact forces and dynamics reaction forces are fed back from the robotic facilities
to be applied to the simulated satellite bodies as external forces.

Figure 60: Demo simulation for reconfiguration of
the module stack. Green/red stars indicate electrical
connectivity of module on/off; green/gray modules
indicate electrical sources/network nodes; red color
intensity of the spheres indicates the amount of
stored heat.
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The second part of the satellite simulator is a CCSDS
standard compatible satellite communication system with the support of ECSS PUS services. It connects the ground consoles of the satellite bus, the
GNC payload, and the robotic payload with the corresponding devices onboard. In the current implementation, the communication system supports
interfaces at the Space Packet Layer level for standard telemetry/telecommand (TM/TC) communication and also interfaces at the Space Data Link Layer
level for novel high speed / high band width communication required for telepresence and visual
tracking scenarios.

Mechatronic Satellite
Systems
The activities of the institute, in the context of OOS
and advanced mechatronic satellite systems, are
mostly focused on guidance and control (G&C) as
well as attitude and orbit control systems (AOCS).
One of the main objectives of the AOCS/G&C system (Figure 64) is to align the satellite body attitude
with respect to a desired nominal attitude. In that
sense, a nominal attitude is defined as the attitude
that the satellite should ideally maintain. Another
objective of the AOCS/G&C system is, for instance,
to command agile maneuvers for the spacecraft to
rotate the instruments or payload dynamically.

Figure 62: Combined control of the servicer
spacecraft and robotic arm: Monitoring of gripper
positioning
The full functionality of the satellite simulator was
achieved by the end of 2017 and is now utilized as
a facility for related research activities [2.40]. In
2018, a pilot implementation of a combined controller for the servicer arm deployment in an OOS
scenario was finished [4.7]. It successfully demonstrated the integrability of such kind of controllers
from the institute into the system architecture and
into the operational concept of an OOS mission
(Figure 62). Moreover, it gave a positive outlook on
the achievable control performance under spacerelevant computational resources.

Figure 63: Satellite system multibody dynamics
simulation model

2.3.1 Modeling and Control
Techniques
Multibody dynamics models of satellites equipped
with reaction wheels and/or with thrusters (see Figure 63) can be developed both analytically and

Figure 64: AOCS/GNC architecture of the satellite systems. Control system on the left side; mechatronic
model on the right side
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within an object-oriented framework using the DLR
SpaceSystems library. Furthermore, models of satellite systems featuring structural elasticities can be
enhanced using the DLR FlexibleBodies library. All
relevant components of the dynamic model as well
as components related to the attitude control system have been developed together with algorithms
to obtain optimal control laws. Depending on the
different complexity levels and the desired scope of
these models, several methods and tools for the
modeling, simulation, and control of satellite systems can be selected. Such activities include, in particular:
•
•
•
•
•

demonstrator along with the TET-1 satellite of the
DLR R&D FireBIRD space mission aiming to provide
infrared (IR) remote sensing for early fire detection.

sensor/actuator design and assessment,
controllability and stability analysis,
performance analysis at the system and subsystem level,
end-to-end simulations, and
parameter tuning and optimization.

Figure 65: BIROS satellite CAD design (courtesy of
DLR-OS)

Sensor and Actuator Models
Specific sensor and actuator models are developed
in detail considering both their system dynamics as
well as their assessment with regards to the closedloop control of the overall system. These models include thrusters, reaction wheels, rate gyros, and
powertrain dynamics of the mechanical actuators.
Reaction-wheel models consider DC-motor dynamics accelerating the wheel-inertia, which in turn
provides a reaction torque to the satellite hub. To
compensate for undesired friction torques, a reaction-wheel inner-loop nonlinear controller embedded in the actuator at high sampling rates is
considered. Frequently, these friction torques are
modeled and validated against experimental data.
In space, however, due to the environmental conditions, friction models are hard to estimate and
predict. For this reason, the institute is also involved
in developing online identification algorithms of reaction-wheel parameters which can be useful for
attitude control of the complete system.

Figure 66: High-Torque-Wheels (courtesy of DLROS)
Among several mission goals and scientific experiments, to demonstrate a high-agility attitude control system the platform is actuated with a
redundant array of three High Torque Wheels
(HTW, see Figure 66) providing slew rates up to 3°
per second. One of the main requirements for the
HTW experiment is being able to rotate the satellite
30 degrees in 10 s around an axis with inertia of
10 kgm2. For 3-axis agile maneuvers, however, the
attitude control system design is more challenging
given the current on-board-computer (OBC) requirement of commanding the plant at a sampling
rate of 2 Hz. SR participated in this project with the
objective to find a methodology for the design of
fast slew maneuvers while considering the highly
dynamic plant commanded by piecewise-constant
sampled-time control inputs. This was achieved by
considering a comprehensive analytical nonlinear
model for spacecraft equipped with reaction
wheels and transcribing a time-optimal control
problem formulation into a multi-criteria

2.3.2 Satellite Systems-Related
Projects
In the following paragraphs, relevant contributions
of the institute to the satellite systems-related projects, DLR High Torque Wheel and DLRbat, are introduced.

DLR High Torque Wheel (HTW) Project
The satellite platform BIROS (Bispectral Infrared Optical System, Figure 65) is the second technology
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optimization problem. Solutions were found with a
direct approach using the trajectory optimization
package trajOpt of DLR-SR’s optimization tool,
Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis (MOPS). Results based on numerical simulations (see Figure 67
and Figure 68) are presented to illustrate this
method. The results shown demonstrate the piecewise constant control input for the reaction-wheel
torques, obtained with optimization and the resulting angular velocities of the satellite to perform a
fast slew maneuver in minimum time [1.11].

properties of the different power sources and the
thermal inertia. The static optimization problem of
distributing power between the individual electrical
components is combined with other optimality conditions and cast into a single problem of price and
power.
The energy management algorithm is simulated for a small satellite in a sun-synchronous low
earth orbit. Solar Panels, batteries, supercapacitors
and 27 different loads are simulated. Instead of
looking at the power consumption and production
of the individual components, the market management approach provides the same information in
the evolution of the price. The price evolution
shown in Figure 69 reveals that only source management is necessary in a nominal scenario since
enough power can be produced by battery or solar
array. There are three different price regimes in this
scenario. A low price regime occurs when the satellite is sunlit and the battery is fully charged, a medium price regime occurs when the satellite is sunlit
and the battery is charged, while a high price regime occurs when the spacecraft is in eclipse and
all power has to be raised by the battery. The same
algorithm is also verified in a battery failure scenario
[1.27]. The management turns loads of lower priority off to account for the loss of battery cells.

Figure 67: Commanded torques of BIROS HighTorque-Wheels

Figure 69 Price evolution of the market for a
satellite in a nominal scenario

Figure 68: Resulting profile of the BIROS satellite’s
angular velocity for the optimal control commands

As it is vital for the electrical components to be operated in the correct temperature regime, an additional focus of the work is put on the thermal
analysis of the satellite. Models are developed to
describe all the heat sources, sinks, and storages of
the satellite system. The main heat flows are hereby
the solar irradiation, the albedo irradiation reflected
by earth and the infrared irradiation emitted by the
earth acting on the spacecraft. Dependent on the
attitude, the influence of these heat flows varies for
the particular sides of the satellite. Figure 70 shows
the thermal heat flows acting on the distinct sides
of a three-axis stabilized spacecraft in a low earth
orbit. It can be seen that the side in the anti-sun
direction receives the most continuous and lowest

For the HTW experiment, a new Fast Slew Mode in
the attitude control system (ACS) software was implemented. The development of this mode in
C/C++ was tested at the DLR test facilities in Berlin
within an air-bearing 3-axis table.

DLRbat Project
The project DLRbat investigates the properties of
conventional batteries in order to improve the energy system of a satellite. Improvements to the energy system may result in a reduction of mass and
costs. Using a market model-based approach for
energy management optimizes the battery durability and reduction of peak loads by exploiting the
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Figure 70: Heat flow evolution of the individual sides of a three-axis-controlled spacecraft in low earth orbit
heat. Future work will use this heat flow information to construct algorithms to determine the
spacecraft attitude based on the temperature evolution.

Based on the experience in system modeling, simulation, control, and optimization, the institute contributes to preliminary and detailed design studies
of expendable and reusable launch vehicles in dedicated research projects. In this context, the institute focuses on integrated launch vehicle modeling
for subsequent trajectory optimization, controllability studies and G&C design of current and future
reusable space launch systems (Figure 71).

Launcher Systems
European launcher systems like Ariane and Vega
are being continuously improved while at the same
time new concepts for future launchers are being
investigated. These concepts include new launch
vehicle designs, launch strategies, as well as different concepts of reusability from the component
point of view via the first stage reusability to the
complete launch vehicle system reusability.

2.4.1 Modeling and Control Techniques
Within preliminary and detailed launch vehicle design studies, the following topics are addressed:
•
•
•

•
•

Performance analysis for both preliminary and
detailed design,
Controllability and stability analysis from preliminary to detailed design,
Offline and online guidance of the launch vehicle system; this includes offline trajectory optimization and advanced online guidance
algorithms,
Control system design of expendable and reusable launch vehicle systems,
Worst-case assessment and verification of the
control system.

These tasks all require system models of different
detail, complexity, and fidelity levels adapted to the
analysis task at hand:
•

Figure 71: Integrated Launch Vehicle Modeling
Process for Preliminary Design Studies.
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3-DOF simulation for point mass studies and
trajectory optimization for mission analysis,
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•
•
•

Environment library for modeling of environmental
conditions, the DLR FlexibleBodies library for considering structural elastic effects, the DLR SpaceSystems library for separating launch vehicle stages
and variable mass dynamics, and the DLR Visualization library for trajectory visualization, amongst others. The library provides standardized and
consistent components for kinematics, flight dynamics, engines, aerodynamics based on multi-dimensional aerodynamic datasets, and also models
for Reaction Control Systems (RCS), aerodynamic
control surfaces, and Thrust Vector Control (TVC)
by considering various thrust profiles.

6-DOF simulation for detailed performance
analysis and flight control system design,
6-DOF models enhanced with structural elastic
effects for load and stability analysis, and
Linearized and inverse models for controller design and stability analysis.

To be comparable and to address the same
launcher design with different fidelity levels, these
models must be consistent with respect to the
launch vehicle design, its requirements, and available data. This is visualized in Figure 72 for a controllability analysis process or/and the G&C design
process. Here, starting with a 3-DOF model, a trajectory optimization is performed to obtain an initial
offline guidance trajectory. Using nonlinear dynamic inversion, the corresponding 6-DOF launch
vehicle model can be steered along the nominal trajectory. In a final step, advanced nonlinear control
methods are used to study controllability aspects including the control allocation of available actuators.
Over the past years, SR has developed the DLR
LauncherApplications Library, which provides dedicated multi-disciplinary and multi-fidelity models to
address these issues. The DLR LauncherApplications
Library is based on the object-oriented modeling
language Modelica and is supported by the DLR

Joint Motion and Separation Dynamics
For multi-stage launch vehicle systems and satellite
deployment, joint motion and separation dynamics
have to be considered. Therefore, specific joint
models for both physical connection and separation
between launch vehicle stages or payload/fairing
release were implemented in the DLR SpaceSystems
library.
Based on the Constraint Force Equation (CFE)
methodology, the loads caused by joint constraints
can be applied as external forces and torques to
each body independently. This feature is calculated

Figure 72: Integrated Launch Vehicle Model used in the G&C Design Process
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by Modelica automatically, as described in [2.179].
The accuracy of the joint loads solution which is
highly sensitive to computational error and initial
joint misalignment is improved with the Baumgarte
stabilization method.

For the launcher concepts and configurations under
study, stability and controllability aspects must be
considered and optimized at early design phases.
This motivates the development of an off-line and
general-purpose guidance and control (G&C) architecture for preliminary studies of reusable launch
vehicles. This is done by using trajectory optimization combined with Modelica models for the generation of optimal guidance commands, and then
trajectory tracking is performed by means of innerloop feedback controls in terms of nonlinear dynamic inversion with prescribed desired dynamics.
With this G&C preliminary architecture, it can
be checked whether the plant can be controlled
along the designed trajectory or the controllability
considerations that may drive some requirements in
terms of vehicle design. For the obtained system,
linear control techniques such as linear PID–control
can be applied successfully for achieving desired
closed-loop dynamics, hence eliminating the need
to linearize and design different controllers for several operational points as in gain scheduling.
To demonstrate the integrated approach, this
method has been considered in the DLR projects
AKIRA and X-TRAS regarding preliminary system
studies and evaluation of key technologies for future reusable launch vehicles. In particular, this
G&C architecture was tested on the AURORA reusable launch vehicle concept [1.12], where nonlinear
flight simulations for the descent phase (including
the re-entry) were assessed. Details of trajectory
phases considered with trajOpt, the trajectory optimization goals, requirements, and constraints for
the AURORA reusable launch vehicle concept are

Guidance and Control (G&C)

2

With the developed Modelica models for a launch
vehicle, detailed assessments and design studies
can be performed with tools developed at the institute. A key aspect of the design studies focuses on
guidance and control.
The computation of optimal flight trajectories is
of particular interest for reusable launch systems.
The chosen return strategy and path has a considerable influence on the overall performance of
launcher systems and can be of significant impact
on the orbital masses that can be launched into any
given target orbit. Furthermore, it also affects the
general design of a reusable launcher.
For the computation of suitable trajectories, the
in-house optimization tool MOPS with the trajectory optimization framework trajOpt is used (see
also Section 7.2.1). For a generic conventional
launcher mission to a geostationary transfer orbit
(GTO), Figure 73 shows the progress of a trajectory
optimization from a bad initial guess to an initial
solution using MOPS with the trajOpt framework.
The colors show individual iterations during optimization; the thick black line denotes the solution.
Controls to be optimized are the thrust angles alfa
and beta. The target orbit is defined by its perigee,
apogee, and inclination.

Figure 73: Iterative progress (different colors) and results (black) of the trajectory optimization for a
geostationary transfer orbit (GTO) example
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Figure 74: RCS Cascaded Multi-Loop Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion Control Architecture for RLVs
presented in [1.14]. The simulations covered a wide
flying envelope ranging from Mach 18 to Mach 5
and angles of attack between 50 and 9 deg. The
results demonstrate the controllability of the launch
vehicle as well as the potential to reduce, by more
than half, the impact on the angular impulse
budget for the reaction control system (RCS) by
combining it with aerodynamic surface controls
during the re-entry phase. This could, in turn, translate to less propellant mass for the RCS, and therefore, better performance of the launcher.

the RCS firings (including all RCS thrusters) and the
associated angular velocity of the launch vehicle in
the case of a spin-up are demonstrated. As can be
seen, the reference angular velocity can be
achieved with the implemented reaction control
system.

Reaction Control System (RCS)

Figure 76: Firings of the RCS thrusters (top) and
angular velocity of the launch vehicle (bottom)

2.4.2 Launcher-Related Projects
In the following paragraphs, relevant contributions
made by the institute to launcher-related projects
are introduced.
Figure 75: RCS configuration example

DLR Projects X-TRAS and AKIRA

The reaction control system (RCS), together with
the thrust vector control (TVC), is responsible for
the controllability and stability of a launch vehicle
during ascent and during the release of the payload. For this purpose, a reaction control system has
been developed and preliminary design studies
have been performed for a generic launch vehicle.
In Figure 75, the implementation of a reaction control system is shown, while in Figure 76 results of

SR is currently participating in the DLR internal project X-TRAS developing and evaluating launch vehicle concepts in a multidisciplinary collaboration
with other DLR institutes. Hereby, the analyses of
the performance as well as the assessment of the
stability and controllability of future launch vehicles
in terms of GNC design are the key aspects of SR’s
contribution to X-TRAS.
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Additional work regarding reusable launch vehicles
is done in another DLR internal project AKIRA (Ausgewählte Kritische Technologien und Integrierte
Systemuntersuchungen für RLV Anwendungen)
[2.91]. In this project, SR focused on advancing
methods and tools for modeling, trajectory optimization, and G&C design (see also section 2.4.1). The
second SR part in AKIRA was to assess different RLV
concepts proposed by DLR-RY using the advanced
tools. Currently, an In-Air capturing maneuver for
retrieving the returning lower stage of an RLV is under investigation. For this study, further extensions
of the DLR Environment library became necessary.

behind separation and, in addition, the simplicity of
implementation of the method demonstrated the
benefits of an integrated approach.

ESA Study Upper Stage Attitude Control
Design Framework (USACDF)
The critical separation of launcher components, as
presented in the previous section, has been investigated for the ESA study Upper Stage Attitude Control Design Framework (USACDF) led by Airbus
Defense and Space GmbH as part of ESA’s Future
Launchers Preparatory Program (FLPP).
Figure 78: Worst-case values of eight normalized
validation criteria regarding aerodynamic loads,
drifts, accelerations and separation performance for
initial design (0) and two different redesigns (1,2).
The demanded parameter robustness is achieved
for values below one.

ESA Project Robust Flight Control System
Design Verification and Validation
In the ESA project Robust Flight Control System Design Verification and Validation, the flight control
system to be developed for European launcher vehicle VEGA has been assessed by SR using the optimization-based multi-objective worst-case search
tools available at the institute. Several short-comings could be detected which could not be deduced
from classical assessment approaches (e.g., Monte
Carlo analysis). Based on these results, propositions
for improving controller robustness and stability
have been made. The more robust redesign of the
parameters has been achieved by applying the wellproven multi-case, multi-objective optimization approach where the same criteria were employed for
design and validation. For the robustness achievements, see Figure 78. The criteria 1 to 8 valuate aerodynamic load, drifts in positions and velocities and
angular acceleration during ascent as well as angular velocity and angle of attack at separation. The
demanded robustness against parameter uncertainties is achieved when the normalized worst-case
criteria values are below one.

Figure 77: USACDF simulation layout for upper
stage separation dynamics using physical models.
The study was performed because the development
of physical models to assess stage separation dynamics is a critical capability for launch vehicle design studies. The development of stage separation
models integrable in upper stage simulations for efficient attitude control were done with Modelica
and further integrated into the MATLAB/Simulink
environment. Results demonstrated that the approach corresponds very well with the physics
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Figure 79 ReFEx attitude control structure using
RCS

Figure 80: Preliminary results of ReFEx RCS
moments

DLR /CNES/JAXA CALLISTO Flight
Experiment

DLR Reusability Flight Experiment (ReFEx)
Project
SR participates in the DLR Reusability Flight Experiment (ReFEx) project with activities corresponding to the vehicle flight dynamics and control.
ReFEx aims to demonstrate controlled aerodynamic flight from hypersonic to subsonic
velocities while maintaining a flight corridor
representative of a winged reusable launch vehicle (RLV). The ReFEx flight experiment will be
launched on a small sounding rocket planned
for the second half of 2022 and will help to
establish a knowledge base for such winged
RLV systems. The aerodynamic flight control is
designed to follow tailored maneuvers, thus requiring much less fuel than a propulsive boostback system. Amongst other key technologies
to be demonstrated, needed for future winged
RLV first stages, are autonomous GNC algorithms, complex aerodynamic layout, and specialized control surfaces and sensors for health
monitoring.
Of primary importance for ReFEx are the
ongoing aerodynamic stability and controllability studies of the vehicle. SR develops detailed
flight dynamics models for the ReFEx vehicle in
order to perform analysis regarding aspects of
stability, trimmability, and controllability. Based
on these studies, SR’s task is the design of a stable and performant robust controller for the
ReFEx vehicle. This is done for several critical
flight events according to the mission plan.
Preliminary results have been obtained

Since 2018, SR has participated in the joint
DLR/CNES/JAXA CALLISTO flight experiment for
studying techniques for vertical landing of
launcher stages (Figure 81). In particular, actual “hopper”-like missions are planned,
where the CALLISTO vehicle ascends to the
lower stratosphere and performs a powered
return to earth, landing either downrange or
to a place near the launch site.
Within CALLISTO, SR provides the detailed
multibody launch vehicle attitude model. These
models are to be provided at different fidelity
levels and will include sloshing- and structural
effects. The models are to be used both off-line
and in specialized versions, within hardware-inthe loop simulations. The model development
uses the modelling tools developed at SR. In particular, the development is based on the Environment, the SpaceSystems,
and
the
LauncherApplications libraries and extends work
done in other DLR projects, like AKIRA and XTRAS. The highest fidelity model will then be incorporated into a flight data evaluation tool for
real flight performance evaluation.
During the preliminary design, SR provided
dynamic stability simulation studies in support of
the aerodynamic fin design, considering also the
deployment of the fins. These simulations capitalize on synergies between tools dedicated to
aircraft analyses and the launch vehicle modeling and simulation framework.

Figure 81: Concept view of the CALLISTO launch vehicle
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for ReFEx’s reaction control system (RCS) which is
designed both for stabilizing the attitude of the vehicle after its separation from the sounding rocket,
as well as for maintaining the required orientation
during the ballistic and re-entry flight phases (Figure
79, and Figure 80).
For the development of flight control systems,
a model-based nonlinear flight control approach is
considered where the integrated 6-DOF flight dynamics is used to design a robust and agile nonlinear controller. With this approach, the desired
dynamics behavior of the vehicle dynamics can be
synthesized for a nominal model while the robustness and performance considerations can be optimized by means of control parameter tuning and
validation using multi-objective optimization (disturbance rejection model and parametric uncertainty) using MOPS. Ongoing activities are at the
level of flight dynamics model integration and focus

on controllability studies for the vehicle across its
wide flight envelope.

Figure 82: ReFEx flight maneuver verification
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3 Aeronautics
“The significant increase in air transport in recent decades is likely to continue. In
Europe, policymakers, representatives of industry, and scientists have already
agreed on a common research agenda that establishes basic conditions for Helmholtz research. Its goals are an increased capacity of the air transport system,
greater cost-effectiveness on both the developmental and operational levels, the
reduction of aircraft noise and harmful emissions, the enhanced attractiveness of
air travel for passengers and higher safety standards”. (Helmholtz Association)
Aeronautical research at the Institute of System Dynamics and Control is oriented
towards these goals, which in turn reflect those set out in the Flightpath 2050 report by the High Level Group on Aviation Research of the European Commission.
System dynamics and control play a highly integrative role in the development
and operation of aircraft, and consequently provide important enabling technologies for reaching Flightpath 2050 goals. The core competences of the institute in
these fields include modeling, analysis, and control of flexible aircraft flight dynamics and loads, as well as modeling, analysis, monitoring and management of onboard systems. These developed technologies allow for considerable reductions in
weight and energy consumption, as well as significant improvements in safety—
and are therefore enabling factors for highly advanced (electric) flight vehicle concepts.
The institute contributes its systems dynamics and control know-how to overall
aircraft and systems design by means of strongly inter-disciplinary cooperations
with other DLR institutes, European industrial partners, as well as universities and
other research establishments. Recent advances in core competences, industrial applications, and inter-disciplinary cooperations in aeronautics research are described
in the following sections.
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to delivery of the runtime model and supporting
tools that are required for the intended analysis
purposes (see Figure 83). Required data sources and
intermediate process steps depend on the intended
type of model and model analysis.
Data to be provided in the first step typically
consists of the basic aircraft aerodynamic geometry
and a structural model, usually in the form of a full
finite element model or a simplified beam-like description, carrying the stiffness and mass information. The basic dataset is then completed by
aerodynamic tables or correction tables (depending
on availability), engine and actuator model data, as
well as control (allocation) algorithms.

Flight Dynamics and Loads

3

System dynamics and control technologies play an
indispensable role in modeling, analysis, and active
control of aircraft flight dynamics and flight loads.
Aircraft and flight control design analyses require
large amounts of simulations that cover all relevant
flight conditions, payload and fuel ranges, and aircraft configurations. Depending on the specific discipline, simulations may, e.g., address complete
missions, specific maneuvers, atmospheric disturbances, and failure cases. At the same time, interdisciplinary interactions have to be closely monitored.
For these purposes, fast and accurate multi-disciplinary aircraft models are a prerequisite. The institute’s contributions to the fields of aircraft flight
dynamics and loads can be divided into:
•

Methodologies for fast and accurate multi-disciplinary aircraft models,
• Advanced analysis methods to efficiently handle the large amounts of parameters, and
• Advanced methods for active control (addressed in Section 3.2).
During the reporting period, modeling and analysis
activities focused on:
• Increasing both the prediction quality as well as
computational speed of the multi-disciplinary
simulation models,
• Increasing capabilities of models to investigate
non-standard scenarios and incidents,
• Improving analysis efficiency over the parameter envelopes being analyzed,
• Seamless integration into multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO) for overall aircraft design,
• Direct integration of developed models into
real-time hardware-in-the-loop and softwarein-the-loop analyses, and
• Full integration of flight control algorithms in
analysis models.

Figure 83: The basic five-step DAMIP process
In the second step, the data is pre-processed and
missing content is computed or estimated. This usually includes generating reduced order models of
the full FEM model and, if available, incorporating
data obtained from ground vibration testing (GVT).
The basic steady and unsteady Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrices are usually calculated using potential theory methods and then
corrected using CFD data. Rational Function Approximations (RFA) are used to transform AICs from
the frequency into the time domain.
In the model integration (step 3), the core
equations of motion are chosen depending on the
area of model application. Next, the automatically
prepared data structures are fed into generic or custom-built Simulink, MATLAB, and Modelica model
templates (step 4). Finally, the integrated models
can be used for a variety of different multi-disciplinary simulations and analyses (step 5). The MATLAB
and Simulink models are often used for loads calculation and special investigations like wake vortex
encounters. The Modelica implementations are
mostly the basis for flight control design or flight
trajectory optimization. Most modeling and analysis
methods behind DAMIP have been implemented in

Over the last decade, SR has developed a robust,
quick, and consistent process for generating, preprocessing, and integrating models in a standard
framework. This process, as well as the contributions listed above, will be detailed in the following
sub-sections.

3.1.1 Model Integration Process
For multi-disciplinary aircraft modeling, the institute
has defined a standardized process called Dynamic
Aircraft Model Integration Process (DAMIP)
[elib55663]. DAMIP consists of five steps, starting
from importing the various available data sources
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a tool set called VarLoads (Variable Loads environment), which is a joint development by Airbus and
DLR [elib12207].
During the reporting period, DAMIP was used
to generate the flight dynamics models in a variety
of scientific projects. This includes the generation of
models for loads calculation on a long-range widebody aircraft in order to develop loads alleviation
control laws (project Clean Sky Smart Fixed-Wing
Aircraft) or to be used inside a Multi-disciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) framework to determine
and analyze critical loads for subsequent structural
design purposes (projects Digital-X and VicToria).
Further applications included the use of integrated
models to estimate the flutter properties of a
blended wing body aircraft [2.164], to generate
models for mission analysis and flight control design of the high-altitude platforms [2.212], as well
as to develop control design and real-time models
of the FLEXOP demonstrator aircraft (see Figure 84).

fidelity flow solutions can be used to correct the
model for any flight condition.
In the context of an Airbus cooperation (sponsorship), as well as the DLR internal Digital-X project, a new correction method based on proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) of corrected gradient matrices (i.e., AICs) has been developed.
Through interpolation of this POD of AICs, corrected gradients at any desired flight point within
the domain of correction are obtained.

3

Figure 85: LANN wing with corrected transonic
pressure distribution

Figure 84: FLEXOP demonstrator for active flutter
suppression (maiden flight 1st August, 2019)

As an example, Figure 85 shows corrections for the
super-critical LANN wing, based on a limited number of CFD analyses with varying Mach number and
angle of attack combinations. Accurate load distributions are obtained over the envelope during dynamic maneuvers and flexible deformation. In the
frame of Digital-X, the method was successfully applied to the XRF-1 generic passenger aircraft model
[2.147].

3.1.2 Modeling Methods and Tools
Modeling methods have been advanced in order to
incorporate nonlinear effects in fast aerodynamics
and structural modeling methods, as well as to
model the effects of arbitrary atmospheric disturbances in loads analyses. In addition, the Modelicabased FlightDynamics library has been commercially
released.

Geometric Nonlinearities
Aerodynamic Correction Methods

The influence of structurally nonlinear effects on
loads can usually be assumed to be very small. For
this reason, linear structural equations of motion
can be used, saving considerable computational effort.
For future configurations, like those with strutbraced wings, these assumptions no longer hold.
For this reason, also in the frame of a direct cooperation with Airbus (sponsorship), methods were
developed, implemented and analyzed that incorporate nonlinear effects, while still being efficient
enough to seamlessly fit into the existing load calculation frameworks. The main challenge therein
was to find a method that is capable of handling
reduced order structural models without the need

As already stated, aircraft flight dynamics and loads
analyses require fast model computations and a
very large number of parameter combinations have
to be evaluated. For this reason, aerodynamic
methods based on potential flow theory, like the
Vortex Lattice Method for steady, or the Doublet
Lattice Method for unsteady problems, are used.
The resulting so-called Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient (AIC) matrices allow for the computation
of aerodynamic loads on a flexible airframe through
basic matrix multiplications. The underlying linearized flow equations cannot account for certain fluid
dynamic phenomena such as viscosity and transonic
effects. However, a limited number of higher-
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for additional information on the underlying full finite element model. As a result, an intrinsic approach that fulfills those requirements for openloop tree-like structures was integrated into the
VarLoads simulation environment. It captures the
basic structurally nonlinear effects of the superposed discrete beam-like geometry. In the DLR project FrEACs, the nonlinear capabilities were
extended to be able to cover the load and especially
aeroelastic stability properties of closed-loop structures as well, as shown in Figure 86.

position and attitude of the aircraft. The loads analysis tool VarLoads was extended to simulate such
scenarios considering all the relevant effects
[2.210].

3
Figure 87: Wake vortex encounter scenarios

Figure 86: DLR project FrEACs: gust encounter of a
structurally nonlinear strut-braced wing
configuration

Dynamic Loads Induced by Wake Vortex
Encounters
Wake vortex encounters (WVE) are long known to
pose a significant threat to aircraft, e.g., near airports, where adequate separation between aircraft
during approach or take-off needs to be ensured to
avoid upset conditions due to the induced rolling
moment.
However, not only the handling quality (HQ) aspects, but also the induced dynamic loads need to
be considered. An aircraft crossing a wake vortex
system can experience loads in the order of certification limit values. Loads analysis models for such
wake vortex encounters need to consider aspects
important for maneuvering, as well as gust-type responses. If the angle between the path and the
trailing vortices is small, the encounter is similar to
a maneuver due to large induced roll motion. When
the vortices are crossed almost perpendicularly, a
gust-type response is to be expected, where unsteady aerodynamic effects are significant, as
shown in Figure 87. Unlike in certification type gust
loads analysis, the wind field is three-dimensional
and the induced downwash depends on the

Figure 88: Wing root loads during  = 40° WVE –
comparison between flight test and VarLoads
simulation
From June to August, 2012, an extensive flight test
campaign was performed where a fully
instrumented A400M was crossing a wake vortex
in defined vertical offsets and crossing angles 1. As a
vortex-generating aircraft, an A340-600 airliner
was used, performing 140 test runs. An additional
109 runs were performed with an A400M military
transporter as the leading aircraft. The comparison
between the numerical simulations with VarLoads
and the flight test measurements showed a very
good correlation (see Figure 88). The loads analysis
tool VarLoads herewith reached an important
milestone by being flight test validated and
therefore can be considered to be at TRL 6. Further-

1

H. Climent, O. Lindenau et al., “Flight Test Validation of Wake Vortex Encounter Loads”, International Forum on Aeroelasticity and
Structural Dynamics, 2013
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more, the implemented modeling scheme allows
investigations of interactions of the wake vortex
with the sensors and control system, which can be
of particular interest also in formation flight
scenarios.

3.1.3 Analysis Methods and Tools
Besides the design of flight control laws, the main
goal of models developed from DAMIP is to perform design analyses on the aircraft, with or without control system. Since the number of
combinations of parameters to be analyzed may be
very large (order of magnitude up to 106), the institute develops control analysis-based methods to
vastly reduce computational effort and increase reliability. Typical analysis applications at the institute
are flight control law clearance and flight loads
analysis.

Modelica FlightDynamics Library
As one of the main implementation platforms for
flight dynamics models, the institute has developed
a dedicated flight dynamics library based on the
Modelica language (see Figure 89 and Section
7.1.2). Thanks to extensive environment models
and its full compatibility with the open-source Modelica Standard library, the library can be used for
multi-physical simulation of aircraft.

Clearance of Flight Control Laws
The clearance, or design verification and validation
(DVV) problem of a flight control system (FCS) can
be formulated as a robustness analysis problem,
where a set of suitably defined DVV criteria must be
checked to lie within certain limits for all admissible
variations of vehicle parameters, external inputs
and all flight conditions. The idea of optimizationbased DVV is to use available and efficient optimization methods in order to find those parameters/flight conditions for which the criteria are
violated or poorly satisfied. That means one has to
solve a global optimization problem and the solution should be found with some reasonable level of
confidence. There are some noticeable advantages
to the optimization-based approach which make its
use very interesting for even complex nonlinear assessment problems [2.157]:
•
•

Figure 89: The FlightDynamics library used for highfidelity desktop and in-flight simulations

•

During the reporting period, this has been exploited
in the development of models in various DLR internal projects like VAMP and FrEACs (new passenger
aircraft configurations), as well as European projects like Clean Sky SFWA (flexible transport aircraft)
and ACROSS (transport aircraft in upset conditions)
and the Open Innovation project Sagitta (unmanned aircraft). The library also enables automatic
generation of inversion-based control laws and
therefore plays an important role in flight control
law design (see Section 3.2). During the reporting
period, the core of the library was released as a
commercial product. Furthermore, in the frame of
the project OPeRATOR, the library is currently being
extended and integrated into the aircraft systems
design environment developed by the MISSION
consortium (UTC, ALES, dSPACE and ESI) in the
frame of the Clean Sky 2 Systems ITD.

Generality: The approach can be used for linear
and nonlinear analysis.
Reliability: The method will not miss points in
between a grid.
Non-conservatism: As compared with many
other advanced assessment methods, this
method by itself does not add conservatism to
the DVV problem. Multi-objective global optimization is a challenging task. Appropriate algorithms to solve such a problem have been
developed and implemented in the in-house
optimization tool MOPS and have been used in
several projects, like ADDSAFE, RECONFIGURE
and SAVE. A typical example of the method applied to gust load analysis is shown in Figure 90.

The SAVE (Stochastic Assessment Validation Evolution) project was a close cooperation with Airbus
(sponsorship) with the objective to develop a DVVtool for the Eurofighter aircraft. The tool is based
on the traditional stochastic Monte Carlo approach
and the newly developed multi-objective worstcase search approach implemented in MOPS. The
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advantages of the optimization-based approach
could be demonstrated successfully: a speed-up
factor of 4 to 5 could be achieved compared to stochastic DVV. Critical points, i.e., points in the flight
envelope with poor or unsatisfactory values for a
DVV criterion, could be found reliably, even for separated sets.

In the case of instability (“flutter”), large amplitude
oscillations eventually lead to catastrophic failure of
the structure. Within the FLEXOP project, a straightforward robust flutter analysis method in the frequency-domain, called the µ-V method, was
successfully implemented and validated. The primary motivation of robust ASE analysis is to compute robust stability margins, e.g., during flight
testing.

Loads Analysis Using Systems Norms
Because of the large number of analyses required,
only a limited number of static cases are computed
for predesign loads analysis. For certification, full
simulation analysis has to be performed in order to
demonstrate that design limit loads are not exceeded. The difference in types of analyses either
gives rise to conservatism (over-estimated design
loads) or risks (under-estimated design loads) in sizing of the structure. In the field of multivariable robust control, system norms are used to quantify
performance or stability margins in terms of maximum possible amplification between signal norms
of inputs and output vectors. A well-known example is the 𝐻∞ -norm, quantifying the maximum magnification between signal energy norms. For gust
loads analysis, the worst-case energy-to-peak gain
has proven to be very useful [3.16].

3

Figure 90: Example of a worst-case search applied
to wing root bending moment (WRBM) due to 1cos gust within the overall aircraft flight envelope

Robust Aeroservoelastic Stability Analysis
within the μ-Framework
Robust aeroservoelastic (ASE) analysis addresses
worst-case stability margins of interacting aircraft
structural, unsteady aero-, and control system dynamics in the presence of parametric and dynamic
uncertainties.

Figure 92: Simulated 1-cos gust excitations and
actual worst-case gust excitation for the wing root
bending moment
Assuming that the gusts can be described by unit
energy signals, this metric represents a guaranteed
bound for maximum resulting gust loads. Conservatism is introduced by the fact that for certification,
1-cos gust inputs are mandatory, whereas the norm
bound applies to all signals with unit energy norm
(see Figure 92 for a wing root bending moment
(WRBM) example). Since conservatism tends to be
invariant between different aircraft and since computations are up to 400 times faster, the normbased approach was found to be very valuable in
pre-design analyses. The approach is inherently
compatible with simulations for certification and
gives guaranteed bounds, thus reducing risk. The

Figure 91: µ-Analysis plot. The peak value is the
inverse in the uncertainty scaling that causes
instability. For the nominal analysis, this is zero
(hence infinite peak); for the robust value,
instability will occur at the 100% uncertainty level
or higher (hence µ=1).
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analysis has been applied in the Atlas²Hybrid project
(see Section 3.4). Nonlinearities, like actuator saturation, can be captured using integral quadratic
constraints (IQCs), allowing for closed-loop gust
load alleviation system analyses where saturations
may occur.
Besides guaranteed upper bounds, the method
also allows to quickly identify the actual critical
points in the flight envelope, as well as the actual
worst-case excitations. A worst-case gust profile is
depicted in Figure 92. The main cause for conservatism is the difference between this profile and the
intended 1-cos excitation. Incidentally, the worstcase gust profile bears similarities with a wake vortex encounter.

HIL Simulation and Testing
Within the scope of the OpenInnovation Sagitta demonstrator UAV project (Figure 94), the institute
took the responsibility for developing the Real-Time
Simulation and Integration Testing environment
(Figure 95).

3

Loads Monitoring

Figure 94: The Sagitta demonstrator UAV (courtesy
of Airbus DS)

Figure 95: Architecture of the Sagitta Simulation
and Integration Testing environment
This environment was used for Verification and Validation of system components, control system hardware and software, and, eventually, for flight and
ground operations testing of the fully integrated
aircraft prior to its successful maiden flight in South
Africa in 2017 (Figure 96).
Based on industrial solutions in the field of distributed simulation and hardware interfacing, a tailor-made architecture was defined, allowing the
utilization of environmental, on-board systems and
utility simulation models and their respective hardware counterparts, as shown in Figure 95. These elements can be executed in pure simulation setups,
in mixed simulation model/hardware configurations
and finally in “all-hardware”.
The core flight dynamics model of the Sagitta
aircraft was based on DAMIP and the institute’s
Modelica FlightDynamics library, and includes

Figure 93: Flight profiles from FlightRadar24.com
with computed loads (lateral force on engine pylon)
In the Clean Sky 2 project DEMETER, SR develops
models and analysis tools for estimating and analyzing flight loads from flight data of passenger aircraft. The objective is to detect over-load conditions
immediately after each flight and to detect fatigue
issues over longer periods of time, allowing scheduling of structural inspections depending on in-service flight data. In order to test the algorithms on
many different types of flight operations, a simulation environment was developed that is able to take
flight trajectories from flightradar24.com and to
simulate the flights with different disturbance scenarios. An example is shown in Figure 93.
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aerodynamics, propulsion, weight-and-balance and
atmospheric model components. The derived
model code was embedded into the distributed
simulation framework, utilizing the Functional
Mockup Interface (FMI). All relevant system components have been modeled and/or integrated into
the setup (e.g., sensors, landing gear, and utility
electronics) with their respective logical and dynamic characteristics, as well as fault insertion capability.

3. Autonomous control of unmanned aircraft.
Developments during the reporting period have focused on integrating flight control system design
into aircraft overall design, detailed design of robust and fault-tolerant flight control laws, new control functionalities, and mission planning and
optimization.

3.2.1 Flight Control Law Prototyping
Flight control laws play a key role in the operation
of aircraft. They require a thorough and efficient
design process that ensures that all requirements
regarding e.g., functionality, stability, performance,
control activity, robustness, or fault tolerance, are
fulfilled. At the same time, control laws play an increasingly important role in the design of the overall
aircraft. It is for this reason that the institute has
developed a rapid-prototyping design process that
allows for automatic generation of control law
functions in the aircraft design loop. This improves
the aircraft design process in two ways: first, the
availability of representative control laws allows for
performing more representative design analyses in
closed-loop. This is very helpful for control surface
sizing and placement, loads analyses and actuator
sizing. Second, the effect of control laws on these
analyses can be directly incorporated in sizing of the
airframe structure. In the case of active load control,
this allows reduced design loads to be representatively determined and directly exploited.
Rapid prototyping design requires a fully automated process that provides control law functions
as needed for the intended aircraft-level analyses,
adapted to the current aircraft design iteration and
fulfilling aircraft-level design requirements. To this
end, a generic, integrated control system has been
developed that incorporates all functions required
for auto flight and manual control, both in flight as
well as on the ground. Based on nonlinear inverse
control, (see Section 7.3.3), the system is adapted
to a given aircraft configuration by means of automatic model inversion from Modelica. The dedicated design degree of freedom of “command
shaping” allows dynamic behavior to be imposed
from an aircraft-level specification, as shown in Figure 203 and [1.23].
Through the aircraft design process, the prototype flight control system smoothly evolves into its
detailed design phase. At this point, the focus shifts
to feedback design and signal processing (Figure
203) in order to achieve robustness, fault tolerance,
and disturbance rejection in consideration of detailed systems dynamics, uncertainties, or parameter variations.

3

Figure 96: Sagitta demonstrator UAV maiden flight
(Overberg AFB, South Africa, 5th July 2017)
System models followed a dedicated interface definition, real-time scheduling, and operational requirements in order to be fully interchangeable
with the respective hardware components. Care
was taken to guarantee the validity of the employed models and the overall environment. A
scripting interface allowed for batch execution of
test cases with different (failure) scenarios. For detailed visualization of the aircraft, the Modelica DLR
Visualization library was used, as shown in Figure
97.

Figure 97: Visualization of the Sagitta aircraft

Flight Control and
Autonomy
In the field of flight controls, the institute addresses
three main fields of application:
1. Automatic and manual control of passenger
and military aircraft,
2. Active control for load alleviation, comfort improvement, and flutter suppression,
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Fault detection and diagnosis are key elements for
such fault-tolerant flight control systems, as they
provide information on how to reconfigure the
flight control system for continuing safe flight. During the EU FP7 project ADDSAFE, fault detection
and diagnosis challenges arising from sensor and
actuator malfunctions were addressed. The overall
aim was to research and develop model-based fault
detection and decision (FDD) methods for aircraft
flight control system faults, ensuring acceptance
and widespread use of these advanced theoretical
methods by the aircraft industry.
The institute contributed to the development of
software tools for enhanced FDD methods: the provided software implementations cover the 𝐻2 - and
𝐻∞ -optimal synthesis methods of residual generators. By means of these tools, the institute proposed
an FDD system for the detection of elevator runaway, jamming in null position and oscillatory failure
cases. The designs achieved maximum possible
evaluation scores on an A380 test rig component at
Airbus in Toulouse (see Figure 99) – exhibiting no
false alarms, no missed detections, and excellent
detection time performance [2.226]. The robustness of the FDD design in the presence of significant
parametric uncertainties and measurement noise
was proven by extensively applying an optimization-based worst-case search.

3.2.2 Flight Control Methods and
Tools
Robustness to parameter variations and tolerance
to actuator and sensor failures are key drivers behind the institute’s method and tool development
activities.

Control Methods
Especially in the case of high-performance flight vehicles, like fighter aircraft and missiles, parameter
variations, in magnitude and rate, as well as model
uncertainties, may be very large. For this reason, the
robust control framework (Section 7.3.2) is very
suitable for this type of applications. In direct cooperation with the industrial partner MBDA, as well as
in the frame of the project EDA-NICE, methods
have been developed and applied for analysis and
robust control of guided missiles [3.21]. As an example, Figure 98 shows nominal and worst-case responses of a load factor control system for a missile
with uncertain aerodynamic model parameters. The
Mach number linearly decreases from 2.5 to 1.0
during the maneuver duration of only 4 seconds.

Figure 99: Airbus A380 iron bird
The main goal of the succeeding project
RECONFIGURE was to investigate and develop aircraft flight control technologies that facilitate the
automated handling of off-nominal/abnormal
events and to optimally reconfigure the flight control system while maintaining the current aircraft
safety levels.
The institute developed a robust FDD system to
monitor air data sensors for angle of attack and calibrated airspeed. Acceptably good performance
could be achieved to maintain nominal flight control functions for almost all fault events including
loss of all angle of attack measurements (see Figure
100 and [1.127]).
This was achieved by combining model-based
and signal-based fault detection approaches.

Figure 98: Robust performance analysis - nonlinear
simulation of robust controller with parametric
uncertainties

Fault Detection and Diagnosis
Currently, commercial aircraft fault-tolerant control
(FTC) strategies in the flight control system (FCS) are
based on fail-safe approaches, whereby a nominal
(normal) control law is switched first to a robust (alternate) solution and then, if necessary, to a direct
law ensuring only a minimal level of stability augmentation independent of the type of abnormal
event. For future aircraft, full-time and all-event
availability of performance-optimized flight control
functions is desired.
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Extensive industrial validation and verification campaigns were passed during the project. All kind of
faults were reliably detected, most of them very
swiftly. In the case of total loss of the angle of attack and/or airspeed measurement, the reconfiguration to a robust fault-tolerant control system was
proposed. The control law is completely independent of angle of attack measurements and therefore
best qualified for an alternate law that can extend
the availability of high-level flight control functions
[2.136].

research fellow received the Ames Group Achievement Award 2015 for this work.
In the frame of the EU FP7 project ACROSS,
adaptive envelope bounds were integrated into the
flight control law protections and successfully
demonstrated on the TU Delft-based SIMONA research simulator [1.42] and the Robotic Motion
Simulator (DLR-SR) [1.24].
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Figure 101: Primary flight display with envelope and
performance bounds on speed (left, red), roll angle
(top, red) and rate of climb (right, orange).

Figure 100: Perfect signal recovery after detected
total loss of angle of attack and control law
reconfiguration

Flight Control Using AI

Prediction of Safe Flight Envelope Bounds

Intelligent control methods are expected to be feasible for solving adaptive optimal control problems
for nonlinear dynamical systems that are currently
difficult to handle. A proof of concept was developed for applying reinforcement learning-based
methods to robust and adaptive flight control tasks
on the open Research Civil Aircraft Model (RCAM).
The actor critic method Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradient (DDPG) controller was selected as a promising reinforcement learning controller, as well as
an adaptive version of PID control, the PID Neural
Network (PIDNN) controller. The intelligent control
algorithms have been compared to the state-ofthe-art Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
method. The PIDNN controller showed a reference
tracking that improved and adapted during time.
The DDPG algorithm was able to control the nonlinear aircraft model reliably and with minimal actuator effort. This approach provided broad insights
into the usability of selected intelligent methods for
flight control. As a next step, first flight tests of
basic functionalities are planned.

Major system- or sensor-failures (e.g., for Angle-ofAttack), as well as severe flight condition changes,
like aircraft icing, pose great safety risks for aircraft
operations. Apart from the physical degradation of
the aircraft, the individual pilot workload is significantly increased, mainly caused by current fallback
architectures within the FCS. These are deactivating
envelope protections in the former cases (failures)
and lack valid flight envelope bounds for the latter
case (e.g., icing).
In the frame of the EU FP7 Marie Curie project
ADFLICO and in close cooperation with the NASA
Ames Intelligent Systems Division, the institute’s
Marie Curie fellow developed a system for online
prediction of safe, trimmable flight envelope
bounds that adapt to the current health status of
the aircraft. The algorithms assume the availability
of online estimated key aerodynamic parameters.
Algorithms for this purpose were developed in the
NASA Vehicle Systems Safety Technologies (VSST)
project. In this project, a large simulator campaign
on the Advanced Concepts Flight Simulator at
NASA Ames was performed, which clearly demonstrated safety improvements (i.e., avoiding loss of
control) by displaying actual envelope and performance bounds on the primary flight display (Figure
101) in case of icing conditions and stabilizer failures [1.89]. As part of the NASA project team, the

3.2.3 Primary Flight Control
During the reporting period, the existing and newly
developed methods and tools were applied for the
development of several flight control systems for
manual, autoflight, and on-ground control.
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Manual and Automatic Flight Control
Prior to and during the reporting period, the institute advanced its integrated manual and autoflight
control system based on Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion, Total Energy Control System (TECS), and Total
Heading Control System (THCS). Based on these
generalized structures, all typical control laws and
envelope protection functions have been integrated. In addition, features such as Direct Lift Control (DLC) for faster flight path responses, PseudoControl Hedging for handling control saturations,
and automatic spiral tracking were implemented
and flight-tested in recent years in which DLR’s
VFW-614 ATTAS was available (see [2.241] and Figure 102).

Figure 103: FASER test aircraft in flight, with
commanded and measured time traces of attitude
variables
This includes code checking, clearance of the control laws in off-line and real-time simulations (on
the Robotic Motion Simulator), HIL testing of one
of the autopilot servos, procedures for ground testing with the aircraft (powered-on), tools for automatic generation of flight test cards, tablet displays
showing real-time data on animated flight instruments (using SimVis), and tools for plotting flight
data. For example, careful attention has been paid
to avoid initialization transients and to gently handle control law switch-off in trim-loaded conditions.
Highly promising control methods are Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) and Incremental Backstepping. These methods use
angular acceleration feedback to compute control
increments, considerably reducing dependence on
model data (see Section 7.3.3). The institute is considered first worldwide to make these methods
ready for implementation, as well as to flight test
them on the unmanned FASER aircraft [1.16] and
subsequently on a manned CS-25 aircraft, the
aforementioned Cessna Citation II (PH-LAB). Already the first flight tests were highly successful and
proved the practical usability of these methods
[2.48].

Figure 102: DLR ATTAS aircraft was frequently used
for testing flight control laws by SR.
The DLR project TOPGAL focused on highly accurate approaches and landings with the help of GPS
and Ground Based Augmentation Systems (GBAS).
The institute was responsible for the design of automatic landing control laws as well as their analysis
based on CS-AWO (Certification Specification All
Weather Operations) acceptable means of compliance. For control law design, the so-called explicit
flare trajectory tracking was introduced, leading to
a considerable reduction in touch-down dispersions. The Monte Carlo analyses introduced statistical variations of GPS and GBAS parameters, in order
to assess the risks of exceeding safety bounds during GPS/GBAS-based landings.

Flight Testing
For initial flight testing of new control methods, the
institute uses an unmanned aircraft called FASER,
as shown in Figure 103. During the reporting period, the fly-by-wire of the TU-Delft / NLR owned
Cessna Citation aircraft PH-LAB was re-certified and
offered to the institute for flight testing of advanced control algorithms. For both aircraft, SR developed extensive tools and procedures for flight
test preparation, monitoring, and data analyses.

Figure 104: Cockpit of PH-LAB with a side stick and
SimVis-based display
Incremental methods use angular acceleration
measurements in an inner feedback loop. So far,
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these variables have been estimated by differentiating filtered body angular rates. In early 2018, dedicated angular accelerometers were installed in the
PH-LAB aircraft and used by the SR incremental
control system for the first time. The use of measured angular accelerations further improved the
performance of the control laws. During this campaign, incremental backstepping control laws were
also successfully tested for the very first time, allowing for very precise load factor, angle of attack, as
well as roll and side slip angle control [2.9].

time. Constraints on the speeds and on the performances (power, torque and thermal behavior) are
considered. This methodology is applied in pre-design of electric taxi systems to calculate the optimal
traveling speed and allocation of efforts among the
electric motors and the nose gear steering system
for each candidate architecture. The result is then
used as input in a controlled aircraft-on-ground
model to simulate the desired kinematics and dynamics and evaluate the behavior of the electric
drive system and the overall flight mission balance
in terms of fuel consumption and emissions.

3

Figure 105: Cessna Citation returning from the
world’s first test flight of INDI-based flight control
law on a CS-25 class aircraft
On the same aircraft, a manual control system that
commands actuator forces instead of positions was
also very successfully tested (see Section 3.3.1). In
early 2019, manual control laws based on Linear
Parameter Varying (LPV, see Section 7.3.2 and
[2.32]) were flown on the PH-LAB aircraft. As expected, the control laws handled variations in operating conditions very well. This flight also marked
the very first test of this control methodology on a
civil aircraft.

Figure 106: Example of taxi trajectory optimization
Figure 106 depicts an example for taxi trajectory optimization. After the definition of the trajectory
with three time-constrained stopping points, the
optimizer calculates the best speed for fuel consumption minimization considering the thermal and
performance constraints of the system (below). In
the unconstrained case, the stopping points are disregarded; in the constrained case, the speed is adjusted in order to clear the stopping points in the
given time frame without stopping and losing kinetic energy.
In the Clean Sky project Smart Operations on
Ground (SOG), control laws were developed for
testing a prototypical motor drive on a hardwarein-the-loop test rig. The controller was in charge of
tracking the pilot inputs of desired target speed by
assigning appropriate motor torque commands
considering the thermal behavior and torque allocation between the left and right motor. Notably,
the torque commands could be degraded to a level
that still ensures acceptable dynamics while avoiding the violation of the temperature limits.

On-Ground Control
Optimization and automatic control of aircraft
ground motion are key features in connection with
the design and operation of innovative low-emission taxi drive systems. In the pre-design phase, trajectory optimization and control is necessary for
simulation-based assessment (see Section 3.4.2)
both at ground level to directly compare the performance of different architectures, and at mission
level to obtain a fair assessment of each system configuration used at the best of its capabilities and
considering its specific constraints correctly in the
assessment (e.g., thermal performances).
In an internal research project, a methodology
has been developed for optimal aircraft taxi path
following with electric taxi drive systems based on
a convex problem formulation [1.118]. This ensures
that a global optimum is always found and permits
the use of efficient solving tools for convex problems to obtain a solution in short computational
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further to maintain passenger comfort and to not
exceed limit loads at any other cross-section of the
aircraft. In design flight conditions, the WRBM
could be reduced by 21% during stochastic gust excitations. In order to deal with varying flight conditions like changing dynamic pressures, automatic
gain scheduling was achieved by extending the 𝐻∞
controller to a linear parameter-varying (LPV) design
[2.129].

3.2.4 Active Load Control
During the reporting period, several active load
control (ALC) systems were developed in a number
of external projects.

Active Gust Load Alleviation
In the frame of Clean Sky Smart Fixed-Wing Aircraft
(SFWA), the focus was on the reduction of gust
loads, in combination with comfort improvement.
A main aspect of the investigation was to demonstrate the practicability of a loads alleviation system
(LAS) based on available measurements (e.g., normal acceleration), available control surfaces (e.g.,
aileron, spoiler, and elevator), and classical controller structures. The proposed system can be seen as
an add-on to the regular control laws.

3

Figure 108: Reduction of the maximum wing
bending moment in atmospheric turbulence
In the frame of the Clean Sky 2 project NACOR, active load alleviation is applied to business aircraft in
close cooperation with Onera and Dassault Aviation. An 𝐻∞ -based design has been developed and
intensively tested in simulations. As a next step,
flight testing on a Dassault test aircraft is planned
for 2020.
In the frame of the DLR internal project
KonTeKst, a gust load alleviation controller was designed for a highly flexible test wing with multiple
trailing edge flaps and acceleration sensors. This
wing was developed and operated by the DLR Institute of Aeroelasticity (AE) for testing in a wind tunnel [2.12]. For controller design, a newly developed
method was used which allows critical aeroelastic
modes to be isolated and damped by blending the
control inputs and measurement outputs in an 𝐻2 optimal way.

Figure 107: Representation of vector-valued design
criteria and constraints in parallel coordinates for
four cases representing different gust lengths (415
criteria/constraints per case)
Applying the multi-objective synthesis approach to
loads alleviation, the following design goals could
be achieved and demonstrated for the project
benchmark model: (1) robust gust load alleviation
at the wing root, (2) compliance with design loads
at all other load stations under consideration, (3) no
degradation of passenger comfort, (4) no effect on
handling qualities. The quantitative result achieved
during the SFWA project is (partly) depicted in Figure 107. It shows the achieved criteria values in parallel coordinates for four cases representing
different gust lengths. The red line shows the values
for a gust response without LAS whereas the blue
line is with the designed LAS. It can be seen that
loads can be reduced at many stations (blue line)
for almost all gust lengths.
The robust control framework is considered as
a very attractive approach to gust load alleviation,
as it inherently optimizes the dynamic controller
structure during synthesis. In the ProWinGS-Atlas
project, 𝐻∞ synthesis was used to reduce structural
loads due to atmospheric turbulence (see Figure
108). Besides reducing the wing root bending moment (WRMB) for vertical gusts, the goal was

Figure 109: Control law structure of the wind
tunnel model
In order to also handle actuator faults and saturation, a novel control allocation scheme was
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implemented which adapts the blending of control
inputs in real-time (Figure 109). Furthermore, the
advanced control algorithm was gain-scheduled
such that a maximum performance is achieved at
different airspeeds. During the experiments, the
wing was excited with different types of discrete
and stochastic gusts, where the developed gust
load alleviation controller allowed the loads at the
wing root to be reduced by up to 50%, as shown
in Figure 110 and [2.23].

Active Flutter Suppression
Within the scope of the European FLEXOP project,
a 7 m wing span unmanned demonstrator is developed with highly flexible wing sets (Figure 84). A
model-based flight control system has been designed in order to be tested on this demonstrator.
The flight control system includes a baseline controller to operate the aircraft fully autonomously
and a flutter suppression controller to stabilize the
unstable aeroelastic modes and extend the aircraft’s operational range. The baseline control system, developed together with project partner
SZTAKI, allows to automatically fly test trajectories
up to speeds beyond the open-loop flutter velocity
[2.14].
The flutter suppression controller uses an advanced blending technique to blend the flutter-relevant sensor and actuator signals [1.8]. These
blends decouple the unstable modes and individually control them by scheduled single loop controllers (Figure 112). For the tuning of the free
parameters in the defined controller structures, the
multi-objective optimization environment MOPS is
used. The developed control system, including
baseline and flutter control algorithms, is verified in
an extensive simulation campaign using a high-fidelity simulation model developed at the institute,
based on model data input from all partners. Flight
testing is planned for the second half of 2019.
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Figure 110: Open and closed loop responses of
wing root bending moment of the wind tunnel
model

Maneuver Load Alleviation
In order to alleviate the structural loads during flight
maneuvers, the allocation of available control surfaces plays a key role. Within the Atlas²Hybrid project, a study has been carried out to identify the
effect of control allocation on the wing loads for
lateral (roll) and vertical (pull-up/push-over) maneuvers. A common approach is to use asymmetrical
spoiler deflections to increase roll power, while reducing the required deflections of the ailerons. The
induced torsional moment could be reduced, leading to a reduction of the wing root torsion moment
of 20%. Furthermore, the lift distribution during
pull-up maneuvers is shifted inboards by reducing
the lift on the outer wing using ailerons and outer
spoilers. This allows the maximum root bending
moment to be reduced by 9% (see Figure 111).

Figure 112: Demonstrator pole locations as a
function of airspeed, with (color) and without
(gray) flutter suppression

Virtual Flight-Testing of Control
Algorithms
In the frame of the Digital-X project, a new approach to virtual flight testing was established in
cooperation with the DLR Institute of Aeroelasticity
(AE). Flight control algorithms for autoflight and

Figure 111: Reduction of wing loads during
maneuvers using optimized CS allocation
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gust-load alleviation were developed using loop-capable models generated using DAMIP, based on
model data for the XRF-1 aircraft. The control laws
were integrated into the CFD environment with the
help of the Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) and
the in-house Python-based tool PySimulator. DLRAE was able to successfully conduct the planned
CFD-simulations with the co-simulated controller,
without the need for any re-tuning (Figure 113).

for use in the optimization framework, like 3 degrees of freedom inverse and forward and 6-DOF
rigid body formulations. Furthermore, Modelica libraries for flight management & control and environment (weather, wind) were developed.

Figure 114: Cruise phase optimization of
transatlantic flight under the influence of wind
A city-to-city trajectory consists of consecutive segments, like instrument departure, cruise, and standard arrival procedures, which are depicted by a
series of waypoint positions and related speeds or
arrival times. These, in turn, can be specified as optimization parameters. B-splines are then established for each variable and re-parameterized so
that they can be evaluated at each time step. This
finally results in a 4D trajectory for the flight control
system. The integrated optimization framework has
been used in various applications. An example flight
from Chicago to Munich is shown in Figure 114,
where altitude, speed, and lateral deviation
changes are allowed, especially for the North Atlantic Track (NAT). It is replaced by a transition allowing deviations from the great circle path of up to
150 NM, so that the aircraft can profit from tailwinds and avoid headwinds, while persistent contrail formation is taken into account as well.

Figure 113: Reduction of pitch rate (𝑞), vertical
velocity (𝑤) and respective accelerations due to the
control and gust load alleviation system during
vertical gust (CFD simulation)

3.2.5 Trajectory Optimization
Timely arrivals, predictable trajectories, and environmentally friendly operation are important aspects in airline operations. Airlines adapting their
flight plans according to possible fuel savings while
respecting flight time constraints seek to lower direct operating costs. Regulatory and legal institutions, on the other hand, can pose environmental
demands, e.g., the reduction of noise and pollutant
or green-house gas emissions like NO x and CO2.
During participation in the EU project Clean Sky
(2008–2015), a new simulation and optimization
framework has been developed to better analyze
and optimize city-to-city trajectories (or segments
of those) with respect to such objectives and constraints.
This framework consists of the following parts
[2.170]: First of all, a wide range of numerical criteria, like noise, emission, contrails, and fuel use have
been modeled and integrated, suitable for use in
trajectory optimization. Second, the trajectory optimization problem is a multi-objective one. In combination
with
population-based
stochastic
optimization algorithms, Pareto bounds for analyzing the solution space in view of the many criteria
and constraints can be obtained. Third, based on
the Modelica FlightDynamics library, aircraft models
with varying levels of detail have been established

Aircraft Energy Systems
Since the conception of modern, gas-turbine driven
aircraft, nearly all airplanes have used three types of
secondary power: hydraulics, pneumatics, and electricity. Today, any improvements are becoming increasingly difficult to achieve by local changes to
existing system designs. Instead, global optimization of the whole aircraft is considered as the only
way to produce meaningful improvements in the
total aircraft package, as has been performed for
the design of the Boeing 787.
This global optimization leads to the development of More Electric Aircraft (MEA). The reasons
to promote the increased use of electric power include the higher efficiency of electrical systems
compared to pneumatic or hydraulic systems as
well as lower maintenance effort and higher
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reliability. Furthermore, separate power domains
can now be integrated into one.
The institute supports the aviation industry by
developing coordinated local design platforms for
different systems such as

motor, inverter, sensor, controller, and thermal
models. It was commercialized in 2016.

•
•
•
•

By including models with faults, it is possible to simulate components in a damaged state. Such components can be used for reliability studies and
simulations for the development of fault detection
and health monitoring systems. Models of damaged gear and bearing models have been developed. Position-dependent effects that are
characteristic for these faults have especially been
taken into account.
An open source FaultTriggering Modelica library [2.200] has been developed by the institute to
systematically implement faults in complex system
simulation models. This eases the triggering and
tracking of faults in a simulation. It has been successfully tested on complex models with over 200
faults.

Fault Modeling

actuator systems,
thermal systems,
electrical systems, and
green taxiing systems.

These local modeling platforms can then be connected at the aircraft level to assess the benefits of
MEA technologies, optimize design, and develop
new energy management algorithms for a more efficient and greener aviation. The following sections
detail this approach.

3.3.1 Actuators
The transition from hydraulic actuators to electromechanical actuators (EMA) and electro-hydrostatic
actuators (EHA) demands modeling, simulation and
monitoring of such actuators to achieve the design
criteria. In this section, an overview of the recent
work is given.

Component Testing
By using the rotary actuator health monitoring
testbed (Figure 115), complete gear transmissions
as well as components have been tested. The simulated damages were tooth spalling (removal of
parts of the surface), tooth cracks, and tooth removal.

Modeling
To model electromechanical actuators, the Modelica Actuator library has been developed in the EU
project ACTUATION2015 together with several project partners with the institute serving as library architect [2.201]. This library can be used through the
complete design cycle of actuators from pre-design
to the validation of health monitoring functions.
Level

Description

1

Perfect (linear, no losses)

2

Linear, invertible

3

Nonlinear, invertible (e.g., using tanh instead
of sign functions)

4

Hard nonlinear (state events are triggered by
nonlinearities)

5

Fully switched (e.g., switching inverter, based
on state events)

Figure 115: Rotational EMA testbed
Measurements of stiffness and friction of gear
transmissions in a healthy as well as in a damaged
state were carried out. These measurements were,
in contrast to the usual approach, position dependent. This enables the local effects of faults to be
perceived. In particular, the testing of the pre-damaged gear and bearings (Figure 116) has proven to
give new insights into the failure behavior of these
components. The results have been used to improve and validate component models that can be
used in dynamic simulations.

Table 2: Modeling levels in the Modelica Actuator
library
For a good representation of actuators during the
development stages, five modeling levels have been
introduced according to Table 2, based on the computational efficiency and properties of the models.
The Actuator library consists of gear, ball screw,
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However, for electromechanical ones, force (or
torque) is considerably more natural, as the resulting force is proportional to the provided electrical
current. For this reason, SR investigated and patented the use of force control of electro-mechanical actuators in aircraft. The main advantages are:
• The control architecture is simplified, both for
the actuator as well as for the flight control
laws;
• The classical problem of force-fighting between
multiple actuators acting on the same control
surface is non-existent;
• A tactile feedback of the imposed actuator
forces can be provided readily to the pilot;
• In the case of external gusts, the force-actuated
control surface gives way, reducing the load on
the aircraft structure, thus, as a most welcome
side-effect, achieving load alleviation.
At the end of 2017, five highly successful test flights
were performed using the Cessna Citation II PHLAB (see Section 3.2.3), proving that force control
of actuators works very well in practice. The servo
control loops installed on this aircraft are normally
closed on the experimental control computer. This
enabled their replacement by force-control laws,
without the need for re-certification.
In the case of the Citation II that has limited
servo control power and a nonlinearly behaving
auto-trim system, flight control laws commanding
actuator forces turned out to work considerably
better than the original ones. Even during speed
and configuration changes (clean to landing configuration, gear down, speed brakes, etc.) the system
performed very smoothly [2.21], [2.60]. The configuration settings were not communicated to the
control laws, demonstrating their adaptation capabilities.

Health Monitoring
The institute has a long standing cooperation with
Liebherr Aerospace in Lindenberg for the development of Health Monitoring (HM) algorithms for
electromechanical actuators [2.141]. The used
methods focus on the detection of incipient faults
without adding extra sensors. This facilitates an increase in the mean time between failures (MTBF) of
the actuators, by keeping the number of parts low,
which is a key design driver.
The most promising methods are based on a
combination of model-based algorithms with signal-based post processing. In particular, the use of
Kalman filtering to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
in combination with a harmonic analysis to extract
the fault harmonics from the signal shows a good
detection of incipient faults. To implement these algorithms on real-time hardware as used for the actuator control, recursive methods have been
developed. The proposed methods are tuned using
simulations of damaged components.

Figure 116: Damaged components
The proposed methods have been implemented on
real-time hardware at Liebherr Aerospace in Lindenberg and will be tested in the future. Furthermore, a statistical method to monitor freight train
wagon wheels and springs using a single acceleration sensor has been developed. This method builds
a probabilistic representation of the wagon. The
use of this representation as an indication for the
health status of the railway car has been proven in
simulations to be reliable.

Force and Torque Control
Accurate control of actuators under varying aerodynamic loads is a prerequisite for achieving good
performance of the flight control system. Since the
introduction of fly-by-wire, the prime variable for
moving control surfaces has changed from force (as
exerted by the pilot) to position commands (as demanded by the flight control laws). Position control
is physically very meaningful for hydraulic actuators.

Figure 117: Schematics of a conventional
environmental control system
At the institutes’ TechLab facility, a HIL setup has
been constructed based on using the actuator
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testbed depicted in Figure 115. The testbed has
been coupled with a real-time simulation of the aircraft, its flight control system hardware and flight
control laws. This allowed the servo and control
loops to be tested and measured in coupled closedloop operation with the Robotic Motion Simulator.
The experimental force control laws were verified
by test pilots using this setup, as an ultimate check
before they were tested in-flight. SR will further
work on these topics, especially looking into aspects such as control system response to sudden
gusts or turbulence, flutter, flight loads, and failure
cases.

3

To enable a robust and efficient simulation of thermal fluid systems, new methods have been invented and applied by the institute. These methods
are based on a transformation of the basic fluid
equations into a well-natured system. In addition,
the new method is also beneficial for future opportunities like real-time simulation for virtual testing
purposes.

Optimization of Thermal Systems
Architectures for aircraft energy systems always
have to compromise between efficiency and system
weight. To reach a good efficiency at low weight,
several technologies have been investigated recently. Fuel tanks could be used as heat sinks, thermal cycle-processes could be realized using
different media, or can be abandoned in favor of
electrical systems altogether. Also, combinations of
these ideas are very promising.
The institute is developing tools for optimization and analysis of corresponding thermal architectures. These tools are capable of multi-level
optimization, where architectures are optimized at
an outer level, while corresponding controllers are
optimized at an inner level. In this way, optimal controlled architectures are compared with each other,
which is an important improvement compared to
state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, advanced exergy analysis methods are developed to identify the
influence of single components on the system-level
performance, leading to an increased system understanding.

3.3.2 Thermal Systems
The thermal system of an aircraft comprises the environmental control system, the bleed air system
(Figure 118), the ram-air channel, as well as the air
distribution. Keeping sensitive equipment as well as
passengers at adequate temperatures can be challenging for several reasons: Outside temperatures
can vary between −70 °C and +60 °C and heat
loads are dependent on the number of passengers,
flight phase, and the status of on-board equipment.
The energy demand of these systems is in the order
of megawatts, so extensive optimization while ensuring safety is worthwhile at both the architecture
and component level. At the institute, this field is
tackled from two sides: high-fidelity simulation and
intelligent optimization.

Simulation of Thermal Systems
At the institute, Modelica libraries for the simulation of thermal system are developed. These libraries contain parameterized models for seamless
integration into the optimization tools mentioned
earlier (see Figure 118).

3.3.3 Electrical Systems

Figure 119: Simulation model of an integrated
electric power network for MEA
As hydraulic and pneumatic power is replaced by
electrical power on aircraft, the electrical generation and distribution system grows in terms of installed power and complexity. In addition, it needs

Figure 118: Example of a cabin air circulation model
implemented in Modelica
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to be safer and more reliable. Electrical technologies tend to be heavier than their hydraulic or pneumatic equivalents, but they are more power
efficient and trade-offs are enabled across systems
that use electric power. SR has developed a Modelica-based tool that supports such optimization of
electric network architectures at the conceptual design stage [2.250]. To this end, this tool integrates
automated analysis methods for maximum electric
loads, rejected heat, weight, safety, and reliability.
Furthermore, model libraries are being created
for the detailed design, test, and integration of
electrical components. Model-based design relies
on a powerful simulation framework, which allows
modeling, simulation and post-processing of aircraft electric power systems. Since the electric
power network in MEA typically covers several
physical domains such as electrical systems, magnetic systems, mechanical systems and control, a
modeling language is needed for the modeling of
multi-domain systems. In this regard, SR was asked
to use its expertise on the modeling language Modelica and on aircraft electrical systems to test Modelica as a candidate for modeling the extended
electric network in the Clean Sky SGO project.
Based on case studies at the supplier and airframer level, the capability of the Modelica-based
design framework was tested, demonstrated, and
improved. The selected applications are system
specification, component design, and virtual testing, which are associated with different phases of
the aircraft system design process. One of the largescale test benchmark models is depicted in Figure
119.
The study results show that Modelica/Dymola is
capable of simulating all component and integration tests. The computational performance of Modelica/Dymola proved to be excellent for the smaller
component tests and competitive for the large integration test when compared to the traditional
simulation platform for verification and validation.
The institutes’ libraries, methods, and analysis tools
developed in the project are available now for further industrial application.

conservatism in the architectural design and hence
weight and total fuel consumption, as depicted in
Figure 120. Therefore, energy management functions are a key enabling technology for MEA that
needs to be available at early architectural design
phases.

Figure 120: Qualitative impact of energy
management functions

Micro-Economic Approach
The institute has thus developed new classes of
model-based algorithms for the energy management of future civil aircraft. These methods are
based on a micro-economic approach using the
logic of supply and demand. Therefore, so-called
cost functions are derived for each component,
mainly sources and consumer of power. These costfunctions describe what price a load is able to pay
for a dedicated power and how much power a
source will provide for a certain price respectively.
This equilibrium price can then be used to determine the control signal of each component, as
shown in Figure 121.

3.3.4 Energy Management
Figure 121: Cost functions for sources and loads

The trend towards More Electric Aircraft with
higher integration of different sub-systems into a
common energy network also requires new methods for the energy management. First, well-designed energy management functions save energy
by optimizing the power split. Secondly and more
importantly, by improved load handling, the energy
management enables the reduction of the

This method computes the mathematically proven
optimal solution for a restricted class of network
systems that, for instance, covers most continuous
electric sources and loads. Realistic systems also include switchable loads and stronger nonlinearities.
Hence, SR devised enhancements to this method,
leading to a deterministic, fixed run-time algorithm
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involving multiple negotiation rounds on the cost
functions. The institute has patented this approach
(DE201210107788A1) and has developed a corresponding Modelica library [3.17], [2.251], [2.257].

aircraft design optimization task to arrive at a complete “virtual aircraft”. The latter will be especially
relevant for future electric and hybrid-electric aircraft.
The main challenges have been the prerequisites of automation and robustness of design and
analyses processes, as well as the multi-disciplinary
model integration. The resulting contributions are
described in the following subsections.

Thermal Energy Management

3

An application of the micro-economic approach to
the thermal system has been performed within the
Clean Sky SGO project in cooperation with Airbus.
Here, an electrical driven environmental control system (ECS) in cooperation with a vapor cycle should
be operated with maximal energy efficiency. The
fuel consumption caused by the thermal system
due to power offtake and drag can be reduced by
up to 5% for the selected architecture [1.124]. New
investigations focus on the exploitation of temporal
fresh-air flow reduction and small temperature deviations.

3.4.1 Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)
The design of complex systems such as aircraft involves expert knowledge of several disciplines.
Since these disciplines interact heavily with each
other, a consecutive, isolated consideration does
not lead to an optimal design. Therefore, multi-disciplinary design analysis and optimization are employed.
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, aircraft systems dynamics and control play a multi-disciplinary, integrative role between the engineering
disciplines involved in aircraft design. The institute
SR participates in several projects, contributing essential building blocks for a successful and comprehensive MDO capability, such as mission analysis,
models for HQ assessment, loads analysis, and control law synthesis. In contrast to purely single disciplinary analyses, the requirements regarding
automation and robustness are significantly higher.
Parametric model generation and integration capabilities are an integral part of such process chains.

Electrical Energy Management
The main benefit of electrical energy management
is the weight reduction of the overall system by the
resulting peak load reduction and realistic load profiles. In first studies, roughly 30% of the mass can
be reduced leading to an emission reduction of approximately 1.5% [3.17]. Recent investigations focus on the exploitation of battery usage and other
storage elements.

Aircraft-Level Design and
DLR Guiding Concepts

Flight Loads Analysis

In recent years, the institute’s contributions to the
fields described in the sections above have been
more and more integrated into aircraft-level design
processes and technology assessments. This has occurred at DLR internally, as well as in external projects (H2020, LuFo).
Since 2014, a major part of DLR’s aeronautics
research is oriented towards so-called guiding concepts (“Leitkonzepte”). The institute has already
started to contribute to planned concepts, such as
future short-range and long-range aircraft. Furthermore, the developed integrated simulation models
used for a comprehensive loads analysis in an MDO
context have already contributed significantly to the
guiding concept of the “virtual product”. These activities have been extended to encompass control
law design for aircraft synthesis including requirements due to handling quality constraints [2.11], as
well as aggressively optimized load control functions. Currently, systems aspects are included in the

One important aspect in the MDO process as developed in the DLR projects Digital-X and VicToria
(Figure 122) is the identification of sizing load quantities and the associated critical load cases, which
are either passed on to higher-fidelity methods, or
used directly for dimensioning the aircraft structure.
Usually, in an MDO context only a handful of load
cases are considered. In the current DLR MDO projects, up to 104 load cases are calculated, monitoring thousands of load quantities. Such a
comprehensive loads analysis in an MDO process is
a unique feature compared to most other proposed
MDO efforts.

Closed-Loop Aircraft Design Analysis
The flightSim-environment integrates DAMIP modeling and analysis functionalities for flight dynamics
and primary flight control into DLR’s MDO
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Figure 122: Loads process as part of the MDO projects Digital-X and VicToria (DLR guiding concept “Virtual
Product”)
infrastructure. This infrastructure has evolved during DLR internal projects like TIVA, TIVA-II, VAMP,
FrEACs, UCAV-2010, FaUSST, Mephisto, Diabolo,
Digital-X, and VicToria and is based on the DLR
framework tool, called Reconfigurable Computing
Environment (RCE). This tool allows for defining
computational tool chains for aircraft design analyses by connecting discipline-specific tools available
at servers at various DLR institutes. RCE exchanges
data via DLR’s XML-based Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Standard (CPACS) [1.22].
Besides simulation-based flight loads analyses,
the institute is responsible for the integration of
open-loop and closed-loop flight dynamics models
and analyses via flightSim. The tool has the following tasks [2.219]:

Multi-Functional Control Surface Design
During the reporting period, the institute was involved in various projects addressing sizing and positioning of control surfaces with respect to single
as well as multiple functions.
In the LuFo-IV project SysTAvio (coordinated by
Liebherr), new types of multi-functional control surfaces were evaluated in order to derive actuation
requirements for future aircraft generations. In the
LuFo-IV project Konkret (coordinated by Liebherr),
the institute developed flight dynamics models that
used hinge moment computations, especially for
the outboard flaps. Based on these models and the
analyses performed by DLR-FT, system requirements for an Active Differential Gear Box (ADGB)
for use in roll-control were derived [1.128].
Currently, active load alleviation systems make
use of available primary flight control surfaces in order to reduce gust and maneuver loads. In the LuFo
projects ProWinGS-Atlas and Atlas²Hybrid, control
surfaces have been optimized for combined use for
closed-loop primary and active load control. For this
purpose, an automatic optimization process has
been defined that allows for simultaneous optimization of control surface parameters and closedloop control functions (Figure 123).
Each iteration step in this process includes automatic control law synthesis as well as aircraft
model integration (based on DAMIP) to incorporate
changing control surface parameters [elib97235].
MOPS has been used to simultaneously address criteria like loads at various stations, handling qualities, control effort and stability margins over the

1. Fully automatic generation of a flight dynamics
model for the aircraft configuration from
CPACS, including trimming and linearization
functionalities,
2. Automatic generation of prototype flight control laws (see Section 3.2.1) for the specific configuration, allowing for subsequent closed-loop
analyses,
3. If specified, perform full mission simulations to
determine emissions and fuel use, and
4. Return closed-loop models or analysis data to
CPACS / RCE for subsequent analyses.
The flightSim software is implemented in MATLAB/
Simulink and uses models from Modelica (FlightDynamics library), which allows to automatically generate dedicated model realizations (6-DOF, 3-DOF,
inverse) as required by various types of analyses.
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flight envelope. Optimization of the control surface
parameters allowed for a 9% further reduction of
design loads as compared to a classical GLA system
(Figure 124) [1.7].

dynamic model of the aircraft containing the flight
dynamics, kinematics, aerodynamics, the engine
behavior, and its emissions, is used together with
scalable models of the innovative systems. Two examples will illustrate this: the performance assessment of innovative electric drives for low-emission
ground operations (so-called “E-Taxi”) and electric
propulsion architectures.

Assessment of the Electric Taxi System

3

Electric drive systems are being developed for lowemission taxiing in airports. While this is expected
to have a benefit on the ground, the additional system weight will worsen the efficiency in flight and
may reduce the available payload. The commercial
viability of those systems therefore stands and falls
with a thorough analysis of the overall mission balance on a case-by-case basis. Integrated gate-togate mission simulations with aircraft models
equipped with electric drives of different configurations and sizes enable a comparison of different architectures and the identification of the best tradeoff in relation with the specific aircraft types, the
mission programs considered, and the business
models of the stakeholders.

Figure 123: Scheme for integrated optimization of
geometry and controller parameters for GLA

Figure 124: Optimized aileron layout for GLA at the
wing

3.4.2 Technology Assessment
The conception and design of future aircraft are
driven by major goals such as the reduction of fuel
consumption, CO2, and pollutant emissions. New
technologies, devices, and procedures all contribute
to reaching these goals. However, aircraft subsystems such as the thermal or electrical network are
complex systems that are highly integrated within
the aircraft. New designs must consider the mutual
interactions between the aircraft and the various
subsystems to strive for the best efficiency. Determining the related sensitivities in order to derive
specifications for innovative systems is a demanding
task.
For this reason, designers have traditionally
been using constant sensitivities over the entire
flight mission mostly based on experience or simplified assumptions and keep them fixed during subsystem design, which hinders a global optimization.
In fact, these parameters are subject to large variations depending on the flight phase, the environmental conditions, and the operating modes of the
systems.
A new, promising approach is given by the
model-based assessment of new technologies in integrated flight mission simulations. A detailed

Figure 125: Comparison of mission consumption
between two E-Taxi system architectures and a
conventional aircraft for two different flight
missions
Two different architectures (with different weights)
were compared to a conventional aircraft [1.153].
The fuel balance results (Figure 125) show that ETaxi is generally more beneficial for short flight missions. Furthermore, “Architecture 2”, featuring a
heavier system, was even detrimental to the overall
fuel consumption in the long flight. This kind of
analysis helps when assessing the economic viability
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of a system for a stakeholder’s particular situation.
This kind of analysis has been performed for a midsize, narrow-body commercial aircraft. The innovative drive system model features two direct-drive
high-torque electric motors installed in the main
landing gear. The power source is the Auxiliary
Power Unit (APU), which has also been modeled
functionally. Several complete, gate-to-gate flight
missions were defined that differ in the length of
the cruising phase and in the ground trajectories.
The latter are based on real operations in airports
such as Munich and Frankfurt.
In further work, a scalable E-Taxi model has
been developed. The system size, defining performance and weight, could be selected through a sizing parameter. This enabled the optimal size for a
given situation to be found. Ultimately, fuel balance
maps, such as the one in Figure 126, can be produced. With these maps, it is possible to read the
predicted saving or increase of mission fuel for each
system size based on predefined standard flight
missions. Stakeholders can thus include this information easily in their case study when considering
the adoption of the new technology and defining
its specifications.

technology at the aircraft level for conventional and
more-electric aircraft with or without electric taxiing. The results revealed a high potential for ground
emission reduction but also confirmed the current
light weight APU design with respect to fuel usage
for complete mission scenarios.

Assessment of Electric Propulsion Systems
In Electric Flight, the main propulsion system is
powered by electric energy. The energy is either
taken out of batteries, fuel cells, or gas-turbinedriven generators. Due to the heavy weight of batteries, most architectures are hybrid ones combining different power sources. Because of the high
sensitivity of many components with respect to different flight phases, a global optimization and an
assessment at the aircraft level is needed.
In the Bavarian research project PowerLab, different electric propulsion architectures have been
modeled for a two-engine, ten-passenger aircraft.
A special library has been created for this purpose,
taking into account different efficiencies of various
energy transformations, performance maps, impact
of weight as well as center of gravity, and the resulting cooling demand (Figure 127).
The architectures have been evaluated for selected mission profiles including the most important
emergency scenarios. The preliminary results of this
research project show that a high-level aircraft understanding is needed for a corresponding system
optimization. For instance, emergency scenarios
will be the sizing factor for auxiliary power sources
such as the battery.

Assessment of Modern APUs
Current APUs are very light-weight but also inefficient. Typically, only 18% of the fuel energy can be
converted in a useful way.

Figure 126: Example of a fuel balance map for ETaxi. For a given system size (selected through a
sizing parameter on the x-axis) and mission length
(y-axis), the increase or decrease in mission fuel
balance can be read out immediately.

Figure 127: PowerLab power train architecture
example
The acquired expertise was further enhanced in the
European-funded CleanSky 2 projects ADEC and
Hyper-F, where conceptual studies were performed
for aircraft ranging from 70 to 200 PAX (see Figure
128 and Figure 129). Especially for aircraft size of
an A320, parallel hybridization concepts were

In a project led by DLR-VT in Stuttgart, new APU
designs have been conceptualized and tested. The
institute SR provided the assessment of this
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revealed to be the most promising approach given
the current technological assumptions.

3

that need to be dispensed at relatively low temperature gradients. From this perspective, the topic of
Electric Flight is forming valuable synergies with the
institute’s know-how of aircraft energy systems and
flight performance analysis

Figure 128: Study of a hybrid-electric variant of an
ATR-72 with wing-tip propellers and reduced V-tail
Control concepts for energy management will enable a reduction of peak loads and hence a lighter
sizing of components. Furthermore, the topic of
cooling becomes more dominant at the aircraft
level due to the large amounts of thermal power

Figure 129: Study of a hybrid-electric variant of an
A320-like aircraft using boundary-layer ingestion at
the tail and wing-tip fans.
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4 Transport
“Ensuring mobility in the future is a central challenge. For many years now, the
capacity of passenger and goods transport systems has been expanding. However,
there is a constant tension between the individual desire for unlimited mobility, on
the one hand, and the overburdened transport system, the effects of traffic on
people and the environment, and the high number of accident victims, on the
other. What is needed is a modern transport system for people and goods that is
sustainable over the long term from an economic, ecological, and social perspective.” (Helmholtz Association)
Safety, comfort, and responsible use of natural resources are in the focus of the
work regarding road and railway vehicles. In both fields, the research topics of energy management, vehicle dynamics and vehicle intelligence are addressed. These
activities will, in particular, exploit the opportunities offered by digitalization, automation, and electro-mobility in order to decrease the tension between mobility demands and its harmful collateral effects.
The development of modular, mechatronic, and highly integrated chassis, running gear and propulsion systems benefits from a holistic approach based on common vehicle concepts. This idea serves as a framework across the DLR for the
coordinated development of concepts, methods, and technologies in the Next Generation Car (NGC) and Next Generation Train (NGT) projects.
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estimation algorithms. The developed technologies,
together with other emerging trends such as Car2X
vehicle communication systems, form the basis for
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and
functions such as cooperative driving.
A more detailed classification of the research is
conducted here by hand of the institute’s scalable
vehicle dynamics control architecture presented as
a pyramid in Figure 131. This architecture supports
multiple applications at the vehicle application layer
(VAL) including interactive driving, remote control
and semi- or full autonomous driving to name a
few. The institute’s research on motion planning includes artificial intelligence agents, online path
planning and path following control, and cooperative vehicle-following control. This is detailed in Section 4.1.1.
In any case, VAL functionalities generate a kinematic motion demand for the three planar degrees
of freedom (DOF): the horizontal motion (e.g., expressed by longitudinal acceleration, the yaw-rate,
and the chassis side-slip angle) to be realized on the
motion execution layer below. At this layer (see Section 4.1.2), integrated vehicle dynamics control for
the energy-efficient, robust, and safe operation of
X-by-Wire electric vehicles is the most relevant research topic.
Other relevant topics are a) hybrid braking control for electric motors in combination with friction

Automotive

4

The core funded automotive research of the institute is embedded in the DLR internal project Next
Generation Car (NGC). NGC forms the parenthesis
about the wide-ranging road vehicle research cooperation among a number of DLR research institutes
at various sites. Cooperation with multiple industrial partners forms the other main funding pillar.
Within the automotive field, the institute has
been developing multifaceted innovative approaches for mechatronic X-by-Wire chassis aiming
at the simultaneous improvement of energy efficiency, driving safety, and comfort. Essential fields
of research are the development of model- and AIbased control systems, with a focus on motion
planning, vehicle dynamics and chassis control, vehicle state estimation, model predictive full vehicle
control, active- and semi-active suspension control,
as well as the core topics of electro-mobility (energy
management, battery control and estimation).
The research is supported by continuous development of modeling and simulation tools. In particular, vehicle system modeling (see Section 4.1.4) is
a further core area of expertise of the institute, taking full advantage of the multidisciplinary Modelica
modeling standard. These models are used in the
design, optimization, simulation, test, and evaluation of the developed automotive control and

Figure 130: Overview of the automotive research activities at the institute
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brakes, in order to optimize the trade-off between
energy recuperation and braking performance and
b) vertical dynamics control using highly dynamic
semi-active dampers, designed to mitigate the effects of the higher un-sprung mass introduced by
in-wheel electric motors. At the hierarchical layer of
actuator control (Section 4.1.3), the research has
focused on analysis and control enhancement of
the X-by-Wire steering and braking actuators
within the wheel robot. The algorithms developed
by the institute are implemented, validated in
model-, software- and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
test environments, and experimentally demonstrated on the ROboMObil (see below) and/or on
other platforms provided by the institute’s partners
(e.g., OEMs and suppliers) in different research projects.
In the overview of the overall institute’s automotive research activities as presented in Figure
130, this latter activity is generalized as the lower
part (‘Experimental Validation’). In particular, the
research platform ROboMObil constitutes the hardware backbone of the institute’s automotive research. It has been developed to validate and
showcase the institute‘s technology and knowhow. As explained in Section 5.1 in more detail, the
ROboMObil is an innovative X-by-Wire prototype
vehicle where the scalable vehicle dynamics control
structure from Figure 131 is realized. It is implemented in terms of intelligent central control of
four so-called wheel robots, each consisting of an
in-wheel electric motor and a steer-by-wire actuator, plus one brake-by-wire unit per axle. With the
help of cameras and other environmental sensors,
the ROboMObil can be driven either manually, partially autonomously, or fully autonomously.
The institute’s other experimental vehicle is the
so-called SC3-Bulli which is described in the context
of vertical dynamics control on p. 83. Other automotive research activities shown in Figure 130 but
not mentioned so far are described in other contexts: Libraries and tools in Sections 6.6, 7.1.5, and
7.3.5, plus xIL validation in Section 5.2.2

4.1.1 Motion Planning
The top layer of the scalable vehicle dynamics control architecture in Figure 131 is formed by the generic vehicle application layer (VAL) including
interactive driving, remote control, and semi- or
fully autonomous driving. For the latter, motion
planning is one of the components needed. In this
area, the institute’s research activities comprise
mainly vison-based control and artificial intelligence
agents, online path planning, path following, and
vehicle-following control.

Vison-Based Control and Artificial
Intelligence Agents
As an intelligent robotic vehicle, the ROboMObil
belongs to the class of artificial intelligence agents
(AIA). When comparing the ROboMObil with conventional cars that were modified to allow for autonomous driving, two features can be pointed out:
first, the high maneuverability and second the
strong focus on cameras as a perception sensor.

Figure 132: Demonstration of the high
maneuverability of the ROboMObil while entering a
narrow parking space
Within the vehicle application layer, the ROboMObil
incorporates a hybrid autonomy architecture consisting of a (reactive) task-based part and a classic
hierarchical planning part. Entering a parking space
in narrow urban environments is predestined for
demonstrating the high maneuverability of the ROboMObil (Figure 132). All three ROboMObil motion

Figure 131: The institute’s scalable vehicle dynamics
control architecture
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modes (longitudinal, lateral, and rotational) can be
utilized for this task. An autonomous parking approach was developed and evaluated with real
world tests [1.123].
A basis of the ROboMObil’s artificial intelligence is vision-based control approaches that have
a reactive character, providing the potential for a
fast response time and increased robustness by
considering the sensor characteristics explicitly. The
first developed approach of this class is a direct approach for relative positioning [1.122]. This method
was then improved and modified for platooning of
two vehicles using only a monocular camera
[2.145]. Moreover, another crucial functionality
was developed for reactive avoidance of static and
dynamic obstacles [3.10].

For longitudinal dynamics, the motion demand
planner provides position and velocity references
while considering energy efficient locomotion.
Therefore, subsequent to the path planning, a velocity profile optimization is performed to find a
trade-off between time and energy optimality. By
means of a specific tuner, this trade-off can be directly chosen by the driver. With the help of a dynamic programming framework, the global
optimum of the complex optimization problem
with nonlinear constraints based on the vehicle’s
physical limits is found (see Figure 134).

Online Path Planning and Path Following
Control

4

Figure 134: Velocity profiles for a varying trade-off
within a constrained state-space

A different concept for motion demand planning,
also developed at the institute, and generating control inputs for the vehicle motion execution controller, is described here. It uses a two-step approach.
In the first step, a smooth path with minimal curvature for high driving comfort is planned through
optimization. Based on this, the second step consists of finding an optimal velocity profile over the
planned path. The real-time capable online path
planning (OPP) is based on an efficiently solvable
optimization problem, which minimizes the curvature of splines representing the path within given
road boundaries (see Figure 133). Furthermore, the
moving horizon of the OPP enables the optimization to take environmental changes, like oncoming
cars, into account. The curvature-based online path
planning was experimentally quantified for saving
energy while traveling along a given road with an
electric vehicle [2.149].

The velocity profile optimization is capable of taking
environmental changes, e.g., a variation of the tireroad friction coefficient, into account by incorporating an adapted maximum velocity into the optimization constraints. As a result, a safe velocity profile
is always determined regarding the physical limits
of the vehicle [1.55].
A path following controller (PFC) was designed
for the ROboMObil which takes the planned path
together with the (optimized-) velocity profile as inputs. Additionally, a demand supervisor was developed to warrant safe control of the vehicle in path
following mode.

Figure 135: Experimental demonstration of the
path following control at the DEKRA Safety Day
2015
In an alternative operational mode, the ROboMObil
is enabled to automatically follow paths with the
vehicle velocity as a free input parameter. Besides
the longitudinal velocity, two lateral degrees of
freedom can be controlled by a human operator:
the orientation offset and the lateral displacement
relative to the planned path (see Figure 135–red:
planned path; green: path with the driver’s deviation commands).

Figure 133: Online path planning; red marked
section denotes the optimization horizon
As the path planning forms the top layer of the control hierarchy (see Figure 131), it deals with the largest time horizon. The underlying faster layer is a
geometric path following control which is described
below.
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Altogether, the developed PFC combines a geometric, i.e., time-independent, formulation of a path
following controller with a demand supervisor.
Based on a geometric vehicle model, the supervisor
limits commanded demands, if necessary, to maintain the feasibility of the path following task. The
PFC is ready for use at all relevant vehicle speeds,
particularly including standstill. The algorithm enables the tracking of predefined paths with high accuracy and assures vehicle stability even at the
geometrical limits. The framework has been extensively tested and validated by various experts in real
world tests of automated driving with the ROboMObil.
Recently, an alternative learning-based PFC approach for the ROboMObil has been developed
overcoming the need to derive a controller synthesis model and to analytically design the control law.
The used method relies on the latest proposed
model-free reinforcement learning (RL) methods
which learn the control law by self-contained interaction with the vehicle, or in a virtual environment
using a high-fidelity Modelica vehicle model. To facilitate the process of modeling and training, a
framework including the vehicle model as FMU was
developed and has been used. Simulation results
[2.30] demonstrate that the RL-based PFC exhibits
similar tracking performance as a model-based controller when executed on the same path as used for
training. Moreover, even for unknown reference
paths the approach turned out to work well.

and driving comfort can be achieved by cooperative
longitudinal control. Car-to-car communication is
used to enable such cooperative adaptive cruise
control of multiple vehicles following one another
(platooning). Within this context, the institute has
realized a vehicle-following controller (VFC) for the
automatic following of a preceding vehicle, as
shown in Figure 136.
The VFC revolves around a nonlinear guidance
law, used for tracking the lateral motion of the partner vehicle, and a model predictive control method
to regulate accurately and safely the inter-vehicle
distance. The strength of this VFC is its capability to
a) explore preview information, e.g., based on the
predicted trajectories transmitted via car-to-car
communications, b) to anticipate the motion of
partner vehicles and thus to improve the controller
performance and c) to minimize the energy consumption. Besides the well-known reduction in aerodynamic drag achieved by short inter-vehicle
distances, the VFC seeks further gains by pursuing
energy-efficient trajectories, e.g., by calculating acceleration profiles that promote the maximization
of the regenerative braking. In comparison with
state-of-the art vehicle-following controllers, the
developed strategy is able to provide energy saving
of up to 15% during transient maneuvers [2.125].

4.1.2 Motion Execution
The middle layer of the scalable vehicle dynamics
control architecture in Figure 131 is the motion execution. It provides the entire system with the service of reliable and stable execution of a kinematic
motion demand originating from the vehicle application layer. For motion execution, integrated vehicle dynamics control is a central component
including horizontal dynamics control, hybrid braking, and vertical dynamics control. Battery management provides high performant energy and power
for control actions and battery state estimation provides respective availability knowledge. Vehicle position estimation is a crucial building block for
motion planning (described above) as well as for
motion execution. Meanwhile, fault detection and
isolation contribute to vehicle safety by corresponding on-board monitoring systems.

Cooperative Vehicle-Following Control

Figure 136: Virtual validation of the vehiclefollowing controller

Vehicle Dynamics Control

Cooperative driving, where multiple vehicles perform cooperative sensing and maneuvering, is currently envisaged as a promising approach to
address the challenges in transportation systems.
For instance, increases in traffic efficiency, safety,

The integrated chassis control of over-actuated Xby-Wire architectures (such as the ROboMObil),
where the steering angle, driving and braking
torque of each wheel can be individually imposed,
has been an important research topic at the
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institute. These architectures offer unique opportunities such as high vehicle maneuverability, improved stability, and optimized energy efficiency.
On the other hand, they pose challenges for vehicle
dynamics control such as the distribution of the actuation effort among the multitude of actuators.

In the publicly sponsored FAIR cooperation project
with the partners BMW and Schaeffler, the institute
applied its Modelica modeling and simulation
framework to facilitate the assessment of a vehicle
concept with separately electrically driven rear
wheels (Figure 137). Moreover, a torque vectoring
controller was designed using the model-matching
approach and validated on a prototype vehicle during winter driving tests in Sweden [1.101], [1.39].

Fault Detection and Isolation
As X-by-Wire and autonomous vehicles integrate a
rising number of mechatronic components and
control systems into their safety critical chassis and
powertrain systems, it is crucial to diagnose malfunctions to enable timely corrective actions. The
institute has been transferring its know-how and
methods of model-based, residual-based fault detection and isolation (FDI) of X-by-Wire systems
from the aeronautical field into the automotive
one. Its methods and tools enable the systematic
design, optimization, and analysis of FDI systems,
providing an advantage for automotive systems
with increasingly complex interactions, where adhoc methods no longer suffice. An example is the
application of structural analysis methods as well as
the FDI toolbox to lateral dynamics FDI for highly
maneuverable vehicles with four-wheel steering
and torque vectoring [1.132], [1.108].
Further approaches have been developed to
handle the challenge posed by such vehicle architectures. For the higher speed operation region, application of robust estimator design methods to the
dynamic single track model produced a linear-parameter-varying (LPV) fault detector with reduced
sensitivity to uncertainties in the tire to road friction
parameters [2.133]. It is complemented by a fault
detector based on the nonlinear kinematic vehicle
model, whose main novelties and benefits are its
ability to handle high path curvatures and sideward
motion, and systematically propagate sensor errors
[3.7]. Both model-based design methods can be
readily adapted to vehicles with a variety of chassis
actuation and sensing architectures. The fault detectors are integrated into the fault management
software in the real-time central controller of the
ROboMObil test platform to demonstrate a viable
basis for diagnosis of X-by-Wire road vehicles.
Autonomous vehicles will require X-by-Wire actuators (throttle, brake and steer), which pose several safety and fault tolerance challenges. Potential
synergies between aviation and automotive X-byWire systems have been investigated in cooperation
with several other DLR institutes.

Figure 137: Torque vectoring control using an
innovative suspension-integrated electric
powertrain unit developed within the FAIR project
with partners BMW and Schaeffler

4

The motion execution layer in the scalable vehicle
dynamics control architecture has been developed
under the requirement to address these challenges.
The main goal of its core function, the so-called vehicle dynamics controller (VDC), is to distribute the
control effort among the actuators (i.e., control allocation, see Section 7.3.3), such that the kinematic
motion demand generated by the vehicle application layer is accurately realized while additional requirements such as stable operation and optimized
energy efficiency are fulfilled. The VDC uses a quasidecoupled representation of the vehicle’s lateral dynamics to independently control the vehicle’s chassis side-slip angle and yaw rate. The feedback
controllers are based on the disturbance observer
principle and are synthesized with the help of the
parameter space approach. This approach enables
control specifications in the synthesis process, such
as robustness to parametric and non-parametric
uncertainties, disturbance rejection, and closedloop dynamics to be systematically addressed. Transient performance has been further enhanced with
the help of an inverse vehicle model [1.58], [1.101],
[1.109]. Additionally, real-time capable optimization-based approaches, seeking actuation distributions that minimize the energy losses and tire slips,
have also been investigated [1.148], [1.92].
The
designed VDC is implemented in the ROboMObil’s
central control unit and thoroughly validated in several test campaigns carried out on multiple road
surface conditions in different vehicle test tracks
across Germany, under both critical and non-critical
driving maneuvers [1.58]. In addition, model predictive control combined with inverse model-based
control allocation was investigated in a separate
study [3.1].
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Besides the development of new chemical mixtures
for higher power density and durability, it is also
necessary to develop advanced algorithms for battery management systems and global energy distribution strategies that can be implemented on
embedded systems and connected to cloud services.

State Estimation - Vehicle Position
Estimation
The design of high-performance state estimators
for future autonomous vehicles constitutes a challenging task, due to the rising complexity and demand for operational safety. In this estimator
application, a vehicle state observer with focus on
the estimation of vehicle position, yaw angle, velocity and yaw rate, which are necessary for a path following control and vehicle dynamics control for an
autonomous vehicle, is examined [1.1]. The synthesis of the vehicle’s observer model is a trade-off between modelling complexity and performance. To
cope with vehicle stand-still situations, the developed state estimation framework provides an automatic event handling functionality. Moreover, by
means of an efficient root search algorithm, mapbased information on the current road boundaries
can be determined. An extended moving horizon
state estimation algorithm enables the incorporation of delayed low bandwidth GNSS measurements, including out of sequence measurements,
and the possibility to limit the vehicle position
change through the knowledge of the road boundaries. This approach could be successfully assessed
in a comprehensive case study with real-world experiment data from vehicle test drive experiments,
as shown in Figure 138.

u
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Figure 139: State of charge (SOC) estimation based
on the DLR Kalman Filter library
The aim of these systems is to deliver a reliable and
accurate estimation of current and future power
availability as well as monitor battery health. This is
particularly challenging due to the nonlinear behavior of high-performance lithium-ion battery cells
and the lack of non-destructive methods to directly
measure their major characteristics and states.
In this research area, a nonlinear Modelicabased battery model was developed for recursive
online state of charge (SOC) estimation. This approach gives a good trade-off between modeling
accuracy and real-time requirements, such as low
system order and minimization of the number of
(non-)linear subsystems [3.2]. Both the state of
charge estimation (Figure 139) and the vehicle position estimation (Figure 138) algorithm were successfully implemented, making use of the DLR
Kalman Filter library (see Chapter 7 Methods &
Tools), and subsequently parameterized and tested
within the ROboMObil project (see Chapter 5 Research Synergies).

Figure 138: Moving horizon-based estimation of
the vehicle position with a delayed GPS signal

Smart and Hybrid Battery Balancing
Batteries represent the dominant energy storage
technology in electric vehicles. Because of physical
constraints in energy and power densities of contemporary batteries, hybridization with additional
energy storage units, such as supercapacitors (SCs),
has received increasing interest in recent years. This
research is motivated by the idea of combining energy storage units with complementary characteristics, such that the resulting hybrid energy storage
system provides better overall performance, e.g.,

State Estimation – Battery State of Charge
Estimation
Current developments and society’s demands for
zero emission propulsion give the hope that in the
near future vehicles for individual transport can be
fully electrified. Advancement of secondary chemical energy storage technologies is one key building
block in the industry in order to achieve this vision.
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higher power peak capability, energy efficiency,
and longer life-time. Another challenge in the design of battery-based electric vehicles is the nonuniformity in the capacity, inner resistance, and
thermal characteristics of the different battery cells.
This may result in performance degradation, limited
by the cell with the poorer performance, i.e., the
‘weakest-cell problem’.
To tackle these challenges, the institute has
been investigating new hybrid balancing systems
(HBS). The key idea of the HBS is to simultaneously
balance the energy in the battery cells and provide
an inter-connection mechanism with the secondary
storage system, namely the supercapacitors (see
Figure 140). This HBS provides a low-cost hybridization solution, since no additional power converters
are needed to actively distribute the energy flow between primary and secondary energy storage units.
Smart control strategies for the HBS, based on convex optimization, were also exploited, allowing the
minimization of the SOC and thermal variations in
the battery cells, while decreasing battery stress
[2.64].

drivetrains also have a significant impact on the performance of the vehicles traction and braking systems. Electric motors can be used to decrease the
braking distance during emergency decelerations
on low-adhesion surfaces. Their fast and precise
torque response contributes to this improvement in
the braking performance.

vehicle & energy
storage parameters

However, due to limited torque of the electric motor and fail-safe concerns, electric vehicles still require mechanical friction brakes. As a consequence,
it is necessary to develop so-called brake blending
or hybrid braking algorithms, appropriately splitting
the total braking torque demand between the electric motors and friction brakes (Figure 141).
In order to extract the full potential of the braking system, the institute has been investigating a
centralized paradigm, where the torque blending
and wheel slip regulation tasks, such as anti-lock
braking system—ABS, are jointly performed [3.9].
With the help of model predictive control (MPC)
technology, it was demonstrated that the control
goals of maximization of energy recuperation and
wheel slip regulation can be optimally handled
while explicitly considering the actuator dynamics
and range limits. Another advantage of this framework is that miscellaneous drivetrain topologies can
be treated by adopting the control problem, e.g.,
for a per axle coupled propulsion architecture. Also,
a German patent application was granted
(DE10201410108083A1) for the institute’s hybrid
braking control concept.

driving cycle
power (pout)

Figure 141: Hybrid braking control, based on the
combination of electric motors and friction brakes
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Figure 140: Hybrid battery balancing system and its
control architecture.

Vertical Dynamics
The suspension system of a vehicle contributes significantly to road-holding and ride comfort by ensuring a sufficient tire-to-road contact and a good
isolation of the vehicle body from road excitations.
Generally, design of suspension systems means

Hybrid Braking
Besides the environmental benefits of electric vehicles, such as zero (local) pollutant emissions, electric
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finding a compromise between these two conflicting demands since optimal ride comfort and optimal road-holding imply different requirements.
Compared to merely passive suspensions, semi-active suspensions enable a mitigation of the above
described design conflict by allowing the continuous control of the damper force within the force
limits. During the design of control laws for semiactive dampers, the inherent actuator limits constitute a major performance restriction. In this challenging context, generic high-performance semiactive damper controllers are being developed for
multiple testing vehicles available to the institute,
namely the ROboMObil and the SC3-Bulli (Safety
Critical Connected Control—Bulli; based on a VW
T5 van, see Figure 142) as well as vehicles of the
industrial partner KW automotive GmbH.

guaranteed stability and performance over the
specified scheduling parameter range and shows a
performance improvement compared to state-ofthe-art control algorithms.

Figure 143: Structure of the LPV-based controller
for semi-active damping

4.1.3 Actuator Control
The lowest layer of the scalable vehicle dynamics
control architecture, depicted in Figure 131, comprises the physical execution of the control commands from the overlying motion execution layer
by means of actuators. This forms a separate field
of research. The institute’s activities in automotive
actuator control have focused on the analysis, enhancement, and function development of the ROboMObil’s wheel robot actuators.
A brake-by-wire test bench was built in order
to identify and improve the dynamics of the electrohydraulic disc brake system through the use of advanced control algorithms [4.44]. A collection of
relevant actuator faults was induced on the test
bench for validation of fault models in Modelica
[4.42], as well as for testing of fault detection algorithms.
For analysis of wheel steering actuators, a steering test rig was constructed and used in a series of
collaborative tests on a test bench at the Munich
University of Applied Sciences (Figure 144). The objective of these tests was to characterize the physical and controlled steering actuator properties.

Figure 142: Experimental test vehicle SC3-Bulli for
the evaluation of vertical dynamics control
algorithms
The two own testing vehicles have contrasting
properties and thus cover a broad application spectrum. The ROboMObil is a light electric vehicle with
in-wheel motors and the SC3-Bulli is a commercial
vehicle. The SC3-Bulli is the institute’s general purpose experimental platform for safety critical connected control (SC3), in which semi-active damper
control is the first application. Therefore, the SC3Bulli van was equipped with sensors, rapid control
prototyping hardware (RCP), semi-active dampers,
and a Car2X communication radio. In particular,
the institute investigates the benefits of linear parameter-varying (LPV) robust control in a full-vehicle
context. The control structure of the LPV controller
with an observer, feedback controller, and inverse
damper model is depicted in Figure 143. The developed
LPV
full-vehicle controller
provides

Figure 144: Actuator testing on the steering test
bench
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In collaboration between several DLR institutes (led
by SR), the NGC simulator has been established as
a common platform for real-time modeling, simulation and visualization of next generation cars. As a
use case, a real-time simulation (see Figure 145)
composed of a powertrain model, a vehicle dynamics model and a vehicle automation model can be
running on distributed computers. SR was especially responsible for modeling the vehicle dynamics
in Modelica and integrating the complete real-time
simulation.

4.1.4 Modeling, Validation, and Embedded Control
In contrast to the three previous sections, this section summarizes additional expertise and activities
which cannot be directly associated with one of the
layers of the scalable vehicle control architecture.

Vehicle Dynamics Modeling

4

Models at different levels of detail for vehicle dynamics and components constitute a basis for all
automotive topics. In recent years, Modelica libraries (both commercial and SR-internal, see Section
6.6) in the following areas have been the focus of
development: vehicle dynamics, driver models,
powertrains (both conventional and alternative),
and vehicle controls (see Chapter 7). Recently, the
main contributions address vertical dynamics. For
example, an anti-roll bar model (implemented in
the context of the FlexibleBodies library, see Section
6.6) can be used to simulate driving maneuvers and
noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) scenarios. Yet
another improvement is the road unevenness
model for double track vehicles by means of correlated stochastic or semi-stochastic signals.
For all libraries, a generic modular approach
was chosen to enhance the libraries’ interoperability. This approach enabled the institute to rapidly
create models of various multi-physical vehicle architectures to investigate the performance and
characteristics multiple powertrain configurations
and control algorithms for road vehicles [1.78].

Verification and Validation
Optimization-based multi-objective worst-case
search (see Section 3.1.3) was prepared and applied
to verify and validate vehicle dynamics criteria for
complex, safety-relevant automotive control approaches. Therefore, a number of exemplary vehicle
dynamics criteria based on maneuver simulations
with a computationally efficient vehicle dynamics
model plus optional vehicle dynamics controller
(VDC) were prepared to be assessed in terms of numeric values. With a worst-case search, the method
has been demonstrated to facilitate validation in
terms of matching all criteria at all operation conditions. Figure 146 shows a sample result for a vehicle
in comparison with two different controller versions.

NGC Simulator

Figure 146: Result of a worst-case search for the
“yaw rate overshoot after steering step input”
criterion

Controller for Embedded Systems
Research on real-time modeling and code generation by means of the Modelica and Functional
Mockup Interface (FMI) technologies has been performed within several cooperation research projects
between industrial partners (mainly Bosch) and the
institute. The focus has been on enabling and testing a tool chain for model-based controller development for automotive embedded targets. Within
the international ITEA project EMPHYSIS, the

Figure 145: Structure of the NGC simulator use
case
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institute and other partners are currently developing the eFMI standard. This interface standard will
facilitate the exchange of physics-based nonlinear
models between modeling and simulation environments with software development environments
for electronic control units (ECU) and other embedded systems.
In a use case of the project, the institute has
prepared a tool chain to implement both a state estimator and a controller for a high-performance
semi-active suspension damper on a predevelopment ECU. The tool chain is based on controller and
prediction models in Modelica, generated eFMI
code by Dymola and TargetLink and an institute’s
library of C-functions dedicated to implementation
of nonlinear Kalman filter variants on embedded
systems (compare Chapter 7.3.5). All the C-code
parts are configured in an AUTOSAR environment
and finally compiled for the target ECU.

resources are major research objectives for each of
the considered train concepts.
The role of the institute within the NGT project
may be characterized as a center of competence regarding vehicle dynamics. In particular active control of vehicle dynamics offers an enormous
potential for enhancements regarding safety and
comfort, as well as for reduction of noise emission
and wear, which is so far largely unexploited in the
railway field.

4.2.1 Vehicle Dynamics
In order to compile the general project objectives
into specific design, a number of quantitative and
qualitative NGT design goals exist that guide the
tasks of the institute. The NGT HST is required to
achieve a wear reduction and a comfort improvement of 20% each, compared to the so-called reference vehicle, today’s high-speed train with
conventional bogie running gears.
Whenever reasonable, today’s homologation and
approval rules and standards are to be met in addition. Alternatively, proposals to upgrade and improve acceptance standards, in particular with
respect to higher speed levels or technological innovations, are worked out and, e.g., contributed to
the European Roll2Rail project.

4.1.5 Cross-Cutting Topics
The abovementioned technologies and control algorithms make extensive use of system modeling
and simulation across the whole development process (esp. design, optimization, simulation, test,
and assessment), thus benefitting from typical advantages such as reproducibility of simulation results or variation of test conditions. Many of the
generated models are incorporated into a collection
of Modelica libraries, some of which have been
commercialized or are reused in other projects.

Railway Vehicle Systems
The core activities of the institute in the railway field
are aligned with and contribute to the long-term
research project Next Generation Train (NGT)
launched in 2007. This DLR-internal project gathers
the expertise of eleven DLR institutes which interrelate their research activities to develop concepts,
methods, and technologies for trains.
Initially, the efforts were explicitly focused on a
very high speed train (HST) running at 400 km/h in
daily operation. A double deck configuration
(Figure 150) and a light-weight design have been
chosen in order to reduce life-cycle-costs and energy consumption per passenger. In the meantime,
a vehicle concept called NGT Link, aimed at a regional high speed service up to 230 km/h, and a
NGT Cargo draft were additionally taken into account in order to extend the application field of the
project results. A high level of safety and comfort
as well as sustainability and protection of natural

Figure 147: Illustration of a multi-body simulation
of the NGT train set

Dynamical System Layout and
Dimensioning
Figure 147 shows the post-processed animation of
an elaborate multi-body simulation, conducted by
the institute, of the NGT HST train set. Design data
from cooperating DLR institutes such as the FE
model of the car body or performance data of the
traction drives are gathered and analyzed with respect to the NGT design goals, or alternatively for
targets such as given in the Aeroliner 3000 project.
Optimization tasks are carried out in order to layout all suspension components and qualify supplied
sub-models. As an exemplary result, Figure 148
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presents the standardized comfort assessment
number 𝑁𝑀𝑉 (DIN EN 12299) for the NGT HST,
which mostly outperforms the associated values for
the reference vehicle [1.111], so that the NGT highlevel goal of 20% comfort improvement can be assumed to be feasible as far as vibration comfort is
concerned.

Figure 149: Experimental modal analysis at an ICE 3
running gear (joint project with Knorr-Bremse SfS)

Design of Running Gear
An outstanding contribution of the institute to the
NGT project consists of the innovative running gear
design with single-wheel pairs and independently
rotating and driven wheels [1.112]. It offers the capability of almost perfect steering along curves and
facilitates the installation of continuous floors even
at the lower level of the double deck car body,
which would otherwise have to be stepped for a
conventional wheel set axle. Figure 151 presents a
mockup of the running gear that was prepared for
the InnoTrans 2012 exhibition.

4
Figure 148: NGT comfort assessment (green) in
comparison to the reference vehicle (blue). Lower
𝑁𝑀𝑉 values are associated with higher comfort.

Vibration and Loads Analysis
Furthermore, multibody simulation results such as
dynamical forces and vibration amplitudes are exploited in order to provide feedback to cooperating
DLR institutes and industrial partners. This way,
qualification and optimization at the sub-component level is supported. Whenever possible, the
used models are validated by measurements. Figure
149 depicts work performed together with an industrial partner, in which an elastic multibody
model of the running gear frame was developed.
The project targets the analysis of vibrations induced by rail irregularities and the track’s topology.
As a consequence of the vibrations, dynamical
loads act on running gear equipment such as brake
units. The project results will advance the design of
such components by improved prediction and prevention of fatigue [1.80].

Figure 151: Mockup of the NGT running gear
prepared for the Innotrans 2012 exhibition
Because of its high safety relevance, particularly
when running at high speeds, the design and the

Figure 150: Illustration of the NGT HST with train head and first coach
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control development of the running gear is supported by failure analysis that helps to identify risks,
find appropriate countermeasures, and improve the
layout.

electromagnetics (provided by partner DLR institutes), vehicle dynamics and control (provided by
the institute SR) is exploited to design an active
crosswind stabilization system based on the alternative excitation mode of the existing eddy current
brake hardware.
Besides their braking effects, these actuators
also generate electro-mechanical attraction forces
between the rail and actuator basis that may be
maximized by appropriate current feeds, as shown
in Figure 153. These forces are used to counteract
the unloading of the wheels on the windward side
induced by high crosswinds [1.107].

Crosswind Stability
A very high speed train in double deck configuration and light-weight design poses a major challenge regarding the risk of overturning when high
crosswinds occur (see Figure 152 for the physical
background). In particular, the light-weight coach
misses the homologation criterion by a large margin, demonstrating that today’s conventional methods are not capable of providing a solution.

Brake Systems and Longitudinal Train
Dynamics

4

Figure 152: Background of the Crosswind Stability
problem using the NGT Cargo as an example

Figure 154: Effect of indirect pneumatic brake
application on forces, torques, and accelerations
along the train length.
A research cooperation with Knorr-Bremse SfS addresses the potential of system modelling and simulation throughout the development process of
brake systems. It covers the verification of system
performance in early design phases with respect to
the requirements, e.g., in terms of brake distances
and air consumption as well as the commissioning
of brake systems in on-board first-time-operation
tests [2.46].The in-train dynamics of an innovative

Figure 153: Alternative mode of an eddy current
brake tailored to maximize vertical attraction
instead of longitudinal braking forces
Here, the DLR internal cooperation is instrumental
to addressing the abovementioned homologation
challenges, since expertise in aerodynamics,

Figure 155: Cascaded control structure for mechatronic guidance
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freight train concept was the subject-matter of a
project with the operator Swiss Federal Railways
(SBB). Different brake systems such as indirectpneumatic, electro-pneumatic, and electro-dynamic brakes were compared in scenarios of trainsets of up to 80 cars using the DLR Railway
Dynamics Library. Exemplary brake torques, coupler
forces, and wagon accelerations acting throughout
the train are shown in Figure 154

while brake or traction systems in trains are applied,
but cannot be measured directly in practice. This
motivates the design of an observer capable of
providing the information online in operation. The
concept implemented in a project with Knorr
Bremse SfS could be validated by comparison with
measurements at the true scale roller rig ATLAS (see
Figure 158 and [1.9]).

4.2.2 Vehicle Dynamics Control
The demanding requirements of the NGT vehicle
concept regarding performance, comfort, and lifecycle costs require the use of active running technology as an inevitable consequence. Therefore, vehicle control is a specific focus of the railway
activities at the institute.

4

Observer Design
The running gear concept experimentally implemented in 1:5 scale (see Figure 156), uses mechatronic guidance which in turn relies on the
information of the lateral position of a wheel pair
with respect to the center line of the track. However, under real life conditions, these lateral positions are difficult to measure in a reliable and robust
manner.

Figure 157: Estimation error of different observer
settings and designs, as obtained from comparison
of measurements of the experimental running gear

Figure 158: Animation of friction braking
simulations to be compared to measurements at
the true scale roller rig ATLAS of Knorr Bremse SfS

Figure 156: Experimental running gear on the 1:5
scale roller rig of the institute

Mechatronic Guidance

Three alternative sensor setups were analyzed in a
rigorous nonlinear observability analysis in order to
develop an observer concept with fall-back configurations that is capable of coping with sensor faults
as well. Figure 157 presents the estimation error of
two different observer designs, an Extended and an
Unscented Kalman Filter, with two different sensor
sets with 3 or 6 signals (𝑔3 or 𝑔6 ), respectively, that
could be compared to measurements at the M 1:5
experimental running gear [1.4].
Friction or adhesion coefficients are highly
safety relevant and may exhibit large fluctuations

As already noted above, the NGT running gears utilize independently rotating wheels, each driven by
a separate wheel drive. Each wheel pair is mounted
on a cranked wheel carrier and configures a carrierwheels unit which is capable of rotating around the
yaw axis.
The wheel drives act as both traction systems
and actuators that may apply asymmetric torques
on the wheels of one carrier using feedback control. This asymmetric torque is used to laterally center the carrier unit on the track and steer it into
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curves. As a result, running characteristics with low
noise and low wear, as well as improved running
stability, are achieved.

the system can be traced back to the rail-wheel contact (Figure 160). The characteristics for the rolling
radius 𝑟 = 𝑟(𝑦𝑤 ) and contact angle 𝛿 = 𝛿(𝑦𝑤 ) are
declared as an analytical function of the lateral position 𝑦𝑤 . The analytical model enables a cascaded
control structure (Figure 155) and is established
conveniently by automatic model inversion in Modelica. Besides nonlinearities, the control covers varying operating parameters and gain scheduling is
avoided. The control is developed and verified in
Modelica, taking advantage of the RailwayDynamics library and can be transferred to Simpack multibody models via FMI. The simulation results on
realistic track scenarios with irregularities show that
the running dynamics attain the NGT goals such as
a significant wear reduction [2.5].

Methods and Tools
Figure 160: Characteristics of the nonlinear wheel–
rail contact

It is part of the institute’s mission to generalize
methods successfully applied to particular research
tasks and prepare corresponding mature tools for
industrial users. Since mechatronic guidance, vehicle observer, and monitoring design are emerging
issues in the railway field, the institute has developed a Modelica RailwayDynamics library which is
tailored to provide an environment for control

The mechatronic guidance has to face varying velocities, vehicle loads, and curving on disturbed
tracks. To cover nonlinearities in the control design,
the concept of feedback linearization is applied and
benefits from synergies to flight control development (see Section 7.3.3). The main nonlinearity of

Figure 159: Overview of ingredients and applications of the DLR RailwayDynamics library [2.6].
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engineers in the railway field (see [2.177] and Figure 159). The FMI technology is used to organize
co-simulation of Modelica controllers and high-fidelity multi-body models originating from other
modeling environments.
Figure 161 presents an example application of
the Modelica RailwayDynamics library, in which one
of five parameters of the tangential wheel–rail contact model, according to Polach, is identified by
comparison to roller rig measurements in the frequency domain. More precisely, the difference between measured and simulated transmission
behavior from actuation input to lateral displacement output is taken as the objective function of an
optimization task in order to tune the contact parameters.

Figure 161: Closed-loop identification of one of five
wheel–rail contact parameters

4
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5

5 Research Synergies
“Being an institute that engages strongly in multidisciplinary research, the exploitation of synergies between different domains is an important objective. In this way,
knowledge from space, aeronautics, transport, and energy sectors is optimally combined and reused for tomorrow’s products. This is a prerequisite to meet the challenges of a more complex and integrated future world.” (SR)
The ROboMObil offers a research platform for both space and transport applications. It benefits from planetary rover mobility technologies and extends the knowhow towards terrestrial applications, in particular to help solve mobility problems
of modern societies. The DLR Robotic Motion Simulator is presented as a powerful
tool for safe development and close-to-reality validation of applications in various
sectors. Synergies between deep-sea and space exploration are examined and
strengthened in the ROBEX Alliance. In the energy sector, wind turbines can profit
from the know-how in aeronautics and space with regard to modern control concepts, while the dedicated EWITAC library helps to bring the corresponding modeling know-how to the market. These are just a couple of instances of how
knowledge from different sectors successfully complements each other within the
institute. An overview and detailed descriptions of the SR engagement in DLR crosssectoral projects can be found at the end of this chapter.
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ROboMObil – Automotive
and Space Robotics
The existence of relevant synergy potential between
modern electrically driven road vehicles like the ROboMObil and vehicles for planetary exploration may
not be obvious at first glance. However, in the
course of the institute’s parallel engagement in the
DLR programs Transport and Space, a number of
synergetic research fields were identified. In these
fields, methods and tools have been developed
with mutual benefit, in particular with respect to
robotic technology aspects. Wheel robots are a
common feature of both the ExoMars breadboard
planetary rover (see Figure 18) and the ROboMObil.
Due to multiple actuators (steering, drive motors,
brakes), they render the vehicles over-actuated demanding for adequate control methods. Moreover,
both vehicles are assigned to operate in unstructured environments which require particular navigation techniques.

Figure 163: Configuration of the ROboMObil
As depicted in Figure 163, the ROboMObil relies on
a centralized architecture derived from robotics,
where decision making, planning, and control of
tasks and motions are centrally computed and communicated to the wheel robots.
Developed under the lead of the vehicle dynamics research group within the institute, the ROboMObil’s clean sheet, purpose design approach
and dispensing with road homologation enable the
exploration of advanced robotics technologies for
transport application. The concepts and paradigms
for robotic systems can thus be demonstrated in
terms of their applicability to road vehicles. Its
maiden voyage took place in September 2010 and
the mechatronic two-seater was awarded the “visionary product concept” at eCarTec 2012. Since
then, the ROboMObil has been performing manifold experiments on test rigs and open-air proving
grounds and has allowed for the validation of multiple automotive vehicle control functions (see Section 4.1 for details).

5

Figure 162: The ROboMObil research platform

5.1.1 Control of Over-Actuated Mobile Robots

On the ROboMObil research platform (Figure 162),
central intelligent control of four highly integrated
identical wheel robots is combined with a rich instrumentation by environmental sensors, such as
360° stereo vision, plus innovative operating controls, for instance a three degree of freedom forcefeedback sidestick [2.183]. The ROboMObil supports multiple vehicle application layers (VAL, see
Figure 131) including interactive driving, remote
control, and semi- or fully- autonomous driving. In
terms of automotive applications, it provides an excellent tool for multi-faceted research in various scientific areas such as integrated vehicle dynamics
control (VDC) and automatic driving, human–machine interfaces (HMI), advanced driver assistance
systems, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, energy
management, and fault-tolerant control.

Synergies in the field of vehicle control design can
be exploited since the locomotion subsystems of
the ROboMObil and many rover types are both
based on wheel robots, which are actuation units
for individual driving and steering of each wheel.
Moreover, both systems are controlled by a central
computer with access to all driving and steering actuators. The overall vehicle control scheme for both
mobility research platforms follows the layered pyramid concept depicted in Figure 131 and Figure 14,
respectively.
Due to the wheel robot concept, the mobility
systems are highly over-actuated with respect to
the holonomic planar movement of a vehicle. Thus,
the surplus degrees of freedom can be exploited to
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optimize secondary control objectives. Methods for
control allocation are used here as a building block
of feedforward and/or feedback control. Furthermore, model predictive control (MPC) solutions
were developed for both the ROboMObil and the
rover [1.135]. Although the optimization objectives
are completely different, e.g., safety and comfort in
the case of the ROboMObil and up-hill/cross-hill
traction performance in the case of the rover, the
same approaches can be used for both. Further synergies exist in the methodologies for vehicle system
and wheel-terrain dynamics model reduction. These
techniques are crucial for providing reliable and fast
synthesis models for real-time capable MPC execution.

Autonomous mobile robots are a subclass of artificial intelligence agents (AIA) and hence follow the
well-known perception-to-action cycle. To allow for
a software-in-the-loop simulation of those AIA, an
interface library for the DLR Visualization library was
developed [2.248]. By means of artificially rendered
images and using this interface, image or radar sensor processing algorithms can be evaluated and the
entire perception-to-action cycle can be tested in
simulation.

The DLR Robotic Motion
Simulator – Space Robotics,
Aeronautics, Transport

5.1.2 Navigation in Unstructured Environments

The DLR Robotic Motion Simulator (RMS) is a novel
robot-based motion platform developed and maintained by the space system dynamics department
and used throughout the institute for the analysis
of dynamic flight-, driving- and general-purpose
motion simulations.
Motion simulators aim to create the immersive
sensation of being inside a real moving vehicle, airplane or any other means of transportation and to
simultaneously operate them using regular control
interfaces within a simulated environment. To
achieve this goal, the human senses have to be provided with sensory input as realistic as possible. Typical simulations focus on vision and audio signals.
However, motion simulators also include motion
cues which let the human feel kinematic changes in
position, velocity, and acceleration.
The DLR Robotic Motion Simulator is an interactive motion simulator based on a six-axis industrial robot extended by a seventh linear axis of 10 m
range. The large workspace, compared to regular
hexapod platforms, enables the simulator to be applied for new tasks and the one-to-one display of
long-distance maneuvers like lane change maneuvers in road traffic scenarios. Moreover, the sevenaxis kinematics provides a kinematic redundancy
which is used for optimizing the robot’s internal
joint angle configuration at a given end-effector
pose and to keep it as agile as possible for any upcoming control demands of the operator.
In order to be moved with the motion simulator, the operator (e.g., a driver, a pilot, or an astronaut) is sitting in a simulator cabin mounted on the
end-effector of the robot arm (see Figure 164). The
setup inside the cabin consists of exchangeable instruments, input devices, two projectors, and safety
equipment. Due to this variable cell, the motion
simulator can be easily re-configured and applied
for various simulation scenarios.

Strong synergies between space robotics and transportation can be identified in the field of navigation
in unstructured environments. The ROboMObil was
developed as a robotic electric vehicle and due to
its characteristic it can be considered as a groundbased mobile robot. Since its conception and realization, the institute has been closely and synergetically cooperating with the RMC sister Institute of
Robotics and Mechatronics (RM) on the topics of
system architecture, sensors, environment perception and map-generation, as well as human–machine interface algorithms.
For measurements with multiple sensor types
(camera, LIDAR, etc.), synchronized data recording
is essential. Therefore, a performant GPU-based signal processing unit was installed in the ROboMObil,
which gathers, synchronizes, and pre-processes all
relevant sensor information. The resulting hardand software framework is also applicable to other
research fields.

Figure 164: The DLR Robotic Motion Simulator
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Using two slip rings, one in axis 1 (first rotational
axis in yaw direction) and a second one in axis 6
(axis next to the simulator cell), allows for unrestricted rotations around both the yaw and roll
axes. The additional workspace can be used, for example, to execute yaw and roll motions of cars or
airplanes directly without scaling down the resulting angular velocities.
In order to deceive the human motion perception organ, i.e., the vestibular system, so-called
Washout filters are used to pre-process the control
demands computed by the simulation software:
These washout filters scale down and low-pass-filter the control demands and therefore generate a
perception of long lasting accelerations and angular
velocities, without exceeding the limited workspace
of the simulator.

instruments (Figure 166). This allows the RMS to be
used for multiple scenarios while implementing a
complete replica of the simulated cockpit. The only
two connections of the instrument package are defined as a 230 V AC power supply and two Ethernet
lines. All necessary hardware to control the instruments, e.g., computer systems, power supplies etc.,
is included in the instrumentation package. This
modular approach allows for an alternative use of
an instrumentation package as a fixed-base standalone simulator dismounted from the motion simulator, just equipped with a visualization screen in
front of it [2.16].

5

Figure 166: The RMS simulator cell in flight
simulator configuration (instrument panel removed)
The following sections describe the ongoing research activities in more detail.

5.2.1 Multi-Domain Flight
Simulation with the DLR
Robotic Motion Simulator

Figure 165: The simulator cell with projectors,
sidestick, and instrumentation
To generate the visualization for the simulator cell
passenger, the entry hatch (light grey part in Figure
165) is also used as a screen for two stereo projectors, installed at the rear side of the cabin. To compensate for the dome’s concave, irregular form, the
projected images are corrected geometrically. The
large screen allows a view angle of about 120° in
the horizontal direction. Furthermore, 3D stereo vision is supported by using wavelength multiplexing
of RGB color triplets in combination with interference filtering glasses of the passenger. Another vision system available is provided through COTS VR
headsets such as the HTC VIVE or the Windows
Mixed Reality headsets.
For different simulation scenarios, several kinds
and arrangements of control instruments and
gauges are needed. In the modular simulator cell,
the cockpit instrumentation is an independent unit
that can be exchanged easily for different simulations to provide the corresponding control

Aircraft are highly optimized, integrated systems
that operate under highly varying conditions. The
on-board systems provide many different functionalities and are highly integrated. This makes the design of aircraft a very complex and risky
undertaking. The ever-increasing complexity is a
strong motivation to not only address individual disciplines, but also their integration and interactions
from the earliest design stages. In combination with
the Robotic Motion Simulator, a highly modular
framework for (aircraft) models and model components has been developed that is able to integrate
and interchange all relevant physical aspects, systems and environmental aspects. The resulting simulation enables ‘flying’ an aircraft with all relevant
functionalities under realistic circumstances and enables integrated design analyses, covering operational aspects and failure cases. The integrated
simulation can run in batch mode as well as
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interactive real-time application driven from the
DLR Robotic Motion Simulator.
For coupling with the RMS, a variety of aircraft
models with different levels of detail are used. In
Figure 167, the simulation of a flexible aircraft coupled with an environmental control system (ECS) is
shown. The aircraft model contains ‒ besides the
rigid body modes ‒ flexible modes of the aircraft’s
structure which are coupled with aerodynamics.
The purpose of the setup is the analysis of gust and
turbulence encounter of the aircraft and their influence on the aircraft’s structure (bending moments,
displacements). The test engineer inside the RMS
gondola experiences the accelerations and movements of the pilot’s seat while additional visualizations analyze the loads of the whole aircraft,
especially the wing structure.

Another important use case of the RMS within
flight simulation is the preparation of flight tests.
The flight testing of new and innovative flight control software is always subject to risks which can be
minimized by testing in a high-fidelity flight simulation environment provided through the RMS in advance. The test maneuvers defined for actual flight
are executed within the simulator and results are
used to check for erroneous behavior, e.g., during
initialization or switching of modes. [2.32].

5.2.2 Interactive ROboMObil Motion
Simulation – Automotive and
Space Robotics
The ROboMObil takes advantage of the freedoms
offered by its X-by-Wire architecture for developing
new haptic input devices such as force-feedback
side-sticks, which are especially attractive for (semi) autonomous driving. An important step in the development of new human–machine interface (HMI)
concepts is to evaluate their eligibility and robustness under the physical driver–vehicle coupling. The
propagation of vehicle accelerations through the
driver’s body and onto the control device, e.g., a
side-stick, is a well-known problem. To reproduce
these disruptive effects, the institute’s expertise in
automotive and robotics fields was synergetically
used to develop a robot-based hardware-in-theloop (HIL) simulation setup. This platform is composed of the DLR Robotic Motion Simulator (RMS)
and a HIL system consisting of the stationary ROboMObil and a real-time vehicle dynamics simulation.
The RMS is responsible for emulating the ROboMObil’s motion. As explained in Section 5.2, it
has a large, dynamically usable operational space,
which is particularly beneficial in the ROboMObil’s
motion simulation, since it enables dynamic simulations of risky scenarios [elib105183]. Thanks to the
interchangeable cabin of the RMS, the comparison
and benchmarking of different automotive HMI
concepts, e.g., steering wheel and pedals vs. sidesticks, is also greatly simplified.
The ROboMObil’s central electronic control unit
(ECU, grey blocks in Figure 169) hosts basic operational vehicle software as well as vehicle dynamics
control functions (see Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3).
Both can be realistically tested on the RMS while
the ECU remains in the stationary vehicle. Therefore, the ECU is connected to a real-time HIL platform, based on dSPACE SCALEXIO hardware.
There, simulations of vehicle systems and driving
dynamics are executed. With the Simulation

Figure 167: Multi-Domain flight simulation with the
RMS in the loop: Flexible aircraft coupled with
Environmental Control System (ECS)

Figure 168: Actuator test rig
Multi-domain coupling of the flight simulation may
include, e.g., the environmental control system
coupled with the flexible aircraft (Figure 167) or the
actuator test rig (Figure 168). In this case, an elevator actuator is coupled with the flight simulation.
The dummy surface depicted in Figure 167 shows
the aircraft’s elevator deflection while the load motor simulates the hinge moment acting on the elevator. Manual disturbance can be applied to the
dummy surface and is fed back to the aircraft simulation model [2.60].
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framework, it is possible to incorporate Functional
Mockup Units (FMUs) from different modeling environments (see Chapter 7 Methods & Tools) into
the final real-time platform. This allows for a seamless integration of the institute’s design and test environment libraries.

system is supported by virtual displays, providing
the pilot information about his flight trajectory and
gives feedback about the thrust vector necessary to
stabilize the approach for landing.

Figure 170: Generic lunar lander with RCS thrusters
and contact dynamics active
Suitable starting conditions have been optimized by
generating an optimal trajectory from lunar orbit
down to the landing point, allowing the free choice
of the desired flight phase to be simulated (Figure
171).

5

Figure 169: Architecture of the robotic HIL setup

5.2.3 Human-in-the-Loop Simulation
of Lunar Landers
In order to support future manned ESA planetary
missions with use cases in Moon and Mars explorations, the RMS has been refitted with software and
hardware components enabling the human-in-theloop simulation of lunar landing scenarios. For this
purpose, a parameterizable generic lunar lander dynamic model in a simulation environment featuring
contact dynamics, lunar gravity, and visualization of
the lunar lander’s cockpit and lunar environment
has been created (Figure 170).
The flight simulation of low- or even zero-gravity environments required the implementation of a
new, adapted Washout filter for the robotic motion
platform’s path planning, coping with the ambiguity of the simulator cockpit orientation, when no or
only a low gravity vector is present.
An attitude controller translates the pilot input
to valve commands of the RCS thruster system of
the lander capsule. The manual control of the

Figure 171: Last phase of landing approach, green:
acceleration from lander thruster, red: flight path.
The new simulation environment additions allow
astronauts to interact, monitor, and command the
lunar lander in order to react to nominal flight conditions, uncertainties, errors, and contingencies.
By using human-in-the-Loop simulations involving astronauts, it is possible to improve the intuitiveness, robustness, and reliability of Human–
Machine Interfaces, Guidance, Navigation, and
Control concepts and Head Up Display interfaces of
space vehicles for future exploration missions efficiently and quickly.
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and by HSVA (Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt), as shown in Figure 173. The tests showed
that the predicted coefficients were sufficiently accurate for control law design.
Other tasks within the project, carried out by
the institute, included the detailed modeling, simulation, and validation of the pneumatic buoyancy
engine, as well as the moving mass system for trimming the glider. An integrated simulation model including the systems as well as the hydrodynamic
model was built up in the Modelica framework. This
integrated model was used to design control laws
for attitude control and guidance of the vehicle and
to simulate and assess different mission profiles.
After deep dive tests in the Walchensee, the
glider was successfully tested in the Arctic Ocean
near Spitzbergen from the research vessel “Polarstern” (IMO 8013132).

ROBEX Glider – Aerospace
and Deep Sea
As described in Section 2.1.5, the ROBEX alliance
has brought together space- and deep sea research.
One team within this collaboration, consisting of
the DLR-SR aircraft systems dynamics department,
MARUM, Univ. of Würzburg, and AIRBUS DS, was
involved in the joint development of a deep sea
glider. The glider is intended to carry out long-term,
long-distance measurements of physical or biological characteristics in the deep sea.
The main design drivers of the ROBEX glider
were to maximize payload, endurance and glide
distance. To this end and to save energy, a flying
wing-based geometry was used and the vehicle
uses changes in buoyancy to achieve forward motion, rather than a conventional marine propeller
drive. Synergies between marine and aerospace sciences emerged in terms of an optimized hydrodynamic design that maximizes gliding performance
during the saw tooth-shaped upward and downward glides.
The institute developed the hydrodynamic
model of the glider based on its extensive experience in integrating aircraft flight dynamic models.
These models were then used in mission analyses to
assess gliding performance, for control system design, and for determining and optimizing stability
and control characteristics of the glider. A first inviscid model was developed based on the hull geometry of the vehicle. This model was derived by
panel method potential flow calculations. A typical
result is shown in Figure 172. This model was extended with a viscous part computed by integration
of sectional viscous force distributions.

5

Figure 173: ROBEX Glider in the tow tank at HSVA
(courtesy of HSVA)

Wind Power – Aeronautics,
Space Robotics, and Energy
Wind energy constitutes a vital part of today’s energy production. Modern wind turbines are multidomain devices that combine advanced aerodynamics and structural design with modern power
electronics and control components. Optimizing
the design, control and grid integration of wind turbines thus demands a complete system understanding—even more so when the wind turbine will be
integrated into a wind farm and the energy network.

Figure 172: Pressure distribution from panel
method potential flow calculations

5.4.1 EWITAC Library for Wind
Power

Several free-dive tests were carried out to gather
measurement data for comparison with the hydrodynamic model. In order to validate the hydrodynamic model, tow tank tests were carried out at

The DLR EWITAC library for wind turbines gives the
modeler a jump-start for modeling wind turbines
with Modelica (Figure 175). It contains complete
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turbine models, including all relevant components
such as flexible rotor blades, flexible tower structures, standard control blocks, and power electronic models for net integration.

alleviation or virtual testing of grid-code compliance. The models are also interesting for energy
suppliers who want to study the grid integration.

5.4.2 Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
Control for Gust Load Alleviation
While the nominal control of wind turbines is already well covered by the state-of-the-art, and only
minor improvements can be expected for the ideal
case with smooth wind speed, there is still much
potential in the field of reduction of dynamic loads.
Gust load can be substantial and induce strong vibrations of the wind turbine tower, which can lead
to significant lifetime reduction. Especially in the
event of gusts, the load on the flexible structure of
the wind turbines can be reduced using advanced
control methods. One important aspect in this regard is the technological advance in wind speed
measurement. In particular, turbine-mounted light
detection and ranging (LIDAR) based wind speed
sensors have become much more affordable and
accurate.
The nonlinear characteristics of the wind turbine are considered in the control design by using
an inverse model of the wind turbine as part of the
controller. The states of a simple plant model are
estimated and then the inverse model is used to determine the desired input controls for the actuators:
the torque of the electric generator and the position of the rotor blade pitch angle. The approach
used here is called Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion

Figure 174: Efficiency map: Power coefficient over
pitch angle (x) and rotor speed (y) (solid lines),
compared against reference tool (dashed lines)

5

Environment models allow for simulation of various
scenarios such as gust load alleviation or a low-voltage-ride-through for grid code compliance. Components are available at different levels of detail in
order to enable a selection between highly computationally efficient and highly detailed simulations.
The rotor aerodynamics model was validated using
the FAST reference tool with the NREL 5 MW standard turbine (Figure 174). Potential applications are
the design of nonlinear controllers for gust load

Figure 175: Real-time simulation of a wind turbine
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(NDI). It is combined with Pseudo-Control Hedging
(PCH) to handle position and rate limits of the corresponding actuators.
For the simulation study, multiple scenarios of
different wind speed trajectories have been analyzed. The nonlinear simulation plant model is
based on the 5-MW reference wind turbine from
NREL. To verify the controller performance, eight
different scenarios (cases) with varying wind speed
were simulated:
•
•
•
•

acceleration also lessens the load on the tower
structure.
The simulation results for the NDI- and PCHbased controller, using advanced capabilities of
Modelica and FMI, are promising. However, in the
future it would be necessary to verify the control
systems on real wind turbines to analyze the robustness and performance under realistic conditions.

DLR Cross-Sectoral Projects

Wind ramps with different constant end wind
speeds of 11, 12, 15, 18 and 22 m/s,
Linear wind speed slope from 0 to 30 m/s,
Wind ramp with single wavelet disturbances,
and
Wind ramp with double wavelet disturbances.

In July 2017, the DLR and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) presented the new DLR strategy at the Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy. It aims to strengthen
the core competencies at DLR and to improve the
targeted exploitation of internal synergies, bolstering DLR’s outstanding position in research for the
benefit of society and the economy as a whole. The
ambition is clearly reflected in the strategic research
objectives, the new cross-sectoral area of digitalization and in ten new cross-sectoral projects. In this
section, the engagement of the institute SR in
cross-sectoral projects is summarized.

The different cases have been designed to test the
wind turbine’s control system when subjected to
different external conditions/excitations. The first
five cases featuring wind ramps simulate the nominal conditions for the controller with constant wind
speed after a startup phase.

5
5.5.1 Factory of the Future
The project factory of the future (FOF) contributes
to the strengthening of prosperity and industrial
competitiveness in Germany, especially in the areas
of digital transformation, alternative energies, and
the challenge of demographic change. Its primary
research focuses are
•

•
Figure 176: Normalized results of the generated
energy of the wind turbine and acceleration at the
tower tip for the different simulated scenarios.
•

The last two cases simulate the controller behavior
under gust load impact. To simulate the wind gust
excitation of the elastic wind turbine tower, Ricker
wavelets are used. As can be seen from Figure 176,
the controller is able to ensure stable energy production while at the same time reducing the acceleration at the tower tip. This is made possible by
fast reactions in response to additional information
from wind speed sensors. Moreover, smoother generator speed and generator torque are achieved,
additionally reducing the acceleration at the tower
tip. The feedforward controller for the rotor pitch
angle leads to a faster response. The reduced

The development of new digital production
chains, from the digital model to the automatically assembled product,
Establishment of versatile digital production
concepts via mobile robotic systems and interconnected intelligent production and assembly
robots, and
Safe, highly efficient, and intuitive human–robot collaboration.

The institute SR contributes to these three topics
with the lead of the work package “Digital Twin”.
The first results of this relatively new project are
methods and tools for the creation of highly detailed, physics-based Digital Twins. They enable the
user of production systems to perform the process
of virtual commissioning at a very high level of detail, e.g., including physical properties of the mechatronic systems, simulated sensor data and the
coupling with real and virtual Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLC). Furthermore, synergies with the
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Systems and Control Innovation Lab are exploited,
as for example in an industry project with Battenberg Robotic GmbH (see Figure 177).

systems and develops a physical overall system simulation. This includes flight dynamics, structural dynamics, systems hardware, solar power generation,
and energy management. To date, a multi-domain
Modelica simulation has been developed which is
used for overall system simulation purposes and
flight control law development.

Flight Control Design
Since high-altitude platforms are very low-weight
sailplane-like aircraft configurations, they experience
strong influences by environmental effects, such as
wind and weather [2.142]. Controlling such aircraft
is therefore a delicate task, as airspeed can be of significantly lower magnitude than wind and gust velocities. For speed and flight path control of HAP,
fully integrated autopilot control laws are being developed. These are based on the total energy control
system (TECS) approach [2.209]. In control law design for this kind of highly flexible platforms, structural loading in flight and flutter stability, in
particular, have to be taken into account and active
load alleviation is needed.

Figure 177: Virtual commissioning of a robot cell.
The robot measures the forces of buttons in an
automotive context to assure quality. This physicsbased Digital Twin comprises robot dynamics,
sensors, coupling with the real PLC and contact
force calculation

5

5.5.2 Global Connectivity / High-Altitude Platform

Thermal and Energy Management
The main mass fraction of high-altitude platforms is
their energy system, composed of batteries and solar cells. In order to efficiently design and operate
the energy system, energy management algorithms, such as those designed at the institute, can
be used (see Section 3.3.4). This is supported by recent advances towards a unified “Environment” library [2.78] which is being developed in Modelica
for space and aeronautics applications. This library
provides reusable models of the Earth, atmosphere
and weather, as well as radiation from the sun. The
latter is relevant for modeling the energy obtained
from solar panels as a function of day time, atmospheric conditions, aircraft deformation, and attitude.
The batteries of a HAP are critical components
since they need to be operated within a small temperature band for best efficiency, which is critical
for sustained operation on multiple days. To ensure
that the thermal properties of the batteries stay
within the desired region, thermal modeling is conducted for assessment and design of passive and
active heat transfer measures.

Within the DLR-wide cross-sectional High-Altitude
Platform (HAP) project, the institute is engaged in
high-altitude solar-powered platforms (Figure 178).
These systems comprise a range of different capabilities available at the institute, as for their sustained operation, they need to efficiently integrate
energy systems, handling of flexible aircraft, mission management, and satellite-like applications
[1.136]. Preliminary design studies for the current
HAP configuration have been completed in 2019
and the project has advanced into the detailed design phase.

5.5.3 GigaStore

Figure 178: Animation of the “HAP-omega”
configuration (courtesy of DLR-FA)

SR is involved in the subproject DLRbat of GigaStore
which investigates the properties of conventional
batteries for space applications. SR develops the

The institute is responsible for the work packages
flight control, thermal, and energy management
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simulation environment to model all parts of a
space mission, including the electrical, mechanical
as well as the thermal system. An innovative energy
management is designed to optimize the power
distribution between the individual electrical components. Details of the energy management approach are given in Section 2.3.2.

condition monitoring research are reported in the
Aeronautics chapter.

5.5.4 Simulation-Based Certification

In the core funded project “Verkehr 5.0” (transl.
“Transportation 5.0”), DLR develops innovative
technologies, concepts, and realization options for
a resilient, automatic, and cooperative future
transport across multiple domains. The research focus is on road and rail transport for people and
goods, on maritime transport, and unmanned
ground level aviation as well as cross-linking across
all transport modes. In doing so, transport is being
considered at both an individual and a systemic
level.

5.5.6 Transportation 5.0 /
Cloud-Based Vehicle Dynamics
Control

Virtual certification implicates the usage of highly
detailed models and associated methods. For their
efficient application, locally valid and fast-evaluating methods need to be additionally employed, in
order to isolate critical parameter combinations
contained in a potentially large parameter space.
These faster methods are also well suited, for example, to the (optimization-based) design and testing of subsystems like Flight Control Systems (FCSs).
SR develops and applies such methods. One example is the tool VarLoads, which enables the analysis
and simulation of a wide range of aeroservoelastic
problems.
The project SimBaCon (2018–2021) aims to
establish a future process for simulation-based
certification. In this context, SR improves existing
tools and methods to investigate certificationrelevant scenarios like flight control design for
virtual flight testing (project Digital-X [2.100]) as
well as alleviation of gust and maneuver loads
(project VicToria [elib121695]), and recovery of
upset flight conditions (e.g., during wake vortex
encounters). Furthermore, previous activities and
setups concerning comparison of maneuver loads
through dynamic simulation versus trimmed
approaches (see [elib111570] and [elib113969])
can be extended for verification of other CS-25compliant scenarios.
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Figure 179: Cloud-based Vertical Dynamics Control
(schematic overview)
In particular, together with several other DLR institutes, the institute is investigating the potential
benefits of cloud-based technologies to cooperatively sense the road conditions and to enhance the
motion control of the individual vehicles. For example, in vertical dynamics control, local on-board sensors (e.g., cameras, accelerometers, etc.) can be
used to detect road profile and anomalies (e.g.,
potholes, bumps, etc.), estimate its characteristics,
and then upload this information, via car-to-infrastructure communications, to a cloud database. The
road condition information stored in this cloud database can then be explored to optimally select the
best suspension settings for the current road conditions.

5.5.5 Condition Monitoring
In the frame of this project, SR is contributing its
know-how in the fields of loads observers to support structural health monitoring, actuator health
monitoring, as well as fault detection and diagnosis
for actuators and sensors. The results of the
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6

6 Technology Transfer
“Knowledge and technology transfer is part of the Helmholtz Association mission.
Transfer plays a decisive role so that Helmholtz Association research discoveries can
be applied in society, economy and politics, i.e., can become innovations on the
open market. Dialogue with the various target groups and social actors is also an
essential element here.” (Helmholtz Association)
The methods and technologies developed at the institute are used in close collaboration with the industry to design and improve new innovative products. In particular, the time-proven cooperation with Germany’s leading industrial robotics
company KUKA allows the integration of SR space robotics technologies and advanced control algorithms into market-ready industrial products.
The main objective of the newly established Systems and Control Innovation
Lab (SCIL) is to offer industrial companies and SMEs direct access to the newest
design technologies and software tools in the fields of physics-based Digital Twins,
system simulation, control, and optimization.
Additionally, for nearly ten years, a growing set of advanced Modelica model
libraries has been commercially distributed by Dassault Systèmes and LTX Simulation to utilize the modeling know-how of SR directly in numerous industrial projects.
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At the institute, LPV gain scheduling techniques
were applied to improve the performance capabilities of complex industrial manipulators with notable
elasticities [3.22]. The goal was to increase the disturbance attenuation properties of the system over
the whole work space of the robot. At the same
time, the good tracking performance, already possible with the classical combination of feedforward
and feedback controllers, must be maintained.
A whole tool chain from the LPV controller synthesis algorithms over a dedicated plant modeling
and identification procedure to the final controller
design and tuning was developed. The LPV controller synthesis algorithms and tools are based on gridding of the parameter space and the Full Block SProcedure. Enhancements of these synthesis algorithms were developed to avoid common numerical
issues. Amongst them is a novel weighting scheme
which separates the output feedback problem into
an observer and a state feedback problem. Important aspects concerning excitations in closed
loop due to, e.g., nonlinear friction, are also considered. The performance of the LPV controller was
demonstrated on the hardware testbed of the institute. It was shown that a standard industrial robot
controller can be clearly outperformed over the
whole workspace of the robot, with guaranteed
stability.

Industrial Robots
New areas of application and the persistent pressure of competition in the robotics industry demand
continuous improvement of industrial robots in
terms of speed and accuracy. In response to this demand, the SR space robotics group contributes with
the development and application of advanced
model-based control methods. The goal is a significant improvement in the performance of the robots
purely based on new software algorithms. Many
such algorithms developed during the long-standing cooperation with the institute’s industry partner
KUKA are today part of commercial KUKA robot
controllers.

6.1.1 Nonlinear Feedforward Control of Structural Elastic Robots

6

The institute developed a comprehensive approach
to modeling and control of robots with elasticities
in drive trains and structural parts. For this purpose,
object-oriented nonlinear models were built up in
the modeling language Modelica where the parameters of the models were obtained in a multilevel
identification process. A system-theoretical study of
the generated models showed that a direct inversion of the models is not possible due to the unstable zero dynamics. Thus, different approaches for
the approximate inversion were developed and investigated. Using a novel method with real-time capability, approximate inverse models for two
different industrial robots with 16 and 210 kg maximum payload, respectively, were derived considering the structural elasticity. These models can be
used for the control of the robots in the feedforward part of a two degree of freedom control system. As shown in experiments, the new control
leads to a considerable improvement in the motion
characteristics of the robot.
In addition, the inverse models created can favorably be used for trajectory optimization. Timeand energy-optimal trajectories were derived taking
into account the complete elasticities and powertrain dynamics, as well as the actuator limitations.

6.1.3 Periodic Disturbance Rejection
Using Adaptive Control Algorithms
Robots are often driven by permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) with a high ratio gearbox.
Both the motor and the gear can cause parasitic oscillations (ripples) at the tool center point. The gearbox ripple compensation problem cannot be solved
with classical control methods using only motor
sided sensors as available in standard industrial robots.

6.1.2 Robust Control Design for Industrial Manipulators
Robust Control Design based on linear parameter
varying (LPV) gain scheduling techniques is a modern control approach to achieve stable and performant controllers. However, robust control design is
usually limited to relatively simple system models.

Figure 180: Scheme of the adaptive controller for
periodic disturbance rejection
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Due to the internal model principle, gearbox sided
information is necessary to solve the problem. At
the institute, adaptive control methods have been
developed to compensate for these ripples (see
scheme in Figure 180). The adaptive controller
which estimates the phase and magnitude of the
ripples is designed additively to the existing controller. The algorithms are nowadays implemented in
selected standard KUKA robots in order to improve
the accuracy in applications such as laser cutting
and gluing.

This shortens the end user’s task implementation
time as well as the process cycle time which again
reduces production costs.

6.1.4 Dynamic Force Control in Industrial Applications
Robot-assisted tasks such as grinding, polishing,
deburring, or assembling are becoming more and
more complex, and therefore, handling the physical
contact between the robot and its environment
(see Figure 181) plays an increasingly important
role.
Figure 182: Experimental results – standard force
control (red) vs. adaptive force control (green)
The advantage of the adaptive force control strategy compared to common industrial practice can be
seen by the experimental results shown in Figure
182. In this experiment, the robot is interacting
with two different environment materials. The goal
is to track a reference force (blue curve) assuming
that the force control gains are not tuned a priori.
The adaptive force control strategy shows, compared to the common one, a huge increase in the
tracking performance (+700% on the rubber mat
and +2100% on the foam mat).
In addition, sensor disturbances can be compensated by estimating the non-contact forces and
torques acting on the force sensor using modelbased estimation strategies, further improving control performance. In some tasks, e.g., for assembly,
it is more practical when the manipulator acts compliantly at the end effector. To this end, the institute
developed software algorithms based on impedance control which enables the desired robot stiffness and damping to be defined.

Figure 181: Industrial robots interacting with their
environment (courtesy of KUKA Systems)
In order to control process forces, the robot is typically equipped with a force–torque sensor on its
wrist. For high control performance, the force control gains need to be manually tuned with respect
to the overall system consisting of the robot, tool,
workpiece, and environment materials. This leads
to additional engineering efforts and often requires
expert knowledge. Further, the force sensor
measures not only the contact forces to be controlled but also undesired disturbances such as
gravitational and inertial forces, which decrease
control performance.
Within the institute, an adaptive force control
method was developed, where the relevant system
parameters, such as the environment stiffness, are
dynamically estimated and the force control gains
are automatically adapted during the application
process. The adaptive algorithms allow high and
consistent control performance without the need to
tune the control gains manually for specific tasks.

6.1.5 Compensation of Process
Force Deformations
Process forces acting on the robot cause elastic
deformations and deviations from desired
trajectories. The resulting position errors can be
captured and compensated using expensive and
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complex measurement systems (e.g., laser tracking
systems). Instead of performing such cumbersome
measurements, SR has developed compensation
methods based only on the process force
knowledge which can be measured by force
sensors or estimated. The compensation method
integrates the process forces into path planning
and feedforward control algorithms. As a result, the
resulting deformations can be calculated and
compensated in real time. These compensation
methods were validated on a roll-crease test-rig
developed by SR (see Figure 183).

stages of product development, where no hardware prototypes are available, assumptions regarding the control behavior must be taken into
account. For this purpose, SR has developed a prediction routine of expected limits of performance
and stability of position-controlled drive trains considering the influence of dominant limiting factors
(e.g., gear play, drive train elasticities, current controllers, system dead times and filters). The prediction explicitly includes the occurrence of limit cycles
in the system.

Lightweight Production
Technology
The manufacturing process of composite structures, such as carbon fiber reinforced parts, requires
high positional accuracy. In order to meet this requirement and additionally reduce production time,
it is desirable to automate the manufacturing steps
by means of industrial robots. If multi-robot production cells are utilized, elastic deformations of the
robot components and their supporting frame lead
to negative effects, such as vibrations and positioning errors.
At the institute, methods are developed to
compensate these elastic effects. The algorithms
have been implemented and tested in a multi-robot
production cell at DLR’s Center for Lightweight Production Technology, as shown in Figure 184.

Figure 183: DLR roll-crease test-rig

6.1.6 Online Robot Monitoring and
Fault Detection

6

To meet ever-increasing market demands, it is necessary to exploit the limits of robotic systems even
more than in the past. Operating a robot on its limits inevitably leads to a robustness reduction. This in
turn makes the control system become prone to unknown load dynamics, external influences, and
faults. In order to ensure safe operation and machine protection, the SR institute developed preliminary concepts for online monitoring and fault
detection. These concepts include online dynamics
estimation of the robot system. Due to this estimation, only built-in sensors are needed and therefore
the cost-efficiency of the robot system can be preserved.
Figure 184: Robotic cell at the DLR Center for
Lightweight Production Technology

6.1.7 Performance and Stability Limits of Position-Controlled Drive
Trains

In a prototypical implementation, it was successfully
demonstrated that elastic deformations in the supporting frame of the production cell can be compensated by means of model-based control
methods [1.64]. This quasi-static elasticity compensation is a first step towards improving the accuracy
of the robotic cell. The approach is based on a

With regards to the selection and compilation of individual components in the design process of new
manipulators, the predictability of achievable cycletimes plays an important role. Even in the early
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simulation model which is capable of reproducing
the elastic behavior of the plant (Figure 186).
Parallel to the quasi-static compensation, active
vibration compensation was developed to improve
the dynamic behavior of the ZLP robotic manipulators with special kinematics. As for the quasi-static
compensation, this requires identification of physical parameters by means of calibration measurements. Based on this identified model, feedforward
control algorithms were implemented and successfully tested at the real plant.

with Grenzebach, Diamond Aircraft, and KUKA. It
has been found that while certification of such a
system might be possible in the future, some
modifications to the ICAO certification guidelines
would be necessary, especially to account for the
lower payload and thus the reduced space for an
instructor seat. During these evaluations, two
prototypes of such a simulator were built (see
Figure 185), and used to demonstrate the validity
of the concept.

Oil Drilling Rig Training
Simulator

The DA42 Flight Simulator

The company DrillTec GUT (Streicher Group) produces state-of-the-art oil drilling rigs, controlled by
a considerable number of semi-automated and fully
automated processes, in contrary to older drilling
rigs with mostly manual controls. However, the
control technology change causes higher preparation and training effort for the workers and operating companies. To reduce on-site training costs, the
institute together with the drilling rig manufacturer
has been developing a training simulator connecting the original PLC control of the plant and its user
interfaces with a detailed kinematics and dynamics
simulator of the plant’s hardware in order to provide real-time interactive virtual factory simulation.
The core of this virtual reality environment is the institute’s SimVis visualization library. Within the operator cabin of the simulator, flat screens have

Figure 185: Commercial prototype of a DA42
simulator based on the DLR Robotic Motion
Simulator research activities
During the development of the DLR Robotic Motion
Simulator, the possibilities to exploit such a system
as a training device were evaluated in a joint project

Figure 186: Simulation model of the robotic cell including the deformation of the support frame
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replaced the windows and create a virtual work environment for the operators by rendering the same
viewpoint on the plant as in the real on-site operator cabin (Figure 187).

nies and SMEs direct access to the newest design
technologies and software tools in the fields of
physics-based Digital Twins, system simulation,
control, and optimization. From the early design
phases on, the physical and dynamical properties of
the hardware and software components are considered and optimized with a multi-domain, integrated approach.
During the operation of the SCIL, research cooperations with SME or larger companies have led
to the creation of simulation departments / groups
at some of the associated partners, thus indicating
a successful technology transfer. Several products
have been developed successfully together, from
robot simulator software or training-simulators to
fun-rides and mechatronic artworks.By utilizing the
newest, not yet commercially available, non-linear
and robust control concepts, customer systems
could be operated at higher performance, safer,
and more efficiently. For validation purposes, the
improved design results are directly demonstrated
utilizing modern methods for real-time visualizations.

Figure 187: The DrillTEC GUT drilling rig simulator
cabin in which screens have replaced cabin
windows, rendering the same viewpoint

The Systems and Control
Innovation Lab (SCIL)

6

At the end of 2015, the Helmholtz Association established the funding for the new innovation lab
concept of a platform for collaboration between industry and research. As one of seven selected concepts, the Systems and Control Innovation Lab
serves as a technology transfer link for state-of-theart control and software technology between largescale research and the industry, especially but not
exclusively SME (Figure 188)

Figure 188: The Systems and Control Lab as the
institute’s technology transfer center for industrial
applications

Figure 189: “Drehmoment” artwork in front of the
“Haus der Zukunft” in Berlin. The structural and
aerodynamic analyses have been performed in a
SCIL project with Streicher GmbH.

Operation of the lab started in October 2016; in
January, 2019, the project was successfully evaluated by the Helmholtz Alliance and funding until
2021 has been secured.
The main objective of the Systems and Control
Innovation Lab (SCIL) is to offer industrial compa-

Within the SCIL, new tools and methods are also
developed, e.g., real-time capable visualization systems like the DLR Visualization library / SimVis 3 (see
rendering example in Figure 190).
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•

•

Additionally, the SCIL presents itself on the Internet at www.sr-scil.de.
Development of (VR-) system visualizations
(DLR Visualization Library) for better diagnosis
and illustration of complex technical systems
and better presentation and marketing of systems in development
Improvement and preparation for the commercialization of existing tools and methods based
on industry-oriented applications and questions.

Figure 190: Real-time visualization of Curiosity
.Rover with DLR SimVis 3 using a physical based
rendering

6.5.1 SCIL Activities
Within the Systems and Control Innovation Lab, the
following main activities are performed:
•

•

•

Research and development projects with SME
or industrial companies focusing on the development of physically correct Digital Twins of
complex systems, such as robotic systems, mobile platforms, virtual sensors, twins of controllers, optimization, etc.
Development of methods and tools around the
physics-based Digital Twin such as HW/SW interfaces, efficient real-time environments for
validation, interconnectivity solutions, e.g.,
field-bus adapters, etc.
Public relation and outreach activities such as
the SCIL forum, workshops, trade show presentations, talks at conferences and forums, etc.

Figure 191: SCIL Workshop “Digital Twin – the
digital prototype”; attendees from different
companies create and simulate the digital
prototype of a construction crane, control and
couple it with real PLC hardware to experience the
benefits of virtual commissioning.

6.5.2 Selected SCIL Projects
In Table 3, selected SCIL projects are introduced
which were implemented under contract of industrial partners or public funding.

Project Name

Project Partners

Description

Digital Twin of a robot cell for automotive quality
control

Battenberg
Robotics

The goal of the project is the virtual commissioning of the robot cell to test all aspects of
the process with its digital twin. In automotive production, QC checks of buttons in the
car’s interior are performed with industrial
robots using force sensors. In this project,
digital twins of components for measurement robot cells have been developed, such
as robot models, sensor models, implementation of control algorithms and logic, test
objects like buttons of car cockpits, and interfaces to high-level robot controls, etc. The
virtual robot cell can be observed in a stateof-the-art online visualization utilizing 3D VR
glasses.
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Structural analysis of a fun-ride:

Zierer Karussellund Spezialmaschinenbau

In this project, the dynamics and structural
flexibility of a large fun-ride (Starshape) have
been modeled, in order to determine control
strategies for passenger load-independent
trajectories and improvement of maintenance cycles.

“Drehmoment” Artwork:

Max Streicher

The new Futurium in Berlin features a 12 meter tall moving artwork “Drehmoment” in
the shape of a juggle dish. To assure the
safety of the structure, SCIL supported the
modeling of the wind forces and structural
dynamics of this artwork.

Mflex 2025:

Airbus,
FFT Produktionssysteme,
Fraunhofer IFF,
Fraunhofer IFAM,
Siemens,
VMT Gesellschaft
für Vermessungstechnik

In this LUFO project, SCIL is responsible for
the digital twin of a production facility comprising mobile platforms. The goal of this
project is to increase the modularity of production systems for a plurality of applications
as precision drilling, aircraft decoration, etc.

Table 3: Selected SCIL projects
the institute’s capabilities to produce software
meeting industrial standards and provides an ongoing motivation to maintain the products at a highly
competitive level. Meeting the clients and supporting them in their task is a welcome opportunity to
learn more about the industrial users of SR and their
demands. Traditionally, the software of the institute
results from several years of preceding research
projects. With support of DLR Technology Marketing, the institute has now, for the first time, developed the EWITAC library for the modeling of windturbines directly to the market.

Commercial Tools and
Libraries
The release of commercial software libraries is an
important exploitation strategy for the institute.
The commercial distribution enables industry and
academia to benefit from the accumulated modeling and methodological know-how. With its powerful distribution partners Dassault Systèmes and
LTX Simulation, the institute’s portfolio (see Table
4) is able to penetrate the relevant markets. The development of commercial libraries demonstrates
Product Name

Description

Distributor(s)

PowerTrain Library

Modelica library providing one-dimensional rotational mechanical components for vehicle powertrains, including automatic gearboxes, as well
as components to model hybrid and pure electrical powertrains. Threedimensional mechanical effects can be taken into account, e.g., when
mounting a powertrain on a multi-body vehicle dynamics model.

Dassault
Systèmes SE,
LTX Simulation
GmbH
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Product Name

Description

Distributor(s)

FlexibleBodies Library

Modelica library to model large motions of beams, plates, thermoelastic plates (e.g., automotive brakes) and of flexible bodies exported from
finite element programs. The flexible bodies can have a large reference
motion and stress stiffening and softening terms are taken into account. Also, specialized elements like anti-roll bars for vehicle applications are supported.

Dassault
Systèmes SE,
LTX Simulation
GmbH

FlightDynamics Library

Modelica library to construct multi-disciplinary flight dynamics models
Dassault
of (rigid) flight vehicles, such as transport and military aircraft, UAVs, or Systèmes SE
airships. On-ground operations up to flight at high speeds and high altitudes are supported, as well as an interface to the open source
FlightGear environment to achieve realistic visualization. The resulting
models may, for example, be used for flight control law design or realtime flight simulation.

EWITAC Library

Modelica library to model complete wind turbines including all relevant LTX Simulation
components such as flexible rotor blades and aerodynamics, flexible
GmbH
tower structures, controllers and power electronic models for net-integration models. Scenarios such as gust load alleviation or a low-voltage-ride-through for grid-code compliance can be evaluated. Highly
efficient or highly detailed simulations are possible by selecting the corresponding model level of detail. The rotor aerodynamics model has
been validated using the FAST reference tool with the NREL 5MW
standard turbine.

Actuator Library

Modelica library developed by a collaborative effort of the Actuation
LTX Simulation
2015 project. It offers a rich set of components for the modeling of
GmbH
electro-mechanical actuation systems. The components are all available
at multiple levels of detail from highly idealized to detailed models with
friction and losses. In addition, the modeling of faults is an integrated
feature enabling the analysis of faulty system behavior of the actuators.

6
Visualization Library

Modelica library for advanced model-integrated visualization of Model- LTX Simulation
ica models, especially in the mechanical, fluid, and electrical area, for
GmbH
offline, online, and real-time animation. The library contains visualizers
for elementary shapes, CAD files, flexible bodies, text, light, energy/mass-flow visualizers, analogue instruments, weather effects, and
cameras. The rendering engine is based on the OpenSceneGraph software. Animation replays can be exported in MPEG4 and other formats.

Optimization Library

Optimization software [2.244] to perform various types of optimization Dassault
tasks in Dymola based on Modelica model simulations and/or Modelica Systèmes SE
function evaluations: Multi-criteria parameter optimizations for functions, models and multi-case models, trajectory optimization, periodic
steady state initialization, and real-time optimization over Modelica
functions in sampled data systems.

Railway Dynamics Library

The consideration of railway vehicle dynamics including the particular
LTX Simulation
wheel–rail contact in engineering tasks such as traction, guidance,
GmbH
safety, and comfort, which may involve additional domains such as
pneumatic brakes or electric drives, is the specific focus of the Modelica
Railway Dynamics Library [2.6].

Table 4: Commercial Modelica libraries of the institute SR
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7 Methods & Tools
The various research activities of the institute are based on key technologies in
modeling, simulation, optimization, and control. The SR institute develops new
methods and technologies in these areas and implements them with specialized
software tools. Many of these tools are provided to the research community in the
form of open source or commercial software.
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with other partners, the European ITEA projects
EUROSYSLIB (2007–2010), MODELISAR (2008–
2011), MODRIO (2012–2016) and EMPHYSIS
(2017–2020), with a total budget of 78 Million Euro
for all four research projects.

Modeling & Simulation
Nearly all research projects at the institute utilize, in
one form or another, nonlinear dynamic models of
the underlying physical system, described by algebraic, differential, partial differential and/or discrete
equations. These models are used in all phases of
the development cycle from requirements analysis
to controller code generation and test. The overall
goal of SR is to provide technologies so that all necessary models
•
•

•

7.1.2 Modelica Language
The institute SR has been developing, together with
other partners, the modeling language Modelica®3
since 1996. Modelica is a non-proprietary, objectoriented, and equation-based language to conveniently model complex physical systems containing,
e.g., mechanical, electrical, electronic, hydraulic,
thermal, control, electric power, or process-oriented subcomponents. This language is supported
by many simulation environments including
ANSYS® Twin Builder, CATIA®, Dymola®, MapleSim,
SimulationX®, OpenModelica, and Wolfram SystemModeler.

can be built and used in a convenient and userfriendly way,
are provided in a form such that models can be
automatically transformed for the respective
application (e.g., detailed or real-time simulation model, inverse model, LPV model), and
can be distributed to partners.

7.1.1 Standardization
The institute leads the non-profit international
Modelica Association that has more than 20 organizational and more than 120 individual members
from Europe, North America, and Asia since it was
founded in the year 2000. This organization standardizes and develops open source software technology and methods in the area of cyber–physical
systems and systems engineering, as shown in Figure 192.

7
Figure 193 Detailed Modelica model of a KUKA
robot displayed on top of an image of the robot.
Modelica is used in research activities of the institute to describe multi-domain plant models, from
architectural models to detailed system models
(see, for example, the detailed model of a KUKA robot in Figure 193). These models can also be used
directly in nonlinear control systems, usually after
simplification and automatic inversion.
In cooperation with Dassault Systèmes, SR developed the synchronous language elements for the
Modelica language to precisely define and synchronize sampled data systems with different sampling
rates [2.231], [2.243].

Figure 192: Activities of the International Modelica
Association
In particular, the Modelica Association develops the
Modelica modeling language and the FMI standard,
as well as supporting open source software such as
the Modelica Standard Library 2 and the FMI Compliance Checker. In order to further develop the
Modelica technology and to initiate and develop
the FMI technology, SR has organized, together
2
3

https://github.com/modelica/ModelicaStandardLibrary
Modelica is a registered trademark of the Modelica Association
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continuous-time model with a selected integration
method and utilize this model as a sampled-data
system in a controller.This technique provides an
easy-to-use approach for utilizing nonlinear inverse
models in a sampled data controller. A typical example is shown in Figure 194. For details on using
inverse models in control systems, see Section
7.3.3.
Further contributions to the development of
the language were the development of specialized
homotopy methods that enable a robust initialization of nonlinear fluid systems described by differential-algebraic equation systems [3.23], and new
symbolic algorithms to improve the transformation
of Modelica to C code [2.102].

7.1.3 Next Modelica Language
Generation (Modia)

Figure 194: Model of a discrete feedforward
controller of an inverse, physical robot model.
Upper figure: Discretizing a nonlinear continuoustime controller with the synchronous features of
Modelica with an implicit Euler method and a
sample period of 1 ms.
Lower figure: Inverting a nonlinear robot model
“reference motor voltage → reference robot
angle” by providing the filtered reference robot
angle angleRef as input and the reference motor
voltage motorVoltageRef as output, and using this
nonlinear inverse model as feedforward controller
in the control syste

SR is working together with Hilding Elmqvist 4 and
other partners on the next Modelica language generation. The research concentrates on
•

•

•

•

The prototype under development is based on the
Julia programming language 5 and consists of various Julia packages. Most important:

Figure 195: Picture of the Modiator web app
prototype: The GUI of Modia and Modia3D is
currently under development by H. Elmqvist and O.
Aström. The left part shows the library browser.
The right part shows the 3D model of a KUKA
YouBot robot that has been constructed in
Modiator.

•

•

In particular, this approach contains the unique feature to automatically discretize a nonlinear
4
5

a more powerful, and yet simpler language
than the current Modelica language [1.60] that
allows to easily incorporate complex data structures, for example, as needed for thermodynamic property modeling [2.20] or collision
handling of 3D mechanical systems [1.43],
improved and new symbolic and numeric algorithms that are tightly designed together with
the language elements [2.102] for improved
support of large models, of multi-domain Dirac
impulses and of systems where the number of
equations is changing during simulation,
combining the special needs and algorithms of
3D modeling, including collision handling, with
an equation based language [2.61], and
prototyping a combined 2D/3D web-based
model authoring tool as an alternative to traditional 2D Modelica schematics, as shown in Figure 195.

Package Modia provides an equation-based
language for component-oriented modeling
called “Modia language”. This language is a
domain-specific extension of Julia.
Package Modia3D provides a multi-body program with collision handling that is being
tightly coupled with Modia and will be

Hilding Elmqvist initiated the Modelica language effort in 1996 and is the principal designer of key parts of Modelica.
https://julialang.org/
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•

extended in other domains where 3D geometry
is essential, such as 3D thermal systems.
Package Modiator provides a novel web app for
editing 2D schematics and 3D systems, as well
as presenting simulation results, as shown in
Figure 195.

electric pack architectures with their inflight reconfigurations have been achieved for the first time.

7.1.4 Robust Modeling of
Thermofluid Systems
Thermal fluid systems are used to model, for example, power plants, building physics, and aircraft environmental control systems (ECS). When
formulated in an object-oriented way, these systems have been notoriously difficult to solve because their common formulation results in large
non-linear equation systems. The numerical solution of these systems is neither certain nor efficient.
SR has thus revisited the fundamental build-up
of the equations for thermal fluid mechanics and
derived a new and robust form suitable for objectoriented modeling [2.73]. One idea is to always use
dynamic momentum balances in the form of unsteady Bernoulli equations (instead of steady-state
pressure drop equations) and use the approximation that the pressure drop equations are a function
of steady-state pressure. The new formulation
avoids the creation of any non-linear equation system in the first place and generates models that are
both efficient [2.34] and robust.
Currently, the new method is applied in a dedicated library HEXHEX for the modeling and simulation of environmental control systems with Airbus
engineers being the user of the library. Using this
robust library, full mission simulations of complex

7
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Figure 196: Subsystem of an aircraft environmental
control system modeled with the SR Modelica
library HEXHEX.

7.1.5 Modelica Libraries
For the research activities of the institute, a multitude of Modelica modeling libraries is developed at
SR. These libraries are also utilized outside of the
institute. In particular, SR organized and contributed to the development of the Modelica Standard
library, an open source library of about 1300 model
components in the electrical, magnetic, mechanics,
fluid, thermal and control domains.
Besides the commercial Modelica libraries described in Section 6.5, SR developed in the reporting period, amongst others, the open source and
SR internal Modelica libraries collected in Table 5.

Description

Distribution
Base Libraries

RollerBearings Library

Library based on the PlanarMechanics library supporting the 2D modeling
of roller bearings. It models Hertz contact between balls and races in normal and elasto-hydro dynamical contact in the tangential direction. The
cage-ball contact is also taken into account. As a particular feature developed in a project with Harmonic Drive AG, the geometry of the inner race
may be specified as an ellipse by using Fourier series terms. The outer race
may be elastically deformed. These two elements allow for modeling of
the so-called wave generator, which controls the strain wave gearing
mechanism.

Cables Library

Library to simulate steel cables or ropes. It features partly validated models SR internal
for some steel cable types. Via winches and pulleys, complex cable systems
like elevators or cranes can be designed. Different initialization functions
can be used to initialize the cable between start points, e.g., as a straight
line with and without pre-tension, or as a hanging cable using Newton–
Raphson iterations to calculate the catenary of the cable.
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Library Name

Description

Distribution

Environment Library

Library providing object-oriented models for planets, atmosphere, wind,
turbulence, kinematics, and physical effects, like solar radiation pressure
[2.78]. Since the environment models are designed to be used by dedicated application-related Modelica libraries, such as the SpaceSystems,
FlightDynamics, and LauncherApplications libraries, the library guarantees
reusability of its main models and their compatibility to the Modelica
Standard Library by only using a small amount of interdependencies, as
well as replaceable and convenient drag & drop models.

SR internal

Gears Library

Library based on the PlanarMechanics library providing internal and exter- SR internal
nal gear wheel models in a planar world with multiple stiffness and friction
models that allows simulating stick-slip effects [3.14]. They can be combined into planetary gear models as shown in the left figure. Chattering
and breakout friction of a gear set can be easily simulated.

PlanarMechanics Library

Open source library providing two-dimensional mechanical components to Github.com/
model mechanical systems, such as robots, mechanisms, and vehicles,
DLR-SR
where the MultiBody library is unnecessarily complex [2.256]. This library is
used as a basis for the Gears and RollerBearings libraries and to teach students.

Robots Library

Library bundling algorithms and functions to organize and simulate rigid- SR internal
body robot models of different configurations. It contains basic functionalities such as direct and inverse kinematics, path-planning algorithms considering the maximum performance of the robot and a flexible concept to
switch easily between different robot types and configurations without the
need to adapt the surrounding model.
All information about a specific robot type is stored in a separate robot
model library. Currently supported are KUKA and Stäubli robot models, a
few Mitsubishi robots, and specialized systems such as the DLR LBR 3 robot and the Jaco arm.

GasDynamics Library

Library to model one-dimensional high-speed compressible gas-dynamics
SR internal
[2.252]. It uses Gudonov-type spatial discretization schemes for efficient
and accurate simulation, and is capable of modeling effects like shocks or
supersonic transition. It is used, for example, to model bleed air systems of
large passenger aircraft where the effects of high-speed compressible flow
cannot be neglected.

Noise and AdvancedNoise Open source libraries to conveniently define suitable noise signals to model
Libraries
measurement noise, turbulence, power outcome of wind energy farms
etc. [2.160], [1.88], [2.195]. The noise is generated in three steps: (1) generate random numbers, (2) transform them with a probability density function, (3) filtered to match a power spectral density. The Noise library was
integrated into the Modelica Standard Library in 2016. Additional functionality is provided in the open-source library AdvancedNoise, which won
the second Modelica Library Awards Price at the International Modelica
Conference in 2015.

Github.com/
Modelica
github.com/
DLR-SR

FaultTriggering Library

Open source library allowing users to systematically implement and trigger Github.com/
faults in Modelica models by providing standardized fault inputs to model DLR-SR
faulty components and by automatic fault package generation to help the
user to select the faults [2.79]. The introduced approach has proven to
work well, especially in large systems with many faults.

FractionalOrder Library

Open source library providing several methods to approximate fractional
Github.com/
differential operators [2.174]. This means that equations contain non-inte- DLR-SR
ger derivatives of states. An exact representation would need infinite
memory. Therefore, only approximations are used, that covers a certain
frequency interval. Usage examples: Heat transfer in semi-infinite bodies,
viscoelasticity, or diffusion.
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Library Name

Description

Distribution

Modelica_Requirements
Library

Open source library developed by SR together with EDF and Dassault Avia- github.com/mod
tion [2.172]. It enables definition and modeling of requirements in a forelica-3rdparty
mal way using 2- and 3-valued linear temporal logic. Predefined
requirement monitors are available, such as for two-dimensional domains
in which a signal must stay, sliding window conditions and restrictions in
frequency domain based on online FFT computations [2.163]. Furthermore, methods were developed for associating requirement models with
behavioral models and testing whether the defined requirements are violated by the system design currently studied whenever the underlying behavioral models are simulated [2.154].

Modelica_DeviceDrivers
Library

Open-source library that interfaces hardware drivers to Modelica models
[2.118], for communication (e.g., UDP, TCP, CAN, shared memory), input
devices (joy stick, keyboard, or space mouse) and other hardware IO
mainly for Windows and Linux. The library was originally developed by
DLR-SR with later contributions from ESI-ITI, Linköping University, and TU
Dresden. Its main use case is simulation applications which need to interact with their environment. Examples are flight, driving and marine training simulators, HIL simulators, but also offline process simulators which
cannot operate in a completely self-contained manner and therefore need
to be coupled to external applications.

EtherCAT Library

Utilizing the open-source EtherLab EtherCAT Master, this library allows the SR internal
direct real-time control of EtherCAT clients from within Modelica models.
Using code-generation, it automatically builds slave models from the available bus information, which can be parameterized and embedded in the
model of the user. In this way, EtherCAT slaves, e.g., motor drives, sensors, etc., can be directly accessed and parameterized from within Modelica. Slaves can be grouped into domains, and accessed with different
sample rates. The library is used as a backbone to control aspects of the SR
Scout rover and the TROLL testbed.

Github.com/mo
delica-3rdparty

System Libraries
RobotDynamics Library

Library providing real-time simulation and visualization of holistic, complex SR internal
and nonlinear robotic systems. It was developed over several years to
model all sorts of robots, with a focus on industrial robots (especially
KUKA robots). It utilizes the DLR Robots library and includes detailed models for all important robot components like power-trains, controllers, and
(elastic) robot structures. It was successfully applied in many internal and
external projects together with KUKA.

SpaceSystems Library

Library providing models for the efficient modeling and simulation of
SR internal
space systems, including satellites, landers, and launch vehicles, under realistic environmental conditions supported by the Environment library
[2.202]. In particular, the SpaceSystems Library enables advanced controller design and verification, trajectory optimization, development of path
planning algorithms for new modular satellites, on-orbit servicing, and reusable launcher concepts, while also considering structural dynamics of solar panels or separation dynamics of launcher stages. Additionally, the
library allows the energy management of satellites to be modelled by
providing electric as well as thermal models of solar panels, batteries, supercapacitors and various loads.

VehicleControls Library

Library providing vehicle dynamics models and control schemes. It contains SR internal
vehicle models at different levels of detail, such as single track or multibody models, and control blocks for both basic and advanced functionalities. Additionally, driver models to perform, e.g., standard vehicle
dynamics manoeuvers, are available.
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Library Name

Description

Distribution

LauncherApplications Library

Library supported by the Environment, SpaceSystems, and FlightDynamics SR internal
libraries providing a dedicated framework for systematic multibody modeling and simulations of expendable and reusable launch vehicles enabling
multi-fidelity analyses [1.14], [2.42]. In particular, the library provides efficient 3-DOF models for trajectory optimization with MOPS, and advanced
6-DOF models for performance analyses and controllability studies. Additionally, the library is capable of supporting complex maneuvers involving
multiple vehicles, such as the in-air-capturing maneuver, by considering
rigid and flexible multibody dynamics.

BehaviorTrees Library

Library to define high-level mission management based on discrete inSR internal
flight decisions. It uses the new technique of behavior trees developed for
artificial intelligence in computer games, a more modular and goal-driven
variant of state machines. The library can be easily combined with efficient
continuous-time models, synchronous elements, graphical representations,
structural parametrization, and automatic flight-code generation [2.161].
The library is used to develop safe and efficient mission plans for high-altitude solar-powered aircraft [3.2]. In order to allow efficient simulation of
the discrete algorithm together with high-fidelity models implemented using the FlightDynamics library, the basic algorithm had to be reformulated
to continuous-time, and features for initialization and memory were added
to the framework [2.211], [2.194], [2.159].

Table 5: Open Source and SR internal libraries developed by the institute

Figure 197: The Functional Mockup Interface for model exchange and tool coupling (courtesy of Daimler AG)
them in FMI format, and import them in a singledomain tool like high-end multi-body programs
ADAMS or SIMPACK.
In the ITEA EMPHYSIS project (2017–2020),
which was initiated by Bosch and the institute, the
companion standard FMI for embedded systems
(eFMI) is currently being developed. This extension
of the FMI standard is aiming to bridge the gap between physical modeling and embedded software
development in order to support tool chains to utilize advanced model-based controllers, observers/virtual sensors, fault detectors in electronic
control units and other embedded devices. The
eFMI standard specifies a container architecture
supporting multiple concurrent model representations, a target-independent intermediate format
and target-specific representations with MISRA-C
2012-compliant6 production code generation.

7.1.6 Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI)
Since 2008, the institute SR has been developing,
together with other partners, the Functional
Mockup Interface (FMI). In particular, the development of FMI for Model Exchange was headed by SR
leading to the FMI 1.0 standard in 2010 and the
FMI 2.0 standard in 2014. FMI 3.0 is currently under
development. FMI is now established as a worldwide standard for the exchange of models and for
tool coupling (Figure 197) and is supported by more
than 130 software tools. For example, this makes it
possible to develop Modelica models in Dymola, export them in FMI format, and execute the FMI models directly on a dSPACE rapid prototyping
hardware. It is also possible to develop multi-domain models, like a drive train, in Modelica, export
6

https://www.misra.org.uk/
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The application of optimization for design and assessment has a long tradition within the institute.
From the beginning, optimization tools have been
developed in-house and permanently maintained.
The optimization-based approaches of SR have
been chosen in many national and international
projects and cooperations. The applications cover
all major fields in aerospace, ground vehicles, energy, and robotics in the form of design optimization, trajectory optimization, energy optimization,
parameter identification, and worst-case search.
Further fields of application are multi-disciplinary
optimization of overall systems as well as optimization in real time.
There also exists a broad spectrum of userfriendly implementations of optimization-based
tools to facilitate their application for engineering
work. The optimization tools developed at the institute are integrated into general computer-aided environments for design, model building, and
simulation, like MATLAB and Dymola.
Most recent advancements have been achieved
in the fields of trajectory optimization of FMI models (see section 7.1.6), implementation of a Modelica-based Optimization library in Dymola, and in the
field of online optimization.

Optimization
The quality assessment of complex technical systems is carried out with respect to many different
criteria, for example, performance behavior, energy
consumption, or reliability. With a model-based design optimization, the different objectives concerning the desired system behavior are directly
included in the system design at an early stage.
Generally, when using optimization for design, designers translate system specifications into respective optimization criteria and declare those
parameters of the system that will be optimized. By
specifying demands for each criterion, a design direction is prescribed. Within different iteration
steps, optimization algorithms automatically generate best possible solutions, which are compromises
of the design demands as illustrated in Figure 198.
Here, trade-offs are indicated by black stars in the
cutting planes of a three-dimensional criteria space.

7.2.1 Trajectory Optimization in
MOPS

7

Figure 198: Flight from Munich to Amsterdam:
Iterations of Pareto optimization compromising fuel
consumption, NOx exhaust, vs. flight time.
Not only design but also validation and robustness
analysis of technical systems is a challenging task,
where it must be shown that the system to be designed fulfills the requirements for all admissible
variations of parameters, external inputs, and operating conditions. The idea is to use optimization to
search the parameter / input / disturbance conditions for which the design criteria do not fulfill the
requirements. The system to be designed can be
considered as robust with respect to selected criteria if no violation of the requirements exists. This
means that even the worst case fulfills the required
quality. Such a worst-case search is a global optimization problem which can be solved most favorably
by means of novel genetic algorithms – also in the
case of multiple criteria.

Figure 199: FMU integration in trajOpt MOPS
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The institute’s optimization environment MOPS in
MATLAB7 has been recently enhanced to support
trajectory optimization problems by the MATLAB
package trajOpt. The package supports multi-phase
optimization problems where the dynamic system
per phase is described by the solution of ordinary
differential equations. It implements a multipleshooting approach where the phases serve as
shooting intervals. Such problems occur, for example, when space launch system ascent trajectories
are considered.
The package encapsulates the definition and
peculiarities of the solution of the ordinary differential equations, as well as the evaluation of the constraints and criteria of the trajectory optimization
problem in a number of MATLAB classes. The base
classes handle the problem definition by pure
MATLAB code. A set of derived classes in trajOpt
implement the use of FMI models (FMUs) and evaluation of constraints and criteria.

to compute the objective function for the optimization. There is one special optimization task that enables the use of the optimization functionalities
inside a Modelica model. At each sample time of a
given time grid, an optimization problem can be
solved within a Modelica model. This feature has
been used to implement a first prototype of a generic nonlinear model predictive control algorithm
[1.77] in the MODRIO project.
In the Optimization library, the simulation features of Dymola are utilized to run the numerical
integrations. Additionally, a main feature of the Optimization library is the realization of parallel simulation runs whenever possible for the selected
optimization algorithm. The parallel simulation runs
are supported on multi-core machines by OpenMP
and on a multi-machine cluster, e.g., the institute’s
Linux cluster by MPI. The parallelization of computationally demanding simulation runs enables the
users of the Optimization library to rather easily
cope with complex optimization problems in
Dymola.

7.2.2 Optimization Library in Dymola
The institute has developed and implemented the
Modelica-based Optimization library [2.244] in
Dymola. A forerunner version of the library has
been commercially available for 14 years in Dymola.
In the meantime, the library has been completely
re-designed, newly implemented, and considerably
enhanced. Now, this new Optimization library is the
standard optimization tool in Dymola.
The Optimization library focuses on two aspects. First, novel numerical optimization algorithms are the foundation of successful
optimization applications. Because the institute has
a long tradition in the development and application
of numerical optimization algorithms, the core
parts of the algorithms in the Optimization library
are the same as for the MOPS environment originally implemented in FORTRAN. The second aspect
is the user-friendly, easy handling of the well-integrated optimization tool. This is necessary to make
the advantages of automatic numerical optimization available for non-experts in the field of Modelica when working with Dymola.
The library supports different optimization
tasks in interaction with Modelica models such as
parameter optimization, multi-case optimization
and trajectory optimization. For each of the tasks, a
separate graphical user interface is provided to configure the selected optimization problem. Most of
the tasks require repeated numerical simulations of
a Modelica model with different parameter values
7

7.2.3 Online Optimization
The institute uses more and more optimization
methods in interactive real-time systems. This requires typically specialized methods to solve optimization problems in a robust way in real-time.

Optimization-Based Real-Time Path
Planning for Interactive Robotic Systems
There are currently two optimization-based path
planning algorithms in use at SR to interactively
control a robotic system.
A novel approach is based on a Model Predictive Control (MPC) paradigm that implicitly generates trajectories taking into account system
constraints like limitations on joint angle velocities.
In that way, the actual MPC is improved by reducing or even eliminating the constraints from the optimization process itself. The result is a reduction of
the computational cost, numerical robustness and
the guarantee to fulfill the constraints.
The other real-time path planning algorithm
utilizes a constrained least squares approach to calculate the optimal axis input signals of a robotic system to achieve a given Cartesian trajectory. It aims
to find a local optimal solution, considering physical
constraints, such as actuator limitations, workspace
limitations, etc. By invoking model knowledge into
the calculation of the constraints, it is assured that

H.-D. Joos (2016): MOPS – Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis, User's Guide V6.6. Internal DLR Report DLR-IB-SR-OP-2016-128.
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the resulting trajectories are physically feasible and
within the operational limits of the robotic system.
The main optimization objective is the minimization
between the reference trajectory and the tool center point position. However, additional criteria, such
as preferred configurations for redundant kinematic chains or collision avoidance, can be easily
added and weighted. Utilizing a braking distance
prediction, collisions with limit stops of single joints
are avoided. The algorithm is very robust against
singularities and allows operation in the vicinity or
in singular positions. The algorithm has a fixed
runtime for a given problem size, therefore hard
real-time conditions can be fulfilled.

programming problems that appear in the frame of
the EMPHYSIS project (see Chapter 8.1.1). Moreover, the C-code has been written in a way that adheres to the coding guidelines of MISRA-C9 whose
abidance is typically required with the programming of embedded systems in the automotive sector.

Control
The institute gives high priority to developing and
advancing new methods for control law design and
analysis, as well as to keep pace with the latest control-relevant developments in mathematics. The
main aims in advancing control methods and tools
are to simplify the design process (e.g., automatic
handling of nonlinearities using inversion based
methods, handling of uncertainties in the robust
control framework), to increase the capabilities of
the resulting control system (e.g., automatic reconfiguration to failure cases in reconfigurable control
methods, estimate future system responses and disturbances in model-based predictive control), and
to obtain mathematically solid guarantees for the
stability and performance of nonlinear systems
(e.g., in the robust control / LPV framework). The
latter are not only relevant for control design, but
also for verification and validation purposes in any
type of system dynamics analysis (e.g., flight loads
analysis based on induced norms).

Real-Time Capable Online Path Planning
for Electric Vehicles
The aim of the online path planning for electric vehicles is to find an optimal and collision-free path
within the road boundaries. The path is represented
by two-dimensional cubic splines. The curvature of
the splines is minimized with a nonlinear gradient
method subject to linear equality and inequality
constraints. The constraints ensure a continuous
transition between the splines and the path to be
within the road boundaries. This online path planning algorithm [1.99] runs on a dSPACE real-time
system. The re-planning feature of the online path
planning is used to take into account environmental
changes and obstacles.

Real-Time Optimization in
Production C-Code

7

7.3.1 Tube-Based Linear ParameterVarying MPC

One of the optimization problems that appears in
online control problems is of quadratic programming type. The code HESS (Highly Efficient quadratic program c-code Solver Suitable for Production
Embedded Controllers) has been implemented in C
based on the primal-dual method of Goldfarb and
Idnani8. It solves strictly convex quadratic programming problems with a positive definite objective
function matrix and linear equality and inequality
constraints. This self-contained C implementation is
needed for simulations on embedded systems and
is able to cope with the requirements appearing on
ECUs like real time capability and little memory
space. The solver has been successfully used in a
control allocation optimization problem. Because of
its capabilities for running on embedded platforms,
it is also suitable as an internal solver for quadratic

Future
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Predicted Control Input
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Figure 200: Prediction of a robust MPC

8

D. Goldfarb and A. Idnani, “A numerically stable dual method for solving strictly convex quadratic programs”, Mathematical Programming, vol. 27, pp.1-33, 1983.
9
https://www.misra.org.uk/
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A model predictive control (MPC) method for linear
parameter varying (LPV) systems was developed.
The effects of disturbances and uncertainties are
handled by a tightening of the input and state constraints. This tightening of the constraints forms a
tube and is shown in Figure 200. This concept, combined with a prediction of the nominal trajectory of
the scheduling parameter, allows prediction of
nominal LPV system dynamics using a linear timevarying model. The result is a QP problem with an
increased number of constraints, which can be
solved online by standard optimization methods.
This method was applied for wheel slip control on
the ROboMObil.

guaranteed upper bounds on magnification between input and output signals. Well-known examples are the 𝐻∞ , 𝐻2 , and energy-to-peak norms. In
the case of LFRs, the structured singular value µ is
used to assess guaranteed stability and performance robustness in terms of uncertainty magnitude. For computation of induced system norms,
the institute has contributed efficient and numerically robust algorithms. So-called Linear Matrix Inequalities
have
further
revolutionized
the
computation of these norms and allow for handling
LPV systems and isolated nonlinearities (via Integral
Quadratic Constraints, IQCs). During the reporting
period, the institute developed, among others, a
method for analyzing closed-loop systems with
control saturations [1.85]. From a practical point of
view, system norms and IQC analyses avoid the traditional gridding approach in systems analysis and
are therefore faster and more reliable [2.213]. This
has been applied to missiles and flexible aircraft
[3.16], [3.21].

7.3.2 Robust Control Framework
The so-called Robust Control Framework generalizes classical control theory for linear single-input
single-output (SISO) to multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) systems with uncertainties, varying parameters and nonlinearities (Figure 201).

Figure 201: General scheme of the Robust Control
Framework, interconnecting uncertainties, varying
parameters and isolated nonlinearities Δ, the
control system 𝐾, and the plant 𝑃.
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The framework is based on the following principles:
First of all, systems are represented as Linear
Time Invariant (LTI), Linear Parameter Varying systems, or in the form of so-called Linear Fractional
Representations (LFRs). LPV systems allow the entries of state space matrices to be dependent on
varying parameters. The LFR form separates the system into a time-invariant part and a (block-) diagonal part that may include time varying or uncertain
parameters, or specific nonlinearities in a feedback
structure. In cooperation with Onera, the institute
has developed an extensive toolbox for deriving and
analyzing uncertain and nonlinear systems in LFR
form. Furthermore, the institute has developed a
combined approach for approximate, low complexity systems modeling, i.e., LPV/LFRs [2.222], [3.21].
Second, induced system norms are used to
quantify performance and stability margins for the
above system representations. These norms give

Figure 202: The validity of local LTI controllers near
their corresponding design points in the parameter
space 𝑃 (top left). Validity of ad-hoc scheduling of
these controllers over 𝑃 cannot be guaranteed (top
right). An LPV controller is valid over the whole
parameter space (bottom).
Finally, the framework enables automatic synthesis
of controllers for systems in LTI, LPV or LFR form
that optimize performance and stability margins
based on the above norms. This is subject of ongoing research to which the institute has contributed,
e.g., by means of L2-norm-based controller synthesis for LPV systems [3.21]. In comparison with single
local LTI controllers, the performance and stability
of an LPV controller can be guaranteed over the
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whole parameter space (see Figure 202). The applicability of the new synthesis algorithm was
demonstrated on missiles and industrial manipulators [2.223], [3.22].

be designed with the help of appropriate methods
and tools. For example, for control allocation, static
and dynamic optimization schemes may be used.
For feedback control, any classical or modern synthesis approach can be applied.
With the help of automatic inversion capabilities of Modelica tools (see Section 7.1.2), the first
and second degrees of freedom allow a given control system to be automatically adapted to a new
type or variant of the system to be controlled. In
aeronautics, this is exploited in the development of
a rapid prototyping design process for flight control
laws (see Section 3.2.1).
In the case of system failures or vehicle damages, adaptation of the control law can be limited
to control allocation (if only vehicle controls are involved) or inverse model equations (failures or damages to vehicle).
The inverse model equations can be divided
into control-dependent and control-independent
equations. In recent developments of aircraft controllers, the control-independent ones have been
replaced with (angular) acceleration measurements, resulting in required increments to be added
to current control settings. Until 2013, this method
looked very promising on paper, but could not be
implemented due to control activity problems. SR
derived a key procedure that made implementation
and practical use possible. In the frame of various
space applications, the underlying methods have
been considerably extended. The institute was first
to fly incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion on
an unmanned aircraft at the University of Minnesota in close cooperation with the University of
Delft. Early 2017 and in the frame of the same cooperation, SR was first to implement and very successfully fly the method on a CS-25 class aircraft
(Cessna Citation II, PH-LAB) (see Section 3.2.3). The
incremental approach in inverse control considerably reduces model dependency and therefore increases robustness and fault tolerance.

7.3.3 Inverse Model-Based
Nonlinear Control
The institute has nearly two decades of experience
in the application of inverse model-based control
techniques, such as feedback linearization, Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI), and nonlinear feedforward control. The great advantage of these
methods is that they separate control law design
into four more or less independent design degrees
of freedom:
1. Control allocation: It is common practice in aircraft controllers to define generalized control
commands for each individual degree of freedom to be controlled. Based on controllability
analyses, these commands comprise scaled deflections of physical control effectors (for example, asymmetric deflection of left and right
aileron for an aircraft to achieve roll control).
2. Decoupling and compensation for nonlinearities: Algebraic model equations relating differentiated
command
variables
(so-called
“pseudo-controls”) and generalized commands are inverted, resulting in normalized and
decoupled pseudo-control responses.
3. Command shaping: Desired behavior to command variable inputs is achieved by means of
reference models. These, in turn, generate references for the pseudo-controls in the inverse
model equations and the feedback controller.

7

4. Disturbance rejection and robustness: To this
end, a feedback controller is used.
The general control law structure is depicted in Figure 203. The four degrees of freedom may, in turn,

Figure 203: Common structure of inversion-based control algorithms. Numbers indicate the design degrees of
freedom.
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projects, addressing different facets of the applicability of advanced methods to FDD of vehicle systems [1.145], [1.127], [1.91], [1.70], and [1.108].
The design of FTC laws has a long tradition at
the institute. Established concepts like multi-case
multi-objective design are available to explore the
fault-tolerant and robustness performance of
proven control law structures 10. Novel robust control synthesis methods and tools based on linear parameter varying (LPV) models have been developed
and applied to the FTC problem [2.223].
The most effective combination of FDD and FTC
has been exemplified during the recent EU-project
RECONFIGURE [1.70]. In close cooperation with Airbus, an FDD/FTC system has been developed that
reliably detects faults in air data sensors and, in case
of total loss of air data measurements, provides a
robust high level alternate control law. In Figure
204, it is illustrated how such a fast FDD and subsequent reconfiguration to a robust control law can
help to continue an aircraft flight properly (red line)
after a simulated total loss of angle of attack measurement.

7.3.4 Fault Detection and Fault-Tolerant Control
Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) as well as faulttolerant control (FTC) approaches were pragmatically pursued to establish a maximum degree of
safety and reliability. For the new generation of vehicles, this design paradigm has been raised to a
performance-oriented one which can be termed as
“full-time and all-event availability of performanceoptimized guidance, navigation, and control (GNC)
functions”. Such a robust provision of the GNC
functionality can be translated into the desire to assist the human operator in all possible scenarios to
keep the operation safe, making the handling task
itself easier and the mission optimal.
To enhance the availability of GNC functionality, the key enablers have been identified to be advanced FDD and FTC which can contribute to more
sustainable vehicles in the future. Early and robust
detection of incipient faults thanks to advanced
FDD is required to extend the availability of key system parameters and thereby maintain the nominal
GNC functionality level. In the case of a loss of key
system parameters, FTC enables the control system
functionality to be improved to get closer to its
nominal level.

7.3.5 Nonlinear State Estimation
With the rise in computational power in recent decades, the possibilities to implement complex control
strategies in real-world applications have increased
significantly. For most of them, an accurate
knowledge of the current states is necessary. Often,
these are not directly measurable due to cost limitations or the lack of suitable sensors (for example,
it is not practical to measure in-tire forces). To significantly help the control engineer in this respect,
SR has developed a tool chain to automatically generate nonlinear state estimators from continuoustime models of the physical systems in FMI format
[2.230], [2.182].
In comparison to other approaches, the SR toolchain simplifies the whole process (see Figure 205)
since the user does not have to cope with the nontrivial, time-consuming, and error-prone activities
of analysis, event handling, and discretization of the
nonlinear prediction model. Furthermore, several
nonlinear state estimation algorithms can be selected, such as Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and
several variants of the Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF). Moreover, the KalmanFilter Modelica library
offers direct target cross-compilable code to enable
a direct download of the result to a real-time target.
The development of the library was supported
through the publicly funded ITEA project MODRIO

Figure 204: Flight consolidation after runaway of
angle of attack (AoA) measurement by controller
reconfiguration
Tools for new null space-based methods for fault
detection based on linearized models have been recently developed (FDD toolbox) and applied for the
design of robust residual generators and reliable residual signal evaluation schemes in the presence of
parametric uncertainties [1.144]. The tools have
been successfully applied in several challenging
10

H.-D. Joos et al.: A multi-objective optimization-based software environment for control systems design. Proc. of CCA/CACSD, 2002.
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and it has been successfully applied in several industrial projects.

Safety and Reliability
Analysis
The institute SR also gathered expertise in safety
and reliability analysis. More precisely, it has developed proven and exemplified methods for automated safety and reliability analysis of fault-tolerant
technical systems that are represented as physical
Modelica models [2.176], [3.15].
The development of complex, fault-tolerant
systems involves safety and reliability assessment.
Most state-of-the-art assessment methods employ
a binary representation (i.e., model) of the analyzed
system, which causes such methods to remain uncoupled (or only loosely coupled) from other engineering tools. This lack of interaction has motivated
the institute to establish novel methods that integrate safety and reliability analysis with object-oriented modeling and simulation. The methods
encourage that analyses be conducted frequently
during the system development process, which
keeps them up-to-date, especially when a system’s
design is changed. Therefore, the integrated analysis methods support the concept of model-based
systems engineering (MBSE).
Other approaches exist in the field of modelbased, automated safety and reliability analysis.
Here, the most important innovation is that, compared to state-of-the-art methods, the institute has
developed methods that suit differential-algebraic
equations (DAE) for modeling and simulation (not
just annotating) of failures. This enables the conducting of all other studies that initially motivated
the implementation of a model of a fault-tolerant
system. For instance, with regard to aircraft electric
networks, simulation of normal, abnormal, or degraded operation permits the conducting of an
electric loads analysis that reveals the most demanding cases for the components (e.g., generators, contactors, wires) of the network. These cases
dictate the dimensioning of components and, in
turn, their weight. Hence, such an electric network
model can be used also for an accurate consideration of the network components’ capabilities and a
balancing of all power needs, thus minimizing the
dimensioning of components and, eventually, overall aircraft system weight
The developed model-based safety and reliability analysis methods are, in essence, an automated
detection of a system’s minimal path set or minimal
cut set. From these, probability of system failure is
computed using component failure rates that are
stored along with a system model. The methods
employ simulation of a system’s state space; that is,
in this context, the set of all combinations of intact

Figure 205: Nonlinear Kalman filter to estimate
model states from measurements by simulating the
nonlinear model from the previous to the actual
time instant several times with slightly disturbed
initial states

7.3.6 Sliding Mode Control

7

Sliding Mode Control is a nonlinear control technique, well known for its feature to compensate for
so-called matched uncertainties, roughly speaking,
uncertainties or disturbances that enter the system
via the same input-space as the control signal. At
the institute, this control technique is highly relevant, e.g., for attitude control where the disturbance admits such a structure. Well known
drawbacks of sliding mode control such as chattering are tackled by the usage of state-of-the-art
methods. This comprises smoothing the nonlinearity through appropriate sigmoid functions or applying a super twisting sliding mode control.
Other state-of-the-art problems, such as the
compensation of the remaining unmatched uncertainties are subject to research at the institute. Advanced sliding mode concepts, such as higher-order
sliding mode, compensate for unmatched uncertainties and chattering reduction. They make use of
differentiating the output in order to transform the
unmatched into a matched uncertainty. Further,
applying integral action uses the internal model
principle to compensate for unmatched disturbances. Finally, decoupling allows to reach the control goal without the influence of unmatched
disturbances of certain structures. These three
mechanisms are proposed and analyzed in [2.108].
The appropriate mechanism depends heavily on the
structure of the unmatched uncertainty, the control
aim, and the measurement quality and is interrogated in the references work.
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and failed components of a system. The size of the
state space grows exponentially with the number
of components of a system. In order to prevent
unfeasibility of the detection methods due to this
growth phenomenon, search algorithms founded
on graph theory are devised for evaluation of the
graph that corresponds to an object-oriented
system model. Most combinations of intact and
failed components can be neglected as a result of
the evaluation of the graph. Then, the system
model is simulated only for the remaining part of
the state space. The detection methods are proven

to be complete and finite, which means that they
identify a system’s complete minimal path set or
minimal cut set and, respectively, that the detection
will always terminate. The viability of the methods
has been substantiated by evaluation of realistic
models of aircraft systems, such as the faulttolerant rudder control and actuation shown in Figure 206. Eventually, the aim is to improve system
development and safety assessment processes.
Despite an aerospace background, the methods are
transferable to any technical domain concerned
with safety and reliability.

Figure 206: Safety analysis by state space simulation of an aircraft’s rudder control and actuation system

7
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8 Research Network
With its wide range of activities, the Institute of System Dynamics and Control is
well integrated into a very heterogeneous research network. The ongoing cooperation with a wide variety of industrial and academic partners ensures the relevance
and scientific excellence of its work. The cooperation with industry improves the
impact of the work of SR and is an important motivator. Short-term contract work
is thereby enriched with longer-term sponsorships or common projects that
strengthen the relationship. Since PhD theses are undertaken alongside project
work, PhD supervisions from universities provide valuable know-how. The institute
itself is also an excellent host for student internships and theses.
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Completed and Ongoing Funded Projects
The following tables in Section 8.1.1 and Section 8.1.2 provide an overview of completed and ongoing projects in which the institute is involved. The projects are funded by national governmental entities, by the
European Union, by national and international agencies or by professional associations.

8.1.1 Internationally Funded Projects
Dept Project

Funder

Period Major
Partners

Topics

RFS

EU

2019–
2021

Space Application Services,
GMV,
ThalesAlenia Space,
SITAEL,
Mag Soar,
Univ. of Strathclyde,
Ellidiss

Modular Spacecraft Assembly and Reconfiguration.

CNES,
JAXA

Cooperative Action Leading to Launcher Innovations in Stage Toss back Operations.

RFS

MOSAR

CALLISTO

DLR,
CNES,
JAXA

2018–
2022

Development of a satellite-mounted robot system and its related implements to let it modify
the functionality of a satellite by adding/replacing available on-board or provided by another servicing satellite.
SR develops the functional engineering simulator for the spacecraft design and robot operation verification.

Flight experiment for the powered vertical
landing of a launcher stage.
SR provides multi-body flight dynamic modelling and simulation within this project.

RFS

RFS

RFS

8
RFS

Update of the simu- ESA
lation tool for ADR
with a robot arm for
real-time performance

2018–
2019

COMRADE

2017–
2019

ESA

Evolution of the
GNC Simulation
Tool for Active Debris Removal with a
Robot Arm

ESA

ASSIST

ESA

Real-time implementation of a Combined controller for chaser satellite and robotic arm, as
well as the whole simulation environment.
The controller runs on an SBC and the simulation is visualized using a VR system.
GMV,
Airbus DS,
NTUA,
iMS,
PIAP,
DLR-RM

2016

Control and Management of Robotics Active
Debris Removal.
Development of combined control techniques
for all phases of an orbital debris removal mission.
SR develops an 𝐻∞-based combined controller
for the escape phase.
Enhancement of a GNC simulator for approach, rendezvous, grasping and de-orbiting
within an on-orbit servicing scenario.
Development of advanced combined satelliterobot controllers in consideration of flexible
components.

2015–
2017

GMV,
MOOG,
NTUA

Harmonized system study on interfaces and
standardization of fuel transfer.
Multi-body dynamics simulator of the overall
satellite docking scenario with contact dynamics models and Monte Carlo simulation campaigns for system analysis and optimization.
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Dept Project

Funder

Period Major
Partners

Topics

RFS

GNC Simulation
Tool for Active Debris Removal with a
Robot Arm

ESA

2015

Development of a GNC simulator for approach, rendezvous, grasping and de-orbiting
within an on-orbit servicing scenario.

ROV-E

EU

RFS

First approach of combined satellite-robot
controllers.
2010–
2014

TECNALIA R&I,
Multi-functional structures for rovers
TAS-I,
Development of the technologies required to
Univ. of Southampton obtain lightweight–fully integrated equipment
for exploration rovers based on multifunctional structures.
SR has demonstrated the opportunities for
structural optimization of the locomotion subsystem.

FLS

FliPASED

EU

2019–
2022

MTA SZTAKI,
TU Munich,
ONERA

Flight Phase Adaptive Aero-Servo-Elastic Aircraft Design Methods.
The project aims at tightly coupled multi-objective optimization of advanced, active controlled wing designs through the integration
of a collaborative design tool chain.
SR is responsible for modelling, control system
design and processes for automated control
law synthesis in aircraft overall design optimization.

FLS

OPeRATOR

EU

2018–
2020

Modular Platform for Aircraft Flight and
Ground Operation.
SR develops the capability to analyze a digitally operational, virtually integrated aircraft
with respect to realistic operational scenarios.

FLS

ENERGIZE

EU

2017–
2020

NLR

Efficient Energy Management for Greener Aviation.
SR provides innovative model-based algorithms tailored to exactly meet energy efficiency demands.

FLS

Clean Sky 2,
HYPER-F

EU

2016–
2020

General Electric
Deutschland Holding
GmbH

Hybrid Electric Propulsion for Emission Reduction in Flight.
Concept development for hybrid-electric
drives for future commercial aircraft.
SR is modeling the electric drive train at system level and performs accompanying optimizations.

FLS

Clean Sky 2,
ADEC

EU

2015–
2024

Airbus,
Onera,
various DLR institutes
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Advanced aircraft and engine configurations.
SR contributes to the design and analysis of
novel propulsion architecture.
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Dept Project

Funder

Period Major
Partners

Topics

FLS

EU

2015–
2024

Dassault Aviation,
Airbus,
Onera,
various DLR institutes

New innovative Aircraft Configurations and
Related issues.

Airbus,
TAP,
NLR,
DLR-FA

Development of the E2E maintenance architecture process and methods enabling a reliable and economic air transport system.

MTA SZTAKI,
Airbus DS,
AGI,
FACC,
INASCO,
TU Delft,
TU Munich,
Univ. of Bristol,
RWTH Aachen

Flutter-free flight envelope expansion for economical performance improvement.

FLS

FLS

Clean Sky 2,
DEMETER

FLEXOP

EU

EU

2015–
2019

2015–
2018

SR contributes to new aircraft configurations
and active load control.

SR develops integrated load models and load
estimation algorithms for use in structural
health monitoring.

Development of flexible aircraft models and
active flutter suppression control law design
with demonstration on unmanned aircraft.

FLS

RECONFIGURE

EU

2013–
2016

Airbus,
DEIMOS,
ONERA,
MTA SZTAKI,
TU-Delft,
Univ. of Exeter,
Univ. of Cambridge

Investigation and development of advanced
aircraft GNC technologies for on-board fault
detection and diagnosis and fault-tolerant
control to automate handling of off-nominal
events in flight.

FLS

TOICA

EU

2013–
2016

Airbus

Thermal overall integrated conception of aircraft.

FLS

ACROSS

EU

2012–
2016

TU-Delft,
NLR,
DLR-FL

Advanced cockpit for reduction of stress and
workload.

AGI,
Politecnico di Torino,
MTA SZTAKI,
TU Hamburg,
University of Nottingham,
INSA Toulouse,
UTC Aerospace Systems

Lead of the development of an electromechanical actuator (EMA) library. This includes
the definition of standardized connections in
the mechanical, electrical, and thermal domain. Furthermore, gear models have been included.

FLS

8

Clean Sky 2,
NACOR

ACTUATION 2015

EU

2011–
2016
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Fault-tolerant flight control laws with adaptive
envelope protections.
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Dept Project

Funder

Period Major
Partners

Topics

FLS

EU

2011–
2016

Adaptive flight control for advanced aircraft
concepts.

MC IOF ADFLICO

Concept of fault-tolerant flight control algorithms, in particular for the identification of
flight envelope bounds in the case of aircraft
failure events.
FLS

CRESCENDO

EU

2009–
2013

Airbus

Collaborative & Robust Engineering Using
Simulation Capability Enabling Next Design
Optimization.
Development of modeling and optimization
tools for energy-optimized aircraft systems.

FLS

FLS

FLS

FAZ

FAZ

Clean Sky SGO
WP2

EU

Clean Sky SGO
WP3

EU

Clean Sky
SFWA

EU

ROLL2RAIL

EU

Tomorrow’s train
design today

2008–
2016

Airbus,
Liebherr,
Thales,
Zodiac,
Diehl,
Rolls-Royce,
Safran,
Univ. of Nottingham

Management of aircraft energy (MAE).

2008–
2016

Airbus,
Liebherr,
Thales,
Zodiac,
Diehl,
Rolls-Royce,
Safran,
Univ. of Nottingham

Management of trajectory and mission.

2008–
2014

Airbus,
Dassault Aviation,
Onera,
NLR
and other partners

Smart fixed wing aircraft.

2015–
2017

Knorr-Bremse,
Faiveley,
Bombardier,
Siemens,
Alstom

Identification of blocking points and initialization of radical innovation in the field of railway vehicles.

Royal In- 2015–
stitute of 2016
British Architects
(RIBA)

DLR is the leader of the work package Methods and Tools and main implementer.
Development of thermal management functions in cooperation with Airbus.

Multi-objective trajectory optimization, controller design, as well as aircraft level assessment of green taxiing systems.

Development of active load control functions,
integration of flight dynamics and loads models for control law design and flight loads
analysis. Provided to all partners.

Homologation process and requirements for
brake systems.

Andreas Vogler Studio Competition to propose new ideas to improve
the design of passenger rolling stock across
the UK rail network.
Technical feasibility of the proposed Aeroliner3000 train concept.
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Dept Project

Funder

Period Major
Partners

Topics

FAZ

MODRIO

ITEA
(BMBF)

2012–
2016

EDF,
ABB,
AUS Bielefeld,
ITI,
Knorr-Bremse,
Qtronic,
Siemens,
Simpack AG,
Dassault Systèmes AB,
Univ. Linköping,
Modelon,
Wolfram MathCore

MODRIO extends state-of-the-art modeling
and simulation environments based on open
standards to increase energy and transportation systems safety, dependability, and performance throughout their lifecycle.

FAZ

EMPHYSIS

ITEA
(BMBF)

2017–
2020

Bosch,
Dassault Systèmes AB,
dSPACE,
Siemens,
ETAS,
ESI ITI,
Maplesoft,
EFS,
Renault,
Volvo

Development of a new standard (eFMI: FMI
for embedded systems) to exchange physicsbased models between modeling and simulation environments with software development
environments for electronic control units
(ECU), micro controllers or other embedded
systems.
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8.1.2 Nationally Funded Projects
Dept Project

Funder

Period Major Partners

Topic

RFS

MuDS (Munich
School for Data Science)

HGF

2019–
2025

TU Munch
LMU Munich

Data Science meets Planetary Robotics: –
Terramechanics data analysis and model
synthesis for off-road locomotion applications.

RFS

SCIL:
LuFo V-3,
Mflex 2025

BMWi

2019–
2022

Airbus DS,
Siemens,
Fraunhofer IFAM,
Fraunhofer IFF;
FFT

Mobile and flexible robot systems in airframe production.

RFS

SCIL:
AutoPart

BMBF

2019–
2022

UAS Munich

Semi-automated support for partner
search for technology transfer using machine learning methods.

RFS

HGF Project
Lighthouse

HGF

2019–
2021

Geomar

Fusion and visualization of sensor data
collected at remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROV).

RFS

ARCHES

HGF

2018–
2020

AWI,
Geomar,
KIT,
DLR-RM
DLR-KN
DLR-OS

Autonomous Robotic Networks to Help
Modern Societies.

BCT Steuerungs- und
DV-Systeme,
DLR ZLP,
Hufschmied Zerspanungssysteme,
KUKA Systems,
Tebis

Industrial robots applied for high-precision machining of CFRP materials.

Airbus DS,
AWI,
Marum,
Geomar,
DFKI,
TU Dresden,
Univ. Würzburg,
Jacobs Univ. Bremen,
TU Kaiserslautern,
TU Munich,
Univ. Bremen,
TU Berlin,
various DLR institutes

Helmholtz alliance of space and deep sea
research entities for the development of
robotic technologies for extreme environments.

RFS

RFS,
FLS

MAI ZPR

ROBEX

BMBF

HGF

2014–
2016

2012–
2017

SR develops Digital Twin technology for
production systems.

Helmholtz future topic project on collaborative robotic teams in maritime and planetary environments.
SR develops a simulator of collaborative
robot teams to be operated by the same
control center as the real systems.

Development of model-based methods
for compensation of robot position errors
caused by tool-CFRP interaction forces.

The institute contributes models and software-in-the-loop simulators for autonomous navigation on planetary surfaces.
Furthermore, the institute performs hydrodynamic and integrated modeling of a
deep sea glider, contributes to its design,
and develops back-up control laws.

RFS

ZLP Augsburg

Reg.-Bez.
Schwaben

2009–
2015

DLR-BT

Contribution to kick-off project of ZLP.

FLS

In-Fly-Tec

BMWi

2019–
2022

Airbus,
various DLR institutes

Future wing and control surface design.
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Dept Project

Funder

Period Major Partners

Topic

FLS

BMWi

2018–
2022

Advanced loads process and aircraft design.

ALEGRO

Airbus,
various DLR institutes

Integrated aircraft and control systems
design.
FLS

FLS

LuFo V-3,
LLARA

BMWi

NEKON

BMWi

2018–
2021

Liebherr,
DLR-FT

New actuation concepts for aircraft.

2016–
2020

Airbus,
various DLR institutes

Design and optimization of new control
surface concepts for flight and loads control.

Further development of force-controlled
actuators, integration with flight control.

Flight loads analyses, integrated modelling, design of loads control algorithms.
FLS

LASTAR-RELOADED

BMWi

2016–
2019

Airbus,
DLR-AE,
DLR-FT,
other partners

Integrated automatic loads alleviation
control design into overall aircraft design.

FLS

ATLAS2Hybrid

BMWi

2015–
2017

Airbus,
DLR-FT,
DLR-AE,
TU Berlin,
TU Braunschweig,
TU Hamburg,
Univ. Stuttgart,
IBK

Integrated control surface, systems and
load control law design, in-flight loads estimation and loads control based on loads
estimator.

FLS

StraVARIA-DLR

StMWi

2015–
2017

DLR PA,
AUS Munich,
UniBW Munich,
Airbus DS,
AGI,
Deutscher Wetterdienst

Autonomy enhancement of high-altitude
pseudo-satellites HAPS.

Airbus,
Airbus DS,
AGI,
DLR-FT

Overall management architecture for
health analysis.

Liebherr Aerospace,
Liebherr Elektronik,
TYCO Electronics
AMP,
Airbus,
DLR-FT

Development of fault detection and
health monitoring algorithms for electromechanical actuators.

AGI,
Siemens,
UniBW Munich,
TU Munich,
Bauhaus Luftfahrt

Development of a technology platform
for electric aircraft and preparation of
demonstration projects related to middle
class aircraft.

FLS

FLS

OMAHA

EMA

BMWi

BMWi

2014–
2017

2014–
2017

8
FLS

PowerLab

StMWi

2013–
2016
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Development of integrated models for
energy-optimal autonomous short-term
navigation and detection of weather conditions during instrument flight phases.

For health analysis design and integration
of load monitoring systems with active
load control.

Tests at Liebherr Lindenberg will be supported and analyzed in the scope of the
project.
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Dept Project

Funder

Period Major Partners

Topic

FLS

ProWinGS/ATLAS

BMWi

2012–
2015

Airbus,
DLR-FT,
DLR-AE,
TU Berlin,
TU Braunschweig,
TU Hamburg,
Univ. Stuttgart,
IBK

Integrated control surface, systems and
load control law design, in-flight loads estimation.

FLS

DLR4STELLA

BMWi

2010–
2013

Airbus,
TU Hamburg

Enhancement of technologies and systems for energy management in performance-optimized aircraft control
architectures.

FLS

ECOCENTS

BMWi

2009–
2012

Airbus

Efficient cooling center for aircraft systems.

FLS

INNOLA

BMWi

2009–
2012

Airbus,
DLR-AE,
DLR-FT,
DLR-AS

Innovations for efficient simulation and
test process procedures for loads and
aeroelastics.

2014–
2017

Knorr-Bremse

Dynamic observer for rail vehicle bogies.

FAZ

DYNORAIL

StMWi

Design and flight test of an active gust alleviation control system for ATTAS.
Development of a technical and economically feasible observer for dynamic forces
in railway bogies.

FAZ

Semi-Active Suspen- BMWi
sion System for Electric Vehicles

2014–
2016

KW automotive

Development of control algorithms and
software for fast semi-active suspensions
of light weight electric vehicles.

FAZ

eCorner

StMWi

2010–
2013

RoboDrive,
RG Mechatronics,
BMW Forschung und
Technik

Development of highly integrated mechatronic wheel modules (eCorner) for future
robotic electric vehicles with by-wire control of propulsion, steering and braking.

FAZ

FAIR

Bayerische
Forschungsstiftung

2009–
2012

BMW Forschung und
Technik,
Schaeffler Technologies

Fahrwerk-Antrieb-Integration ins Rad.

BMBF

2008–
2012

ZF Friedrichshafen

Use of the fiber-reinforced composites
and adaptronic systems in a novel, active
light-weight suspension for mass production.

FAZ

ALF

Integration of chassis and drivetrain components into the wheel of an electric vehicle.
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Academic Partners, Agencies, and Professional Associations
The list considers academic entities, agencies, and professional associations with which the institute is cooperating within funded and non-profit collaborative research activities. It also includes entities providing PhD
supervision for institute staff and delegating students to the institute for internships and preparation of their
theses.
Partner

Country

Means of Cooperation

University of Newcastle

Australia

PhD supervision

IWF Institut für Weltraumforschung Graz /
ÖWA Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften

Austria

Cooperation within InSight mission,
Scientific exchange

UNIFE

Belgium

EU funded projects

Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Belgium

MSc theses

IFF Instituto Federal de Educação, Ciência e
Tecnologia Fluminense

Brazil

Scientific cooperation,
Student internships

INPE Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais

Brazil

Scientific exchange,
PhD theses,
Student internships

Aalborg University

Denmark

Scientific cooperation and joint publications

ESA European Space Agency /

Europe

ESA funded projects

CNES Centre national d’études spatiales

France

InSight mission,
Mascot/Hayabusa II mission,
MMX mission

École Centrale de Lyon

France

Student internships

ENS École normale supérieure, Paris

France

EU funded projects,
PhD supervision

iMS Laboratoire de l’Intégration du Matériau au
Système, Bordeaux

France

ESA funded projects

INRIA Institut national de recherche en informatique et en automatique, Rennes

France

EU funded projects

INSA Institut national des sciences appliquées de
Toulouse

France

EU funded projects

Onera Office national d’études et de recherches
aérospatiales

France

EU funded projects,
Scientific exchange

Augsburg University

Germany

Student thesis

AWI Alfred-Wegener-Institut

Germany

Nationally funded projects

Bauhaus Luftfahrt e.V.

Germany

Nationally funded projects

DFKI German Research Center for Artificial Intelli- Germany
gence

Nationally funded projects

FAU University of Erlangen-Nürnberg

Germany

PhD supervision

FH Aachen University of Applied Sciences

Germany

MSc thesis

FH Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences

Germany

Internationally funded projects

ESTEC European Space Research and Technology
Centre

8
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Partner

Country

Means of Cooperation

Fraunhofer Institut für Fertigungstechnik und an- Germany
gewandte Materialforschung

Nationally funded projects

Fraunhofer Institut für Fabrikbetrieb und
-automatisierung

Germany

Nationally funded projects

GEOMAR Helmholtz Center for Ocean Research
Kiel

Germany

Nationally funded projects

Jacobs University Bremen

Germany

Nationally funded projects

JMU University of Würzburg

Germany

Guest lectures,
Nationally funded projects

Kiel University

Germany

MSc theses

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

Germany

Nationally funded projects

MARUM Center for Marine Environmental Sciences

Germany

Nationally funded projects

MUAS Munich University of Applied Sciences

Germany

Nationally funded projects,
Student theses,
Joint research activities

RFH Cologne University of Applied Sciences

Germany

MSc theses

RWTH Aachen University

Germany

PhD supervision,
MSc theses

Technical University Ilmenau

Germany

PhD supervision,
Student theses and internships,
Scientific cooperation and joint publications,
Joint measurement campaigns

Technical University Kaiserslautern

Germany

Nationally funded projects

TUB Technical University Berlin

Germany

PhD supervisions,
Guest lectures,
EU funded projects,
Nationally funded projects

TUD Technical University Dresden

Germany

PhD supervision,
Clean Sky Call for Partners

TUHH Hamburg University of Technology

Germany

EU funded projects,
PhD supervisions

TUM Technical University of Munich

Germany

Nationally funded projects,
EU funded projects,
Clean Sky Call for Partners,
PhD supervision,
Student theses and internships,
Guest lectures

UniBW Munich
University of Armed Forces

Germany

Nationally funded projects,
EU funded projects,
PhD supervisions,
MSc theses,
Guest lectures

University of Bremen

Germany

Nationally funded projects

University of Siegen

Germany

MSc theses

University of Stuttgart

Germany

Student theses and internships
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Partner

Country

Means of Cooperation

NTUA National Technical University of Athens

Greece

ESA funded projects

MTA SZTAKI Hungarian Academy of Sciences, In- Hungary
stitute for Science and Control

EU funded projects

Politecnico di Milano

Italy

PhD supervision

Politecnico di Torino

Italy

EU funded projects,
Student theses and internships

JAXA Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

Japan

Cooperation within Hayabusa-II mission

AGH Cracow University of Science and Technology

Poland

Student theses and internships,
Scientific cooperation

CBK Centrum Badań Kosmicznych /
PAN Polskiej Akademii Nauk

Poland

Cooperation within InSight mission

PIAP Industrial Research Institute for Automation
and Measurements, Warsaw

Poland

ESA funded projects

University of Porto

Portugal

Scientific cooperation and joint publications

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
BarcelonaTech

Spain

Clean Sky Call for Partners

Linköping University

Sweden

Nationally funded projects,
Clean Sky Call for Partners

Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm

Sweden

MSc thesis

Delft University of Technology

The Netherlands EU funded projects,
Student theses and internships,
PhD committees

NLR Netherlands Aerospace Centre

The Netherlands EU funded projects

Royal Institute of British Architects

UK

Internationally funded projects

University of Bath

UK

Student internships

University of Cambridge

UK

EU funded projects

University of Exeter

UK

EU funded projects

University of Nottingham

UK

EU funded projects

University of Southampton

UK

EU funded projects

University of Strathclyde

UK

EU funded projects

NASA / Kennedy Space Center

USA

Scientific correspondence and collaboration

NASA Ames

USA

EU Marie Curie Fellowship (ADFLICO),
Scientific exchange

NASA JPL / California Institute of Technology

USA

Cooperation within InSight mission,
Scientific correspondence and collaboration

University of Minnesota

USA

Guest visits,
Scientific exchange,
PhD supervision
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Industrial Partners within Funded Projects
The following list considers industrial companies and foundations with which the institute is cooperating with
in funded research projects. Partners within regular industrial contracts and mentorship programs are mentioned in Volume 2 of this report.
Partner

Country

Means of Cooperation

FACC Operations GmbH

Austria

EU funded projects

Space Applications Services NV/SA

Belgium

EU funded projects

Maplesoft

Canada

Internationally funded research project

Alstom SA

France

EU funded projects

Dassault Aviation SA

France

Internationally funded research projects

Dassault Systèmes SE

France

ITEA projects,
Clean Sky Call for Partners,
Distributor of SR Modelica libraries

EDF Électricité de France SA

France

EU funded research projects

Esterel Technologies SA

France

Cooperation on Modelica–Scade Interface,
Clean Sky Call for Partners

Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS

France

EU funded projects

MBDA Missile Systems SAS

France

Sponsorship position

Safran SA (Messier-Bugatti-Dowty)

France

EU funded projects

Thales Alenia Space SA

France

EU funded projects

Zodiac Aerotechnics SAS

France

EU funded projects

AbsInt GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded research project

Active Space Technologies GmbH

Germany

Cooperation within InSight mission

Aeroconseil Deutschland GmbH

Germany

Clean Sky Call for Partners

Airbus Group SE /
AGI Airbus Group Innovations
(Sites: Ottobrunn, Bristol)

Germany

EU funded projects,
Nationally funded projects

Airbus Group SE /
Airbus
(Sites: Hamburg EG, Hamburg EYVAV)

Germany

Internationally funded projects,
Nationally funded projects,
Sponsorship positions

Airbus Group SE,
Airbus Defense & Space
(Sites: Bremen, Manching)

Germany

Internationally funded projects,
Nationally funded projects

Andreas Vogler Studio

Germany

Internationally funded projects

BCT Steuerungs- und DV-Systeme GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects

BMW Forschung und Technik GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded research projects

Bombardier Transportation GmbH

Germany

EU funded projects

Robert Bosch GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded research project

Diehl Aerospace GmbH

Germany

EU funded research project

dSPACE GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded research project

EFS GmbH

Germany

Research cooperation,
Internationally funded research project
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Partner

Country

Means of Cooperation

ETAS GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded research project

Faiveley Transport Witten GmbH

Germany

EU funded projects

FFT Produktionssysteme GmbH & Co. KG

Germany

Nationally funded projects

Hufschmied Zerspanungssysteme GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects

IBK-Innovation GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded research

inpartik Dr.-Ing. Florian Fleissner

Germany

Scientific exchange

ESI ITI GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded projects

Knorr-Bremse SfS GmbH

Germany

Nationally and internationally funded research projects

KUKA AG

Germany

Sponsorship positions,
Strategic cooperation

KUKA Systems GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects

KW automotive GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects (ZIM)

Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH

Germany

EU funded projects,
Nationally funded projects

Liebherr-Elektronik GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects

LTX Simulation GmbH

Germany

Modelica libraries

PikeTec GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded research project

Qtronic GmbH

Germany

Internationally funded projects

RG Mechatronics GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects

RoboDrive GmbH (TQ Systems GmbH)

Germany

Nationally funded projects

Schaeffler Technologies AG & Co. KG

Germany

Nationally funded projects

Siemens AG, Mobility Division

Germany

EU funded projects

Siemens AG, Power and Gas Division

Germany

Nationally funded projects

Simpack AG

Germany

Internationally funded projects

Tebis Technische Informationssysteme AG

Germany

Nationally funded projects

TYCO Electronics AMP GmbH

Germany

Nationally funded projects

VMT GmbH Gesellschaft für Vermessungs- Germany
technik

Nationally funded projects

XRG Simulation GmbH

Germany

Clean Sky Call for Partners

ZF Friedrichshafen AG

Germany

Nationally funded projects

INASCO Hellas Co.

Greece

Internationally funded projects

ELV European Launch Vehicle S.p.A.

Italy

ESA funded projects

SITAEL S.p.A

Italy

EU funded projects

TAS-I Thales Alenia Space Italy S.p.A

Italy

EU funded projects

ASTRONIKA Sp. z o.o.

Poland

Cooperation within InSight mission

TAP Portugal, S.A.

Portugal

EU funded project

DEIMOS Space S.L.U.

Spain

EU funded projects

GMV Aerospace & Defence S.A.U.

Spain

ESA funded projects,
EU funded projects
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Partner

Country

Means of Cooperation

IK4 TEKNIKER, Fundación TEKNIKER

Spain

Internationally funded project

MAG SOAR S.L.

Spain

EU funded projects

TAS-E Thales Alenia Space España S.A.

Spain

EU funded project

Tecnalia Research & Innovation Foundation

Spain

EU funded projects

ABB AB

Sweden

Internationally funded projects

Dassault Systèmes AB

Sweden

ITEA projects

Modelon AB

Sweden

Clean Sky Call for Partners

Wolfram MathCore AB

Sweden

Internationally funded projects

NLR

The Netherlands

EU funded projects

VB-Airsuspension B.V.

The Netherlands

Application for EU funding in progress

Ellidiss Software, TNI Europe Ltd

UK

EU funded projects

MOOG Inc.

UK

ESA funded projects

Rolls-Royce plc

UK

EU funded projects

UTC Aerospace Systems

USA

EU funded projects
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Completed and Ongoing DLR Projects
The following table includes internal DLR projects to which the institute is contributing as project partner.
Legends for the acronyms of DLR programs and DLR partner institutes can be found in the appendix of this
report.
DLR
Program

Project

DLR Partner Period
Institutes

Topic

R

CALLISTO

AS, BT, FA,
FT, RB, SC

Contributions to the international flight demonstrator CALLISTO in the fields of aerodynamics,
structural design, Hybrid Navigation System, actuators, and avionics.
SR provides the detailed multibody launch vehicle
attitude model and performs dynamic simulation
studies in support of the aerodynamic fin design.

R

Gel-Verfahren für Atmosphärenphysik

RA, RB

2019–2021

Demonstrator of a controllable flight vehicle,
which performs long-term meteorologically suitable flights at 80 to 100 km altitude.

R

GNC-Verfahren für Suborbitale Raketen

FT, RB, RY,
SC

2019–2021

Study on spacecraft GNC for spacecraft and orbital systems, for space transport systems, reusable launchers and sounding rockets, and for
exploration systems like orbiters and landers.
SR contributes its GNC experience in trajectory
optimization, in trajectory control with feedback
control methods, in robust control for OOS operations, as well as in control for launchers, satellites, and landers.

R

MMX
(Mars Moon Exploration)

FA, OS, PF,
RB, RM, RY

2019–2020

Development and operation of a rover in collaboration with CNES for in situ exploration of Phobos in the context of JAXA’s MMX mission.
SR is in charge of simulation-based system verification, wheel development and procurement, vehicle control, and makes multi-physics model
contributions to operations simulators.

R

ReFEx
(Reusability Flight Experiment)

AS, BT, FT,
RB, RY, SC

2018–2022

Flight experiment to demonstrate the return
flight of a winged reusable first stage of a reusable launch vehicle (RLV) from hypersonic through
trans- and subsonic flight regimes and recovery
of the flight system for flight data analysis.
SR develops detailed flight dynamics models for
the ReFEx reentry body suitable for developing
flight control systems and subsequent study of
flight dynamic properties of the vehicle. Of primary importance here are the stability and controllability aspects of the experiment. Based on
these studies, SR’s task is the design of a stable
and performant robust controller for the ReFEx
reentry vehicle.

8
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DLR
Program

Project

DLR Partner Period
Institutes

Topic

R

GigaStore

FA, OS, RY,
TT, WF

Project on innovative energy storage development and demonstration.

2018–2021

SR is involved in the subproject DLRbat which investigates the properties of conventional batteries for space applications. SR develops the
simulation environment to model all parts of a
space mission, including the electrical, mechanical as well as the thermal system. An innovative
energy management is designed to optimize the
power distribution between the individual electrical components.
R

FoF
(Factory of the Future)

DW, OS, RB, 2018–2021
RM

Strengthening of prosperity and industrial competitiveness in Germany in the course of digital
transformation and networking, the energy transition, and the demographic change.
SR coordinates and contributes to the work
package “Digital Twin”, researching methods to
develop accurate, physics-based models of production systems, as well as coupling them with
production HW / SW in virtual commissioning
scenarios.

R

RICADOS
(Rendezvous, Inspection,
Capturing, and Detumbling
by Orbital Servicing)

OS, RB, RM

2018–2020

Development of OOS-related inspection, rendezvous, approach, and docking methods and techniques and their respective verifications and tests
in an operations simulator.
SR is in charge of the satellite simulator, TM/TC
and the on-board communication system implementation. Moreover, the institute develops and
tests its own combined control techniques in the
context of the operations simulator.

R

R

AKIRA
AS, BT, FA,
(Ausgewählte Kritische Tech- FT, RA, RY
nologien und Integrierte Systemuntersuchungen für RLVAnwendungen)

2017–2019

RLV
(Reusable Launch Vehicles)

2016

AS, FT, RA,
RY

Systematic investigation of selected critical key
technologies for reusable space transportation
systems.
SR develops a simulation environment for design,
optimization, and modeling of reusable launcher
systems and applies it to simulations of the in-air
capturing maneuver for recovering a returning
winged launcher stage.
Systematic investigation of selected critical key
technologies for reusable space transportation
systems.
SR develops a simulation environment for design,
optimization, and modeling of reusable launcher
systems.

R

On-Orbit Servicing End-toEnd Simulation

RB, RM

2015–2017

On-Orbit Servicing simulation project with operations center and satellite payloads in the loop.
Development of multi-physics satellite simulator
with CCSDS/ECSS compatible communication
system.
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DLR
Program

Project

DLR Partner Period
Institutes

Topic

R

MOREX

KN, OS, RM

Enhancement of DLR’s TRL at the rover system
and subsystem level.

2019–2021
2015–2018

Development of advanced simulation and optimization tools for planetary rovers, development,
and validation of terramechanics models, development of the TROLL single-wheel testbed, and
development of the Scout mobility system.
Umbrella project of cooperation with JPL.
R

R

X-TRAS

High-Torque-Wheel BIROS

AS, BT, FA,
RA, RB, RY,
VT, WF

2013–2017

OS

2012–2017

Design studies on future reusable launcher systems.
Development of a computer-aided assessment
tool to facilitate evaluation from multiple institutes.
High-agility attitude control system.
Development, verification and implementation of
a new Fast Slew Mode in the attitude control system (ACS) software for the High Torque Wheels
of the BIROS spacecraft.

R

InSight/HP³

FA, OS, PF,
RB, RM, RY

2012–2018

Detailed modeling of the HP³-Mole, ranging from
high-fidelity particles models in co-simulation to
fast analytical models in order to analyze, optimize, and understand the Mole’s mechanism. A
further topic is the identification of Martian subsurface soil properties using the Mole data on
Mars in 2018.

R

MASCOT

FA, PF, RB,
RM, RY

2012–2019

Exploration of the asteroid Ryugu with a small
hopping lander.
Modeling of MASCOT’S locomotion on the asteroid and optimization of the trajectories for the
mobility unit. An additional topic is the investigation of in situ mechanical soil properties using
MASCOT.

L

Global Connectivity HAP

AE, AS, BT,
DFD, FA, FL,
FT, HR, KN,
MF, OS, PA,
RB, RM, TT

2019–2021

SimBaCon
(Simulation-Based Certification)

AE, AS, BT,
FA, FX, SC,
WF

2019–2021

ConMo
(Condition Monitoring)

AE, FA, FT,
FX, TP

2019–2021

8
L

L

Design operational concept of a high-altitude
platform for earth observation and in situ measurements in the stratosphere.
Design of flight control algorithms, integrated
simulation, thermal and energy management.
Development of technologies for SimulationBased Certification within an approval process.
Development of integrated system models, advanced worst-case analyses, control law design
and simulation in CFD.
Development of new technologies for monitoring methods and procedures.
Fault Detection and Diagnosis, actuator health
monitoring, flight loads estimation.
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DLR
Program

Project

DLR Partner Period
Institutes

Topic

L

DIABOLO

AE, AS, FA,
FT, HR, MF,
SC, SL

2018–2022

Design and technology development for UAVs
and for DLR Future Fighter Demonstrator.

ATLAs
AE, AS, AT,
(Advanced Technology Long- BT, FA, FT,
range Aircraft Concepts)
LY, ME, PA,
SC, WF

2016–2019

VicToria

2016–2018

L

L

(Virtual aircraft technology
integration platform)

AE, AS, BT,
FA, FT, FX,
LY, SC

Flight dynamics and flight control, integrated
modelling, incl. sloshing.
Assessment of new aircraft technologies in terms
of their climate impacts.
Aircraft Flight Dynamics modelling and control,
Sizing of aircraft systems, CPACS extension for
systems.
Automatic loads process based on CFD-corrected
aerodynamic models for use in automatic loads
process and MDO.
Flight and active load control law prototyping for
use in MDO design analyses.
Design of flight and load alleviation control laws
and validation in high-fidelity CFD simulation.

L

L

L

KonTeKst
(Konfigurationen und Technologien für das emissionsund lärmarme Kurzstreckenflugzeug)

AE, AS, BT,
FA, FT, LY,
PA, WF

FrEACs

AE, AS, AT,
BT, FA, FT,
LY, SC

2014–2016

BT, FA, RM

2015–2018

ProTec

2016–2018

Development of a DLR loads process.
CS-25 simulation analysis, controller aspects, active load alleviation.
Active load alleviation wind tunnel experiment.
Future enhanced aircraft configurations.
Flight dynamics modeling and mission simulation, automatic controller design.
Production Technique for CFRP Structures.
Efficient and productive manufacturing technologies are developed and linked to automated process chains.

L

APU

AT, VT

2015–2017

Auxiliary power unit.
Assessment and sizing of APU systems.
Modeling of an entire aircraft energy system, and
derivation of specifications.

L

FAUSST
(Fortschrittliche aerodynamische UCAV Stabilitäts- und
Steuerungstechnologien)

AE, AS, FT,
HR, MF, SC

2011–2013

Conceptual design of unmanned military aircraft
based on novel aircraft configurations.
Flight dynamics analysis, mission simulation, controller design.

8
L

iLoads

AE, AS, BT,
EB, FA, FT,
FX, LY, WF

2013–2016

Development of a DLR loads process.
CS-25 simulation analysis, controller aspects, active load alleviation.
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DLR
Program

Project

DLR Partner Period
Institutes

Topic

L

TopGAL

FB, FL, KN,

Total performance concept for GBAS-based automatic landings.

2010–2013

PA

Design of automated landing systems based on
GPS/ GBAS, controller algorithms, as well as CSAWO Monte Carlo analyses.

L

L

L

VAMP

Mephisto

Digital-X

AE, AS, AT,
BT, FA, FT,
LY, SC

2010–2013

AS, AE, AT,
FT, HR, MF,
SC, FA

2014–2018

AS, SC, AE,
BT, FA, LY,
FT

2012–2016

Virtual aircraft multidisciplinary analysis and design processes.
Flight dynamics modeling and mission simulation
as well as automatic controller design.
Methods and technologies for the overall system
design of UAVs.
Flight dynamics modeling, mission simulation,
automated design of flight control laws for aircraft overall design.

Virtual aircraft development and flight test based
on high-fidelity methods.
Development of correction methods for reduced
aerodynamic methods using isolated CFD results,
sizing of transport aircraft using improved aerodynamic techniques (CFD for loads), development of controllers for primary flight control and
active loads minimization, virtual testing in CDF
simulations.

V

Next Generation Car
Energiemanagement

AS, FK, TS,
TT

2016–2019

Development of selected technologies for efficiency and comfort increase of road vehicles and
improvement of assessment methods for energetic vehicle systems.

V, R

Forschungsinfrastruktur NGT
Fahrwerk (FuN)

FK

2019–2022

Installation of a true scale Next Generation Train
running gear as a research facility for internal
and external research activities.

V

Next Generation Train II
Next Generation Train III
Next Generation Train Bit

AS, BT, FA,
FK, KN, ME,
OS, SC, TS,
VF, WF

2010–2013

Research on concepts, methods and technologies
for the future of railway vehicles.

8
V

DAB
AS, TS
(Digitalisierung und Automatisierung des Bahnsystems)

2014–2018
2019–2021

2019–2021

Railway vehicle dynamics, running gear design
and control.
Research on the implementation and migration
of new digital and automation technologies for
the railway system.
Contribution to fusion of track- and vehicle-side
sensor data with respect to infrastructure conditions.
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DLR
Program

Project

DLR Partner Period
Institutes

Topic

V

Terrestrischer
Verkehrsknoten

FW, TS, VF

Development of innovative infrastructures and
transport hubs to create intelligent intermodal
solutions to connect various modes of transport.

2019–2021

Engineering and specification requirements.
V

Next Generation Car
Fahrzeugintelligenz und mechatronisches Fahrwerk

DFD, FT, KN, 2013–2017
OS, RM, TS,
VF

Development of vehicle intelligence functions, intelligent mechatronic chassis systems, and accompanying development processes.

V

Fahrzeugenergiesysteme 3

AS, FK, TT,
VT, WF

2013–2015

Development of methods and selected technologies to increase the efficiency of vehicle energy
systems.

V

Fahrzeugenergiesysteme 2

AS, FK, TT,
VT, WF

2010–2012

Development of methods and selected technologies to increase the efficiency of vehicle energy
systems.

V

Fahrerassistenz

DFD, FT, KN, 2007–2012
RM, TS, VF

Safety and efficiency by driver assistance and automation.

TM

EWITAC

2013–2016

Elastic wind turbine advanced control.
Modeling and load control of elastic wind turbines, development of a commercial Modelica library.

8
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9 Documentation
The documentation chapter of the report Volume 1 provides statistical information
about the institute. It lists the facilities and testbeds operated by SR and gives an
overview of the staff’s presence at academic lectures and scientific conferences.
Furthermore, it provides information about the relevance of the institute’s expertise
through a list of requested reviews for conferences, journals, books, and research
applications, as well as awards received. Unique inventions are documented in the
patents table. The engineering and scientific progress is documented by mentioning
the colleagues who have successfully graduated with a PhD, master or bachelor
degree. The references to their theses and further highly ranked and reviewed publications conclude the statistical section.
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Facilities and Testbeds
The test facilities of the institute presented below are located in dedicated rooms inside the RMC building and
inside the TechLab building which is equipped with a spacious laboratory hall for large-scale experiments (see
also Section 1.5).
Dept Facility

Building Description

RFS

Industrial Robot Testbed KR16

RMC

The KR C2 KR16 industrial robot testbed is used to implement
and validate novel motion and force control methods developed
by the SR institute. A real-time HIL setup allows for easily exchanging the control software of the robot.

RFS

Industrial Robot Testbed KR210

TechLab

The KR C4 Quantec KR210 testbed with extensive external sensor equipment (e.g., Leica AT960 laser tracker) is used to test
and validate robot control software developed by the SR institute, e.g., process force compensation and automatic identification routines.

RFS

Planetary Exploration Lab PEL (oper- RMC
ated by RM and jointly used with SR)

The Planetary Exploration Lab is a facility for rover locomotion
system testing. It is equipped with a partially tiltable soil bin of
10 m by 5 m. The rover research platform is the ExoMars B2
breadboard. For control and calibration purposes, the facility
provides a rover tracking system and a DEM soil surface scanner. A section of the soil bin is allocated for a gantry test rig for
single wheels.

RFS

Terramechanics Robotic Locomotion RMC
Laboratory TROLL

TROLL is an operational, industrial robot-based facility for single-wheel testing. Together with complementary sensorics for
motion and force measurements, the facility is able to perform
well-defined and repeatable tests of the dynamic interaction between rover wheels and planetary soil simulants. The simulant is
prepared by pneumatic fluidization and mechanical raking with
tools attached to the robot in a standardized manner. By using
a tool exchanger at the end-effector, test wheels and soil preparation tools can be exchanged without operator interaction.
Therefore, long-term test campaigns can be efficiently performed with full automation.

9
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Dept Facility

Building Description

RFS

Robotic Motion Simulator

TechLab

RFS

Scout Rover

TechThe Scout Rover is a simple and highly robust mobile robot for
Lab/RMC exploration of extreme terrain developed at SR. It consists of
three segments, connected via compliant elements, and two
rimless wheels on each segment which have three compliant
spokes each. It is used as a research platform to verify optimization runs and simulations as well as to test all-terrain control algorithms.

RFS

Systems and Control Innovation Lab
(SCIL)

TechLab

The Systems and Control Innovation Lab (SCIL) is an interface
between research and industry and is dedicated to the industrial
field of digital twinning and virtual product development. Smalland medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular gain access to
the latest design technologies and software tools for modelling,
controlling, and regulating complex mechatronic systems. In the
on-site facilities of the SCIL, partners can utilize large visualization systems, clusters, software licenses, and expert knowledge
in joint engineering sessions.

FLS

Actuator Testbed

TechLab

This testbed serves to perform experiments on advanced control
laws for flight surface actuation. More specifically, algorithms
for a combined position and stiffness control were tested using
the rig before they were verified in-flight on an experimental
aircraft. To this end, the testbed is equipped with a series production electro-mechanical aircraft actuator. Coupling of the
testbed with the Robotic Motion Simulator has been achieved
for closed-loop testing of flight dynamics and control laws, with
the actuator testbed acting as hardware-in-the-loop.

FLS

Unmanned experimental aircraft
FASER

RMC

The FASER aircraft is a small experimental aircraft used for flight
testing of novel control law technology before the technology is
deployed to manned aircraft testbeds. Since the decommissioning of the ATTAS aircraft, control law flight tests are performed
on small platforms like the FASER or using manned aircraft of
research partners. The FASER’s aerodynamics, flight computer,
and sensor equipment are identical to systems maintained by
the institute’s partner UAV Laboratories at the University of
Minnesota, allowing for exchange of data and experiences, as
well as back-up solutions.

The Robotic Motion Simulator is an industrial robot-based modular motion simulator with a 10 meter linear axis, usable for
driving, flight, and general motion simulation tasks. Equipped
with a replaceable cockpit interior and a stereo vision system,
the system is used to test control algorithms for flight simulations and to perform HMI studies and hardware-in-the-loop
tests of, e.g., the DLR ROboMObil.
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Dept Facility

Building Description

FAZ

SC3-Bulli

RMC

The SC3-Bulli is the testing vehicle for safety critical connected
control. The van has been equipped with sensors, rapid control
prototyping hardware (RCP), semi-active dampers, and a Car2X
communication. In the future, it will be extended with close-toseries micro controllers for the execution of the chassis control
tasks.

FAZ

ROboMObil

TechLab

The ROboMObil is DLR’s space robotics driven-by-wire electro
mobile research platform. It is utilized for the development of
mechatronic actuators, vehicle dynamics control, human–machine interfaces, connected mobility (Car2X) technologies, and
autonomous driving.

FAZ

Railway Roller Rig

TechLab

The Railway Roller Rig is a facility for testing experimental railway running gears in a 1:5 scale. It is equipped with driven rollers simulating the rolling conditions along a straight railway
track. The testbed is applied for analyzing advanced running
gear concepts with single-wheel technology and to verify algorithms for controlling the single-wheel drives.

9
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Teaching and Education
9.2.1 Lectures at Universities
Lecturer

University

Subject

2012/ 2013/ 2014/ 2015/ 2016/ 2017/ 2018/
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Bals, J.

UniBW
Munich

Modellierung mechatronischer
Systeme

Kurzeck, B.

TU
Berlin

Schienenfahrzeug-Systemdynamik x

Looye, G.

University
Würzburg

Flight control laws principles

Ossmann, D. TU
Munich

Flugdynamische Herausforderungen

Otter, M.

TU
Munich

Objektorientierte Modellierung
mechatronischer Systeme

x

Zimmer, D.

TU
Munich

Virtual Physics Using Modern
Modeling Methodologies for
Computer Simulation

Zimmer, D.

FH
Vorarlberg

Numerische Methoden der Computersimulation

Brembeck, J.

TU
Munich

Multiphysikalische Modellierung
und Simulation von Elektrofahrzeugen

x

Kier, T.

TU Delft

Loads Analysis – An Overview

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9.2.2 Conference Lectures, Tutorials, and Summer Schools
Lecturer

Event, Location

Subject

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Kaiser, I.

IAVSD Rolling Stock
Summer School,
Cracow

Multibody Simulation
of Railway Vehicles

x

Kaiser, I.

DLR_School_Lab,
Oberpfaffenhofen

Virtual Mechanics

x

Pfeiffer, A.

ModProd Workshop,
Linköping

System Analysis and
Applications with PySimulator

Linden, F. van
der,
Zimmer, D.

Actuation 2015 Work- Actuation Library Tutoshop,
rial
Oberpfaffenhofen

Zimmer, D.

Modelica Conference,
Paris

Modelica Tutorial

Zimmer, D.

ModProd Workshop,
Linköping

Modelica Planar Mechanics Tutorial
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Lecturer

Event, Location

Subject

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Zimmer, D.

Munich Aerospace
Video Lecture Series:
Digitalization in Aeronautics and Space
Online course

Modeling and Simulation of Aerospace System with Modelica

Kastner, N.
Zimmer, D.

PowerLab Workshop,
Oberpfaffenhofen

Modelica Tutorial

x

x

Lichtenheldt, R. CECAM School
Partikelmechanik,
Stuttgart

Particle-based Simulations for Hard and Soft
Matter

Ossmann, D.

EECI International
Graduate School on
Control, Paris

Model-Based Fault Diagnosis

x

x

Seefried, A.,
Weber, P.,
Thiele, B.
Bellmann, T.

Workshop Digital
Twin: The Digital Prototype
Oberpfaffenhofen

Virtual commissioning
of mechatronic systems

x

x

Heckmann, A.

Modelica Conference,
Regensburg

Modeling and Simulation of Railway Dynamics in Modelica

9
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Academic Degrees
The following sections list the graduation theses prepared and written at the institute . The tables not only
reflect the wide range of topics dealt with at the institute, but also present the existing links with universities
(see also Section 8.2).

9.3.1 Doctoral Theses
Name

Subject

University

Year Reviewers,
SR-Reviewers (*)

Bender, D.

Exergy-Based Analysis of Aircraft Environmental
Control Systems and its Integration into ModelBased Design

TU
Berlin

2018 Morozyuk, T.
Zimmer, D.*

Brembeck, J.

Model Based Energy Management and State Estimation for the Robotic Electric Vehicle ROboMObil

TU
Munich

2018 Kennel, R.
Hirzinger, G.
Otter, M.*

Fleps-Dezasse, M.

Linear Parameter-Varying Control of Full-Vehicle
Vertical Dynamics using Semi-Active Dampers

UniBW
Munich

2018 Svaricek, F.
Werner, H.

Kuhn, M.

Design of a modern aircraft’s electrical network
system with focus on power quality and network
stability via multi-level modeling

TU
Munich

2018 Otter, M.*
Wagner, U.

Lüdicke, D.

Schienenfahrzeug- und Umgebungssimulation mit RWTH
absolutem Raum- und Zeitbezug
Aachen

2018 Dellmann, T.
Abel, D.

Pollok, A.

Modelling and Control of Aircraft Environmental
Control Systems

Politecnico di
Milano

2018 Casella, F.
Bascetta, L.

Ho, L.M.

Model-Based Fault Detection and Isolation for a
Novel X-by-Wire Road Vehicle Architecture.

University of
Newcastle

2017 Mahata, K.
Goodwin, G.

Re, F.

Model-based Optimization, Control and Assessment of Electric Aircraft Taxi Systems

TU
Darmstadt

2017 Klingauf, U.
Rinderknecht, S.

Satzger, C.

Predictive Braking Control with Hybrid Actuators

FAU ErlangenNürnberg

2017 Roppenecker, G.
Otter, M.*

Schaub, A.

Robust Perception from Optical Sensors for Reactive Behaviors in Autonomous Robotic Vehicles

TU
Munich

2017 Burschka, D.
Otter, M. *

Ji, Y.

Model-based design and integration of the power TU
network in more electric aircraft
Munich

2016 Kennel, R.
Mecrow, B.
Otter, M.*

Klöckner, A.

Behavior Trees for Mission Management of HighAltitude Pseudo-Satellites

2016 Schulte, A.
Otter, M.*

Lichtenheldt, R.

Lokomotorische Interaktion planetarer ExploratiTU
onssysteme mit weichen Sandböden – Modell-bil- Ilmenau
dung und Simulation

2016 Zentner, L.
Modler, K.-H.
Schäfer, B.

van der Linden, F.

Gear contact modeling for system simulations and TU
experimental investigation of gear contacts
Munich

2016 Rixen, D.
Höhn, B.-R.
Otter, M.*

Knoblach, A.

Robust Performance Analysis for Gust Loads
Computation

TU
Hamburg

2015 Werner, H.
Looye, G.*

Ossmann, D.

Fehlerdetektion, -Isolation und –Identifikation in
elektrohydraulischen Aktuatorsystemen moderner, ziviler Flugzeuge

TU
Munich

2015 Heller, M.
Hajek, M.
Holzapfel, F.
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Name

Subject

University

Year Reviewers,
SR-Reviewers (*)

Schallert, C.

Integrated Safety and Reliability Analysis Methods TU
for Aircraft System Development using Multi-Do- Berlin
main Object-Oriented Models

2015 Luckner, R.
Otter, M.*

Schlabe, D.

Modellbasierte Entwicklung von Energiemanagement-Methoden für Flugzeugenergiesysteme

TU
Dresden

2015 Lienig, J.
Otter, M.*

Thiele, B.

Framework for Modelica Based Function Develop- TU
ment
Munich

2015 Knoll, A.
Otter, M.*
Pouzet, M.

Bellmann, T.

Optimierungsbasierte Bahnplanung für robotische UniBW
Bewegungssimulatoren
Munich

2014 Svaricek, F.
Luckner, R.
Otter, M.*

Pfifer, H.

LPV/LFT Modeling and its Application in Aerospace

TU
Munich

2013 Holzapfel, F.
Balas G. J.

Saupe, F.

Linear Parameter Varying Control Design for Industrial Manipulators

TU
Hamburg

2013 Werner, H.

Sielemann, M.

Device-oriented modeling and simulation in aircraft energy systems design

TU
Hamburg

2012 Schmitz, G.
Otter, M.*

University

Year Reviewers
SR-Reviewers (*)

9.3.2 Master Theses
Name

Subject

Neves, M.

Human-In-The-Loop Controlled Lunar Lander Sim- TU Munich
ulator

2019 Otter, M.*
Bellmann, T.*

Mirwald, J.

Platooning Control with Deep Reinforcement
Learning

2019 Otter, M.*
Brembeck, J.*
de Castro, R.*

TU Munich

Tchuindjang Joda, J. Modellbasierte Online-Identifikation der Längs-dy- TU
namik am NGT Versuchsfahrwerk
Berlin

2019 King, R.
Schwarz, C.*
Keck, A.*

Kerling, I.

Untersuchung zur Durchführbarkeit von “OverTU
weight“-Landungen mithilfe eines automatischen Munich
Landesystems

2019 Heller, M.
Ossmann, D.*
Weiser, C.*

Ono, S.

Evaluation of Planetary Rover Wheel Performance
on Sloped Loose Soil Based on Discrete Element
Method

2019 Yoshida, K,
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Crépy-Marglais,
J.-D.

Development of a Robust and Combined Control- TU
ler for On-Orbit Servicing Missions
Delft

2018 Cervone, A.
Schiele, A.
Fónod, R.
Krenn, R.*

Grondman, F.

Design and Flight Testing of Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion based Control Laws for a
Passenger Aircraft

TU
Delft

2018 Chu, Q.P.
Looye, G.*

Keijzer, T.

Design and Flight Testing of Incremental Control TU
Laws using Angular Accelerometer Feedback on a Delft
CS-25 Aircraft

2018 Chu, Q.P.
Looye, G.*

Mack, C.

Design of an Automated Regolith Preparation
Process for Rover Locomotion Experiments

2018 Langhorts, M.
Buse, F.*

9
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Name

Subject

University

Year Reviewers
SR-Reviewers (*)

Niehusen, D.

Implementierung eines Lateraldynamik-Beobachters für das NGT-Versuchsfahrwerk

Kiel
University

2018 Meurer, T.
Schwarz, C.*
Keck, A.*

Norris, P.

Exergy-based methods applied to the environmental control system of an aircraft

TU
Berlin

2018 Morozyuk, T.
Bender, D.*

Skibbe, J.

Mathematical modelling of the elastic deformation of rimless wheels for a scout rover

Würzburg
University

2018 Dashkovskiy, S.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Vijayan, R.

Wheel-terrain contact angle estimation for planetary Exploration rovers

Lulea University 2018 Enmark, A.
of Technology
Barthelmes, S.*

Wachter, J.

Development of a Force Control Strategy for Single Wheel Experiments in Soil Environments

Karlsruhe Insti- 2018 Mikut, R.
tute of TechBuse, F.*
nology

Wiesner, M.

Design and Control of a planetary Exploration
Scout for extreme Environments based on the
rimless Wheel

UniBW
Munich

2018 Svaricek, F.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Kerler, S.

Collision-based Particle Simulations on GPUs

Augsburg
University

2017 Reif, W.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Weiser, C.

Robust Flight Control Design for the FASER UAV

TU
Munich

2017 Heller, M.
Ossmann, D.*

Budniok, M.

Einfluss elastischer Wagenkastenstrukturen auf
Komfortverhalten und Fahrdynamik neuartiger
Schienenfahrzeugkonzepte

UAS
Aachen

2016 Wahle, M.
Wesseler, C.*

Van Ekeren, W.

Incremental backstepping flight control design
and flight test

TU
Delft

2016 Chu, Q.P.
Mulder, J.A.
Looye, G.*

Gentile, R.

Modeling and evaluation of fluid cooling systems
for Avionics

Politecnico di
Torino

2016 Jacazio, G.
Bender, D.*

Krishna, V.V.

The potential of Fluid Dynamic Absorbers for railway vehicle suspensions

KTH
Stockholm

2016 Stichel, S.
Heckmann, A.*

Männel, A.

Modeling of the Wheel-Soil Contact for
Planetary Exploration Rovers

TU
Munich

2016 Lohmann, B.
Barthelmes, S.*

Moser, S.

Konzeption eines Vierquadrantennetzteils in
Klasse-D Topologie

TU
Munich

2016 Kennel, R.
Kuhn, M.*

Schröffer, A.

Regelung eines elektropneumatischen Bleed-Air
Systems

TU
Munich

2016 Lohmann, B.
Pollok, A.*

Spytek, J.

Screw-driven locomotion into regolith simulants

AGH
Cracow

2016 Gallina, A.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Thiele, M.

Erweiterung und Validierung eines Rotortools mit
Konfigurationsstudie

TU
Munich

2016 Hornung , M.
Kuchar, R.*

Zehnter, S.

Gesamtfahrzeugregelung eines Explorationsrovers TU
Ilmenau

2016 Reger, J.
Barthelmes, S.*

Börner, S.

Entwicklung und Konstruktion eines Roboters zur TU
Fortbewegung in unverfestigten Sedimenten
Ilmenau

2015 Becker, F.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Buse, F.

Machbarkeitsstudie für einen roboterbasierten
Radprüfstand zur Entwicklung von Mars und
Mondrovern

2015 Abel, D.
Bellmann, T.*
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Name

Subject

University

Year Reviewers
SR-Reviewers (*)

Goßmann, F.

Konzeption einer robusten Regelung zur aktiven
Böenlastabminderung

RWTH
Aachen

2015 Moormann, D.
Pusch, M.*

Herzog, C.

Bedeutung des Ausfalls fahrdynamisch relevanter
Komponenten am Beispiel eines neuartigen Einzelradfahrwerkes

TU
Berlin

2015 Hecht, M.,
Wesseler, C.*

Pawar, D.

Advanced Control Strategies for Hybrid Brake-ByWire Actuator

University of
Siegen

2014 Schröder, G.
Satzger, C.*

Ramalingam, K.

Application of the standard IEC 61373 for model- Vrije Univ.
based vibration analysis of railway bogie
Brussel

2014 Guillame, P.
Wesseler, C.*

Lenz, T.

Modeling and Simulation of Component Faults in UAS
an X-by-Wire Electric Vehicle
Köln

2014 Betzler, J.
Haas, R.
Ho, L.M.*
van der Linden, F.*

Vlaar, K.

Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion Flight
Control implementation and flight test on a fixed
wing UAV

TU
Delft

2014 Chu, Q.P.
Mulder, J.A.
Looye, G.*

Wilhelm, M.

Modellierung der vertikalen Fahrzeug-FahrwegWechselwirkung bei Schienenfahrzeugen für
höchste Geschwindigkeit

RWTH
Aachen

2014 Dellmann, T.
Heckmann, A.*

Maierhofer, A.

Alternative Federungsprinzipien für Schienenfahr- UAS
zeuge im Hochgeschwindigkeitsverkehr
Munich

2013 Knauer, G.
Kurzeck, B.*

Nie, Y.

Aircraft Modeling for Upset Recovery and its Applications – Development of a tool chain from
model generations to flight simulations

TU
Delft

2013 Chu, Q.P.
Mulder, J.A.
Looye, G.*

Ritzer, P.

Model Based Vehicle Dynamics Control for Modern Vehicle Architectures

TU
Munich

2013 Kennel, R.
Brembeck, J.*

Theis, J.

LPV Feedforward Controller Synthesis for Aerospace Applications

TU
Hamburg

2013 Werner, H.
Pfifer, H.*
Knoblach, A.*
Liu, Q.

Winter, C.

Online Energy Optimal Path Planner for Advanced TU
Electric Vehicles
Munich

2013 Kennel, R.
Brembeck, J.*

Assanimoghaddam,
M.

Robust Stability Analysis of Linear Parameter Vary- UAS
ing Systems
Hannover

2012 Kutzner, R.
Saupe, F.*

Hellerer, M.

Entwicklung einer intelligenten Sensoreinsatzsteu- TU
erung zur 360°-Stereo Umgebungserfassung eiMunich
nes autonomen Elektromobils

2012 Burschka, D.
Schaub, A.*

Keck, A.

Entwicklung und Implementierung einer Spurfüh- UAS
rungsregelung für ein Versuchsfahrwerk des Next Bochum
Generation Train

2012 Brychta, P.
Heckmann, A.*

9
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9.3.3 Bachelor Theses
Name

Subject

University

Year Reviewers
SR-Reviewers (*)

Loy, R.

Modellierung von Kohäsionseffekten für planetares Regolith in Partikelsimulationen

AUS
Nürnberg

2019 Lohbreier, J.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Schütt, M.

Implementierung und Signalverarbeitung von
AUS
Sensorik zur Auswertung von Bodenbedingungen Munich
anhand eines Rovers

2019 Eggers, G.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Höllige, A.

Sedimentpetrographische Untersuchungen an einem Modellsubstrat für Tests robotischer Fortbewegung auf extraterrestrischen Körpern

2018 Lange, J.-M.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Kapp, D.

Lokomotions-Regelung eines mobilen Asteroiden- TU
Scouts in Mikrogravitation
Ilmenau

2018 Reger, J.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Lochner, J.

Erprobung einer Reglerimplementierung auf seriennahen Steuergeräten mittels automatischer
Codegenerierung

AUS
Munich

2018 Hecker, S.
Brembeck, J.*

Geiger, B.

Modellierung und Simulation eines hybrid-elektrischen Regionalflugzeugs

AUS
Munich

2017 Hakenesch, P.
Kuhn, M.*

Stubbig, L.

Modellbasierte Entwicklung eines mobilen Scouts TU
für extreme Gelände in der planetaren Exploration Ilmenau

2017 Zimmermann, K.
Lichtenheldt, R.*

Gözen, F.

Synthese einer Multikonverterplatine in einem
Sensornetzwerk

AUS
Munich

2016 Hecker, S.
Kuchar, R.*

Jmari, M.

Bearing test rig, Measurements for Health Monitoring

ENSMM
Besançon

2016 Dielemans, C.
Kuhn, M.*
van der Linden, F.*

Dietmaier, S.

Modellierung eines 2D diskretisierten Wärmeübertragers zur Kühlung von Leistungselektronik

University of
Stuttgart

2014 von Wolfersdorf, J.
Bender, D.*

Lechtenberg, A.

Modellbildung in der Gasdynamik – Ventilmodell- University of
bildung
Stuttgart

2014 Krämer, E.
Pollok, A.*

Pitzer, J.

Identifikation eines Regler-Synthesemodells für ei- UAS
nen semi-aktiven Dämpfer
Munich

2014 Graf, K.
Fleps-Dezasse, M.*

Böck, S.

Sensor-Analyse & -Modellierung für die zeitliche
UAS
Synchronisierung der Sensorfusion im Forschungs- Munich
fahrzeug ROboMObil

2013 Parzhuber, O.
Brembeck, J.*

Ennifar, H.

Integration of a Real-Time Battery Model in a
TU
RCP-System and its Implementation on a Research Munich
Platform

2013 Kennel, R.
Brembeck, J.*

Rapp, M.

Auslegung und Optimierung eines Einzelrad-Dop- TU
pel-Fahrwerks für Schienenfahrzeuge mit mechat- Munich
ronischer Spurführung

2013 Rixen, D.
Kurzeck, B.*

TU
Bergakademie
Freiberg

9
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Organized Conferences
Date

Event

Location

Staff

Role

Participants

02-03 July 2019

9. VDI /VDE –
Fachtagung
AUTOREG 2019

Mannheim
Germany

Brembeck, J.

Committee of experts and program
committee member,
session chair

120

04-06 March 2019

13th International
Regensburg
Modelica Conference Germany

Otter, M.

Steering committee 330
member

Thiele, B.,
Tobolář, J.
Zimmer, D.

Program committee member

06-09 Nov. 2018

7th International Con- Oberpfaffenhoference on Astrodyfen, Germany
namics Tools and
Techniques (ICATT)

Bals, J.

Organizing Committee

09-10 Oct 2018

The American
Cambridge, MA
Modelica Conference USA

Otter, M.

Steering committee 100
member

Tobolář, J.

Program committee member

Otter, M.

Steering committee 120
member

Tobolář, J.
Zimmer, D.

Program committee member

Zimmer D.

Main organizer,
Chair

Otter, M.

Steering committee 350
member

Tobolář, J.
Zimmer, D.

Program committee member

Otter, M.

Steering committee 120
member

Tobolář, J.

Program committee member

Zimmer, D.

Main organizer,
Chair

17-18 May 2018

01 Dec 2017

EOOLT 2017 Workshop

15-17 May 2017

12th International
Prague
Modelica Conference Czech Republic

23-24 May 2016

9

2nd Japanese
Tokyo
Modelica Conference Japan

Munich
Germany

1st Japanese Modelica Tokyo,
Conference
Japan

25

18 April 2016

EOOLT 2016 Workshop

14-17 March 2016

6th International Con- Darmstadt,
ference on AstrodyGermany
namics Tools and
Techniques (ICATT)

Bals, J.

Committee member

2-3 March 2016

3rd WAW AZUL

Klöckner, A.

Organizer

21-23 Sept 2015

11th International
Paris,
Modelica Conference France
2015

Otter, M.

Steering committee 415
member

Tobolář, J.
Zimmer, D.

Program committee member

VDI Mechatronik Tagung 2015

Bals, J.

Committee member

12-13 March 2015

Milano,
Italy

60

Oberpfaffenhofen,
Germany

Dortmund,
Germany
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Date

Event

Location

Staff

Role

Participants

10 Oct 2014

EOOLT 2014 Workshop

Berlin,
Germany

Zimmer, D.

Committee member

30

10-12 March 2014

10th International
Lund,
Modelica Conference Sweden
2014

Otter, M.

Steering committee 380
member

Heckmann A.
Tobolář, J.
Zimmer, D.

Program committee member

17-18 Feb 2014

ESA-CNES-DLR Work- Noordwijk,
shop “Linear Parame- The Netherlands
ter Varying Control –
A Framework for
Adaptable Space Systems”

Bals, J.

Organizing and
technical committee member

19 April 2013

EOOLT 2013 Workshop

Zimmer, D.

Committee member

30

10-12 April 2013

CEAS European Guid- Delft,
ance, Navigation and The Netherlands
Control Conference
(EuroGNC)

Looye, G.

Committee member,
Special sessions
chair

200

6-8 March 2013

VDI Fachtagung
Mechatronik

Bals, J.

Committee member

13-14 Nov 2012

ESA-CNES-DLR Work- Noordwijk,
shop “Worst Case
The Netherlands
Analysis Tools for
GNC Systems”

Bals, J.

Organizing and
technical committee member

3-5 Sept 2012

9th International Mod- Munich,
elica Conference
Germany
2012

Otter, M.

Main organizer,

Zimmer, D.

Chair

Nottingham,
UK

Aachen,
Germany

340

Awards
Year

Laureate

Award

2019

Seefried, A. et al.

2019 Spring Simulation Conference Overall Best Paper-Award

2017

Ossmann, D.
Joos, H.-D.

AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference, Best Session Paper
Award

2016

Lombaerts, T.
Looye, G.
Ellerbroek, J. (TU Delft)
Rodriguez y Martin, M. (TU Delft)

AIAA 2016 Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference, Best Session
Paper Award

2016

Ossmann, D.

AMSE Dynamic Systems and Control Conference, Best Energy Paper
Award

2016

Ritzer, P.

2016 IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, Best Poster Paper Award, 2nd
Prize

2015

P. de Castro, R.

10th International Conference on Ecological Vehicles and Renewable Energies, Best Paper on Ecological Vehicles

2015

Hellerer, M.

ICARSC 2016 Best Paper Award

2015

Klöckner, A.

Modelica Library Award, 2nd Prize
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Year

Laureate

Award

2015

Lombaerts, T. et al.

NASA Ames Group Achievement Award 2014

2014

Schaub, A.

ICSTCC 2014 Best Paper Award

2013

Bellmann, T.
Heindl, J. (RM)
Gühring, O. (Grenzebach)

euRobotics Technology Transfer Award 2013, First Place

2012

Brembeck, J. et al.
(SR ROboMOil team)

Visionary product concept at eCarTec 2012

2012

Ossmann, D.

Onera-DLR Symposium, Best Paper Award

Patents

9

Name

Patent

First Publication No

Status

Year

Knoblach, A.
Klöckner, A.,
Kier, T.

Strukturmodellgenerierung mittels
Standschwingversuch

DE102017117735A1

Granted

2019

Kurzeck, B.

Laufwerk für ein Schienenfahrzeug,
DE102014102115A1
Schienenfahrzeug und Verbund aus we- FR3017588A1
nigstens zwei Schienenfahrzeugen

Granted
Published

2019
2015

Bellmann, T.
Heindl, H. (RM)

Bewegungssimulator

DE102012211190A1

Granted

2019

Linden, F. van der

Verminderung von an einem Luftfahrzeug auftretenden Böenlasten

DE201610117638A1

Granted

2018

Fleps-Dezasse, M.
Brembeck, J.
Bleck, U.

Verfahren zum Kontrollieren einer
DE102018128476A1
Dämpfereinrichtung und Programmprodukt

Published

2018

Linden, F. van der

Aktuator-Scharniermoment-basierte Flu- DE102016117634A1
gregelung

Published

2018

Varga, A.
Ossmann, D.

Verfahren und System zur Detektion
DE102013009813A1
und Identifikation eines Verlusts der
Steuerwirksamkeit einer Stellfläche in einem Flugsteuerungssystem eines Luftfahrzeugs

Granted

2017

Tobolář, J.

Radaufhängung für ein lenkbares Rad

Granted

2017

Schwarz, C.
Heckmann, B.

Verfahren und Vorrichtung zum Bestim- DE102017213970A1
men von Veränderungen im längsdynamischen Verhalten eines Schienenfahrzeugs

Published

2017

Linden, F. van der

Zustandsüberwachung eines elektromechanischen Aktuators

DE102016111639A1

Published

2017

Linden, F. van der

Zustandsüberwachung eines elektromechanischen Aktuators

DE102015110867.4A

Granted

2016

Satzger, C.
P. de Castro, R.
Brembeck, J.

Bremsregelverfahren für ein Fahrzeug

DE10201410108083A1

Granted

2016

Kurzeck, B.
Linden, F. van der

Zustandsüberwachung eines
Schienenfahrzeugs

DE10201310105397A1

Granted

2016
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Name

Patent

First Publication No

Status

Year

Köppern, J.

Verfahren zum Einstellen von Lenkwinkeln

DE10201210213259A1

Granted

2016

Köppern, J.

Verfahren zum Regeln der Fahrdynamik
eines Fahrzeugs und Vorrichtung zur
Durchführung eines derartigen Verfahrens

DE10201210213247A1

Granted

2016

Neves, M.

Simulator

DE10201410225627A1

Published

2016

Schlabe, D.,
Zimmer, D.

Energiemanagement eines Systems nach DE201210107788A1
einem ökonomischen Markt-Modell-An- FR2994757A1
satz
US9581984B2

Granted
Published
Granted

2015
2014
2017

Köppern, J.

Verfahren zum Regeln der Fahrdynamik
eines Kraftfahrzeugs

DE10201110085103A1

Granted

2015

Köppern, J.

Verfahren für ein Fahrzeug zum Stabilisieren eines Rads

DE10201210213257A1

Granted

2014

Bals, J.
Baumgartner, D.
Brembeck, J.
Bünte, T.
Gschwilm, J.
Heckmann, A.
Ho, L.M.
Reiner, M.
Satzger, C.

Prüfstand zum Testen eines Kraftfahrzeugfahrwerks

DE10201210111819A1

Granted

2014

Bünte, T.

Mensch-Maschine-Schnittstelle für ein
Fahrzeug

DE10201010022171A1

Granted

2013

Varga, A.
Ossmann, D.

Verfahren und System zur Detektion
und Identifikation eines oszillatorischen
Fehlers in einem Flugsteuerungssystem
eines Luftfahrzeugs

DE10201210009657B3

Granted

2013

Köppern, J.

Verfahren für ein Kraftfahrzeug zum Re- DE10201210212083A1
geln einer Reifenlängskraft und Vorrichtung zur Durchführung eines Verfahrens
zum Regeln einer Reifenlängskraft

Published

2013

Bellmann, T.
Heindl, J. (RM)

Simulator

Granted

2012

DE10201010049153A1

9
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Reviews
The following table reflects the external view on the expertise of the institute staff. It is expressed by the
number of reviews completed on request by journal and book editors as well as conference chairs and program committees.

9

Review Type

Reviewer

Journal / Conference / Research Program

Year

Conference

Acquatella B., P.

AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference

2013

Conference

Acquatella B., P.

CEAS Specialist Conference on Guidance, Navigation & Control

2013

Conference

Acquatella B., P.

IEEE American Control Conference

2014
2015

Journal

Acquatella B., P.

IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control

2015

Conference

Acquatella B., P.

International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems

2015

Conference

Barthelmes, S.

American Control Conference 2016

2015

Conference

Barthelmes, S.

56th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control

2017

Conference

Bellmann, T.

IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems

2013

Conference

Bellmann, T.

IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation

2014

Conference

Bender, D.

29th International Conference on Efficiency, Cost, Optimization,
Simulation and Environmental Impact of Energy Systems

2016

Conference

Brembeck, J.

9. VDI/VDE-Fachtagung Autoreg 2019

2019

Conference

Briese, L.E.

AIAA SciTech Forum

2019

Conference

Bünte, T.

European Control Conference (in cooperation with IFAC)

2013

Conference

Bünte, T.

IFAC World Congress

2014
2017

Conference

Bünte, T.

IFAC Safeprocess

2018

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Journal of Mechanical Science and Technology

2012

th

Conference

Heckmann, A.

10 International Modelica Conference

2014

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Journal of Infrastructure Systems

2014

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Journal of Sound and Vibration

2014

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Vehicle System Dynamics International Journal of Vehicle Mechanics and Mobility

2013
2014

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Multibody System Dynamics

2014
2015
2016
2017

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems

2016

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Mechatronics

2017

Journal

Heckmann, A.

IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology

2018

Journal

Heckmann, A.

Simulation Modelling Practice and Theory

2019

Journal

Ho, L.M.

International Journal of Vehicle Design

2015

Journal

Ho, L.M.

Advances in Mechanical Engineering

2016

Conference

Joos, H.-D.

European Control Conference 2013

2012
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Review Type

Reviewer

Journal / Conference / Research Program

Year

Book

Joos, H.-D.

Optimization Based Clearance of Flight Control Laws

2012

th

Conference

Keck, A.

8 IFAC Symposium on Mechatronic Systems

2019

Journal

Kier, T.

AIAA Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics

2014

Journal

Kier, T.

AIAA Journal of Aircraft

2016

Journal

Kier, T.

CEAS Aeronautical Journal

2016

Journal

Klöckner, A.

AIAA Journal of Aircraft

2013

Journal

Klöckner, A.

IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters

2015

Journal

Knoblach A.

AIAA Journal of Aircraft

2015
2016

Journal

Krenn, R.

at – Automatisierungstechnik

2012

Conference

Krenn, R.

IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation

2013
2017

Journal

Krenn, R.

Journal of Field Robotics

2013
2014

Journal

Krenn, R.

IEEE Transactions on Robotics

2015

Journal

Krenn, R.

Journal of Terramechanics

2017

Journal

Krenn, R.

IEEE Access

2018

Conference

Krenn, R.

IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems

2018

Journal

Lichtenheldt, R.

IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics

2014

Journal

Lichtenheldt, R.

Journal of Terramechanics

2014
2015

Journal

Lichtenheldt, R.

Advances in Mechanical Engineering

2016

Journal

Lichtenheldt, R.

Advances in Space Research

2016

Journal

Lichtenheldt, R.

Proceedings of the Royal Society A – Mathematical, Physical and
Engineering Sciences

2016

Journal

Linden, F. van der

Aircraft Engineering and Aerospace Technology

2013

Journal

Linden, F. van der

Journal of Computer Science and Technology

2013

Journal

Linden, F. van der

Journal of Systems and Control Engineering

2013

Journal

Linden, F. van der

Journal of Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics

2014

th

Conference

Linden, F. van der

11 International Modelica Conference

2015

Journal

Linden, F. van der

Part C: Journal of Mechanical Engineering Science

2016

Conferences

Looye, G.

EuroGNC Conference

2013

Conferences

Looye, G.

AIAA SciTech

2017
2018
2019

Journal

Looye, G.

AIAA Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics

2018

Book

Looye, G.

John Wiley and Sons

2016
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Review Type

Reviewer

Journal / Conference / Research Program

Year

Conference

Otter M.

International Modelica Conference

2012
2014
2015
2017
2019

Conference

Otter M.

8th Vienna International Conference on Mathematical Modelling

2015

Conference

Otter M.

Japanese Modelica Conference

2016
2018

Journal

Otter M.

Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems

2016

Research application

Otter, M.

Clean Sky SGO

2010
2011
2012

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology

2013
2014
2015
2016

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology

2013
2014
2015
2016

Journal Editor

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology

2018
2019

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

Vehicle System Dynamics International Journal of Vehicle Mechanics and Mobility

2013
2014
2015
2016

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium

2013
2016

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

American Control Conference

2014

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference

2014

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion Conference

2014

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

IFAC World Congress

2014

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering

2014

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Conference on Decision and Control

2014
2016

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

IET Control Theory and Applications

2015

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

Advances in Mechanical Engineering

2016

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

European Control Conference

2016

Conference

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Multi-Conference on Systems and Control

2016

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems

2016

Journal

P. de Castro, R.

International Journal of Control

2016

Associate Editor

P. de Castro, R.

IEEE Access

2019

Guest Editor

P. de Castro, R.

Energies: Special Issue on
“Hybrid Energy Storage Systems for Electric Vehicles”

2019
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Reviewer

Journal / Conference / Research Program

Year

Conference

Ossmann, D.

IFAC Symposium on Fault Detection, Supervision and Technical
Safety for Processes

2012
2015
2018

Conference

Ossmann, D.

IFAC Inter. Conference on Control and Fault-Tolerant Systems

2013

Conference

Ossmann, D.

European Conference for Aerospace Sciences

2013

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Control Engineering Practice

2013
2016

Conference

Ossmann, D.

AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference

2014
2017
2018
2019

Conference

Ossmann, D.

American Control Conference

2014

Conference

Ossmann, D.

IFAC World Congress

2014
2017

Conference

Ossmann, D.

Int. Conference on System Theory Control and Computing

2014

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Automatica

2014

Journal

Ossmann, D.

International Journal of Applied Mathematics and Computer Sci- 2014
ences
2015

Conference

Ossmann, D.

Mediterranean Conference on Control and Automation

2015

Journal

Ossmann, D.

International Journal of Aerospace Engineering

2015

Conference

Ossmann, D.

IFAC Symposium on Automatic Control in Aerospace

2016

Conference

Ossmann, D.

IEEE Multi-Conference on Systems and Control

2016

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Transaction of Automatic Control

2016

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Wind Energy Systems

2016

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Energies

2016
2019

Journal

Ossmann, D.

SIAM Journal of Control and Optimization

2016

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Journal of Aerospace Engineering

2016

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy

2016
2017

Conference

Ossmann, D.

AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference

2017

Conference

Ossmann, D.

AIAA Wind Energy Symposium

2017
2018
2019

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Control Systems Letters

2017

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Aerospace

2017

Journal

Ossmann, D.

IEEE Access

2018

Journal

Ossmann, D.

Entropy

2018

th

Conference

Pfeiffer, A.

9 International Modelica Conference

2012

Conference

Pfeiffer, A.

European Control Conference

2012

Research application

Pfeiffer, A.

Clean Sky SGO

2013

Research application

Pfeiffer, A.

Clean Sky 2

2015
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Reviewer

Journal / Conference / Research Program

Year

Conference

Pusch M.

56th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control

2017

Journal

Pusch , M.

International Journal of Robust and Nonlinear Control

2018

Journal

Pusch, M.

Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics

2018

Conference

Pusch, M.

American Control Conference

2019

Conference

Pusch, M.

AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference

2019

Journal

Satzger, C.

Journal of Automobile Engineering

2015

Conference

Satzger, C.

Intelligent Vehicles Symposium

2016

Conference

Schaub, A.

IFAC World Congress

2014

Conference

Schaub, A.

IEEE International Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive
Communication

2014
2013

Conference

Schaub, A.

IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference

2014
2015

Journal

Schaub, A.

Advances in Mechanical Engineering

2015

Conference

Schaub, A.

IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium

2015

Journal

Schaub, A.

IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters

2015

Journal

Schlabe, D.

IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems

2014
2015
2016

Journal

Schwarz, C.

Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems

2015
2016
2017
2018

Conference

Thiele, B.

13th International Modelica Conference

2019

Conference

Tobolář, J.

International Modelica Conference

2014
2015

Journal

Tobolář, J.

Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems

2015

Journal

Tobolář, J.

International Journal of Vehicle Design

2016

Conference

Tobolář, J.

IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion Conference

2017

Conference

Ultsch, J.

IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion Conference

2018

Journal

Ultsch, J.

IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology

2019

Conference

Verveld, M.J.

2nd CEAS Specialist Conference on Guidance, Navigation & Con- 2012
trol

Research application

Zimmer, D.

Clean Sky SGO

2011
2012
2013

Conference

Zimmer, D.

International Modelica Conference

2012
2014
2015

Journal

Zimmer, D.

Journal of Computer Science and Technology

2015

Journal

Zimmer, D.

Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems

2017
2018
2019
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Publications
The section below lists the publications of the Institute of System Dynamics and Control within the report period, grouped according to the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•

Publications listed in media of Journal Citation
Reports® and Scopus® media (Section 9.8.1,
reference format [1.x])
Other peer-reviewed publications (Section
9.8.2, citation format [2.x]).
Doctoral Theses (Section 9.8.3, reference format [3.x]).
Bachelor, Master, and Diploma theses are summarized as Graduation Theses (Section 9.8.4,
reference format [4.x]).

Each group is ordered in years in reverse chronological order and, as a third criterion, alphanumerically
with respect to the first author’s last name. Further
publications of the institute which are not part of
this report are referenced using the document ID of
the DLR electronic library (elib). Correspondingly, a
publication referenced by, e.g., [elib12345], can be
found under http://elib.dlr.de/12345/.

J. Brembeck, “Nonlinear Constrained Moving
Horizon Estimation Applied to Vehicle Position
Estimation”, Sensors, vol. 19, no. 10, p. 2276,
2019.

[1.2]

R. de Castro and J. Brembeck, “Lyapunov-Based
Control Allocation for Over-Actuated Nonlinear
Systems”, in American Control Conference,
2019, Accepted for publication.

[1.3]

A. Keck, C. Schwarz and T. Meurer, “Beobachterentwurf für ein Einzelradfahrwerk eines neuartigen Schienenfahrzeugs“, at –
Automatisierungstechnik, 2019, accepted for
publication.

[1.4]

A. Keck, C. Schwarz and T. Meurer, “Observer
Design for a Railway Running Gear with Independently Rotating Wheels”, in Joint 8th IFAC
Symposium on Mechatronic Systems and 11th
IFAC Symposium on Nonlinear Control Systems,
2019, accepted for publication.

[1.5]

D. Lüdicke and A. Lehner, “Train Communication
Networks – Status and Prospect”, IEEE Communications Magazine, vol. 2019, no. 06, June
2019, accepted for publication.

A. Pollok, A. Klöckner and D. Zimmer, “Psychological Aspects of Equation-Based Modelling”,
Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems, vol. 25, no. 2, pp. 115-138,
March 2019.

[1.7]

M. Pusch, A. Knoblach and T. Kier, “Integrated
Optimization of Control Surface Layout for Gust
Load Alleviation”, CEAS Aeronautical Journal,
2019.

[1.8]

M. Pusch, D. Ossmann and T. Luspay, “Structured Control Design for a Highly Flexible Flutter
Demonstrator”, Aerospace, March 2019.

[1.9]

C. Schwarz, J. Brembeck and B. Heckmann, “Dynamics Observer for the Longitudinal Behavior of
a Wheelset on a Roller Rig”, Proceedings of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part F: Journal of Rail and Rapid Transit, February 2019.

[1.10] C. Schwarz and A. Keck, “Observer Synthesis for
the Adhesion Estimation of a Railway Running
Gear”, in Joint 8th IFAC Symposium on Mechatronic Systems and 11th IFAC Symposium on
Nonlinear Control Systems, 2019, accepted for
publication.
[1.11] P. Acquatella B., “Fast Slew Maneuvers for the
High-Torque-Wheels BIROS Spacecraft”, Transactions of the Japan Society for Aeronautical and
Space Sciences, vol. 61, no. 2, pp. 79-86, March
2018.

9.8.1 Publications in Media Listed by
JCR® and Scopus®
[1.1]

[1.6]

[1.12] P. Acquatella B., L. E. Briese and K. Schnepper,
“Guidance Command Generation and Nonlinear
Dynamic Inversion Control for Reusable Launch
Vehicles”, in 69th International Astronautical
Congress, 2018.
[1.13] H. Benninghoff, F. Rems, E.-A. Risse, B. Brunner,
M. Stelzer, R. Krenn, M. Reiner, C. Stangl and M.
Gnat, “End-to-End Simulation and Verification of
GNC and Robotic Systems Considering both
Space Segment and Ground Segment”, CEAS
Space Journal, January 2018.
[1.14] L. E. Briese, K. Schnepper and P. Acquatella B.,
“Advanced Modeling and Trajectory Optimization Framework for Reusable Launch Vehicles”,
in IEEE Aerospace Conference, 2018.
[1.15] F. Buse, M. Hans, K. Wehage, E. Marteau, S.
Barthelmes, G. Meirion-Griffith, M. Mukherjee,
R. Krenn, J. Bals and L. Alkalai, “Joint Effort of
DLR and JPL Towards Model-Based Prediction of
Rover Locomotion Performance for Operation
Purposes”, in 69th International Astronautical
Congress, 2018.
[1.16] W. Ekeren, G. Looye, R. Kuchar, Q. P. Chu and v.
Erik-Jan Kampen, “Design, Implementation and
Flight-Tests of Incremental Nonlinear Flight Control Methods”, in AIAA Guidance, Navigation,
and Control Conference, 2018.
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[1.17] M. Fleps-Dezasse, T. Bünte, F. Svaricek and J.
Brembeck, “LPV Feedforward Control of Semiactive Suspensions for Improved Roll Stability”,
Control Engineering Practice, vol. 78, pp. 1-11,
September 2018.

[1.24] T. Lombaerts, G. Looye, A. Seefried, M. Neves
and T. Bellmann, “Proof of Concept Simulator
Demonstration of a Physics Based Self-Preserving
Flight Envelope Protection Algorithm”, Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, no. 69,
pp. 368-380, January 2018.

[1.18] M. Fleps-Dezasse, F. Svaricek and J. Brembeck,
“Design and Experimental Assessment of an Active Fault-Tolerant LPV Vertical Dynamics Controller”, IEEE Transactions on Control Systems
Technology, no. 99, pp. 1-8, February 2018.

[1.25] P. Morgan, M. Grott, B. Knapmeyer-Endrun, M.
Golombek, P. Delage, P. Lognonne, S. Piqueux, I.
Daubar, N. Murdoch, C. Charalambous, W. T.
Pike, N. Müller, A. Hagermann, M. Siegler, R.
Lichtenheldt, N. Teanby and S. Kedar, “A Pre
Landing Assessment of Regolith Properties at the
InSight Landing Site”, Space Science Reviews,
vol. 214, no. 104, 2018.

[1.19] S.-M. Ginta, A.-K. Schug and H. Werner, “A Decomposition Approach for a Class of Spatially Interconnected Systems of Finite Spatial Extent”, in
Annual American Control Conference, 2018.

[1.26] R. Müller, J. J. Kiam and F. Mothes, “Multi-Physical Simulation of a Semi-Autonomous Solar Powered High Altitude Pseudo-Satellite”, in IEEE
Aerospace Conference, 2018.

[1.20] M. Golombek, M. Grott, G. Kargl, J. Andrade, J.
Marshall, N. Warner, N. Teanby, V. Ansan, E.
Hauber, J. Voigt, R. Lichtenheldt, B. KnapmeyerEndrun, I. Daubar, D. Kipp, N. Müller, P.
Lognonne, C. Schmelzbach, D. Banfield, A. TrebiOllennu, J. N. Maki, S. Kedar, D. Mimoun, N.
Murdoch, S. Piqueux, P. Delage, W. T. Pike, C.
Charalambous, R. D. Lorenz, L. Fayon, A. Lucas,
S. Rodriguez, P. Morgan, A. Spiga, M. Panning,
T. Spohn, S. E. Smrekar, T. Gudkova, R. Garcia,
D. Giardini, U. Christensen, T. Nicollier, D.
Sollberger, J. Robertsson, K. Ali, B. Kenda and W.
B. Banerdt, “Geology and Physical Properties Investigations by the InSight Lander”, Space Science Reviews, vol. 214, no. 5, p. 84, June 2018.

[1.27] T. Posielek, “An Energy Management Approach
for Satellites”, in International Astronautical Congress, 2018.
[1.28] T. Posielek, K. Wulff and J. Reger, “Disturbance
Decoupling Using a Novel Approach to Integral
Sliding Mode”, in International Workshop on
Variable Structure Systems, 2018.
[1.29] M. Pusch, “Aeroelastic Mode Control Using H2Optimal Blends for Inputs and Outputs”, in AIAA
Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference,
2018.

[1.21] J. T. Grundmann, W. Bauer, J. Biele, R. Boden,
M. Ceriotti, F. Cordero, B. Dachwald, E. Dumont,
C. Grimm, D. Hercik, T.-M. Ho, R. Jahnke, A.
Koch, A. Koncz, C. Krause, C. Lange, R.
Lichtenheldt, V. Maiwald, T. Mikschl, E. Mikulz,
S. Montenegro, I. Pelivan, A. Peloni, D. Quantius,
S. Reershemius, T. Renger, J. Riemann, M. Ruffer,
K. Sasaki, N. Schmitz, W. Seboldt, P. Seefeldt, P.
Spietz, T. Spröwitz, M. Sznajder, S. Tardivel, N.
Toth, E. Wejmo, F. Wolff and C. Ziach, “Capabilities of GOSSAMER-1-Derived Small Spacecraft
Solar Sails Carrying MASCOT-Derived
Nanolanders for In-Situ Surveying of NEAs”, Acta
Astronautica, March 2018.

[1.30] M. Ripepi, M. J. Verveld, N. Karcher, T. Franz, M.
Abu-Zurayk, S. Görtz and T. Kier, “Reduced-Order Models for Aerodynamic Applications, Loads,
and MDO”, CEAS Aeronautical Journal, vol. 9,
no. 1, pp. 171-193, February 2018.
[1.31] C. Schreppel and K. Chudej, “Numerical Optimal
Control Applied to an Epidemiological Model”,
in MATHMOD 2018 – 9th Vienna International
Conference on Mathematical Modelling, 2018.
[1.32] T. Spohn, M. Grott, S. E. Smrekar, J. Knollenberg, T. L. Hudson, C. Krause, N. Müller, J. Jänchen, A. Börner, T. Wippermann, O. Krömer, R.
Lichtenheldt., L. Wisniewski, J. Grygorczuk, M.
Fittock, S. Rheershemius, T. Spröwitz, E. Kopp, I.
Walter, A.-C. Plesa, D. Breuer, P. Morgan and W.
B. Banerdt, “The Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package HP3 for the InSight Mission”, Space
Science Reviews, vol. 214, no. 96, pp. 96-128,
August 2018.

[1.22] Y. J. Hasan, J. Flink, S. Freund, T. Klimmek, R.
Kuchar, C. M. Liersch, G. Looye, E. Moerland, T.
Pfeiffer, M. Schrader and S. Zenkner, “Stability
and Control Investigations in Early Stages of Aircraft Design”, in AIAA AVIATION 2018 Applied
Aerodynamics Conference, 2018.
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[1.23] R. O. Kuchar and G. Looye, “A Rapid Prototyping
Process for Flight Control Algorithms for Use in
Overall Aircraft Design”, in AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference, 2018.

[1.33] J. Theis, D. Ossmann, F. Thielecke and H. Pfifer,
“Robust Autopilot Design for Landing a Large
Civil Aircraft in Crosswind”, Control Engineering
Practice, vol. 76, pp. 54-64, July 2018.
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[1.34] A. Wedler, M. Wilde, A. Dömel, M. G. Müller, J.
Reill, M. Schuster, W. Stürzl, R. Triebel, H.
Gmeiner, B. Vodermayer, K. Bussmann, M. Vayugundla, S. Brunner, H. Lehner, P. Lehner, A.
Börner, R. Krenn, A. Dammann, U.-C. Fiebig, E.
Staudinger, F. Wenzhöfer, S. Flögel, S. Sommer,
T. Asfour, M. Flad, S. Hohmann, M. Brandauer
and A. O. Albu-Schäffer, “From Single Autonomous Robots Towards Cooperative Robotic Interactions for Future Planetary Exploration
Missions”, in 69th International Astronautical
Congress, 2018.

[1.44] D. Ossmann and H.-D. Joos, “Multi-Objective
Optimization-Based Fault-Tolerant Flight Control
System Design”, International Journal of Robust
and Nonlinear Control, September 2017.
[1.45] D. Ossmann, H.-D. Joos and P. Goupil, “Enhanced Sensor Monitoring to Maintain Optimal
Aircraft Handling in Case of Faults”, Journal of
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, vol. 40, no.
12, pp. 3127-3137, July 2017.
[1.46] B. Patartics, T. Luspay, T. Péni, B. Takarics, B.
Vanek and T. Kier, “Parameter Varying Flutter
Suppression Control for the BAH Jet Transport
Wing”, in 20th World Congress of the International Federation of Automatic Control, 2017.

[1.35] P. Acquatella B., W. van Ekeren and Q. P. Chu,
“PI(D) Tuning for Flight Control Systems via Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion”, in 20th
World Congress of the International Federation
of Automatic Control, 2017.

[1.47] C. Pinto, J. V. Barreras, R. de Castro, R. E. Araujo
and E. Schaltz, “Study on the Combined Influence of Battery Models and Sizing Strategy for
Hybrid and Battery-Based Electric Vehicles”, Energy, October 2017.

[1.36] S. Barthelmes and S. Zehnter, “An All-TerrainController for Over-Actuated Wheeled Mobile
Robots with Feedforward and OptimizationBased Control Allocation”, in 56th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, 2017.

[1.48] A. Pollok and F. Casella, “Comparison of Control
Strategies for Aircraft Bleed-Air Systems”, in 20th
World Congress of the International Federation
of Automatic Control, 2017.

[1.37] D. Bender, “Integration of Exergy Analysis into
Model-Based Design and Evaluation of Aircraft
Environmental Control Systems”, Energy, no.
137, pp. 739-751, June 2017.

[1.49] A. Pollok and F. Casella, “Modelling and Simulation of Self-Regulating Pneumatic Valves”, Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical
Systems, 2017.

[1.38] R. de Castro and J. Brembeck, “A Command
Governor Approach for Platooning Applications”, in IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium,
2017.

[1.50] M. Reiner and D. Zimmer, “Object-Oriented
Modelling of Wind Turbines and its Application
for Control Design Based on Nonlinear Dynamic
Inversion”, Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems, vol. 23, no. 3.2017,
pp. 319-340, March 2017.

[1.39] M. Ehret and M. Schmid, “Untersuchung des dynamischen Antwortverhaltens einer Schienenfahrzeug-Wellenbremsscheibe im
Resonanzbereich“, in VDI-Fachtagung Schwingungen, 2017.

[1.51] C. Satzger and R. de Castro, “Predictive Brake
Control for Electric Vehicles”, IEEE Transactions
on Vehicular Technology, 2017.

[1.40] A. Klöckner, A. Knoblach and A. Heckmann,
“How to Shape Noise Spectra for Continuous
System Simulation”, Mathematical and Computer Modelling of Dynamical Systems, vol. 23,
no. 3, pp. 284-300, 2017.

[1.52] C. Satzger and R. de Castro, “Robust Linear Parameter Varying Model Predictive Control and its
Application to Wheel Slip Control”, in 20th World
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Appendix
DLR Program Acronyms
Acronym

Name (German)

Name (English)

R

Raumfahrt

Space

L

Luftfahrt

Aeronautics

V

Verkehr

Transport

E

Energie

Energy

TM

Technologiemarketing

Technology Marketing

DLR Institute Acronyms
Acronym

Name (German)

Name (English)

AE

Institut für Aeroelastik

Institute of Aeroelasticity

AS

Institut für Aerodynamik und Strömungstechnik

Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology

AT

Institut für Antriebstechnik

Institute of Propulsion Technology

BT

Institut für Bauweisen und Strukturtechnologie

Institute of Structures and Design

DFD

Deutsches Fernerkundungszentrum

German Remote Sensing Data Center

EB

Entwicklungsbetrieb

Design Organization

DW

Institut für Datenwissenschaften

Institute of Data Science

FA

Institut für Faserverbundleichtbau und Adaptronik

Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems

FB

Flugexperimente

Flight Experiments

FK

Institut für Fahrzeugkonzepte

Institute of Vehicle Concepts

FL

Institut für Flugführung

Institute of Flight Guidance

FT

Institut für Flugsystemtechnik

Institute of Flight Systems

FX

Flugexperimente

Flight Experiments

FW

Institut für Flughafenwesen und Luftverkehr

Institute of Air Transport and Airport Research

HR

Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik und Radarsysteme

Microwaves and Radar Institute

KN

Institut für Kommunikation und Navigation

Institute of Communications and Navigation

LY

Lufttransportsysteme

Air Transportation Vehicle

ME

Institut für Luft- und Raumfahrtmedizin

Institute of Aerospace Medicine

MF

Institut für Methodik der Fernerkundung

Earth Observation Center

MUSC

Nutzerzentrum für Weltraumexperimente

Microgravity User Support Center

OS

Institut für Optische Sensorsysteme

Institute of Optical Sensor Systems

PA

Institut für Physik der Atmosphäre

Institute of Atmospheric Physics

PF

Institut für Planetenforschung

Institute of Planetary Science
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Acronym

Name (German)

Name (English)

RA

Institut für Raumfahrtantriebe

Institute of Space Propulsion

RB

Raumflugbetrieb und Astronautentraining

Space Operations and Astronaut Training

RM

Institut für Robotik und Mechatronik

Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics

RY

Institut für Raumfahrtsysteme

Institute of Space Systems

SC

Simulations-und Softwaretechnik

Simulation and Software Technology

SL

Institut für Systemarchitekturen in der Luftfahrt

Institute of System Architectures in Aeronautics

TP

Institut für Technische Physik

Institute of Technical Physics

TS

Institut für Verkehrssystemtechnik

Institute of Transportation Systems

TT

Institut für Technische Thermodynamik

Institute of Engineering Thermodynamics

VF

Institut für Verkehrsforschung

Institute of Transport Research

VT

Institut für Verbrennungstechnik

Institute of Combustion Technology

WF

Institut für Werkstoffforschung

Institute of Materials Research

List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

A

Acronym

Meaning

ABS

Anti-Lock Braking System

AC

Alternating Current

ACROSS

Advanced Cockpit for Reduction of Stress and Workload

ACS

Attitude Control System

ADAC

Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club

ADAS

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems

ADDSAFE

Advanced Fault Diagnosis for Sustainable Flight Guidance and Control

ADEC

Advanced Aircraft and Engine Configurations

ADFLICO

Adaptive Flight Control for Advanced Aircraft Concepts

ADGB

Active Differential Gearbox

ADR

Active Debris Removal

AFS

Active Flutter Suppression

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AIA

Artificial Intelligence Agents

AIC

Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient

AKIRA

Ausgewählte Kritische Technologien und Integrierte Systemuntersuchungen für RLV-Anwendungen

ALC

Active Load Control

AoA

Angle of Attack

AOCS

Attitude and Orbit Control System

APU

Auxiliary Power Unit

ARCHES

Autonomous Robotic Networks to Help Modern Societies
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Acronym

Meaning

ASSIST

Harmonized System Study on Interfaces and Standardization of Fuel Transfer

ASE

Aero-Servo-Elastic

ATLAs

Advanced Technology Long-Range Aircraft Concepts

ATTAS

Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System

BFF

Body Freedom Flutter

BIROS

Bispectral Infrared Optical System

BMBF

Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung

BMWi

Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie

CAD

Computer-Aided Design

CAE

Computer-Aided Engineering

CALLISTO

Cooperative Action Leading to Launcher Innovations in Stage Toss back Operations

Car2X

Car to Any Object Communication

CATIA

Computer Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive Application

CCSDS

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems

CEF

Concurrent Engineering Facility

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

CFE

Constraint Force Equation

CFRP

Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic

CNES

Centre national d’études spatiales

COMRADE

Control and Management of Robotics Active Debris Removal

ConMo

Condition Monitoring

COTS

Commercial of-the-Shelf

CPACS

Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Schema

CRESCENDO

Collaborative & Robust Engineering Using Simulation Capability Enabling Next Design Optimization

CRWC

Characteristic Reference Wind Curve

CS

Control Surface

CS-25

Certification Specifications for Large Aeroplanes

CS-AWO

Certification Specification All Weather Operations

DAB

Digitalisierung und Automatisierung des Bahnsystems

DAE

Differential-Algebraic Equation

DAMIP

Dynamic Aircraft Model Integration Process

DC

Direct Current

DEKRA

Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Überwachungs-Verein

DEM

Discrete Element Method (particle model)

DEM

Digital Elevation Map (surface model)

DEMETER

Development of the E2E Maintenance Architecture Process and Methods Enabling a Reliable and Economic Air Transport System

DEMETRIA

Discrete Element Method Enabled Terramechanics Interaction Framework
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Acronym

Meaning

DEOS

Deutsche Orbitale Servicing Mission

DLC

Direct Lift Control

DOF

Degree(s) of Freedom

DVV

Design Verification and Validation

E2E

End-to-End

ECOCENTS

Efficient Cooling Center for Aircraft Systems

ECS

Environmental Control System

ECSS

European Cooperation for Space Standardization

EDA

European Defence Agency

EDF

Électricité de France

EGM96

Earth Gravity Model

EGP

Eurobot Ground Prototype

EHA

Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator

ELHASPA

Electric High-Altitude Solar-Powered Aircraft

EMA

Electro-Mechanical Actuator

EPOS

European Proximity Operations Simulator

ESA

European Space Agency

ESTEC

European Space Research and Technology Centre

EU FP7

European Commission Seventh Framework Programme

EUROSYSLIB

European Leadership in System Modeling and Simulation Through Advanced Modelica Libraries

EWITAC

Elastic Wind Turbine Advanced Control

FAIR

Fahrwerk-Antrieb-Integration ins Rad

FASER

Free-Flying Aircraft for Sub-Scale Experimental Research

FAST

NREL’s Primary CAE Tool for Simulating the Coupled Dynamic Response of Wind Turbines

FaUSST

Fortschrittliche aerodynamische UCAV Stabilitäts- und Steuerungstechnologien

FCS

Flight Control System

FDD

Fault Detection and Diagnosis

FDI

Fault Detection and Isolation

FDIR

Fault Detection, Isolation, and Reconfiguration

FE

Finite Elements

FEM

Finite Element Method

FES

Functional Engineering Simulator

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

FLEXOP

Flutter Free Flight Envelope Expansion for Economical Performance Improvement

FliPASED

Flight Phase Adaptive Aeroservoelastic Aircraft Design Methods

FLPP

Future Launchers Preparatory Program

FMI

Functional Mock-up Interface
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Acronym

Meaning

FMU

Functional Mock-up Unit

FoF

Factory of the Future

FrEACs

Future Enhanced Aircraft Configurations

FTC

Fault-Tolerant Control

GBAS

Ground Based Augmentation System

GLA

Gust Load Alleviation

GNC

Guidance Navigation and Control

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GPS

Global Positioning System

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

GSOC

German Space Operations Center

GTO

Geostationary Transfer Orbit

GVT

Ground Vibration Testing

HGF

Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher Forschungszentren

HAP

High-Altitude Platform

HIL

Hardware-in-the-Loop

HMI

Human–Machine interface

3

HP

Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package

HQ

Handling Quality

HST

High Speed Train

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

HTW

High Torque Wheel

HVF

Helmholtz-Validierungsfonds

HYPER-F

Hybrid Electric Propulsion for Emission Reduction in Flight

IAA

Internationale Automobil-Ausstellung

ICE

InterCity Express

ILA

Internationale Luft- und Raumfahrtausstellung (Berlin Air Show)

INDI

Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion

IQC

Integral Quadratic Constraint

IR

Infrared

ITD

Integrated Technology Demonstrator

ITEA

Information Technology for European Advancement

JAXA

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

JCR

Journal Citation Reports

JPL

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

JTI

Joint Technology Initiative

KUKA

Keller und Knappich Augsburg (industrial robot manufacturer)
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Acronym

Meaning

LANN

Lockheed, the Air Force, NASA and the Netherlands

LAS

Load Alleviation System

LEO

Low Earth Orbit

LFR

Linear Fractional Representation

LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging

LPV

Linear Parameter Varying

LMI

Linear Matrix Inequality

LRU

Light-Weight Rover Unit

LTI

Linear Time-Invariant

LuFo

Luftfahrtforschungsprogramm

M3Tk

Mobility Mechanics Modeling Toolkit

MASCOT

Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout

MBS

Multi-Body System

MBSE

Model-Based Systems Engineering

MDO

Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization

MEA

More Electric Aircraft

MER

Mars Exploration Rover

MIMO

Multi-Input Multi-Output

MMX

Martian Moons Exploration

MODELISAR

Multidisciplinary Modelling and Simulation Speeds Development of Automotive Systems and Software

MODRIO

Model Driven Physical Systems Operation

MOPS

Multi-Objective Parameter Synthesis

MOREX

Modulares Robotisches Explorationssystem

MOSAR

Modular Spacecraft Assembly and Reconfiguration

MPC

Model Predictive Control

MPEG

Moving Picture Experts Group

MPI

Message Passing Interface

MSL

Mars Science Laboratory

MSL

Modelica Standard Library

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failures

MTSF

Modelica Standard Time Series File Format

MuDS

Munich School for Data Science

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NAT

North Atlantic Track

NDI

Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion

NGC

Next Generation Car

NGT

Next Generation Train
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Acronym

Meaning

NICE

Nonlinear Innovative Control Designs and Evaluations

NREL

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

OBC

On-Board Computer

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

OLEV

Orbital Life Extension Vehicle

OMAHA

Overall Management Architecture for Health Analysis

OOS

On-Orbit Servicing

OPP

Online Path Planning

PCH

Pseudo-Control Hedging

PDF

Probability Density Function

PEL

Planetary Exploration Lab

PFC

Path Following Controller

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

PMSM

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

POD

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

ProWinGS

Performance Development for Wing Design

PUS

Packet Utilization Service

QC

Quadratic Constraints

QP

Quadratic Programming

RCE

Reconfigurable Computing Environment

RCP

Rapid Control Prototyping

RCS

Reaction Control System

RECONFIGURE

Reconfiguration of Control in Flight for Integral Global Upset Recovery

ReFEx

Reusability Flight Experiment

RET

Reactive Escape Trajectory

RFCS

Robot Flight Control System

RGB

Red-Green-Blue (color triplet)

RICADOS

Rendezvous, Inspection, Capturing, and Detumbling by Orbital Servicing

RLV

Reusable Launch Vehicle

RMC

DLR Robotics and Mechatronics Center

RMS

Robotic Motion Simulator

RNG

Random Number Generator

ROBEX

Robotic Exploration of Extreme Environments

ROMO

ROboMObil

RST

Rover Simulation Toolkit

SAVE

Stochastic Assessment Validation Evolution

SBC

Single Board Computer
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Acronym

Meaning

SBB

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen (Swiss Federal Railways)

SC3

Safety Critical Connected Control

SCIL

Systems and Control Innovation Lab

SCM

Soil Contact Model

SFWA

Smart Fixed-Wing Aircraft

SGO

Systems for Green Operations

SIL

Software-in-the-Loop

SimBaCon

Simulation-Based Certification

SISO

Single-Input Single-Output

SMART

Small Missions for Advanced Research in Technology

SOC

State of Charge

SOG

Smart Operations on Ground

SSL

SpaceSystems Library

SysTAvio

System- und Avionik-Technologien der nächsten Generation

StMWi

Bayerisches Staatsministerium für Wirtschaft und Medien, Energie und Technologie

TCN

Train Communication Network

TECS

Total Energy Control System

TET

Technologieerprobungsträger

THCS

Total Heading Control System

TIVA

Technology Integration for the Virtual Aircraft

TM/TC

Telemetry/Telecommand

TOICA

Thermal Overall Integrated Conception of Aircraft

TOPGAL

Total Performance Concept for GBAS-Based Automatic Landings

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

TROLL

Terramechanics Robotics Locomotion Laboratory

TRP

TransRoPorter

TSI

Technical Specifications for Interoperability

TVC

Thrust Vector Control

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UCAV

Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle

USACDF

Upper Stage Attitude Control Design Framework

VAL

Vehicle Application Level

VAMP

Virtual Aircraft Multidisciplinary Analysis and Design Processes

VarLoads

Variable Loads Environment

VDC

Vehicle Dynamics Controller

VEGA

Vettore Europeo di Generazione Avanzata

VFC

Vehicle-Following Controller
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VFW

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke

VicToria

Virtual Aircraft Technology Integration Platform

VSST

Vehicle Systems Safety Technologies

WMM

World Magnetic Model

WOF

Wash-Out Filter

WRMB

Wing Root Bending Moment

WVE

Wake Vortex Encounter

XML

Extensible Markup Language

XRF

External Research Forum

X-TRAS

Expertise Raumtransportsysteme

ZIM

Zentrales Innovationsprogramm Mittelstand (Central Innovation Programme SME)

ZLP

Zentrum für Leichtbauproduktionstechnologie
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DLR at a glance
The German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt; DLR) is the
national aeronautics and space research centre of the Federal Republic of Germany. Its
extensive research and development work in aeronautics, space, energy, transport, security and digitalisation is integrated into national and international cooperative ventures.
DLR is also responsible for the planning and implementation of Germany’s space activities on behalf of the federal government. DLR is also the umbrella organisation for one
of Germany's largest project management agencies.
DLR has approximately 8700 employees at 26 locations in Germany: Cologne (headquarters), Augsburg, Berlin, Bonn, Braunschweig, Bremen, Bremerhaven, Cochstedt,
Cottbus, Dresden, Göttingen, Hamburg, Hannover, Jena, Jülich, Lampoldshausen,
Neustrelitz, Oberpfaffenhofen, Oldenburg, Rhein-Sieg-Kreis, Stade, Stuttgart, Trauen,
Ulm, Weilheim and Zittau. DLR also has offices in Brussels, Paris, Tokyo and Washington
D.C.

